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A B S T R A C T

Kavi Dayarambhal or Dayaram (1777-1852), considered to be one of 

the three greatest poets of Gujarati, brought to an end not only the age of the 

great bhakta-poets, but also the age of Gujarati medieval literature. After 

Dayaram, a new age of Gujarati literature and language began, influenced by 

Western education and thinking.

The three chapters of Part I of the thesis look at the ways of approaching 

North Indian devotional literature which have informed all subsequent readings 

of Dayaram in the hundred and fifty years since his death. Chapter 1 is 

concerned with the treatment by Indologists of the Krsnaite literature in Braj 

Bhasa, which forms a significant part of Dayaram's literary antecedents. 

Chapter 2 then considers studies of Dayaram by Gujarati scholars which tend to 

focus on him as a devotee of Krsna and a member of the Pustimarga. It also 

looks at literary criticism of his writings in the context of the Gujarati literary 

world. Chapter 3 discusses Dayaram’s lyrics from an Indological perspective, 

concentrating on form and language.

Part II puts forward a new approach to a study of Dayaram's lyrics. 

Chapter 4 argues that these texts deserve treatment as literary texts in their own 

right and suggests a reading informed by the thought of Mikhail Bakhtin (1895- 

1975). Chapter 5 discusses Dayaram's lyrics in the light of Bakhtin's concept of 

the carnivalesque, Chapter 6 looks at the functions of chronotopic features in the 

lyrics.

Part III is a selection of Dayaram's lyrics. The Gujarati texts are given 

in Roman transliteration, followed by literal translations into English. A full 

bibliography of primary and secondary sources consulted is included.
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The thesis introduces a poet scarcely known to western scholars and 

makes a selection of his work available to those who do not know Gujarati. It 

examines a number of approaches which have conventionally been brought to 

bear on literature of this kind. It finds much which is valuable in them but 

highlights some o f their limitations for a study of this poet; a new critical 

approach from literary theory, using the ideas of Bakhtin (in particular those of 

the cam ivalesque and the chronotope) allows the thesis to re-examine the 

position of Dayaram in the history of Gujarati literature.
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Thomas Jackson

( 1925- 1994)

T h ey  that g o  d ow n  to the sea  in sh ips, that do b u sin ess in great w aters;

T h ese  se e  the w orks o f  the Lord, and his w ond ers in the deep.

Psalm  107:23-4 .
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STYLE NOTES

A Transliteration

1 Italicised words in strict transcription as Sanskrit w ith inherent -a
throughout:

1 All texts and quotes from Dayaram's lyrics;
ii Terminology of sect with translation in inverted commas in brackets: 

e.g. anugraha ('favour');

iii Technical terms:

e.g. chapa, garabl, garabo, pada, teka.

2 Personal names in roman:

i Gods’ names as Sanskrit (i.e. as 1 above): 
e.g. Krsna, Rama;

ii From the time o f Vallabhacarya onwards as Hindi (i.e. without inherent -a 

except after conjuncts):

e.g. Dayaram, Surdas, Vitthalnath, also SrinathjI (-ji otherwise omitted);

iii Muslim names with macrons but otherwise as roman: 
e.g. Shah Jahan;

iv When authors have used roman spellings of their own names these are used: 
e.g. Kavi Narmad, K.M. Munshi, Narasinhrao;

This may result in some initial confusion when an author may appear with 

two different spellings of his name according to whether the book was 

written in Gujarati or in English: 

e.g. Tripathi 1957, Tripathi 1958;

v English spellings elsewhere: 

e.g. Shivaji, Gaekwad.

3 Place names:
i Conventional English spellings w ithout diacritics, using spellings of

Muthiah 1991:

e.g. Bombay, Dabhoi, Gokul, Gujarat, Hanum an Ghat, M athura, 

M ewar, M ount Govardhan, N athdwara, Rajasthan, V adodara, 
Varanasi, Vrindavan, Yamuna;

ii The Hindified spelling is used if more usual:

e.g. Braj.
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4 Other names:
i Names of texts with capitals and italics, with transliteration appropriate to

the language (i.e. inherent -a for Sanskrit etc.):

e.g. Bhagavata Purana, CanrasI vaisnavan k l varta, Brhat kavyadohan;

ii Names of sects with a capital:

e.g. Pustimarga (with inherent -a by 1 above), Svaminarayan;
iii Names of the Was, in italics in Braj spelling:

e.g. balllla, danlila, makhancorilila. Brajffla;
iv Others:

e.g. astachap, Haveli samglt, Holl.

5 English words are used elsewhere:
e.g. Bania, Brahmin, Maharana, Maharaja, Rajput.

6 Perso-Arabic words:

The transcription of words from Urdu, Persian and Arabic follows the

conventions given by Shackle 1989a:v: 
e.g. ghulam. be-hal, maslahat, ma'shuq.

These conventions do not apply to the transliterations in Chapter 7 where 
strict transcription as Sanskrit with inherent -a is used throughout. The translations 

use the transliterated form of names etc. as given in the text. Krsna's epithets are 
translated only in the chapa.

B References to Dayaram's lyrics

These are according to the numbers and titles in Raval 1953. When 

referring to the whole lyric the title is given in transliteration beginning with a 

capital. The titles are given without capitals in Chapter 7.

C Metrical conventions

1 In 'strict’ songs1:

looks metrically short but scans long;

^ e e  3.3 below .
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\ /  looks metrically long but scans short;

/ £  scans for four matras or more.

2 In 'free' songs numbers are used to count beats.

D Dates

Dates refer to the Christian era unless otherwise specified.
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INTRODUCTION

Kavi Dayaram bhal (1777-1852) lived during a time of great change 

throughout India. Gujarat,1 which had been ruled as a suba o f the Mughal empire 

from 1573-1707, began to suffer Maratha raids from the mid-seventeenth century 

when Shivaji invaded Surat in 1664. The Maratha Gaekwad o f Vadodara came to 

be the greatest power in Gujarat and Saurashtra, and the M arathas and Mughals 

ruled Ahmadabad jointly from 1738 to 1753, when the Mughals relinquished any 

claim to Gujarat.

The British East India Company had been active in southern Gujarat since 

establishing their factory in Surat in 1612, gaining political power there in 1759. 

As the Maratha confederacy declined rapidly after the battle of Panipat (1761), the 

Maratha rulers began to ally themselves to the British. In Gujarat, the Gaekwad of 

Vadodara accepted British protection after declaring his independence in 1782. The 

British later annexed Bharuch (1803) and Ahmadabad (1817). After the defeat of 

the last Peshwa at the battle of Kirkee (1818), the British established the Bombay 

Presidency in order to administer much of western India. British power in the 

region was consolidated in 1858 when the crown took over the East India 

Company. Only five Gujarati districts were British: Surat, Bharuch, Panch Mahals, 

Kheda and Ahmadabad. The rest of Gujarat was mostly ruled as princely states, the 

only significant power belonging to the Gaekwad of Vadodara who also ruled 

Amreli and Dwarka in the Kathiawar peninsula.

This period sees the rise in significance of the city o f Bombay, as a 

commercial and cultural centre for Gujaratis. In 1687, the East India Company had 

transferred its Western headquarters from Surat to Bombay and the shipping and 

trade moved there as a consequence. There was large-scale migration from Gujarat: 

shippers, merchants and middlemen from Surat, Bharuch and Khambhat, bankers 

G ujarat is used to refer to the area covered by the modem state o f  Gujarat established in 1960.
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Introduction

and commission agents from Ahmadabad; traders from Saurashtra and Kachchh. 

The opening of the Suez Canal, steam navigation and the cotton trade o f the 

nineteenth century helped to boost Bombay's fortunes. It became the capital of the 

Bombay Presidency from 1818.

The extension of British influence led to changes in the formations of states 

and social groups dining the eighteenth century, marking the beginning of the social 

order o f modem India. In the cultural sphere, there was a creative period in 

Hinduism and Islam at popular and at formal levels.2 One o f the greatest cultural 

changes was in the sphere of education. Bentinck's English Education Act (1835) 

marked the victory of Anglicism over Orientalism3 in the separation of the study of 

English and indigenous languages. Westem-style education in English was given 

in Bombay's Elphinstone Institution (founded 1834) which became Elphinstone 

College on the founding o f Bombay University (1857). A new indigenous 

intellectual elite was created, whose influence was felt through the learned societies 

they formed and through the new print culture in new spapers, magazines, 

pamphlets and, of course, literary publications. Many of the creative and critical 

writers in Gujarati in the second half of the nineteenth century were graduates of 

Elphinstone and it was through them that English literature was to have its far- 

reaching impact on Gujarati literature and literary studies.

These writers introduced new literary forms into Gujarati, including the 

novel and the short stoiy, and western poetical forms such as the sonnet. They 

wrote on topics which had not been considered appropriate to literature, such as 

social reform and nationalism. Instructed in the values of English literature, they 

brought these to their new critical studies of Gujarati literature. The sphere of 

production also changed as they no longer sought patrons but printed and sold their

2 Bayly 1988:39-44.
3 Viswanalhan 1989:22-44.
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Introduction

work, often while pursuing professional careers in the British administration for 

which their education had prepared them.

While these writers and critics were actively developing new literary forms 

and criticism, they also began to reinterpret Gujarat's past. The two first poets of 

modem Gujarati literature, Kavi Dalpat and Kavi Narmad4 were active collectors of 

pre-modem Gujarati poetry and they edited the earliest printed volumes of Gujarati 

poetry. Dalpat's was a selection of Gujarati verse published at the request of the 

Director of Public Education5 while Narmad's was the first edition of the lyrics of 

Dayaram.6 Undoubtedly this early publication contributed to Dayaram's canonical 

status as one of the greatest poets of Gujarat.

Nearly every article on Dayaram mentions his canonical status as the last 

poet of medieval Gujarat. In many respects this status is unquestionable. Although 

he travelled widely in India, his work contains no references to the changes that 

were occurring as British power spread in Gujarat and its administrative systems 

and personnel were established.7 Unlike his somewhat junior contemporaries, 

mentioned above, Dayaram belongs to the pre-British world of Gujarat, and indeed 

of India. Everything about his life, his activities, his work, fixes him in this world, 

and his death brings to an end the creative period of a whole tradition of devotional 

poetry, with roots in the whole of North India and in the Gujarati folic tradition.

This status raises a number of questions. Firstly, 1852 seems a very late 

date indeed for the term 'medieval', by any definition. In Europe the medieval 

period is usually taken as ending with the Renaissance, that is several centuries 

earlier. This terminology, used also for other Indian literatures in the pre-British

4 See below Chapter 2.2.
5 Dayabhai 1865.
6Lalasarnkara 1909 (4th cd,).
7 D a b h o i,where Dayaram spent most o f  his adult life, had been the headquarters o f  the Bombay 
army until 1783 when it was ceded to the Marathas as a condition o f  a peace treaty betw een the 
Government o f  Bengal and the Peshwa. A long with the rest o f  the Peshwa's territories, Dabhoi 
became a British Dependency after 1818.
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Introduction

period,8 has been questioned by Das9 who argues that the term 'medieval' is an 

imposition because it suggests a 'dark age' of literature for a period which was one 

of India's most creative. There may be two justifications for the use of this term. 

The first is that if the Indian renaissance of the nineteenth century is equated with 

the European renaissance, by analogy the preceding period may be termed medieval. 

The second, which follows from this, is that the pre-renaissance period was obscure 

and 'dark.1

Secondly, in the opening line of the first biography of Dayaram ,10 Narmad 

calls him the last poet of the four hundred year old tradition o f sung poetry. 

However, the sharpness of this division between the pre- and the post-British eras 

in Gujarati literature must be examined. The differences between the two in form, 

subject matter, production and consumption suggest that this boundary was wide. 

However, the fact that Dayaram remained an important figure in Gujarati literature 

and that he was the topic of the new literary criticism, makes this break seem less 

sharp. Furthermore, it is likely that elements of future literary developments may be 

found in Dayaram's own work. Does Dayaram's oeuvre contain elements which 

could be reinterpreted by the modern tradition or was it a dead end? Might there be 

connections with the emotionalism of bhakti and that of the Romantics? While 

changes in form may be clear, what other features in the text mark a break between 

Dayaram and the new poets?

Lastly, on what grounds was Dayaram considered to be a great writer by 

critics who had been trained in western literary criticism? Was he evaluated in the 

teims of his own age or those of the age which followed him? How much does the 

biography of Dayaram the bhakta have in common with the Byronic hero? And are 

the qualities o f sweetness and love identified by the critics qualities of bhakti 

emotionalism or Romanticism?

8Islam and Russell 1991:1-4 discuss the sense of'm edieval' in the context o f  three eighteenth-century 
Urdu poets.
9 Das 1991:333.
10Narmada£amkar LalSamkar 1912: 476.
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Introduction

It is important to remember that most cultures, and those of India in 

particular, are not monocultural and most people move between several cultures. 

For example, one could be a scientist with a Hawkinian view of time while also 

believing in divine time. The implication for this thesis is that the traditional or 

devotional views of Dayaram's lyrics are not incompatible with other literary critical 

views but may indeed be held simultaneously.

Given that Dayaram's lyrics have already raised a wide number of issues, it 

became necessary to search for approaches towards an understanding of them. It is 

clear that this requires not only a survey of existing studies of Dayaram but also an 

examination of intellectual approaches to literature which may be appropriate in the 

context of this thesis. Thus the first possible approach to Dayaram to be considered 

had to be that of the western academic tradition of textual analysis known as 

Indology.

The study of India (i.e. British India, the area now called South Asia) was 

known as ’Indology1, an intellectual discipline which has concentrated on the texts 

and artefacts of a past, glorious civilisation, rather than the study of a living culture. 

The term has come to acquire a pejorative meaning,11 namely the approach of 

westerners who pursue an Orientalist12 study of India. These senses are not 

intended here, where the word ’Indologist1 is used simply to refer to those who 

make India and res indica the objects of their academic study. It is not restricted to 

westerners, although the majority of such studies are written in European languages 

by westerners. The definition used here of an Indological approach to Indian 

literatures is primarily the study of these literatures as objects o f scholastic study 

rather than as literary texts.

The distinction between literary scholarship and literary criticism must also 

be clarified. Literary criticism normally includes aspects of scholarship, and will be

11 For example, in Devy 1992.
12In all three senses o f  Said's definition: Said 1978:2-3.
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Introduction

taken to do so, except where it seems important (as here) to make a distinction 

between the two, as do Jefferson and Robey:

...in com m on usage criticism  generally stands for discussions o f  literary 
w orks that focus on the experience o f  reading.13 It is concerned with  
describing, interpreting and evaluating the meaning and effect that literary 
works have for competent but not necessarily academic readers. Scholarship, 
on the other hand, stops short of, or goes beyond the experience o f  reading, in 
that its concern is w ith factors in one w ay or another external to this 
experience: the genesis o f  the work, its textual transm ission, or elem ents 
within it that the non-specialist reader need not necessarily take an interest in.
C riticism  is not exclu sively  academ ic, and often may be personal and 
subjective, though it is o f  course capable o f  a detachment and rigour o f  its 
own: scholarship is a specialist activity which aims for the sam e detachment 
and rigour that characterize other academic disciplines.14

M ost Indological studies are works of scholarship, rather than of literary 

criticism, in that the authors are concerned with historical background, with 

establishing a text by editing manuscripts, with studying its textual transmission and 

authorship or with non-literary facts contained within it, notably of a religious 

nature. Several of the studies include literary statements about the texts, usually 

concerning themes and motifs, forms of literature, performance aspects, historical 

origins o f a genre and so on. M cGregor,15 in particular, makes a number of 

judgements about the literary nature of the works he is concerned about, but these 

are usually confined to brief summaries in which he has presented extra-textual 

information.

Since Gujarati is barely studied in universities outside Gujarat and Bombay, 

it is not surprising that there has been very little Indological research on Dayaram or 

on Gujarati Vaisnava literature in general. However, over the last few decades there 

has been a considerable amount of Indological research in western academia on Braj 

Krsnaite literature. Dayaram is connected to this tradition, not so much for his Braj

13Although 'and listening' is not written, it is understood that oral literature is included here also. 
W hile it is obvious that it is not possible to have a 'close listening' as one may have a 'close reading', 
where the reader has sole control over the experience, this problem is not discussed here. There has 
been much work on the scholarship o f oral performance, but little on the criticism o f  it. The Braj 
Krsnaite verse is mostly sung and a critical discussion would have to include the use o f  repetition in 
performance, the fact that the verses arc heard repeatedly and are learnt and performed in other 
contexts by the audience etc.
14Jefferson and Robey 1986:8.
15E.g. McGregor 1984 in his survey o f  early Hindi literature.
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Introduction

poetry (for he is not well known in this tradition, his fame deriving almost entirely 

from his Gujarati lyrics) but more because he was a member of the Pustimarga, a 

Vaisnava sect which practises Braj bhakti. A survey of these studies would 

provide methodological examples of approaches to such literature as well as 

furnishing a large of amount of necessary background information, but this is not 

the aim of this thesis.

In order to examine Indological strategies for an approach to the lyrics of 

Dayaram, this thesis begins by looking at specific works of Indologists on Gujarati 

literature, the majority of these being the work of Fran^oise Mallison, before going 

on to examine in some detail the considerable corpus o f Indologist writings on 

Krsnaite Braj literature.

The survey is limited to a study of those texts written in European languages 

and so does not deal with Indological approaches made by Indian scholars. It finds 

here the scholastic apparatus necessary for the initial study of the texts as literature, 

but a lack of engagement with literary criticism.

The second source o f possible approaches to be considered is that used in 

the existing studies of Dayaram, mentioned above. Although there is a tradition of 

Indological scholarship in Gujarati (practised notably by H.C. Bhayani), the studies 

considered here belong to a different intellectual tradition. They do not engage with 

the rigorous textual study typical of the Indological tradition but are mostly non

scholastic, being concerned with matters of religious tradition or literary criticism.

Since these studies of Dayaram are nearly all written by Gujaratis, mostly in 

Gujarati (any discussion of his work in English being mostly restricted to 

inclusions in histories of religion or literature dating from over fifty years ago) they 

have been labelled ’Gujarati', but it must be emphasised that this is not intended as 

an essentialist term. A non-Gujarati could write a 'Gujarati study' of Dayaram while 

a Gujarati could make an Indological study of Dayaram.
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Introduction

It is important to remember that the changes in literary studies which were 

emanating from Bombay did not replace all pre-existing literary traditions. 

Dayaram’s aksaradeha ('immortal body', i.e. his corpus), has survived to the present 

through two traditions, that of his own world and that of the modem world. On the 

one hand, Dayaram's pupils, their descendants and his followers in Dabhoi have 

kept his poetry alive, and on the other, his works were among the earliest Gujarati 

literature to be published and have been the object of literary criticism.

These two traditions, while overlapping in many respects, have significant 

differences. W hile both groups praise his lyrics for their sweetness and pr&ma 

('love, affection') for Krsna and describe the poet's life at length, his followers 

concentrate on the religious aspects of his work, while the readers of his work as 

literature try to find value in his work drawing on the modern tradition o f literary 

criticism which began after his death. An exploration of these various receptions of 

his work seemed likely to illuminate attitudes to literature and to the world in 

general. Dayaram's lyrics are also used in daily worship in people’s homes, but 

such matters lie beyond the scope of this thesis.

Although a distinction is made here between the two disciplines of 

scholarship and literary criticism, this does not imply any desire to elevate one at the 

expense of another. It should be clear that the scholastic approach is not being 

denigrated. For example, in this thesis, although its central portion in Part II is a 

study of the lyrics of Dayaram as 'literature', it has been found necessary first to 

include a large amount o f information which would count as 'scholarship' (see in 

particular Chapters 2 and 3). In fact, the situation is quite complicated. The two 

disciplines are often mutually dependent: sometimes the editing of a text can 

contribute to the literary study of it, for example, where the text is distorted through 

textual transmission. Typical of this approach is Hawley 1984, a fascinating study 

of the process of accretion in a text, in which the distinguishing of successive layers 

shows that the original Surdas was quite different from the Surdas of modern India.
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Introduction

Now there is (or, rather, will be, when the text is published) an Ur-Sursagar and a 

number of verses which will be discarded as later accretions. The difference 

between these strata is clear from Hawley's work, and scholastic work may now 

establish new information about Surdas' language, religious beliefs, sectarian 

affiliation etc. which can then contribute to other areas o f study. It could also be 

argued that the later versions of the Sursagar have a greater validity, because it is 

these versions which are read and loved today, and it is the later poems, such as the 

balllla group, which are the most loved and best known verses of Surdas. From the 

point of view of criticism, the poems may be assessed in the performance (i.e. their 

sung form) for which they were intended as well as in written form, as a play may 

be studied both from its script and from its performance. Like a play, these poems 

may no longer have a true oral performance, but are becoming fixed as they acquire 

written standard forms through popular editions.

Traditional approaches to literature have been mostly analyses of form and 

content and hence could not provide answers to questions raised in the study as to 

the literary nature of the text, the historical context of the lyrics, an understanding of 

subsequent interpretations of Dayaram, the nature of the break between Dayaram 

and Dalpat and Narmad, and the problems of reading the lyrics in the present 

context. These questions have been raised elsewhere in literary studies, through the 

considerations of literary theory. The selection of theoretical models to examine this 

critical question was the next step to be considered.

Literary theory has become a component of literature degrees throughout the 

world in the last three decades. A common complaint about theory is that it is 

difficult, but while some of the texts are certainly opaque, the difficulty is not 

extreme in comparison with the theoretical texts of some other disciplines. 

Opinions about the value of such studies tend to be polarised, ranging from the 

view that literary theory is pseudo-philosophy or pseudo-aesthetics or that it
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Introduction

impedes an informed reading of literature and therefore must be opposed, to the 

opposite extreme, where it is seen as a complete new system of thought, calling the 

whole nature of literature into question and making previous studies redundant. It 

is impossible to read without taking a theoretical position, however neutral one may 

claim to be, and some awareness o f the ways in which one reads texts, or in other 

words o f the theory which underlies one's reading, must be o f some significance. 

This thesis is concerned more with the reading of texts than with a study of theory, 

but does aim to show how an understanding of literary theory can inform and 

enrich critical practice.

Jefferson and Robey 1986 sum up the questions that a theory of literature 

must ask: What is literariness? What is the relation of the author to the text? What 

is the relation of the reader to the text? W hat is the relation of the text to reality? 

What is the status of the medium of the text (language)? The theory should then be 

examined to see how it would allow for a theory of literary history, and what its 

critical practice could be.

For this study, the first step was to examine the available theories for one 

which was based on a theory of language, the medium of literature, and which tied 

the text closely to historical reality. This immediately ruled out Indian poetics and 

nearly every western theory.16 One of the first to be rejected was post-structuralism 

(including deconstruction), which with its ahistorical approach, its loss o f the 

subject, lack of truth and its abstract 'philosophy', allows for no interpretation of 

divinity and enforces a removal o f ethics and responsibility. Phenomenology, 

hermeneutics and reader-reception theory seemed more involved with describing 

one's activities as a critic than with providing an all-round theory of literature. 

Psychoanalytic criticism was attractive, not least for its operating entirely through 

the medium of language, but apart from the considerable cross-cultural implications

16See Jefferson and Robey 1986; Eagleion 1983 for an outline o f  the major theories.
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involved in such a study,17 there are serious reservations about the thinking that 

underpins the 'science' (with hypothetical mental constructs such as the id-ego- 

superego, its biologist essence and its concentration on the individual rather than on 

society), let alone the implications involved in using it to study literature. Gender- 

based theoryls was a possibility and while interesting readings of Indian literature 

have been made from a feminist perspective,19 a study of the construction of 

femininity in Dayaram would, however rewarding, fail to fulfil the initial criteria. 

The approaches of disciplines which have been profoundly affected by theory, 

notably those of comparative literature and of cultural studies, would provide 

further insights. These include translation studies, reception studies, the thought of 

Foucault, especially as developed by Said in his study of Orientalism, and the work 

o f Bhabha on hybridity.

Many studies of theory now tend towards the eclectic rather than the 

exclusive - notably feminist theory which has been incorporated into many other 

systems.20 This study will however be informed by the writings of one theorist, 

M ikhail Bakhtin, whose language-based M arxist model provides challenging 

answers to the questions that must be asked of any literary theory, and whose 

concerns allow many points of departure for suggestive readings of Dayaram's 

lyrics. His works on philosophy, linguistics and literary theory have as their central 

concerns the relation of self to other, o f mind to world and of the individual to 

society. Underlying all his work is the assumption that everything 'means'. He 

does not hold, along with deconstructionists and others, that no one has meaning, 

nor does he think that meaning belongs to the humanistic self; rather he sees 

meaning as belonging to the community-that is, it is shared and it is multiple. His 

theory allows one to analyse texts in ways which are neither subjective, nor 

mechanically impersonal. Dialogue underlines his view of truth and of the world in

17See Kakar 1981 for possible psychoanalytic approaches to Indian culture.
I8See M oi 1985.
19For example, Spivak 1987 combines feminist and dcconstm clive approaches.
20Such as deconstruction (Spivak) and Marxism (Eagleton).
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his epistemology of'd ialogism ',21 in his 'translinguistics' (study of language and 

discourse), and in his central concepts on which he bases his study o f genre, 

namely, 'heteroglossia' (plurality of languages), 'polyphony' (the position o f the 

author in the text), the 'chronotope' (time and space and the values attached to them) 

and the camivalesque (folk influence, humour and the aesthetic of the grotesque), all 

topics which appear immediately relevant to a study of Dayaram.

It should be clear, however, that this is just one approach out o f the many 

which could be taken. Bakhtin himself writes:

'It should be emphasized here that literature is too complex and multifaceted a 
phenomenon and literary scholarship is still too young for it to be possible to 
speak o f  any one single 'redeeming' method in literary scholarship. Various 
approaches are justified  and are even quite necessary as long as they are 
serious and reveal som ething new in the literary phenomenon being studied, 
as long as they promote a deeper understanding o f  it.'22

Bakhtin's theory is not systematic, but suggestive, about opening the text to 

a variety of understandings. A close application o f his thought to the text 

substantiates his points, but the real interest lies in the further analysis of this 

reading which produces an understanding of the text and its context. Bakhtin's 

theories do not allow for a close reading of the text, an analysis o f rhetorical and 

poetic devices and other systematic, mechanical readings of literature.

The object o f this thesis is not a testing of Bakhtin's theory but a search for 

ways in which his theory can aid a critical study of Dayaram. Nor does this work 

aim to be comprehensive in drawing on all Bakhtin's wide-ranging ideas about 

literature. For example, Bakhtin's writing on language does not feature strongly in 

this thesis. There are clearly future possibilities for such a study of Dayaram's 

lyrics. For example, a study of heteroglossia in his work would discuss the 

historical implications of the introduction of vernaculars as literary languages and 

Dayaram's use of Braj and Gujarati in his works. The meaning o f the combination

21'Dialogism may well become the basis o f  our time's intellectual structure' Kristeva 1980:89.
22Bakhtin 1986:3.
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of vocabulary from three languages (Braj, Sanskrit and Gujarati) within the lyrics 

could be examined to see how they relate to one another, perhaps reflecting an 

awareness of the old and the new or showing sources in the specialised vocabulary 

of the Krsna cult, the Pustimarga sect and Gujarati folk literature. However, such 

aspects lie beyond the scope of the present study. Nor has any attempt been made 

to use others o f Bakhtin's theoretical concepts which focus on more novelistic 

qualities in the texts. Here only two of his main concepts have been used, the 

carnival and the chronotope.

These two forces are not purely literary, but exist in the world outside 

literature as social and historical forces. Carnival is a range of activities and cultural 

forms which may be seen as centrifugal forces. They enter writing in the west with 

the novel, in particular in the work of Rabelais. The chronotope is a term Bakhtin 

adopted from natural science, an understanding o f space and time and the 

relationship between them as a way of perceiving the world. Both of these concepts 

are key elements of Bakhtin's concern with the theory of genre, which, as in all his 

other work, shows linguistic, social and historical concerns.

Just as Bakhtin's study of language is a study of speech genres, so much of 

his work on literature is on a study of its genres. Genre is important not only as a 

category o f literature, but also as a way of seeing reality and as a category of 

speech. It is not formal or abstract but concrete. His study of genre makes his 

work one of the few theories o f literature to try to understand how a history of 

literature may be possible. He is explicit about this aspect of his work, giving his 

essay on the chronotope the subtitle 'Notes towards a historical poetics.'23 In this 

essay he traces the roots of the novel to antiquity and to folklore, further back than 

is normally the case. Eschewing the approach of textualism, Bakhtin looks instead 

at the dialogue between the texts, between the texts and their critics. Bakhtin argues

23Bakhtin 1981.
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that all texts must be seen in context; they have to placed in their historical reality. 

They are dependent on what was said/written before and what comes after.

In this study by Bakhtin, the genre changes are gradual and take place over 

centuries. In nineteenth-century Gujarati literature, as mentioned above, the 

emergence of new genres was revolutionary. In Bakhtin's thought, transformations 

in the chronotope, which is a way of perceiving the world, reflect actual historical 

transformations.24 For example, one of the most successful genres to emerge in 

nineteenth-century India was the novel which has now become one of the main 

genres of Indian literature. The rise of the novel in India has been linked to the 

emergence of the bourgeoisie,25 as it has been in the west.26

Bakhtin's writing is not just about the encounter of an individual person 

with an individual text but about understanding literature in wider terms, a social 

and historical force requiring a study of institutional factors and their mechanisms 

(the publication and distribution of books, criticism and the distinction of'high' and 

'popular1 literature). His discussion of problems in the relationships between 

authorial authority, textual meaning and reception allow the various approaches to 

Dayaram to be accommodated in a historical perspective. Indology, a formal 

analysis, is concerned with textual meaning but also reveals important features 

needed for the study of the text: Gujarati reception, often a thematic analysis, 

concentrates either on the author or on the personal experience of the text, but it 

carries meanings which have become inscribed on interpretations of the text.

Bakhtin's process of 'creative understanding1 means that the meaning of a 

work can never be located in just the author's intention or the reader's interpretation.

24Andcrson 1991 argues that a change in the concept o f  time from 'simultaneity' to 'meanwhile' is a 
necessary condition for the creation o f  nationalism. The exam ples he draws from literature to 
illustrate this claim suggest strong links betw een the change in the concept o f  tim e, and the 
em ergence o f  the novel and the idea o f  nationalism. H owever these are not explored at length. A 
comparative study o f  Anderson's 'meanwhile' and Bakhtin's 'fullness o f  time' may be a fruitful 
project.
25Mukherjee 1985.
26 Watt 1957.
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Works grow in meaning over time as historical and future meanings emerge as 

changes occur in understandings of the nature of literature, literary meaning and 

through changes in aesthetic values. Historical readings themselves are important 

to present meanings as the meaning of a text results from these active dialogues, 

which are never final.27 An historical understanding of the Gujarati critics' 

approaches to Dayaram becomes an important part of the present meanings of his 

lyrics.

For example, the concentration on the life of Dayaram may be linked to 

Vaisnava hagiography as well as to the Romantic view of the poet as Byronic hero. 

The reason Dayaram's lyrics are never seen as independent but always as closely 

connected parts of a corpus may be because of the Krsna myth or because of 

nineteenth-century views on narrative.

Bakhtin's theory also accommodates the present reading of Dayaram. The 

question of time has already been allowed for in his historical attitude, but for him, 

the outsideness of the reader can be an asset rather than an automatic problem. In 

the present context it may be hoped that it allows a fresh perspective on the lyrics of 

Dayaram.

Bakhtin uses carnival as a generic concept for dealing with laughter in 

literature. The social and historical forces of carnival show how the interaction of 

high and low cultures is part of the dynamic of bhakti, the Krsna cult and of 

Dayaram's lyrics. Early bhakti was a social and religious force, a popular, non- 

Brahminical movement. It was here that carnival found an entry into literature as 

bhakti inspired the growth of vernacular literatures throughout India. However it 

was reduced by Vallabha whose sect, the Pustimarga, was Brahminical. He wrote 

in Sanskrit and the cult became associated with the temple and with ritual. By 

contrast, Dayaram shows more camivalesque features. Even though in literature 

carnival can become an object of representation rather than participation, perhaps in

27Shephcrd 1989.
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Dayaram, the singing and dancing of the lyrics and the assumption o f roles allows 

for more active participation than expected in literature. After Dayaram, carnival is 

reduced in Gujarati literature as changes in the concepts of high and low, and 

private and public take place in the nineteenth century.

The implication of carnival and the chronotope are relevant not just for 

Dayaram but for all bhakti literature. However, it is possible that they may also be 

interpreted as theories of modernism. A change in genre is a symptom of a change 

not just in literature but in society as a whole. Dayaram shows this most clearly as 

he is positioned on the edge of the 'medieval' and the modern. There are clear 

implications for creating the possibility of future interactions with Western and 

Indian literature and the introduction of new genres to India, notably the novel and 

the short story.

The question of approaches to the study of Indian literatures has also been 

discussed in G.N. Devy's award-winning book, After amnesia: tradition and change 

in Indian literary criticism,28 He argues that literatures in the bhdsds (i.e. New Indo- 

Aryan languages) need to be criticised through their own traditions. He argues that 

there has been

'...cultural amnesia, which makes the average Indian intellectual incapable of
tracing his tradition backwards beyond the mid-nineteenth century.'29

In order to recover from this amnesia he argues that there is a need to re

examine the British impact on Indian literary traditions and to formulate a pragmatic 

literary historiography for bhdsa literatures.30 While these two aims are similar in 

many ways to the goals of this thesis, Devy does not achieve the former and falls 

into more serious problems with the latter. Unable to find any critical document or

28D evy 1992.
29D evy 1992:10.
30D evy 1992:56.
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any 'self-conscious intellectual discourse of criticism’31 in the bhasas, he advocates 

Nemade’s ’nativism .’ This is a system of classification rather than a theoretical 

approach or even a critical approach.32 Devy’s blanket anti-theorism (he never 

specifies which theory he is attacking), often at the level o f polemic,33 makes him 

fail to see that he is often arguing against formalism rather than theory itself. I 

suggest that an extension of the application of Bakhtin's approaches would resolve 

many of the issues raised by Devy and others in a study o f Indian literatures within 

a theoretical and coherent framework.

In spite of his canonical status, Dayaram's poetry is scarcely known outside 

of Gujarat. This is unremarkable in that probably only two other medieval Gujarati 

poets are known elsewhere in India, Narasimha Maheta (1414-1481) and Mlratn 

(1403-1470). However, the latter is best known outside Gujarat through the Hindi 

versions of her songs,34 which makes Narasimha the only known Gujarati medieval 

poet. The specific reason for Narasimha's fame seems to be that Gandhi included 

some of his songs in his prayer meetings. Part of the reason for Dayaram's 

obscurity may be that little or none of Dayaram's work has been translated from 

Gujarati - again, an unremarkable fact since very little Gujarati literature has been 

translated. Most of the translations from Gujarati into other Indian languages are of 

early novels (Munshi and Govardhanram) into Hindi.35 While some medieval 

South Asian literature has become known in India and overseas through its English 

translations (notably that of Tukaram, and collections of south Indian bhakti poetry, 

collections of Hindi saints36), the only translations of medieval Gujarati poetry are 

those of Narasimha in French and in English (see below Chapter 1.1 for a

31 Devy 1992:90.
32Nemade 1986.
33For example, 'by inducing Indian critics to undertake an imitative activity o f  mindless theorizing, it 
[theory] has created a set o f  literary premises and critical frameworks into w hich bhasa literature is 
coercively being fitted.' Devy 1992:111.
34Sce 2.2 below.
35Govardhanram's Samsvaticandra  has not been translated into E nglish, despited its continued  
canonical status as the greatest Gujarati novel. See 2.2 below.
36Chitre 1991, Ramanujan 1973, Hawley and Juergensmeycr 1988.
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discussion of these works). Recently the jnanam argl, Alcho (c. 1615-1674) has 

been translated into English.37 This meant that the introduction of a great figure of 

Gujarati literature to a wider, if only academic audience was timely.

There is the possibility in a study of Dayaram for more than just a study of 

one o f the great Gujarati poets barely known outside Gujarat. It may also allow us 

to look more closely at the changes that happened to literature at this time and how 

this was connected with changes in the world and in the perceptions of the world.

This thesis has its own context as another reading of Dayaram. It resists the 

desire for absolute conclusions, but offers instead a new point o f departure for 

reading the lyrics of Dayaram.

The thesis is divided into three parts. Part I looks at the four principal 

influences discernible in Dayaram's lyrics: his religious background, earlier Gujarati 

literature, the Gujarati folk tradition and the literature of his sect, mostly written in 

Braj Bhasa. It discusses these four topics in the context of understandings of North 

Indian devotional verse.

Chapter 1 is concerned with the treatment by Indologists o f the Rrsnaite 

literature in Braj Bhasa. Chapter 2 then considers studies of Dayaram by Gujarati 

scholars in the religious as well as the literary Gujarati tradition. Chapter 3 is a veiy 

b rief Indological study of the Gujarati lyrics o f Dayaram. It describes the 

transmission of the Gujarati texts and examines their place in a history o f the 

Gujarati lyric. It then looks at the forms, content and language of Dayaram's 

Gujarati lyrics.

Part II proposes a new approach to a study of D ayaram 's lyrics. 

Chapter 4 introduces the thought of Mikhail Bakhtin. Chapter 5 discusses 

Dayaram's lyrics in the light of Bakhtin's concept of the camivalesque; Chapter 

6 looks at the functions of chronotopic features in the lyrics.

37Krishnadilya 1993.
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Pan III is a selection of lyrics, drawing on the established canon and on 

verses referred to elsewhere in the thesis. They are given in transliteration to make 

the texts accessible to those who know other north Indian languages, thinking in 

particular of those who know Braj Bhasa. The translations are intended as working 

tools for reading the thesis and no literary considerations of translation have been 

m ade.38 There is no commentary on these lyrics since this would necessitate a 

further interpretation and possible restriction of their potential meanings.

38It is surprising that Bakhtin docs not raise the issue o f  translation in any o f  his work given his 
study o f  language.
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PA R T I

C H A PT E R  1: TH E IN D O L O G IST S ' A PPR O A C H E S TO K R SN A IT E

L IT E R A T U R E

There has been no study of Dayaram in any European language and very 

little research has been done on Gujarati Vaisnava literature in general by non- 

Gujaratis. In order to examine strategies for an approach to the lyrics of Dayaram, 

this thesis begins by looking at specific works of Indologists on Gujarati literature, 

the majority o f these being the work of Frangoise Mallison, before going on to 

examine in some detail the considerable corpus of Indologist writings on Krsnaite 

Braj literature.

This chapter does not review these studies, but instead outlines the strategies 

and structures followed by Western scholars in their approaches to Krsnaite 

literature. It analyses their central concerns and their methods rather than assessing 

their scholastic m erits, editing techniques, accuracy o f inform ation or 

comprehensiveness etc. This survey is limited to Krsnaite literature in the Gujarati 

and Braj Bhasa languages. It does not look at Krsnaite literature in Sanskrit (e.g. 

Jayadeva’s Gitagovinda) or devotional texts which show nirguna attitudes. The 

translations have not been checked against the originals, since here the concern is 

more with the results o f the translation, whether it is literal, literary, in verse, or 

colloquial, and how it deals with Indian concepts. For these purposes, 

monographs, several o f which are reworkings of doctoral theses, provide the most 

useful data. There follows a summary of strategies which may be relevant to a neo- 

Indologist approach to Gujarati Krsnaite literature in the literary study of the lyrics 

of Dayaram (see Chapter 3).
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Chapter 1: The Indologists

1.1 Indologist writing on Gujarati Vaisnava literature

This section surveys M allison's published work on G ujarati Vaisnavism , 

mentioning her other work on Islam and Islamic writing in Gujarat (e.g. Mallison 

1991b) only when it is relevant to this study, and then summarises points o f 

particular interest to a study of Dayaram. It then mentions briefly other studies of 

Gujarati literature by Westerners and the study of the genre of barahmasa.

Mallison 1974a discusses the sect of Svaminarayan, examining, among a 

broad range of sources, the earliest literature of the movement. She draws attention 

to the Vacanamrtam, a collection of philosophical sermons given by Svaminarayan 

to his disciples, which were collected by his principal devotees. This work 

provides the philosophical basis for the sect, and is significant for being the first 

work in modem Gujarati prose. Mallison also mentions the early poets of the sect1 

who wrote of their devotion to Krsna, in the context of the Svaminarayan sect. She 

writes that these poets:

ecrivent un langage simple et clair. Ils tiirent les premiers a laisser de cote les 
genres litteraires du vieux gujaiiiti, sans etre encore, a proprement parler, des 
ecrivains m odem es. Pour cette raison ils occupent une place de premier plan 
dans la litterature du Gujarat.2

However, she has little more to say about literature, the main preoccupations 

of the paper being with historico-religious aspects of the sect. Other works on this 

sect3 are concerned with religious, philosophical, and social aspects and the literary 

works are discussed only as sources for these topics.

Mallison 1979 follows the story of Sudama, one of the greatest Vaisnava 

bhaktas, from his anonymous mention in the Bhagavata Purana, through various 

medieval Gujarati versions, concentrating on the still popular akbyanas  of 

Narasimha Maheta (1414-80?4) and Premananda (1636-1734). The central focus of 

this paper is the development of the religious themes and of the storyline; thus there

^ e e  3.1 below .
2M allison 1974a:439.
3 W illiams 1984, D wyer 1994.
4See 3.1 below  on the dates o f  Narasimha.
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is no detailed discussion of the literary merits of the works, only rather general 

judgements which reflect those widely held among Gujarati critics:

The poem reflects in a vivid manner Gujarati society at the end o f  seventeenth  
century and Premananda proves him self a good observer o f  the human mind.
His m onologues and dialogues are w ell turned whereas his descriptions 
remain conventional. ^

and

Premananda's genius lies in his capability o f  bringing out in a v ivid  manner 
the moral and the spiritual lesson o f  the old tale, w hile en liven ing it and 
entertaining h is readers all through w ith his w itty d ia logues and racy 
description. The character o f  Sudama has reached its point o f  perfection in 
Premananda’s story, a great classic o f  Gujarati literature.6

The second part of the study (Mallison 1980a) examines the evolution of the 

worship of Sudama in Porbandar (also called Sudamapuri). By comparing texts 

such as the mahatmya of the town, given in the Skanda Purana (in Sanskrit), with 

archaeological evidence and current practice, she shows how the Krsna cult has 

grown on the foundation of a Siva-Devi cult, the process of Visnuisation being 

marked by the adoption of the Vallabhite liturgy and the conversion of the Bava 

priests. Using similar sources, she finds evidence of this process of Krsnaisation in 

two m ajor and two minor temples of Gujarat (Dwarka, Dakor, Shamalaji and 

Tulsishyam) where Visnu-Trikrama-Ranchod worship has been replaced by that of 

Krsna-Gopala (Mallison 1983), and in Dakor (which, after Dwarka, is the largest 

pilgrimage centre in modem Gujarat), where a &aivite centre has been taken over by 

the worship of Krsna (Mallison 1991a).

M allison 1980b is concerned with the problems o f establishing and 

interpreting Gujarati texts for the p u rp o se s  of studying modem bhakti. Texts were 

transm itted orally until the time o f Dayaram and of the early poets of the 

Svaminarayan sect, when manuscript transmission begins. The earliest extant 

manuscripts from Gujarat were preserved in Jain bhandaras, and so tend to be 

mainly of interest for Jain studies, while the earliest extant Krsnaite manuscripts are 

very late, e.g. for Narasimha from as late as the seventeenth century. Because the

5M allison 1979:97.
6 M allison 1979:98.
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scribal tradition is very poor from the eighteenth century onwards, there is only a 

very short period during which reliable manuscripts were written, many of which 

are uncatalogued and untended. Printed editions begin to appear by the m id

nineteenth century, but these were uncritical, often based on only one or two 

manuscripts, with no attempts to correct errata. The most famous of these printed 

editions is I.S. Desai's Brhatkavyadohan 1890-1913, which is still the standard 

edition o f medieval verse. Mallison claims that due to the weakness of the 

manuscript tradition it would be futile to employ a purely philological method to 

study texts like Narasimha's and so one must also consult the present living 

traditions.

She then focuses on the manuscript tradition of Narasimha, the earliest of 

the bhakti poets. Many of his padas have been published although they are printed 

without commentary and without critical editing. There are traditionally three 

groupings of his songs - the bhakti-jhana type (poems with a generally austere tone, 

prayers and meditations, showing a tendency towards Upanishadic monism), the 

balllla (poems celebrating the childhood exploits of Krsna) and the Srhgarbhakti 

(erotic) type. The eroto-mystical hymns seem to show the influence of the 

Vallabhite sect, but because Narasimha lived before the foundation o f the sect, and 

because they are hardly known in Gujarat, their authenticity must be questioned. 

Eroto-mystical poetry eventually become the dominant form within Gujarati 

Krsna ism, with even the puritanical Svaminarayan movement generating poetry of 

this land.

A serious problem in studying medieval Gujarati literature is that of defining 

terms.7 A notable case in point here is the prabha tiyum , the form for which 

Narasimha is most famous. Mallison shows how this term cannot be defined 

precisely, but that one can make certain observations about them - they are prayers 

sung only in the morning, with no fixed theme, although likely to be of bhakti-jhana

7 See 3.3 below.
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or balllla type, mainly in jhulana metre and sung to a deil ('folk') tune. Concluding 

the paper, she asks why Narasimha's well-known and well-loved prabhatiyam were 

transmitted so carelessly. She suggests this is because they did not belong to a 

large community, and have never been part of personal devotion.

Further problems in trying to define forms are discussed by Mallison 1986b 

and 1989 concerning the dhola, a religious song (pada), usually Vaisnava, sung 

almost always by women to a desi tune:

The form o f  the dhol is not fixed and it may be a tale, a song o f  praise or a 
dialogue. Each type has its own set tune, popular and easy to learn. Metrical 
considerations do not arise...The themes o f  dhol are Puranic or ep ic, m ost 
often drawn from the Ramayan ..However much one tries, they remain a 
species hard to define, halfway between literature, folklore and hym nology.
In this respect the dhol are rather representative o f  the medieval short texts 
com posed in the vernaculars, difficult to equate either with their classical 
sources or with their present-day folk form s.8

She distinguishes three types of dhola. The first, being the folk type, is 

sung in housework, and on auspicious occasions etc. The second type is a non

sectarian Vaisnava dhola, whose subject-matter is exclusively Vaisnava, and which 

is becoming rare. The third, the Vallabhite dhola, is part of a thriving tradition and 

like the second is sung only at satsamg, This third type is defined in distinction to a 

kirtana (Havell samglt) which is sung in the havell, always in Braj, composed by 

the astachapa and sung by official musicians (klrtanakara) during the eight periods 

of seva in the havell. Mallison claims that the dhola, composed by mostly obscure 

persons (with the notable exception of Dayaram), in a simple vernacular and sung 

by the ordinary devotee, is at the core of the Vallabhite literature in Gujarati. The 

oral tradition is now being replaced by printed texts which are widely used by the 

devotees. The standard edition was first published in Ahmadabad in 1916, with 

many subsequent reprintings. In it the Braj liturgy is intermingled with the Gujarati 

dhola.

Mallison 1986b concentrates on a performance she attended of a Vallabhite 

satsamg where nine songs were performed, including three by Dayaram ( Vaisnava

8Mallison 1989:88-9.
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nathi thayo turn re, Srmathajlnum vadanakamala joyum  and Je ko l prema-am§a 

avatare) and one by Narasimha (Kukane pagale padharo vhala, the only one of his 

songs used by Vallabhites, and that only in Surat). Dayaram 's songs are 

distinguished by having more complicated tunes than the usual dhoja. Mallison 

points out that in singing Premaamsa (which is a pada), the chorus join in only for 

the refrain, whereas in others they repeat what the leader sings. She mentions 

musical instruments and ragas but gives little information on music. The distinction 

between dhola and pada would not, however, appear very marked from Mallison's 

data, although it seems that padas have matrachanda metres and are set to ragas, 

whereas dholas have tala type metres and are set to desi tunes.

Interesting aspects of this paper include the de-oralising of the texts used in 

worship, the narrowing of the definition of a folk-song to an exclusively religious 

setting in one sect, and the transition of this form from a folk to a classical tradition 

through refinement by trained musicians. She contrasts this with the garabo which 

has entered popular culture, and whose current forms are likely to be ephemeral in 

the absence of trained connoisseurs as artists and audience.

Important for the study o f Dayaram is her definition o f a garabi which is 

given in an article on the garabfs o f Pir Shams (Mallison 1991b),9 and her brief 

discussion of Raje Bhagat10 as a precursor of Dayaram.11

Mallison discussed Narasimha Maheta in several of her papers above. One 

of the earliest o f these (1974a) deals with his biography and is later incorporated 

into the first chapter of her book on Narasimha (1986a). It is the only substantial 

academic monograph on Gujarati literature by a Western scholar. Its structure and 

approach may be summarised as follows. The first chapter is the life of Narasimha 

Maheta, subtitled 'The history o f a hagiography'. This chapter has a number of 

subtitles covering his autobiography (five poems which cover central episodes of

9 See 3.3 below.
10MaIlison 1992:95-6.
11 See 3.1 below.
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his life), his legendary life (from hagiographies o f the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries), his personal testimony (mentions of his religious experience in his 

bhakti-jhana pada), his present following (in the Narasimha Mahetano Coro in 

Junagadh), controversies surrounding his biography (his dates, the diversity of his 

inspiration), his sectarian connections (the difficulty o f any link with the 

Pustimarga), historical references to him elsewhere (of which there is only one), 

Narasimha beyond Gujarat (references to him in other works), and a conclusion.

The second chapter deals with the works o f N arasim ha with special 

reference to the prabhatiyam. It includes notes on the transmission and the editions 

o f his works, and goes on to define the prabhatiyam with ample notes on prosody, 

then discusses how to assemble a corpus of prabhatiyam. Narasimha's religious 

affiliations are discussed in the third chapter, with special reference to vedantic 

monism, and the worship o f Krsna-Gopala, while the fourth chapter contains 

introductory notes to the edited texts and their arrangement.

In the central section of the work, the fifty-one poems are arranged 

thematically, the edited text in Gujarati script is given with alternative readings in the 

footnotes and the French translation, again with footnotes, is given on the opposite 

page. Appendices include a list of errors in the Gujarati text; an index of first lines; 

lists of common and proper nouns, names of places and titles of works; and an 

index of rare words or expressions, unusual or traditional, mentioned in the notes to 

the translations. There is an extensive bibliography.

Mallison (no date) is concerned with the definition of a Vaisnava as seen in 

the most famous o f all Gujarati Vaisnava songs, Narasimha's Vaisnavajana to tene 

kahie. She analyses the definition, then discusses the authorship of the song (which 

has been thought to have been composed by Dayaram), Vallabhite attitudes to 

Narasimha, possible sources o f this song in Old Gujarati, and finishes with 

D ayaram ’s definition of a Vaisnava, which is actually a definition o f what a 

Vaisnava is not.
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The implications of Mallison's pioneering work for this study of Dayaram 

may now be summarised. O f particular note are her excellent bibliographies 

compiled from a vast number of sources used in her definition of genres, and her 

work on the rise of Krsnaism in Gujarat and Gujarati Vaisnavaism prior to the rise 

of Vallabhism. In conjunction with her work on living traditions and on popular 

Sanskrit, her studies o f the Krsnaisation o f Gujarat and her familiarity with 

archaeological remains shows the extent of her fieldwork in Gujarat and her 

familiarity with the work of Gujarati scholars. She neatly unravels tangled data in 

her studies of mahatmyas while her work on Narasimha shows the same clarity and 

precision, with a solid, scholastic treatment clearly and logically bringing out the 

nature of the poet's oeuvre.

M allison's study of the development of K rsna-G opala worship as a 

superstratum on the substrata of the worship of Visnu or of Siva-Devi12 and of the 

huge impact of Vallabhite bhakti on non-sectarian traditions has literary implications 

which are not developed at length. One might wish to look for a synthesis of local 

or folk poetry concerned with the worship of those deities whose cult has been 

replaced by Braj-Krsnaism. This is borne out clearly in the accretion of the erotic 

poetry to Narasimha Maheta (1980b). It would be interesting to see not just how 

but why this happened and to what extent the change was completed, following her 

remarks in 1980a, which show that she thinks that the Vallabhisation of the ritual 

represents the completion of the process.

Her remarks on the problems of oral transmission (Mallison 1980b) are not 

relevant to Dayaram, but her remarks in this paper and in Mallison 1986b on the 

wide acceptance of a printed volume as a standard validate the decision here to work 

on a popular printed version of Dayaram. Although there are a number of printed 

volumes of Dayaram's verse,13 this is the one used most frequently when studying 

his work for literary or ritual purposes, along with a smaller number of his dholas

12M allison 1980a, 1983, 1991a.
13See 3.2 below .
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and padas taken from ritual texts (see Mallison 1986b). M allison 1986b also 

mentions briefly the performance of Dayaram's verses in m odem  times in this 

context. Questions remain as to whether they are ever danced as garabls and as to 

whether only the bhakti-jhana type are used in satsamgs, although garabls are found 

in some prayer books.14 Recordings of the erotic garabls are still made occasionally 

in India, although they seem to lack the popularity of those of Narasimha Maheta. 

It remains unclear if they are ever used in worship or still danced as garabls.

Of particular help for this study is her work on defining term s,15 the most 

obvious being that on the garabi (Mallison 1991b) which provides a foundation 

from which to discuss further definitions. So too will her work of 1986a, where 

she also untangles strands of conflicting evidence, sifting through hagiography and 

historical information etc. The structure of the book, as outlined above, is of great 

interest and although this thesis differs in its approach to Dayaram's work from that 

which she has employed for Narasimha Maheta, it seems that there is much to be 

learnt here for structuring the initial chapters.

Mallison's work shows her strengths as a historian, Indologist and scholar 

of religion rather than as a literary scholar. Little of her work has focused on 

literary studies per se, such as literary criticism, for she is far more interested in 

such scholastic problems as the origins of the work, its transmission, the editing of 

texts, the study of literature as a scholarly source (on religion etc.), and problems of 

form such as genres and metrics. For example, in her work on metre, she never 

looks at how the metres are actually used to contribute to the poetic effect of the 

works. Nevertheless, M allison's work provides a sound foundation for any 

western scholar of Gujarati literature.

The core of Mahadevananda 1985 is his translations of selections of 

Narasimha Maheta's lyrics. The introduction consists of a brief note on bhakti,

14E.g. Dcsat 1986.
15M allison 1980b, 1986a, 1986b, 1991b, discussed in 3.3 below.
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followed by the life or hagiography of Narasimha. The list of Narasimha's works 

does not consider the possibility of an oral tradition. There follows an account of 

the Krsna story and a very brief note on language, which mentions that the 

transmission has resulted in the modernising of the language and that the texts may 

well have been changed by the Pustimarga in an attempt to claim him as a poet of 

their sect. The translations are based on the standard edition of Narasimha, that is 

DeSal 1886-1913, with each pada identified by the corresponding number. This 

selection consists mostly of the erotic padas, which are not well known in Gujarat, 

unlike his bhakti-jhana verses. The bibliography is all pre-1968, and does not 

include any reference to Mallison's work. This reasonably cheap book is found all 

over India, where it seems to be well known.

MIram (Mira, Mira Bai) is claimed by Gujarati, Braj and Rajasthani 

literature. There is no definitive text of her work, but a large number o f poems 

bearing her signature are found in Gujarati, Braj and Rajasthani traditions, some 

shared by all three. There are certainly arguments for including her in the survey of 

Braj literature, but here she is discussed in the context of Gujarati literature.16

Goetz 1966 is concerned with the life of MTram and seems to have 

unravelled an enormous amount o f historical facts about her disputed biography. 

Although he does not quote his sources in his text, he gives a reasonable 

bibliography. A historian, he claims to have written the book out of his deep 

admiration for her. However, it seem to be the historical person in whom his 

interest lies, for there is scarcely any reference to her work, religious thought or 

why he thinks that she is to be ranked along with Jesus Christ as one of the two 

greatest persons to have ever lived .

16See also 3.1 below.
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Nilsson 1969 gives a standard coverage of the life and works of M iram.17 

She outlines Miram's religious background and discusses her bhava and how she 

follows all nine steps of bhakti,18 Nilsson divides the poems into two types, those 

of entreaty or love; lists the emotions Miram describes (hope, attraction, longing, 

disappointment, jealousy, anger and joy in union); and mentions her use of forms 

such as the barahmasa. She gives little information on the poetic forms or the 

language, and does not consider the question of the composition and transmission 

of Miram's poems in the three languages. Her literary analysis is very general, 

mentioning that her poems have a limited range of expression, that her imagery was 

strong and that her merits were the result o f the spontaneous overflowing of 

emotion:

Mira Bai did not create her songs as literary com positions as Jayadeva and 
Vidyapati did. Even Sur Das, who, like Mira Bai, was primarily a bhakta, 
used many literary devices. Alm ost each and every pada o f  Sur Das could be 
scanned in traditional metres. The literary quality in Mira Bai's son gs is 
inherent, and it does not obscure the aesthetic enjoym ent by irksom e and 
clever contrivances,19

Alston 1980 is prim arily a selection of Miram's poems, although the 

introduction provides information on Miram's life, the bhakti movement and her 

position within it and some information on the oeuvre and the religious content of 

the poems. The translations are arranged thematically, with notes given at the back, 

including some information on variant readings and problems of interpretation.

1.2 Indologist writing on Braj literature

The review of European scholarship on Gujarati Vaisnava literature in 1.1

has shown that this is essentially the work of one individual, whose interests have 

not been concentrated on the literary value of the corpus. In order to examine 

Indologist methodologies and critical approaches to Krsnaite literature, this section

17The volum e on Dayaram by Sandcsara 1981, in the same national Sahitya Akadem i series, is
discussed not here but in the context o f  studies o f  Dayaram in Chapter 2, below.
18See 2.2 below .
19N ilsson  1969:34.
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will therefore survey writings in European languages on similar literature written in 

Braj Bhasa.

Krsnaism throughout northern India has been dominated by Braj bhakti 

since the sixteenth century. The continuing significance of this region and its 

culture is well covered by Entwistle 19 8 7.20 Mallison’s work has shown that all 

Krsnaism in Gujarat has been dominated by Braj Krsnaism, in particular that of the 

Pustimarga, although she has not focused on its impact in literature beyond 

suggesting that the emphasis on Srfigara rasa can be seen in the accretion of erotic 

poems to the corpus of Narasimha Maheta. Braj influences in Gujarati Vaisnava 

literature are likely to have grown as this Braj Vaisnavism became the norm in 

Gujarati Vaisnavism. For this reason alone it would seem essential to survey Braj 

Krsnaite literature.

The relations of Dayaram to the Braj Vaisnava sect o f the Pustimarga are 

examined further in 2,2 below. It might be expected that its influence would be 

particularly strong in his work since he was a follower of this sampradaya. The 

influence of'B rajvasf groups atNathdwara and of the Braj liturgy (Havell samglt), 

would have been sure to have had an affect on any poet of the sect. As mentioned 

in 2.1, Dayaram himself wrote in Braj Bhasa (e.g. the Satasaiya), but this work has 

not been discussed by European writers. However, it is likely that it is on account 

of these works that many Gujaratis believe that he was a reincarnation of one of the 

most famous Braj poets, Nanddas, one of the astachap (the eight poets whose 

works form the Havell samglt). Although an identification with a Braj poet is not 

altogether surprising, it might be interesting to know why it was Nanddas, rather 

than any other poet, who was seen to be closest to Dayaram. There does not seem 

to be any particularly close connection between the lyrics of Dayaram and those 

which are attributed to Nanddas21 but it may be that the similarities with works of

20See also a brief but useful summary by Snell 1991b:30-2.
21 See M cGregor 1992 on the padas  attributed to Nanddas.
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N anddas22 lie in the other writings of Dayaram. However, these links have not 

been researched.

At the time of the great flowering of Braj bhakti, Braj Bhasa (or Braj) came 

to be used as the appropriate vernacular for this culture since it is the language 

which devotees assume that Krsna himself, as a resident o f Braj, would have 

spoken. It soon achieved a high status as a language of culture:

A 1'epoque d'Akbar, la tangue braj apparait comme la plus affinee des langues 
de l'lnde septentrionale, et la langue poetique at musicale par excellence. 'Si 
une langue indo-aryenne dans l'lnde du Nord pouvait etre appelee "langue 
royale", dit S.K. Chatterji, ce Hit certainement la langue braj.' 23

Braj soon came to be used all over north India for the worship o f Krsna-

Gopala: 'c’est vraiment la langue du coeur pour tous les pieux krishnai’tes, du

Goujarat au Bengale,'24 although in Bengal, aB rajified variety of Bengali called

Brajbull soon emerged.

Although the first leaders of the Pustimarga, Vallabhacarya, Vitthalnath and

Goplnath, wrote exclusively in Sanskrit, Braj came to be the dominant language of

the sect by the time of Hariray in the seventeenth century. Although Gujarati is

now the second language of the sect, it is not as highly regarded as Braj or Sanskrit.

For example, speaking any language other than Braj or Sanskrit in the havell, makes

the priests ritually impure.25 The Vallabhite liturgy performed in the havelis (the

Havell samgif) is performed exclusively in the Braj language using the padas o f the

astachap. Braj (or an approximation to it) is also used by Gujaratis in domestic seva

when talking directly to Thakoiji, who is believed to speak Braj, but Gujarati is also

used, notably in songs, such as the lyrics of Dayaram.

This section surveys a large selection of Indologist writings on the Krsnaite 

Braj literature (including related performance arts) before going on to look in more

22Cf. McGregor 1971, 1973, 1984 and 1986.
23 Vaudeville 1971:16.
24V audeville 1971:16.
25Jindel 1976:59.
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detail at works which examine the works from the point of literary criticism, in 

particular Bryant 1978. It then summarises the points of interest o f these works to a 

study of Dayaram before a final brief discussion of the styles of translation used in 

these works along with those in the above section on Gujarati. It does not discuss 

the most important form of Krsnaite poetry, namely the pada which is discussed 

below in 3.3. Nor does it examine studies of the performance of musicology of any 

of these traditions26 since this lies beyond the scope of this study of Dayaram.

For reasons mostly o f space, much material which could have been 

discussed has not been covered. There has been no attempt to include writings on 

similar forms or themes in other languages such as Sanskrit, Marathi, Brajbull, or 

Avadhi, because these would have had less significance than Braj to Dayaram, as a 

follower o f Braj bhakti and a Braj poet. There has been no mention o f the literature 

o f the sants such as Dadu, for the same reason. Even much other Braj verse which 

does have a strong Krsnaite element such as that o f Raskhan, Rahim etc. has not 

been covered, mostly because there has been little Indological writing on their work. 

The Vallabhite prose of the Caurasi/Do sau bavan vaisnavan k i varta is not included 

since these hagiographies are written in a quite different literary style.

Texts and translations (multiple authors!, anthologies, histories of literature

An excellent account of the development of Braj literature is given by 

McGregor 1974, which also includes a history of literature in Avadhi and in Khari 

Boll. McGregor gives an account of the lives and works of the authors, makes 

succinct analyses of the literary merits of these works and gives a vast amount of 

bibliographical information. Snell27 provides an interesting overview of principal 

trends in the literature in the introduction to his Braj Bhasa reader.

26 Such as those o f  Schlenker-Sonnenschm idl 1980, Manuel 1989, D elvoye 1991 and Gaston  
[1995].
271991b:32-6.
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Hawley and Juergensmeyer 1988 give elegant translations o f the poems of 

six of the most famous poets of medieval India - Ravidas, Kabir, Nanak, Surdas, 

Tulsidas and MIrabal. Each poet is introduced with his/her pseudo-history and 

hagiography and the present use of their works. No information at all is given on 

literary aspects of the poems, the notes being concerned more with the religious 

background than with the works as literature. Notes, a glossary and an index 

follow the translations.

The second part of Barz 1986 contains translations of four vartas of four of 

the astachap poets (Surdas, Paramananddas, Kumbhandas and Krsnadas), given by 

Gokulnath (1552-1641) with the commentary of H ariray (1591-1711), the 

Bhavaprakaia. Again, the central concern is with religious material, as would be 

expected from the title of the work, namely ' The bhakti sect o f  Vallabhacarya.' 

Indeed, the first part of the book is solely about the Pustimarga and the foundation 

of the sect, the hagiographic accounts of its founders Vallabhacarya and his son 

Vitthalnath, containing an account on the philosophy and theology as set out by 

them both, and the importance of the bhakti-bhavas and the role of Radha (£ri 

Svaminljl). It provides the best account available in a European language o f the 

early years of the sect, when the astachap poets flourished. Once more, there is no 

literary discussion of the texts. However, Barz points out in the introduction the 

need for a different aesthetic, saying he could not enjoy Surdas' poetry until he 

understood the concept of alaukika feeling.

There are two Braj readers available, Thiel-Horstmann 1983 and Snell 

1991b. Thiel- Horstmann is not concerned with Braj-based Krsnaite material but 

with three seven teenth-century nirguna authors of Rajasthani Braj, Dadu, Jangopal 

and Sundardas. The introduction covers the life or hagiography of the authors, a 

list of their works and the textual transmission and is followed by a section on the 

language o f the texts. The texts comprise three very different genres - devotional 

poetry, hagiography and poetical, theological treatises. These are followed by
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English translations (not parallel texts) and the book ends with a glossary and a 

short bibliography.

Snell’s work contains Braj literature from outside its homeland (Mira, 

Lallulal etc.), and non-Krsnaite material (by Rahim, Jasvant Simh etc.) as well as 

works falling within the scope of this chapter. He gives an account of the grammar 

of the Braj language, a detailed and clear analysis of the prosody, a history of the 

literature and cultural significance of the Braj region, then a list o f the poets and 

textual sources, and an up-to-date bibliography. The texts are given in Devanagari, 

with footnotes in the case of the Braj prose and with parallel translation with 

footnotes for the verse. There is an index of epithets and motifs and a complete 

glossary. The translations are close but readable. This book is o f great use to 

students o f the Braj language, but because of its nature as a textual anthology there 

is no direct criticism o f the literature. However, the section on principal trends in 

the literature serves as a good introduction to Krsnaite literature in general.

Study of a single poet's corpus: text and translation or themes

McGregor has written a number of works on Nanddas. McGregor 1973 

looks at two long poems, the Raspancadhyayl and the Bhram argit The highly 

informative introductory chapters give the historical and religious background to the 

works, with special reference to the growth o f Krsnaism and the Pustimarga. The 

second section covers what we know of Nanddas, his life and works, then 

introductions are given to each of the poems, and on the texts, the metres and the 

translations. The translations are in verse, and although the texts are not given, an 

appendix has tables whereby the line references in the translations may be checked 

against the published Braj edition. Extensive footnotes are given after the texts and 

there is a useful index.

McGregor 1971 and 1986 are concerned with Nanddas' Braj version of the 

Sanskrit allegorical drama Prabodhacandrodaya (c. 1040), a text which has been 

very important to the Vallabhite tradition. The earlier article lists and describes five
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manuscripts of the text, giving reasons which indicate that the author of this version 

is the same Nanddas of the astachap. In the later paper, he mentions three points of 

interest in this work from the religious viewpoint. These are the acceptance of an 

advaita work by a follower of suddhadvaita, how Nanddas' handling of the text 

shows his attitudes and those of Krsna bhakti in general, and the historical 

importance of the text.

Vaudeville 1971 is among the earliest of the many studies o f Surdas by 

Westerners. The introduction contains much valuable information in a short space 

introducing the historical background with a brief summary of the major expansion 

of Krsnaism at this time, with details of Vallabhacarya and Caitanya. She then 

evaluates hagiographic and historical accounts from Hindu and Muslim sources for 

Surdas' life before discussing the form and contents o f the Sursagar, in the context 

of the Krsnaite tradition. She examines the pastorals and the prayers of Surdas, 

outlining the main themes of the pastorals and discussing the prayers in the text. 

The main part o f the book is divided into two sections. The first part contains 

translations of the pastorals, which she assigns to four main themes - childhood, the 

flute, the dance and separation. The second part contains the prayers, the vinaya 

songs. There is a short but useful glossary and a table from which the originals in 

the Nagari Pracarinl Sabha edition may be traced.

Vaudeville argues that Krsna bhakti in north India was not a Hindu revival 

against Muslim dominance, and points out that in the sixteenth century the Muslim 

rulers were particularly tolerant and were renowned as patrons o f Braj poetry, and 

that there is much Sufi influence discernible in bhakti poetry. She argues that 

Surdas was a poet in Akbar's court who retired in his old age to the Braj region, 

where he sang vinaya hymns. However, these ideas are presented very briefly and 

further discussion is lacking.

Her work contains no information on the literary qualities of Surdas' verse 

or the devices prized by the tradition of courtly poetry, nor its use in the havelis or 

in the raslllas. The translations do not aim to be poetic, making no attempt to be
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either good French poetry nor to reproduce the originals. She has tried to avoid 

using too many Indian words, however, and produces very readable translations. 

Her setting of the sthaya is innovative.

Hawley 1984 is an unusual and ambitious work on the poet Surdas. It is 

not a systematic study of his work, but reconsiders m ost o f the traditions 

concerning the poet's life and works before rejecting them as false assumptions. In 

the first chapter, Hawley reconsiders the biographical tradition surrounding Surdas 

as given in the Caurasi vaisnavan k i  varta, then argues that Surdas was probably not 

blind,28 and that beyond the hagiography written by a leader o f the sect, there is no 

evidence for any links with the Pustimarga.

The second chapter deals with the growth o f the text to the traditional 

number o f one and a quarter lakh padas, of which 5,000 are found in the standard 

edition (NPS). Hawley and Bryant are currently working on a critical edition of the 

Sursagar, to discover a core of verses dating from before the end o f the seventeenth 

century, which will be classed as the oldest stratum of Surdas' work. Hawley has 

discovered that only the later manuscripts arrange the text according to the divisions 

of the Bhagavata Purana and that this must have been due to the Vallabhite sect's 

desire to appropriate the poet. Hawley also rejects the traditional view of the sect 

that Surdas' main theme is that of the balllla, by showing that in the 'older Surdas', 

the dominant themes are poems of viraha (yearning) and vinaya (pleading), which 

the sect claims that Vallabhacarya himself stopped him from singing.

Modem critics have praised Surdas for his comprehensive view ofRadha, 

but Hawley argues in chapter three that this is part of the later additions, as her 

status is elevated in all Braj Vaisnavism, whereas in the older portions Radha is 

hardly mentioned at all. He discusses some of the older poems to show that Surdas' 

originality lies in shifting perspectives in the narratives, and by setting the scene in 

such a way as to require the audience to use its imagination, rather than invading the

28IIawley 1984:22.
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privacy of the lovers. The early texts do not define Radha as svakiya or paraklya, 

rather her status remains ambiguous, whereas the late texts give long accounts of 

the wedding of Radha and Krsna. He expands on the themes of viraha in the early 

poems and the contrast of the simple love (prema) o f the Gopls with the learning 

(jnana) of Uddhava. Hawley shows that the terms nirguna and saguna are not 

discrete as the traditional taxonomy suggests and that there are many santmotifs in 

these poems, although he does not say whether these decrease in the later poems. 

The last chapter is the viewpoint of the poet on the act of singing and of singing as a 

way to salvation.

It seems somewhat strange to publish a book about the findings of editing a 

text before publishing a fully edited text. This leaves the reader very much in the 

position of having to accept what Hawley says without being able to cross-check it. 

His information on the transmission of the text of the Sursagar, the growth in the 

corpus, in particular the accretion of the Vallabhite tradition to this non-sectarian 

poet and on questions of authorship are fascinating and provide many rich findings, 

but when, eight years after this book was published, the edited text is still not 

available, one may wonder what stage the latter was at when this information was 

originally collected.

Themes in Krsnabhakti in different media

Hawley 1983 represents a reworking of Hawley’s 1977 PhD thesis on the 

butter thief, Krsna as Navanitapriya, in which he adds evidence from art and 

religion to that from literature, in particular from Surdas. The first part of the book 

compares evidence about the butter thief from Sanskrit and Tamil texts of the first 

millenium A.D. with that from sculptures dating from 500 to 1500 A.D, He finds 

that the butter thief occurs more frequently in vernacular and non-Brahminical texts, 

with an increasing occurence in sculpture up to the twelfth century. He finds 

further that the depiction of the closely related dan III a appears in sculpture more than
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a milleninm before the first mention in extant literature. It seems that its origins lie 

in non-Puranic sources and probably with the Tamil Alvars.

In the second part, he looks at the portrayal of the butter th ief in the 

Sursagar where he indicates that these poems announce the dominant themes in his 

work, i.e. vision (darsana) and complaint (urahana). He draws on his work in 

distinguishing different strata in the Sursagar29 to show that it is only in the later 

poems that the theft of butter is linked to the theft of hearts. He emphasises the 

roles of the sentiments of vatsalya and madhurya, which overlap in these contexts. 

However, there is not yet an edited version of the text showing these layers.

Part three deals with the the butter thief in certain raslilas of Braj, where the 

parallels between these two thefts are emphasised. Here, the verse of Surdas is 

woven into the plays. The concluding chapter gives an interpretation of the myth 

and an account of its symbolism by the leaders of rasmandals and then follows it 

with his own opinion, using many techniques of psychoanalysis, and draws 

comparisons with the mythology of &iva. There are useful and large appendices on 

sculpture, and a glossary.

Performance: text and translation

Hein 1972 is the result o f fieldwork from 1949/1950 which the author 

carried out in Braj. He found five traditional dramas, the jham ki (a tableau of living 

'deities', with songs and dramatic dialogue), the kathak (symbolic gesture which 

illustrate the words of narrative songs), the plays of a troupe called the Bhaktamal 

Natak Mandall (which dramatise favourite stories of V aisnava saints from the 

Bhaktamala of Nabhadas), the Ramllla (a dramatisation of the epic, based on the text 

o f Tulsidas), and the Rasllla (which includes the central Krsna myth in dance, with 

a semi-operatic performance of a story from the Krsna cycle). (He did not see any

29Hawley 1979 and 1984.
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nautamki,30 svanig  or bhagaf performances.) After a survey of other works on the 

subject and an account of the cultural life and history o f the Mathura district, his 

work concentrates on the RasIIIa, which is unique to this area. Although standard 

Hindi prose is used for the dialogues, there are sung verses in Braj, taken from the 

m ajor medieval poets such as Surdas and Nanddas. He raises the interesting 

question: 'One would naturally like to know to what extent these Braj poets created 

their poetry with the needs of the Krishnaite stage as their direct impetus.'31

Hein's work shows a combination of Indological and anthropological 

techniques and must stand as the starting point for anyone looking at dramatic 

performances in India. He traces the history of the forms, gives taxonomies o f the 

types of performance and themes, provides a description o f the performances and 

their structures - who are the performers, the trainers and the writers, the sources, 

the media, the religious nature of the performances. He then gives parallel versions 

of the Hindi text and an English translation. There are photographs, a glossary and 

an extensive index. Bibliography is given in the footnotes although no final 

bibliography is included.

Hawley 1981 looks at four of the Braj Mas. He claims that this work is 

intended for beginners in the study o f Krsna32 and that its concern is with the 

comparison of religions and the nature of pilgrimage to Vrindaban. In the opening 

chapter he gives a lively account of the setting of the plays and relates the drama to 

the religious and emotional world o f the viewers and of the performers. His 

descriptions are precise and well-written in enthusiastic, if  self-conscious prose.

The four plays are set during Krsna's sojourn in Braj. Their topics are the 

birth of Krsna, the theft of the flute, the great circle dance and the coming of Akrur. 

He gives a substantial introduction to each play which sets it in its legendary and 

ritual context. He gives stage directions and a number o f photographs. He thanks

311See Hansen 1992.
31 Hein 1972:157.
32I-Iawley 1981:79.
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Murari Lala Varma for transliterating the texts and Srivatsa Gosvami for translating 

them, but he does not give the text, which is not to be had from any other source, 

since this is a transcription of an oral performance. The translations are into very 

colloquial American English which looks strange to the non-American reader.

Hawley 1991 is concerned with a rasllla about Mount Govardhan. He picks 

out certain folk elements such as the mention of superstitions, colloquialisms, ribald 

jests and general boisterousness. As Toomey 1992, Hawley suggests that the 

appetite of Krsna is part of the folk element o f Braj culture. However, unlike 

Vaudeville 1976 and 1980, he argues that it is hard to establish a definitive 

separation between 'folk1 aspects of Hinduism and its 'high' or 'great' traditions. He 

argues that the mythology of Krsna's sojourn in Braj is particularly populist in tone 

and points out that Brahmins from elsewhere in India (e.g. Caitanya from Bengal, 

Vallabhacarya from Andhra) reinvented a folk religion for Braj.

Hawley does not develop this idea (of the Brahminical elite reinventing a 

folk religion) and rejects an idea of a pastoral genre in Braj.33 However, it seems 

that this attitude of an elite to rural life is very similar to traditions of pastoralism 

discussed by Entwistle 1991 (see below).

Critical editions of texts

Snell 1991a is an edition and translation o f the CaurasI pada o f Hita 

HarivamSa, the text which forms the theological basis o f the Braj-based 

Radhavallabha sampradaya. The first chapter covers the sectarian background, 

sources for the hagiography and life of Hita Harivamsa and areas of dispute, with a 

brief mention of other texts attributed to him. The second chapter is concerned with 

the manuscript tradition while the third is concerned with linguistic matters. The 

fourth chapter gives the edited text (in Devanagari) and variants, while the 

translation follows in chapter 5. The sixth chapter analyses the metres of the text in

33 Hawley 1981:48-9.
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some considerable detail, along with the rhythmic schemes (tala) used in musical 

performances and the last chapter deals with the composition and the sectarian 

interpretation of the themes of the text. Appendices give exam ples o f the 

commentaries, a list o f corresponding stanzas in the Sursagar , and a list of 

additional stanzas bearing the name of Hita Harivamsa. A substantial bibliography 

and tables listing concordances, metres, ragas etc. are followed by an index.

Entwistle 1983 is an edition and translation of the Rasa mana ke pada, a 

compilation of Braj lyrics, describing the love of Krsna and o f Radha, attributed to 

Kevalram, a seventeenth-century Gosvami of the Eighth Gaddi ('seat') of the 

Pustimarga. The eight chapters cover the sources for the study o f the Eighth Gaddi 

and the works o f Kevalram; the historical and biographical data relating to 

Kevalram and the Eighth Gaddi; works attributed to Kevalram; manuscripts of the 

text; metre; language; observations on the poems and on their translation; and the 

edition o f the Hindi text with a parallel, literal translation into English. An index 

provides etymologies, glosses and cross-references for all words occurring in the 

text. The bibliography includes detailed descriptions of all manuscripts consulted.

This volume provides the first account in a European language of the author 

and his sectarian background, so Entwistle has provided a lengthy account of these. 

This work does not concentrate only on the religious background to the text, but 

also on the linguistic aspects and the transmission of the text. By examining the 

orthography and the meter, looking at archaisms and tadbhava forms, he claims that 

'Conclusions reached concerning the presumed archetypal language of the text and 

principles formulated for dealing with variant spellings have wider implications for 

the editorial treatment of early Hindi texts in general.'34

It is not surprising then, that these books contain no literary criticism, being 

concerned with treating the texts from a philological viewpoint, studying closely the 

language and metre of the texts in order to make restored editions from corrupt

34Entwistle 1983:3.
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manuscript traditions, while providing a good deal of material on metre (Snell 

1991a) or historical and religious information (Entwistle 1983).

Literary studies

There are two works in this selection of studies of Braj Krsnaite literature 

which focus very much on literary aspects of the work. These are Entwistle 1991 

and Bryant 1978. As mentioned above, McGregor has always included literary 

judgements in his work, but these are given in small summaries only, without 

showing the processes by which he reaches his conclusions. The selections chosen 

and the quality o f the translations often indicated that there was careful 

consideration of literary factors, but there is little discussion of these processes.

Entwistle 1991 is included here, not because it is a close reading, but 

because it is a discussion o f the genre of pastoralism, beginning with European 

poetry. He then discusses the possibility of considering the Krsna poetry as 

pastoral and goes on to look at the work of Nagaridas (1699-1764) in this context. 

In the classical European pastoral, rural life was idealised as simple and peaceful, 

although by the Renaissance the pastoral became a more complicated form, often 

using Biblical allusions to convey a more serious message as well as being used for 

satire. The pastoral is an essentially lyric form, whose main themes are romantic 

affairs with simple girls, the seductive power of music and the joy of natural beauty. 

He draws on Empson 1935, who took pastoral to mean any kind of poetry which 

contrasts the simple with the complex.

The late Renaissance type is that closest to the Indian pastoral, whose 

protagonist is Krsna-Gopala, the crafty and urbane (nagara) young man who 

seduces country girls. The pastoral perfection and joys of Braj are associated with 

the childhood of Krsna, who leaves for the city as he grows older. This is 

highlighted in the Uddhava episode, where a man from the city who has followed 

the path of knowledge (jnana) is defeated by the simple peasant girls. Entwistle 

points out that Braj never developed the elegiac strain of the European pastoral,
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although it has the theme of love in separation (viraha), and this absence is felt by 

the devotee as he/she contemplates the loss of perfection in the land of Braj.

He then looks at pastoral themes in N agaridas' poetry, in particular 

comparisons between Braj and Vaikunth, where Braj is seen as a pastoral paradise, 

and at the descriptions o f Holi, a rural festival. Entw istle 's view o f the 

pastoralisation o f devotional poetry helps to provide a way o f understanding the 

sentiment behind much of Braj poetry. The significance o f this work is discussed 

further in Chapters 5 and 6 below.

Bryant 1978 is the only monograph which uses a literary critical approach to 

Braj poetry. He opens the book with a statement of his intent that, using mainly the 

standard (rather than critical) edition of Surdas, that o f the Nagarl Pracarini Sabha 

of Varanasi, he is going to make a study of the style, structure and 'strategies' of 

around three hundred poems. These are 'epiphanies,' poems which reveal the child 

as god, with ironic contrast.

The introduction outlines the life of Surdas, the background to the Braj 

renaissance, the growth of bhakti, and the relation with Vallabhacarya, who is said 

to have asked Surdas to sing the balllia. It is from this section o f Surdas' work that 

Bryant has chosen his poem. This is of particular interest since it is on this section 

that Surdas' fame rests:

W hile he com posed strong, w ell-crafted verse on Krsna's other ///as, his 
enduring stature as a poet rests almost entirely on those thousand poem s that 
portray the childhood o f  Krsna. They return constantly to a single  irony, 
inherent in the figure o f  the ehild-god: a child who never stops growing, 
beyond manhood and into godhood, glim psing but seldom  the still more 
aw esom e truth: that he is, has alw ays been, source and substance o f  the 
universe. 35

Bryant then gives an account o f the life of Krsna and explains the 

importance o f poetry in experiencing Krsna:

Poetry is a means to this end. Through singing,' or hearing, verses that depict 
episodes from the ///a, the devotee seeks to transfono his own, private passion  
for Krsna into the infinitely greater passion experienced by one o f  those

35Bryant 1978:6.
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w hom  the Lord most favored. Through the love felt for Krsna by Krsna's 
parents, companions, or lover, the devotee aspires to realize h im se lf as the 
parent, companion, or lover o f  God.36

Surdas' favourite character was that of Yasoda, in whose role lies the irony 

that she is the woman who treats God like a child and K rsna is the god who 

chooses to obey and rebel like any other boy. Bryant points out that Surdas' 

characters are portrayed as very human, rather than figures of great seriousness, and 

he perceives that jest is at the core of Surdas' poetry.37

In Part One of the book proper, Bryant analyses structures and strategies in 

the poetry of Surdas. He argues that the traditional Indian analysis o f the verse in 

terms of rasa and bhava does not address some of the complexities of Surdas' 

verse, under consideration here. Using the ideas o f Fish and Joyce's theory of 

epiphany, he sets out to show that earlier critics had missed the point in their 

criticisms. To do this, he selects two poems which have been commented on by a 

number of critics (Jasumati mana abhilasa karai and Calata dekhi Jasumad sukha 

pavai) and shows that the critics had focused on only the vatsalya bhava of the 

poems, ignoring the epiphany at the end. He argues that Surdas had aroused this 

bhava  in order to distract them from Krsna's divinity, which he then reveals 

suddenly.

Bryant makes his assumptions clear. These are that:

1 The poem is a message from a given poet to a given audience, who need to 

share a specialised language of poetic convention, which would here include 

the Krsna-mythos.

2 A poem, like any verbal message is an event occurring in time and that time 

therefore plays a major role in the structuring of the poetry in the senses of 

duration and sequence.

3 The short lyric poem contains a unitary message.

36Bryant 1978:12.
37Bryant 1978:18.
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In the second chapter, he deals with narrative structure, quoting Said on

beginnings, Queary on contract and Smith on closure,38 showing how these

elements are skilfully manipulated by Surdas. He argues that the richness of Indian

mythology provided an abundant source of material for Surdas, who then could

introduce epiphany only by deceiving his audience into thinking he was opening

and making a contract with some other purpose. For example, a poem can initially

seem to be a manalSrfigara type of poem, then turn out to be a nakhatikha; or Sur

can use alliteration to establish patterns of expectation which are then frustrated. In

these poems, closure is usually marked by the metrical patterns, such as changing

the rhyming scheme or the word boundary used for the rhyme.

The next chapter looks at icons (taking the term from W imsatt and

Beardsley, although using it in a wider sense) and how they are contrasted and

compared in the poetry. Surdas' major and most unusual rhetorical device is simile

along with pseudo-simile (a term coined by Fish to describe Milton's similes where

the scale is different, or 'what is offered as an analogy is perceived finally as an

identity.')39 Often what is initially perceived as metaphor becomes metonomy (i.e.

Krsna is not like that to which he is being compared, he is that) and what is

perceived as simile becomes synecdoche.

The use of rhetorical devices is marked in the prosody, for example he

argues that Surdas' simile never extends beyond the couplet:

This perfect congruence o f  couplet and figure appears to be the legacy o f  an 
oral tradition, one in which composition was a modular process. Framed by a 
couplet, a sim ile or any figure becom es a self-contained, and hence portable 
unit. For the medieval poets, a w ell-m ade couplet was public property. It 
might reappear, with minor tailoring, in the works o f  several poets; it might be 
shifted from poem to poem, or from point to point within a single poem , to 
suit the needs o f  an individual performance; or it might be matched with  
others o f  its kind, strung together like beads o f  uniform shape.40

Bryant relates these devices to the structures of the whole poems, to show

that the ordering is not sequential, but paratactic. He suggests that this is associated

38Bryant 1978:42-4.
39Bryant 1978:79.
40Bryant 1978:91-2.
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with oral poetry and any poetry intended to be sung,41 where verses may be added 

and subtracted or rearranged without affecting the thematic coherence of the song. 

Bryant goes so far as to argue that parataxis is the structural principle most 

characteristic of the North Indian bhakti lyric,42 and that even when Surdas is not 

using it, he may well give the allusion that he is. The chapter finishes with a section 

on the use of irony, when Bryant argues that in all the poems, the only one who is 

aware o f Krsna's true nature is Balarama, the all-knowing narrator, and that Krsna 

himself falls victim to his own lila, when his brother knows who he really is.43

The last of the core chapters concentrates on two features bound to the 

language of the poems, the use of a syntactic device (the relative clause) and the 

prosody. He shows how similes are often contained within relative clauses, the 

relative clause containing the image of god, the correlative containing the child. The 

section on prosody shoes how Surdas uses parallel metrical patterns. However, 

Bryant argues that too little is known about the pada and that it must have had a 

statistical norm which requires the gathering of a large amount o f data. He argues 

that there is a need to look at:

the relationship between cbanda and tala - between, that is, meter as dictated 
by the syllables o f  the poem and rhythm as interpreted by an individual style  
o f  performance. In the realm o f  prosody, perhaps more than anywhere else, 
the student o f  literature and the m usicologist must eventually jo in  forces. In 
short, what is needed is nothing less than a major reappraisal o f  m edieval 
North Indian metrics, one that goes beyond classification to an examination o f  
the rhetoric o f prosody. W hile the classical tradition may not provide us with  
such a tool, it most certainly encourages us in the search. Indian poetics has 
long regarded poetiy as the union o f  sound and sense; one day w e must take 
that definition seriously, and begin to exam ine, with all the rigor o f  the 
alamkarika, just how it is that Sur and his fellow  poets effect that union.44

In his summing up o f this first part of the book, he quotes Sontag,45

agreeing with her call for a description of form and the need to show how the poem

succeeds. He argues that 'there is uncommon care apparent in the ordering of Sur's

41Biyant 1978:93.
42Bryant 1978:94.
43Bryant 1978:107.
44Bryant 1978:133.
45Biyant 1978:134.
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words’,46 whereas others have claimed the work is more simple. Vaudeville47 says 

that his verse was ’chansons tombees des levres d'un improvisateur de genie’ and 

others, such as van Buitenen and Dimock ,48 have also claimed a general lack of 

sophistication in bhakti literature. He claims that there is much more to Surdas' 

work than meets the eye on first acquaintance and that in any case, one should judge 

a poet by the quality of his successes rather than the quantity of his failures.

The second part of the book consists of translations o f Surdas' poems from 

a wider range of subjects than those studied in the first part of the book. Bryant 

says that for this, one needs the omniscient audience (i.e. one should keep in mind 

the outline of the tale), sequential perception (i.e. one must read them slowly, for 

they were meant to be sung and repeated) and lastly one must remember that they 

are devotional, requiring a complex of emotions concerning God. The poems have 

been arranged in sections according to the underlying myth and aspects of the tale. 

Each poem has a brief set of notes which are listed together by section and poem 

number at the end o f Part Two. He has not made it clear whether he has selected 

his text from the NPS version or from Jawaharlal Caturvedi's edition. There is also 

a glossary and an index at the end.

As in the coverage of all the other works in this section, there is no intention 

to criticise this book for its findings (which are not of great relevance to this study 

o f Dayaram), or to assess his technical competence; but his approach must be 

examined in some detail.

Although Bryant cites a number of prominent theorists,49 he does not make 

any explicit statement on the theoretical approach he has adopted, beyond citing a 

few examples from these writers, who follow a number of different, and often 

mutually exclusive, literary theories. These are names better known in the United 

States, where they are key figures in American literary theory, at a time when

46Bryant 1978:135.
47Vaudeville 1971:46.
48Quoted by Bryant 1978:135.
49E.g. Wimsalt, Beardsley, W elleek, Warren, Fiye, Fish, Said.
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Europe was more interested in Structuralist, Deconstructionist and Marxist literary 

theories. The formalist approach of the American New Critics dominated American 

literary theory for many years of the twentieth century. Although they have fallen 

from favour since the late 1950s, their key works and theories have continued 

heavily to influence literary studies. Frye's Anatom y o f  criticism  (1957) made an 

attempt at a more systematic and 'scientific' approach to literature, which has been 

described as 'structuralist' (not to be confused with structuralism proper, or with 

European structuralism). Fish was an American proponent o f reception theory. 

This focuses on reader response to and interpretation of the text, but has been 

heavily criticised for its relativist approach to literature. Although Bryant uses the 

work of the younger American theorists50 such as Said, a European reader is 

surprised to see no reference to any of the European theories or theorists in a work 

which does not dismiss them from the beginning by claim ing any exclusive 

ideological viewpoint. In sum, he seems to have collected concepts and ideas from 

a variety o f theories without ever making clear what his overall approach is, 

although it seems to follow that of Fish most closely.

Although Bryant gives a brief mention of Joyce's theory o f epiphany in 

Stephen Hero, and his later rejection of the theory ,51 he does not discuss Frye's 

claims that this is similar to the rhetorical device of anagoge as seen in Yeats and 

Dylan Thomas, although his quotes from these poets would suggest that he had 

read this work. It is also surprising that he has not discussed T.S. Eliot's term 

'objective correlative1, a term much used by the New Critics, which has a number of 

similarities to the concept of epiphany.

There are some problems inherent in the use o f English literature for 

drawing parallels to Surdas. For example, Donne's 'Temple ' 52 has the important 

similarity of wonder at God the Absolute as God the child, and Dylan Thomas' 'The

50The term 'American' is used to denote academics working in North America. O f course, Frye was 
Canadian and Said is o f  Palestinian origin.
51Bryant 1978:24-5.
52Bryant 1978:57-8.
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force that' shows striking parallelisms in epiphany ,53 it is now always clear how 

close these parallels actually are.

In spite of these criticisms, this book is of great interest to anyone studying 

similar types of literature as literature rather than as religious or historical texts. 

Bryant is certainly highly competent in Western rhetorical theory and at applying it 

to a text in order to elucidate a closer and fresher meaning. W hile one may have 

reservations about his methodology, his was a pioneering and interesting approach 

to the art o f Surdas. Certainly, others have found that his approach has opened new 

ways of reading Krsnaite literature, in particular Hawley, who looks at seemingly 

dull lists in Surdas and finds instead a technique of creative enumeration in which 

the poet distances himself from and then draws closer to his audience.54

Utility of these works to a study of Dayaram

Many of the studies discussed above have provided strong arguments in 

favour o f an Indological basis as the introduction to a study o f Dayaram's lyrics, 

and have, of course, furnished concrete information, in particular in the case o f 

Mallison's pioneering work on Gujarati literature.

It is clear that such scholastic work is required for a study o f Dayaram. 

Details o f forms (in particular the garabo/garabf) and prosody are essential. A 

study of the language of the texts is important although problematic, especially in 

view of the lack of data about other Gujarati writers with whom one could compare 

his language. A study of his sources and his handling of themes and motifs drawn 

from the Pustimarga, from Braj and Gujarati poetry would also be beneficial.

The important task of editing the texts is less crucial with Dayaram than 

with some of the Braj authors, since they were written down as he composed them, 

and many were even printed within a few years of his death. This task is being

53 Bryant 1978:121-4.
54Iiaw ley 1992.
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carried out by his followers in Gujarat and the editions are beginning to appear, as 

is discussed in Chapter 3.

A preliminary Indological study is undertaken in Chapter 3, while the next 

chapter looks at the reception of Dayaram's works in the Gujarati critical tradition.
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This chapter looks at the reception o f Dayaram's work in Gujarat. All 

Gujarati works on Dayaram concentrate heavily on his life and his connections with 

the Pustimarga. These topics are discussed in sections 2.1 and 2.2 respectively 

while 2.3 gives an overview of the Gujarati critical tradition and contextualises 

attitudes to his work in the Gujarati literary sphere.

2.1 Life o f Dayaram

At the end o f Dayaram's longer texts he gives the names o f his parents, his

own name, his atak ('sub-caste'), his caste, place o f birth and place o f residence etc.

For example, at the end of the Rasikavallabha (109:vii-viii):

&rinamiadatata Camdlpuri Sn£esa£ai-nivasa 
Tyhamno nivaslkavijana, Srlkrsm kero dasa 
Srivamta Bhata Sathodara dvija jnati Nagara:vamsa,
Prabhurama-suta kavi Dayaiamkara nama, Snhari-ainsa.

The dwelling of the poet, the slave of Krsna
Is in Chandod, the abode of Visnu, on the banks of the Narmada.
Surname Bhat, Sathodara Brahmin of the Nagar class,
Son of Prabhuram, the poet is DayaSamkar1 a particle of Krsna.

In other texts he attests other important events in his life, such as meeting

his guru, going on pilgrimage, the most detailed information being given in his Braj

text Anubhavamarnjarl In addition, Dayaram left a will, the text of which is given

in Appendix 7 ofRaval 1920. This provides further information about his financial

matters, his personal relationships, religious views etc.

These are the only primary sources used here, this section being based

mostly on secondary sources in English and in Gujarati.2 These do not give their

1 See n.7 below.
2 For this chapter the major English sources used are Munshi 1935, Jhaveri 1914, Thoothi 1935, 
Sandesara 1981. In Gujarati: D abholvasi 1926, D alai sam . 1980, Darjl 1978, D ave 1967, 
Kamthariya 1924, Modi 1918, NarmadaSamkar 1912, Pamdya 1976, Patela 1967, Raval 1920, Seth 
1899, Telivala 1930, Tripathi 1909 and 1957.
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primary sources, but seem to be based on a mixture of references in his own works, 

early hagiography and eyewitness accounts and earlier published accounts. The 

first life of the poet was that by Kavi Narmad, published soon after Dayaram's 

death.3 This is based on interviews with his disciples and with Ratanbai which 

Narmad made from 1859 onwards in Dabhoi, Vadodara and Bombay. Many other 

works soon followed .4 There are few disputes over the major events of his life, and 

since these are covered in great detail in the secondary sources, only a brief outline 

is given here.

The life of Dayaram is not given in what may be classed as a biographical 

style, but is in the style of a hagiography. This means that there are episodes 

showing the struggles of the author in accomplishing his goals, miracles are 

presented as everyday facts, Good and Bad are clearly demarcated, and the stirring 

stories lead to the reader's identifying with the hero.

Dayaram, a Sathodra Nagar Brahmin was bom  in Chanod (Camnod) 5 on 

the banks of the River Narmada in the Vadodara district, on VamanadvadasI 

(Bhadrapada sudi 12), samvat 1833 (i.e. 16 August 1777).6 It is said that his 

original name was DayaSamkar, which he changed to a Vaisnava name on joining 

the Pustimarga.7 He was betrothed at eight, but the girl died two years later and he 

never married. He was orphaned by the age of twelve and then went to live with an 

aunt until her death when he went to Dabhoi.8

He was known in Chanod as a teaser of women, and when he was pursued 

by a goldsmith, to whose wife he had made overtures, he had to flee. In Kamali 

(Kamall), near Chanod, he met a sadhu, KeSavanamd, and wanted to become his

3Narmada£amkar 1912:476-490.
4 Dave 1970:18-23 surveys the 'lives' o f  Dayaram. Some felt these were unfair to the poet and so a 
life o f  one o f  his devotees, Sri Nathjibhai (Cholalal) GirijaSamkarabhal Jo6i, was published to 
counter the gamda pracar ('dirty propaganda') about Dayaram. Sah 1955.
 ̂Some say he was born in Dabhoi, Ms mother's native place.

6 MunsM 1935:231 gives the date as 1767.
7 Dave 1967:6 argues that he was called Dayaram from birth on the grounds that his father's name 
also ended in 'Ram'. This would be plausible were it not for the fact he uses the name DayaSamkar in 
Ms chapa. See above Ms chapa in the Rasikavallabha.
8Sandesara says that he went to live with an aunt in Dabhoi when his parents died.
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disciple. Kesavanamd rejected him so Dayaram composed satirical verses about 

him. However, two months later Kesavanamd accepted him as a disciple. He 

showed Dayaram Krsna in bodily form and so converted him to his worship.

He was instructed in the teachings of the Pustimarga by a Vallabhite pandit, 

Iccharam Bhatt, when he was 14 years old. Iccharam was from Petlad, but had 

settled in Dakor. He encouraged Dayaram to go on pilgrimage to Braj where he 

received brahmasambandha at the hands o f a Gosvami, Vallabhlaljl. He spent 12 

years making three pilgrimages round India before he was 26, visiting sacred places 

such as Rameswaram, Puri, Badrinath etc.

After he settled as a devotee and poet in Dabhoi, he travelled occasionally to 

Vadodara and to Dakor. He was surrounded by a large group of disciples from a 

number o f castes which included Brahmins, Banias, Patidars and Sonis. Although 

he is often said to have been poor and to have lived on what his disciples could 

provide, Dayaram left Rs 518 in his will, not an inconsiderable amount of money in 

those days .9

Dayaram followed a daily routine: he rose early and then worshipped for 

four hours. At eleven he cooked and at noon he ate his only meal. After resting, he 

wrote until the evening when he sang his compositions. He was said to have a 

beautiful voice and to have been a skilled musician. A story o f his musical contest 

with a bava ('ascetic') in Vadodara is frequently told: one o f Dayaram's pupils made 

a mistake when performing on the narghum (a kind of hand-drum). When a bava 

pointed out this error, Dayaram acknowledged it, but said that it was not important. 

The bava said that a true master never made a mistake and challenged Dayaram to a 

contest. This lasted all night and the bava eventually made a mistake and had to 

accept defeat. Dayaram praised him and gave him his gold necklace.

Many legendary encounters with Krsna have sprung up around Dayaram. 

In Varanasi, Kasi Visvanath, whom Dayaram saw as both Hari and Hara, gave

9 Dave 1970:17.
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Dayaram his gift of poetry. In Rameswaram, Dayaram had an argument with a 

sadhu as to whether §iva or Krsna was the greater. After exchanging insults, the 

sadhu attacked Dayaram, but Krsna intervened and held his stave. This forced the 

sadhu to acknowledge that Siva and Krsna were the same. On another occasion 

Krsna paid o ff Dayaram 's debts when he bought some things on his way to 

Dwarlca.

Dayaram was said to have been handsome10 and to have worn refined and 

extravagant dress such as fancy turbans from Nadiad, dhotis from Nagpur and 

amgarkhums of embroidered Dacca muslin. He had many liaisons with women, 

which he justified by saying that Krsna had had relationships with many women. 

From when he was forty-six until his death, he lived with Ratanbal, a goldsmith's 

widow. He claimed she had been his wife in a previous birth, but she had treated 

him badly in her former birth and was now being punished for her behaviour. They 

seem to have lived like a nomial couple, with a fairly stormy relationship, and she 

looked after him all his life although he cooked for both of them since she was of a 

lower caste. Although he tried to make provision for her after his death, she was 

not looked after by his relatives and died in poverty. Most writers are insistent that 

their friendship was not sexual, and that Dayaram remained celibate throughout his 

life.

Dayaram suffered from ill health for the last twelve years o f his life. In 

great pain, he died on samvat 1908 Magha vadi 5 (9 February 185211). Over two 

hundred men accompanied his body to the burning ground.

10See Kavi Narmad's description quoted by Jhaveri 1914:220.
llr There are tw o dates given for Dayaram's death. There is no dispute as to the calendrical day, 
w hich is alw ays M agha vadi 5. H ow ever, there is som e dispute as to the sam vat year and to the 
corresponding date in the W estern calendar. The samvat year is usually g iven  as 1909, w hose  
equivalent Anno D om ini date is 1852. D ave 1970:53 n,2 avoids the problem by saying that two 
dates are indicated. He gives 31 January 1852, which is not possible - this w as Magha sudi 10 in 
1852 and pumimadi Magha vadi 7 in 1853 (samvat 1909). However, Dayaram's first biographer 
and near contemporaiy, NarmadaSamkar 1912:482, g ives samvat 1908 M agha vadi 5 for w hich he 
calculates the Gregorian date as 9 February 1852. When checked against calendars, this is plausible 
and so has been adopted here as a provisional date.
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2 .2  D ayaram  and the P ustim arga

Dayaram was the most sectarian of all the poets of medieval Gujarat. 

Whereas Narasimha, MIram, Dhiro etc. were not members of any particular sect, 

and have remained non-sectarian, Dayaram was a keen member o f the Pustimarga 

and a believer in suddhadvaita. Dayaram 's sectarian connections are always 

emphasised in the Gujarati tradition. This section accordingly introduces the basic 

theological and philosophical concepts of the sect which are necessary for a reading 

of the lyrics of Dayaram and which he expounds in his philosophical writings. It 

concludes with some sectarian traditions about Dayaram transmitted by Gujarati 

scholars working on or influenced by Pustimargi traditions.

One of the most important developments in North Indian Hinduism during 

the sixteenth century was the rise of devotional bhakti movements within a strongly 

Vaisnava framework. Vaisnava bhakti (worship of an avatar o f Visnu, most often 

Krsna or Ramacandra) had spread all over India from the south, where the Alvars 

(sixth to eighth century) had followed the bhakti of Narayana. In the early years of 

Muslim rule, Hindu society appeared to turn in on itself with stricter caste rules and 

family organisation , 12 but the relaxation of anti-Hindu policies in the sixteenth 

century was of great significance to the development o f devotional poetry. 

Hinduism was stimulated by the monotheism of Islam, while two of the most 

important figures of devotional Hinduism emerged at this time: the Bengali Krsna 

Caitanya (1485-1533) whose teachings had a profound influence throughout north 

and east India, and the Telugu Brahmin Vallabhacarya (1479-1531), who attracted a 

substantial following in north India and in Gujarat.

It seems that Vallabhacarya led an unusual life for the leader of a religious 

sect. He was neither celibate nor monastic. He did not practise austerities or fasts 

but rather was a prolific writer and lived as a householder. However, legends about

12See McGregor 1973:8, especially n.8.
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him soon sprang up and these are detailed elsewhere in accounts of his life . 13 

Here, we shall look at only those events of crucial importance to his founding o f the 

sect.

Between 1493 and 1512, Vallabhacarya made three separate pilgrimages on 

foot, covering the length and breadth of India. There are traditionally eighty-four 

places where he stopped either to visit shrines or to make readings from the 

Bhagavata, Ramayana, or the Vedas for three to seven days at places near rivers or 

tanks. These are known as baithakas ('seats') and now have monuments to 

Vallabhacarya. The most significant events in his life took place on his travels.

In 1493, on his first pilgrimage, when Vallabhacarya was in South India, 

Krsna appeared to him in a dream. He commanded him to go to M ount Govardhan 

near Mathura and to locate his divine svarupa ('self-image') and reveal it as a deity. 

The image Vallabhacarya found had previously been worshipped locally as a snake 

god. After removing the stone figure from the ground, Vallabhacarya demonstrated 

that it was Krsna holding up Mount Govardhan to protect the Braj cowherdsmen 

from the wrath of Indra, i.e. Krsna as Giridharanatha or Govardhananatha. This 

image is regarded as a svarupa (a 'true form') of Krsna, not a murti ('statue, image'). 

According to tradition, this is why Vallabhacarya did not house the svarupa in a 

mamdira ('temple') but in a haveli, much like the house of a well-to-do landowner or 

merchant.

The following night (at midnight on the eleventh of the light half of the 

month of Sravana in AD 1494, now celebrated as pavitra ekada£T) Krsna appeared 

to Vallabhacarya at Govinda Ghat, Golcul, and revealed to him how jlvas  ('souls') 

might be cleansed of their faults. This marks the foundation of the sampradaya 

('sect'). Krsna spoke to Vallabhacarya through the agency of the svarupa, and 

initiated Vallabhacarya in a ceremony known as the brahmasambanidha ('the state of 

being jo in ed  together w ith bra h m a n '). This m antra o f initiation, the

13E.g. Ban; 1976.
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brahmasambamdha mantra, was to be used by Vallabhacarya and the leaders of the 

sect to initiate all the followers. The first initiate was Vallabhacarya's closest 

disciple, Damodardas Harasani.

On the second pilgrimage, at some time between 1501 and 1503 when 

V allabhacarya was at the Vaisnava shrine of V itthalesvara at Pandharpur, 

Maharashtra, he received an order from the deity to m any and produce descendants 

to maintain the doctrines of the sect. Some say it was because the deity wanted to 

be incarnated as Vallabhacarya's son. This is a departure from the traditional Hindu 

precept that a guru should lead a life of celibacy and asceticism . 14 It put 

Vallabhacarya into the same a£rama ('life stage') as his disciples, i.e. grhastha§rama 

('married householdership'). In this sect there were to be no monks nor mathas 

('monasteries') and no importance was given to sannyasa ('renunciation'). This 

encouraged lay people to follow svadharma ('inherited role or duty') and to live in 

this world within the grace of Krsna. However some sectarian sources mention that 

Vallabhacarya took sannyasadiksa ('initiation as an ascetic') one month before his 

death. World-rejection was the final stage and end result of his teachings but not a 

means to that state. Ascetic regimes were viewed as too self-centred, and the right 

course o f action was to overcome the egoism that stands between oneself and God. 

He married Mahalaksmi in 1502 or 1504 but she did not come to live with him for 

another eight years. They had two houses, one at Adel (near Allahabad) and one at 

Caranata, near Varanasi, but did not settle in Braj.

A fter his death in 1531, Vallabhacarya was succeeded by his elder son 

Goplnath (1512-1533), who left a twelve-year old son Purusottam. Vallabhacarya's 

younger son, Vitthalnath (1516-48) took over the leadership o f the sect as regent. 

However, when Purusottam was eighteen, Vitthalnath refused to hand over the 

leadership and Purusottam, supported by Vallabhacarya's disciple, Krsnadas, took

14E.g. Krsna Caitanya (A D  1485-1533), who established his sect o f  devotees in Vrindavan at the 
same time as Vallabhacarya was establishing the cult o f  Sri NathjI, and who required leaders o f  his 
sect to take a vow  o f  celibacy.
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over and banned his uncle from entering the temple o f Sri Nathji. In 1550, 

Purusottam died suddenly and Vitthalnath took over the leadership and, after 

imprisoning Krsnadas for a while in Mathura, put him in charge of the temple. 15

Vitthalnath (1516-48) is regarded as having made a contribution second 

only to Vallabhacarya in the development o f the Pustimarga. His only major 

contribution to the theology of the sect was the introduction o f Radha as an 

important figure worthy of worship in her own right. 16 His major contributions 

were to the institutionalisation of the cult and to the organisation of its leadership. 

He brought the sect firmly under family control as a result o f his teaching that 

Pustim argis should take V allabhacarya's male descendants as their gurus. 

Vitthalnath married twice, and six of his sons by his first wife and one by his 

second survived him. After his death the leadership of the movement was divided 

between them, and each of them became the founder of one o f the seven major 

branches, known as gaddi (’thrones'). These are still occupied by male descendants 

o f Vallabhacarya, who are known as Maharajas.

The most able of Vitthalnath's successors was his fourth son, Gokulnath 

(1552-1641), who made a significant contribution to the literature of the sect and 

left a large collection of aphorisms which deftly and often wittily sum up the 

essentials of his grandfather's teaching in a form that was easily comprehensible to 

the laity. He was the first to switch from writing in Sanskrit to the vernacular, Braj 

Bhasa, the other sacred language of the Pustimarga, 17 and is the reputed author of 

the lives o f the saints of the sect in Braj prose, Caurasi vaisnavan k i  varta and the 

D o sau bavan vaisnavan k i varta, lives o f the 84 initiated followers of 

Vallabhacarya and the 252 o f Vitthalnath respectively. It seems that these were 

probably compiled from largely oral traditions by a great-grandson of Vitthalnath's

15S eeB arz 1987.
16It is usually accepted that he did this under the influence o f  the Caitanya sect, whether as a result o f  
his visit to Puri or when he w as living in Braj. It is also possible that he w as influenced by the 
Radhavallabhi sect o f  HarivamSa w hich  w as important in Braj in the sixteenth century. See  
McGregor 1973:24.
17Vaudeville 1971:16.
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called Hariray (1591-1711?). While compiling the text Hariray intercalated his own 

commentary entitled Bhavapraka£a.n  Goluknath's younger brother GopeSvari 

wrote the £iksapatra, a collection of Sanskrit verse with a Braj prose commentary 

which is the most widely read doctrinal text of the Pustimarga.

After this there was no theologian equal to Vallabhacarya and Vitthalnath. 

The liturgy of the sect was composed in Braj by the astachap, but thereafter some 

suggest there were no further significant writers in the sect until Dayaram . 19 

Although Dayaram wrote in Braj, it is however for his Gujarati lyrics that he is best 

known, and these are the only writings in Gujarati that are of any great importance 

in the sect,

Vallabhacarya accepted the leadership of the philosophical school founded 

by Visnusvam in ,20 but the sect believes that the teachings were not created by 

Vallabhacarya, but revealed to him by Krsna himself.21 The philosophical basis of 

his teaching is called §uddhadvaita vedanta, 'the Vedanta o f pure non-dualism.' 

Vallabhacarya expounded the doctrine of Suddhadvaita in his Soda§agrantha 

('Sixteen books') written in Sanskrit. Since the philosophy and theology of the sect 

are expounded in detail elsewhere,22 the following paragraphs will introduce only 

those concepts necessary to a reading of Dayaram.

The basic doctrine is that there is nothing other than Parabrahman Sri Krsna 

who is saccidananda, i.e. he consists of sat ('existence'), cit ('consciousness') and 

ananda ('joy'). Differences arise in the universe only when these qualities are

18See Snell 1989:30,
19McGregor 1973:27,
20It is unclear as to whether Visnusvamin ever existed (Bennett 1983:80-1, 107-12), and even i f  he 
did exist, whether there was any genuine connection with Vallabhacarya (Dasgupta 1949:382-3). It 
has been suggested (Richardson 1979:23-4) that this link was made to elevate the new sect by 
connecting it with an old and established sect.
21Barz 1976:56.
2 2 See Barz 1976; D asgupta 1949:320-383; M arfatia 1967. For a detailed  d iscu ssion  o f  
Vallabhacarya's theology see Redington 1983 and Bhandarkar 1913: 76-82.
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revealed (avirbhuta) or concealed ( tirobhuta). Nothing comes into being and 

nothing is destroyed.

Within this Unitarian universe, there are three levels of manifestation o f the 

original unity. These are adhibhautika ('material'), adhyatmika ('spiritual'), and 

adhidaivika ('divine'). Of these, the first is laukika ('worldly') and the other two are 

alaukika ('unworldly ' ) . 23 Krsna himself is revealed at these three levels. At the 

adhibhautika level he appears as the jagat ('world'); at the adhyatmika he is revealed 

as the antaryamin ('the self within all beings’) and as aksara Brahman24 (’the source 

of the universe and the foundation on which it rests'), while at the adhidaivika level 

there is the full revelation of Krsna. Paradise is also at these three levels: Vaikuntha 

(where there is the heavenly Vrndavana), Vyapi-Vaikuntha and Goloka.

Krsna performs his Ilia ('play') eternally for his own amusement. Its only 

function is to enable Krsna to enjoy his own existence. The term lila covers all of 

Krsna's play, whether his eternal lila, manifesting and concealing parts o f himself to 

give the illusion of change, or his Brajlila when he appeared on earth in his true 

form, or specific lilas or acts, as when one talks about his ballila (his exploits in 

childhood) or his raslila (when he performs the rasa dance).

As the jaga t is the manifestation of the sat o f Brahman, so are the jiv a s  

('souls') the manifestation of the sat and cit of Brahman, The ananda of Brahman is 

concealed so the jivas  do not feel the divine joy of Brahman. They are am£a ('parts 

or fragments') of Brahman and they are to Brahman as sparks are to fire. They are 

separated from Brahman because of dosa (’impurities') arising from egoism caused 

by avidya ('ignorance'). The samsara ('whole existence') which is formed by this 

avidya of the jiva  is absolutely unreal.

Only by Krsna's anugraha ('favour'), which is subject to his iccha ('wish'), 

does uddhara (the lifting of the jiva  out of samsara) take place. All the jiva s  are

23The division betw een laukika and alaukika 'can probably never be explained or even described  
fully' (Barz 1976:9).
24Rrahman with only part o f  the infinite ananda manifest; the abode or foundation where the world is 
manifested.
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equal, except that some have a different potential for liberation .25 There are three 

categories (pustipra vahamaryadabhedah), of which pustijlvas and maryadajlvas are 

known as daiva jivas ('divine souls') which alone have the potential for uddhara.

The sect teaches the path of devotion (bhaktimarga) rather than knowledge 

(jnanam arga ), following the nine forms o f devotional worship or bhakti as 

described in the Bhaktirasamrtasindhu of Rupa Gosvami, the sixteenth-century 

follower o f Caitanya. The major difference in the treatment o f bhakti in the 

Pustimarga is that Vallabhacarya makes the last step of atmanivedana ('the giving of 

oneself to Krsna) into the first step, taken when saying the mantra of initiation into 

the sect.

Like other sects of the bhaktimarga, Vallabhacarya accepted the division of 

bhaktibhava ('sentiments of devotion') into four: dasya bhava (the adoption of the 

servant's attitude to his master), sakhya bhava (acting as if  Krsna was one's equal in 

age and status); vatsalya bhava (acting with devotion as if one were the deity's 

parent), the approach favoured by Vallabhacarya and followed by most members of 

the sect; and, lastly, madhura bhava (imagining oneself as one of the Goplsj, the 

approach favoured by Vitthalnath and later by Dayaram.

One unusual feature o f the Pustimarga is that there is little room for 

contemplation and meditation. Knowledge has a role, even though subordinated to 

bhakti, but it has not played an important part in the sect. Krsna is real, saguna, an 

avatara in this world, everything in the world is real and the divine is viewed as an 

extension of this world. This is reflected in worship o f the guru and the tending of 

the image (scva), which need to be viewed in alaukika terms.

The Pustimarga has always been patronised by the urban rich, mostly from 

the mercantile communities of Gujarat and Rajasthan .26 Therefore its followers are 

found mostly in these areas and in the areas to which members o f these castes have

25See Barz 1976 for a detailed account o f  these differences and their significance.
26See D wyer 1994 for the underlying factors.
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subsequently migrated, with a small following in Braj. This connection with north

west India is reinforced by the location in 1669 of the main image o f the sect in 

Nathdwara in Rajasthan, near the border with Gujarat. While the dominant culture 

of Nathdwara is that of Braj which has been transported to Rajasthan, its leaders are 

South Indians while the sevakas ('worshippers') are from different parts o f the 

country, although they are mostly Gujaratis.

In his will, Dayaram left Rs 80 to continue the seva o f his personal svarup 

o f Madanamohana. A number of his works expound the tenets o f the sect and 

refute the teachings of other sects, in particular that o f Samkara. Even his short 

lyrics contain a number of references which are specific to the Pustimarga.

A story is told of his ananyabhakti (total devotion to Krsna): Gopalrav 

Mairaj o f Vadodara had built a ghat on the Narmada at Sinor and two temples to 

GaneSa, one at Sinor and one at Vadodara. He asked Dayaram to compose verses 

to Ganapati, but Dayaram refused and is said to have composed his lyric: Eka varyo 

Gopljanavallabha.

However, he was known to have had several disputes with the Maharajas of 

the sect, including one with his own Maharaja, Purusottamaj! of Bundi Kota. The 

Maharaja banned him from the temple in Dabhoi on account o f some rumours and 

so Dayaram composed some verses attacking him. The Maharaja then went to meet 

Dayaram, but Dayaram threw at him his kam thi (initiation necklace given by the 

Maharaja). The Maharaja apologised and Dayaram accepted the necklace back. A 

similar episode occurred when another Maharaja came to Dabhoi and Dayaram 

refused to take a seat inferior to his.

Dayaram is known to have met the most celebrated poet of the sect o f 

Svaminarayan, Premanand SvamI (1784-1855). The two refused on religious 

grounds to visit each other, but were said to have met in Dabhoi by chance and to 

have had a long conversation. As a result of this encounter the lyric: Ruda diso cho 

Rajendra, mamdira mara avata re was composed, but it is disputed as to whether it 

was by Dayaram or by Premanand.
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2.3 The reception o f Dayaram's works in Gujarat

Dayaram is generally reckoned to be one of the great lyricists of medieval 

Gujarat, but even his name is barely known outside Gujarat.27 In Gujarat, it seems 

that his work is well known only to members of the Pustimarga and to scholars. 

His lyrics are used in domestic worship by Pustimargls. For example, one of the 

m ost widely used hymnals, Vaisnavona nitya niyamna path28 has a section called 

'garabi' in which all the songs, in Gujarati and in Braj, are lyrics by Dayaram 

(including many of the Gujarati lyrics given in Chapter 7). Dayaram's disciples 

have maintained a centre in Dabhoi (Bhakta Kavi§ri Dayaram Smarak Samiti, 

Dabhoi), and groups which his followers founded, notably the Srijosijini Bhagavad 

M a m d a ll , still m eet in Dabhoi and publish w orks ,29 but the role o f these 

organisations in spreading the popularity of the songs seems unclear.

No attempt has been made here to look at the reception of Dayaram's lyrics 

among bhaktas and non-academic circles; instead the focus is entirely on the 

reception of Dayaram's works in the literary critical tradition of Gujarat. The rest of 

this section looks at the background to this tradition before examining Dayaram's 

place in the history of Gujarati literature and then discussing studies o f Dayaram's 

work.

Dayaram marks the end the age of the great bhakta-poets.30 After Dayaram, 

Kavi Dalpat31 (1820-1898) is usually seen as bridging the era between the medieval

27IIis Braj works have not joined the canon o f  Braj texts perhaps because o f  their relatively late date. 
Fora survey o f  Dayaram's writings in Braj sec Cauhan 1988.
28DcsaI 1986.
29See 3.2 below .
30See 3.1 below  for a survey o f  the Gujarati religious lyric before Dayaram.
31Dalpatram Dahyabhal Travadi. Alt the personal names o f  this period have more or less 
standardised English spellings, which are given in the text. Transliterations o f  the Gujarati names are 
given as footnotes.
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and the m odem  while Kavi Narmad32 (1833-1886) is the first o f the modems, 

beginning a new age of Gujarati literature and language.

This divide is significant, not only for a history of Gujarati literature, but 

also for an understanding o f how Dayaram's work has been read in a changed 

intellectual and literary climate in the century and a half or so since his death. Thus 

few critics have based their work on traditional Indian literary theoiy but most have 

assessed his work in the light of new ideas and values resulting from contact with 

English literature and the Romantic movement. In fact, the earliest criticism of 

Dayaram that we have from non-hagiographic accounts is that of Kavi Narmad.

Dayaram is very much a medieval poet in the tradition of medieval Braj and 

Gujarati poetry as regards subject matter, form, life as a poet etc. and he seems to 

have been untouched by the British presence. However, because o f his position as 

the last of the medieval writers, criticism of his work has always been informed by 

m odem  thought. Dayaram 's work was received initially by critics who were 

influenced by English Romanticism and it is that viewpoint which dominates the 

reception of his work in literary circles. The implications o f the dominance of 

Romantic ideals in Gujarati literature for subsequent understandings of Dayaram 

need to be examined in this section, including the ways in which such encounters 

with English literature affected Gujarati literature in the nineteenth century. This 

was the time when the most dramatic changes occurred and was the period in which 

Gujarati literary criticism developed. Little mention needs to be made of twentieth- 

century literary trends, for although the subject matter o f literature changed 

somewhat, the high value placed on lyricism and Romanticism prevailed in the 

criticism o f this period also. Most of Dayaram's critics are profoundly influenced 

by this critical tradition. The modernist and postmodernist movements have 

attracted interest in a few intellectual centres, such as at the M.S. University of 

Baroda (Vadodara), or among intellectuals in Bombay, but these critics have not

32Narmada£amkar LalSamkar Dave.
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used these approaches to read Dayaram's lyrics. They have directed them at 

twentieth-centu 17 writers rather than trying to reclaim Dayaram from the Victorian 

critics.

During Dayaram's life, European-style education was being introduced to 

western India. W estem -style vernacular school education began in 1820 in 

Bombay and soon spread all over the province. In 1825 the first English school 

opened in Bombay, and 1834 saw the founding of the Elphinstone Institution for 

teaching English and the arts, sciences and literatures of Europe. In 1856 it was 

divided into Elphinstone High School and Elphinstone College, with degrees 

awarded by Bombay University. Bombay University had only three colleges when 

it was founded in 1857, but by 1903-4 it had sixteen o f which Gujarat had four, 

including Gujarat College, Ahmadabad, founded in 1856. Elementary arts colleges 

were opened in the princely states, including Vadodara (Baroda College, 1882) and 

Bhavnagar (Shamaldas College, 1885). Since the medium o f education was 

English, and given that the literature, politics and history of Europe were the major 

subjects, and the teaching heavily criticised Indian life and society, this education 

undoubtedly had an impact on the students.

As was the case with other South Asian languages, the products of this new 

education filtered the literary canon. The new standards for literature were based 

partly on the literary texts which they read at college. At Bombay University, 

where Gujarati was not on the syllabus until 1921 (although Sanskrit was taught), 

the set book for English poetry was Palgrave's Golden Treasury, whose fourth 

section on the English lyric had the greatest impact on the aspiring poets. The poets 

included in this section were W ordsworth, Shelley, Keats, Byron, Tennyson, 

Browning and Dante Rossetti. Although influence is a complex process ,33 these 

poets may be isolated as having had the greatest influence, not only through traces

33The process o f  influence is discussed by B loom  1975, but the theoretical im plications and actual 
mechanisms lie beyond the scope o f  this thesis.
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of their works in the Gujarati poets, but also in translation, rewritings, and mentions 

in extra-literary works. The golden age of Romanticism was on the decline in 

England when poets like Narasinhrao34 (1859-1937) were students, but this 

movement may have appealed to them more that the modern poets ,35 because the 

English lyric is the type which is most similar to Gujarati poetry, which has been 

mainly lyrical, even actually sung and accompanied by dance. However, the 

dffierences between English Romantic poetry and the original Gujarati lyric and the 

extent to which Gujarati Romantic poetry was an offshoot o f English Romanticism 

on the one hand and of Gujarati lyricism on the other remain to be explored.

Dalpat was the first of the Gujarati poets to have his works printed soon 

after they were written. Previously, poems had been transm itted orally with 

manuscripts being written later (e.g. those o f Narasim ha), or written down 

immediately by the author or his disciples (e.g. those of Dayaram), but not available 

for the general public . The poet no longer lived on donations from his audience or 

from a patron, but either tried to make a living through the publication of his poetry, 

usually without success, or else worked as a teacher or in public service, writing 

poetry in his spare time. The work was published either in periodicals or in 

monographs. The first anthologies of Gujarati literature appeared at this time, the 

most enduring being Iccharam Suryaram's36 Brhatkavyadohan, whose ten volumes 

appeared between 1886 and 1913. The impact of printing on Gujarati literature 

seems to be an unexplored topic.

A change in language was to have been expected at this time, at least in part 

as a symptom of printing. The Gujarati lyric had always been written in a clear and 

simple style and since English Romantic poetry was usually written in a colloquial 

form of language, there was no pressure to change the style. However, there seems

34Narasimhrav Bholanath Divatiya.
35 After the deaths o f  Tennyson, Matthew Arnold and Browning, this w as a relatively fallow  period 
in E nglish poetry until the em ergence o f  Hardy and the poetry o f  the First W orld War. It w ould  
seem  unlikely that the poetry o f  the 1890s, e.g. that o f  Oscar W ilde or Gerald M anley Hopkins, 
would have appealed to the Gujarati poets.
3fiIccharam Suryaram Desai.
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to be evidence of attempts to Sanskritise the language. Many o f the poets, such as 

Narmad, wrote grammatical and lexicographical works and attempted to Sanskritise 

the language by replacing tadbhava and defya  words with tatsama words, using 

English for things which had been introduced by the British, and a Sanskrit 

equivalent for western abstract ideas. Sometimes English phrases and idioms were 

translated almost literally and even syntax showed the influence of English. 

Attempts were made to remove Perso-Arabic words. Even in the ghazal, a Persian 

verse-form, very few Persian words were used. This tendency is seen to a marked 

degree in Klanfs37 (185 9-98) translations of Hafiz.

The major tendency of this new poetry was the shift from the religious to 

the secular, to the idea of man as being at the centre of the universe, accompanied by 

a move from the general to the subjective. The subjective is found in the bhakti 

poets, but the difference between this and the new subjectivity can be illustrated 

from nature poems by contrasting the descriptions in the baramasl ('description of 

love through the twelve months of the year') with W ordsworthian nature poetry 

where it is the affect of nature on the individual that is so important. The subjective 

in Dalpat became the autobiographical in Kalapi38 (1874-1900) and Kant39 (1867- 

1923), until Thakore40 (1869-1951) advocated the Amoldian impersonal, in a 

backlash against Romanticism. The growing trend towards Romantic melancholy 

first seen in Narmad was rejected by Thakore and Nhanalal41 (1877-1946), who 

instead brought joy and playfulness into their writing.

New subjects for poetry were introduced. Topical poetry began with 

Dalpat's Hunnarkhannf cadM f'The invasion o f Lord Industry' and poems about 

love, nature and patriotism were written with vigour and intensity. Even when 

forms were taken from non-European traditions, the Romantic spirit prevailed. For

37Klant, pen-name o f  Bal&imkar Ullasram Kamthariya.
38KalapI, pen-name o f  SursimhjT TakhtasimhjI Gohel.
39Kant , pen-name o f  Manisamkar RatnajI Bhatt.
40Balvantray Kalyanray Thakor.
^N hanalal Dalpalram Kavi.
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example, the ghazals of Klant and of Kalapi show Sufi mastI ('intoxication') but this 

itself is very much in keeping with the Romantic spirit.

Twentieth-century criticism of Gujarati literature has been based on the 

principles o f Gandhiism and other social movements and more recently modem 

Western literary theories have had some impact in major cultural centres. However, 

these views do not seem to have affected on criticism of Dayaram, although they 

may have led to his writing being viewed as 'irrelevant1 in the modem world.

The establishing of a canon of Gujarati literature was given further impetus 

by the study of the western canon and the advent of printing. It was achieved partly 

through the compiling of anthologies and through the writing of literary histories of 

Gujarati literature. Pre-eminent among the anthologies of pre-modem poetry is 

Iccharam Suryaram's ten-volume Brhat kavyadohan, which appeared between 

1886-1913. Narasimha Maheta, Premanand, and Carnal Bhatt are given pride of 

place, but there are large selections from many other poets. While some poets are 

found in several volumes, Dayaram's lyrics appear only in Volume 6 ,42 where only 

nine pa das are given, taking four pages, whereas the m ore obscure Devidas 

(c.1600) is allocated thirty-seven pages43

By the time of Taraporewala's anthology of classical Gujarati poetry 

Dayaram's status was assured by his allocation of 110 pages in Volume III (1936), 

fewer than Narasimha's 247 in Volume I (1924), but many more than the 40 given 

to Mirarn. The reason for this shift in emphasis may be due to the Victorian 

sensibilities about possible lewdness reinforced by the 1862 Maharaja Libel Case 44

42De£aI 1909:821-5.
43DeSm 1909:415-52. Only volumes 1-3, 6-8 have been available to me.
44Mulji (Karsandas M ulji), a Gujarati Kapol Bania and follow er o f  the Pustimarga, educated at 
Elphinstone, wrote an article in his magazine Satya PrakaS, October 1860, 'The Primitive R eligion o f  
the Hindus'. This attacked the Maharajas for licentiousness and in particular for adultery with the 
w ives and daughters or the devotees. Yadunatha Brijratanju, the Maharaja o f  Surat filed a libel 
action against Mulji. The case lasted for forty days, during which many w itnesses were called and 
questions ranging from theological truth to the divinity o f  the Maharajas w ere raised, w ith the 
evidence centring on the immorality o f  the doctrines and the Maharajas. Finally the legal victory 
went to Mulji. See Mulji 1865 for an account o f  these events.
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but this remains open to discussion. However, it is dear that from being regarded 

as a minor figure, Dayaram rose to becoming a canonical figure.

The main histories of Gujarati literature are by the leading intellectuals of 

their day, Jhaveri (1914 and 1956), Munshi (1935), and Josi (1973 and 1976).45 

All these works accept the division of Gujarati literature into medieval (ending with 

Dayaram) and modem (beginning with Dalpat and the influence o f European 

literature). It is clear that by the time of Jhaveri's book (1914), Dayaram had 

achieved his canonical status as the last and one of the greatest poets of medieval 

Gujarati. This view was supported by Narasinhrao, who began a second career in 

1921 as the first lecturer in Gujarati at Elphinstone College. He published his 

W ilson lectures of 1915-6 as Gujarati language and literature in two volumes 

(Divatia 1921 and 1932). Here he describes Dayaram as 'unquestionably the most 

brilliant star in the firmament of Gujarati poetry.'46

Munshi and Jhaveri's books are very much in the spirit o f Victorian 

Romanticism, although they also show the influence of Gandhian thought. The 

tensions that these conflicting value systems produced can be seen in all Munshi's 

summaries of a poet's qualities throughout his 1935 book.

Josi (1973 and 1976) is author-oriented in its approach, although it has 

introductory sections and one on metre and form. Pamdya's essay on Dayaram 

gives lists o f his works, refers to other works, and has a more analytical approach 

but still fails to position Dayaram clearly in a history of literature. Dayaram is only 

ever located at the end of the medieval tradition and no attempts are ever made to 

link him into the subsequent period.

Other works which take a history o f literature as their basis are the 

Sahityako£,47 which is useful as a reference tool mainly for names of works and

45Since this thesis does not assum e a knowledge o f  Gujarati by the reader, the quotations from the 
critics given  in the follow ing pages w ill all be from sources written in English, although there are 
references given to the Gujarati texts.
46Divatia 1932:264.
47Kothari and Gadil 1989, and jop iva la  1990.
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dates, andD eepak Mehta's short survey of the history of Gujarati literature (1991), 

which is a useful summary of the traditional view.

There is no theoretical basis for the history of Gujarati literature apart from 

simple historicism. No one has discussed such basic problems as the historical 

dimensions of literature itself, or the issue of influence. These histories suffer from 

their lack of scholarly apparatus, such as bibliographic information, and much 

vagueness as to manuscript traditions, information about then biographical sources, 

prosodic analysis, literary forms, use of language etc. Even so, they do provide a 

useful stalling point for understanding the Gujarati critical tradition .48

Thoothi’s account of the history of Vaisnava literature in his book on the 

Vaisnavas of Gujarat49 is one of the few which is aware of the importance of non- 

Gujarati influences in Dayaram's work:

Dayaram's works bear testimony to the great influence the Ashta-sakha  had 
on his thought and sentiment. Though NarmadaSankar says that Dayaram  
b elieved  h im self to be an incarnation o f  Narsinha M ehta, w e have the 
testimony o f  Dayaram him self that he believed him self to be the incarnation o f  
one o f  the A shta-sakha  called Nandadasji. And there are ample proofs in his 
poem s to justify this latter contention o f  Dayaram. His descriptions o f  love  
and courtships are so live, sparkling and realistic; yet they are considerably  
restrained and subtle when we compare them w ith those o f  Narasinha Mehta.
Even then they seem strong and unbecoming to som e sensitive persons o f  our 
own times, due essentially to erotic suggestion and im agery.^

The critical evalation of Dayaram began soon after his death. Kavi Narmad, 

besides being Dayaram's first editor, also played a major role in shaping Gujarati 

literary criticism, but it seems that he never reconciled the tensions he felt between 

his adoration of a Byronic ideal and the new puritanism .51 He actively supported 

Mulji in the 1862 Maharaja Libel Case which brought the sect into disrepute. 

Whether this case was a symptom or a cause of the hostility of the new puritans 

towards the sect remains unclear. It is undoubted that the issue o f the immorality of

48It has to be hoped that the forthcoming volum e by M allison in the H arrassow itz series (cf. 
McGregor 1974 and 1984, and GacfTkc 1978) will be available before much longer.
49Thoothi 1935.
50Thoothi 1935:257-8.
51Sanjana 1950 discusses in a satirical manner the contradictions in Narmad's life and work.
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the sect extended to the condemnation of the eroticism o f Dayaram's lyrics, even 

though this is very mild indeed in comparison with Sanskrit erotic poetry. This 

view can be seen in the influential opinion of Tripathi which extended into most 

assessments of Dayaram.

Tripathi's Gujarati monograph on Dayaram52 discusses him in the context of 

the Pustimarga, looking mostly at his Rasikavallabha, but in his English work53 he 

also warns of sexual explicitness. This assessment o f Dayaram  is of great 

importance. W ritten in English, it reflects the opinion of Dayaram often known 

outside Gujarati literary circles. The Gujarati equivalent to Bengali's Bankimcandra, 

Tripathi54 (18 5 5-1907) was an eminent critic as well as being (as he remains) the 

m ost highly esteemed Gujarati prose writer, the author of a four-volume novel 

Sarasvatlcandra (1887-1901). This is the first great novel of real life in Gujarati. It 

exemplifies the literary values that dominated creative writing at the end of the 

nineteenth century and informed literary criticism. It is highly Romantic, combining 

intensity, lyrical beauty and subjectiveness with a strongly Sanskritic prose 

tradition. However, its characters are all good or all bad, it has no humour, uses an 

exaggeratedly Sanskritic form of language, and is full of dull dialogues and moral 

reflections. This combination of puritanism and romanticism, so different from 

Dayaram's values, is seen in his assessment of Dayaram:

His poem s o f  Krishna and the maids o f  Gokul are a stream o f  burning lava o f  
realistic passion and love, and if  lewdness o f  writings do not take away from  
the merits o f  a poet, he is a very great poet indeed. Pie has a w eird and 
fascinating  w ay o f  bodying forth a host o f  over-fond led  spirits o f  
uncontrollable w ill in a language w hich is not only at once popular and 
poetical but drags society after him to adopt, as popular, the language he 
creates for them anew. He introduces the men and w om en o f  Iris country to 
luxuriance o f  metres, w hose w ild m usic makes them bear with the flam e o f  
his sentiments, and there is a subtle naivete in everything that com es out from 
him. He, too, no doubt, philosophises and rises to the beautiful and sublime 
o f  the Bhakti Marga with equal power, but he is also an open advocate o f  
Vallabha at times, and even the greatest master o f  advocacy needs must fail in 
a hopeless cause.55

52Tripathi 1909.
53Tripathi 1958.
54Govardhanram Madhavram Tripathi.
55Tripathi 1958:53.
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This passage shows the direct link between the prevailing view of the 

Pustimarga as immoral and the condemnation o f Dayaram's poetry as lewd. The 

language of Tripathi's assessment emphasises this in its references to primitive, wild 

and uncontrollable forces, rather than making any suggestion of an air of lightness 

and play. This opinion of Dayaram had reached the British. In the 'Annual report 

on native publications for the year 1899', page 4, a certain Mr. Giles alleges that 

Dayaram's

natural talent was frequently prostituted in lewd and lascivious writings. The 
influence o f his works has not been altogether w holesom e, ...[yet]., his poetic 
talent was undeniably great...56

The Victorian puritanism inspiring this assessment seems to have begun to 

ease during the 1930s. The emphasis on the condemnation o f his supposed 

immorality diminished although the Gandhian principles and the social concerns of 

literature and criticism which prevailed at this time kept Dayaram's works marginal.

D ayaram  is admired mostly for his short lyrics , 57 in particular the 

garabo/garabi form, rather than his padas ,58 Munshi's assessment of Dayaram's 

corpus has become standard:

Dayarama's genius w as lyrical and found a suitable veh icle  in the garabl.
Though used for the main purpose o f  providing popular songs for the garaba 
dance, it was a great vehicle for lyrical expression. ...he invested the fonn, as 
a w hole, with a charm and a rhythm o f  his own. He made use o f  popular 
m elodies. His language was the m ost perfect used so far by any poet o f  
Gujarata; and his words were so arranged that sense and sound and meaning 
blended in harmony to express one brief experience with perfect art.5^

Thoothi, in his work of the same date, concentrates on D ayaram ’s

descriptive powers and musical ability:

...in his famous gartiis he vividly portrays with great depth o f  feeling, rich 
pictures and idylls connected with the early life o f  Krishna as depicted in the 
Bhagvat lore; and he wrote many Kirtans (hymns) o f great lyrical value, rich 
in depth o f  thought and em otion, attuned to the self-surrender and the 
dedication o f  the devotee...no longer sung in these tem ples, but they have 
been stirring the very heart-strings o f  Vaishnava men and w om en who recite 
them with ardour and devotion before their domestic altars.

56Quoted in Seth 1899:iii.
57E.g. Jhaveri 1914:244, Sandesara 1981:57-8, Thoothi 1935:257-8.
5 ̂ See Munshi 1935:271.
^ M u n sh i 1935:221.
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Moreover, Dayaram was a master musician, he had a rich vo ice, and he could  
play efficiently on musical intruments. This enabled him to enhance the use 
and popularity o f  his poems considerably.60

Some critics try to avoid engaging with the texts by saying that the sound 

rather than the content of the lyrics is important:

Dayaram's strength is his language. It is  sim ple, chaste, classica l and 
expressive. His songs are superior to those o f  others, both on account o f  
their language and their rhythm. To appreciate their lilt, they must be heard, 
w hen ladies w ell-know n in his line lead the garba-circles o f  Surat or 
Baroda.61

Other critics attempt to validate Dayaram for their own time. For example, 

critics such as Munshi argue that Dayaram had to write about Krsna because of his 

times, but that his real subject was human love . 62 This is clearly untrue, but the 

post-Victorian critical tradition has allowed the religious element to reappear.63 

Applying standards of their own time, critics such as Navalram (1836-1888), cited 

by Jhaveri, find Dayaram lacking:

... his poems are defective in so far as they do not 'paint pictures'. 'One third 
o f  them consists o f  pure em otion, and the rest is superficial em bellishm ent, 
w hich to the experienced eye o f  the real poet appears to be tawdry and 
useless.' 'he is inferior to Premanand even in &ringar...' Dayaram fails to be 
considered a master poet in Navalram's ey es, in spite o f  h is im m ense  
popularity, the reason o f  which, he thinks, is the subject matter o f  his poems, 
namely, the life and loves o f  Radha and Krsna.64

Later poets such as Nhanalal (1877-1946), Harindra Dave (1930-) and 

Suresh D alai (1932-), have acknowledged his influence on their work and 

Dayaram's status as one of the greatest poets of Gujarat is still unquestioned, his 

place in the Gujarati literary canon assured .65 There have, however, been few 

critical assessments of the oeuvre of Dayaram whether in histories o f literature, or 

studies o f his corpus or detailed studies of individual works.

There are few studies of Dayaram's corpus .66 Those which exist have a low 

circulation, and most lack scholarly vigour, an understanding of western literary

60Thoothi 1935:257-8.
61 Jhaveri 1914:247-8.
62'Madhyakalno sahilyapravah' p. 389, quoted by Pamdya 1976:n.l9.
63See, e.g., Dave 1967:26. who argues that Krsna is the only subject o f  Dayaram's lyrics.
64 Jhaveri 1914:249-50.
65For example, his lyrics form part o f  the literary curriculum in Gujarati schools.
66See n.2 above for the works used in this section.
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criticism or a firm grasp of Indian literary theory. They tend to give Dayaram's 

hagiography, then divide his works into several categories, then list them by name. 

The focus is on bhaktakavi Dayarambhal, i.e. Dayaram as a religious poet and the 

way in which his religious belief in the teachings of the Pustimarga is seen to be 

expressed in his poetry. The emotion of bhakti which he so vividly portrays is seen 

as the strength of his work, with little attention paid to literary critical topics.

There are very few examples of analyses of individual poems of Dayaram, 

the major source being the volume edited by Sah (1990). In this work, modem 

Gujarati writers have each selected a poem of Dayaram which is printed along with 

two or three pages of comments. In the introduction, Shah makes it clear that the 

purpose of this volume is not to produce a critical analysis of Dayaram's works, but 

an appreciation. The essays on the poems are diverse and are indeed appreciations 

rather than scholarly 01* literary critical studies.

While this critical tradition is to be admired for its pioneering attempts to 

reconcile the values of such different traditions, its serious omissions must be 

noted. No one has examined formal aspects of Dayaram's texts - genre, form, 

metre, and music. There is no discussion of his influences, in particular his 

combination of non-Gujarati influences with Gujarati folk forms. Not one of these 

critics has attempted to analyse his language to show its distinctive features and 

poetic devices. No one has analysed the personae of the texts and their roles, nor 

looked at Dayaram's position within the text. His powers of description have been 

discussed, but no one has shown how they work and how his dramatic dialogues 

are made to come to life through their language or literary devices.

The filling of each of these various lacunae in the study of Dayaram would 

itself be a major study and lies beyond the scope of this thesis, although there is a 

brief discussion of some of these topics in Chapter 3. However, before going on to 

this chapter, there are a number of features which emerge in this critical tradition 

which are mentioned here before being reexamined at the end of the thesis.
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One of these is the concentration on the biography of Dayaram. A notable 

trend may be identified, which tries to try to show how every lyric was composed at 

an appropriate moment in his life .67 For example, Dayaram is said to have 

composed the lyric: Eka varyo Gopijanavallabha when asked to compose a hymn to 

Ganapati, This feature may be a residue of the hagiographic tradition, where great 

importance is given to the lives of the bhaktas. These accounts serve a number of 

purposes, such as the creation of role models and the reinforcement of the power of 

the satsamg, the company of the good. However, this does not seem to be the case 

with the presentation of the life of Dayaram. Dayaram often challenged the norms 

of good behaviour by his quarrels, his vanity, and in particular, by his relationship 

with the goldsmith's widow, Ratanbai. It may be that two strands may be identified. 

One is from the sectarian tradition, making Dayaram seem to be one o f the 

bhaktakavis and to create a hagiographic account of his life. The other is from the 

world of humanistic, Romantic criticism, an attempt to link the mythological world 

of his poetry with the real, human world.

A closer reading of these critical texts reveals key words and phrases, 

notably those associated with sweetness (the forms are all connected with mlthurri). 

Although not explored by the critics, this theme of sweetness occurs frequently in 

Dayaram's own life and his works. For example, he rejects the term kadavum  for 

the verse form used in his akhyanas, since its homonym means 'bitter', and he calls 

it m lthum  'sweet' instead .68 His own appearance and his voice were said to be 

'sweet' and in the texts there are constant references to sweetness although these are 

not explored by the critics. This sweetness seems to be linked to sexuality, 

fem inity , 69 and to playfulness. It stands opposed to the virtues of puritanism, 

Saurya 'heroism, masculinity1, and seriousness espoused by Kavi Narmad and his

67See in particular Dave 1967.
68Dave 1970:146-7.
69Although Divatia 1932:264 is quick to assure the reader that Dayaram's style is 'lucid, charming 
without being effeminate, and on occasions, possesses vigour and power1.
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successors. Since these ideas are latent but not developed in the critical texts, they 

will not be discussed further here. In Chapters 5 and 6 , however, the question will 

be raised o f ways in which these qualities of sweetness, feminity and playfulness 

may be recovered for a study of Dayaram.
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The previous two chapters looked at the approaches o f two traditions, that 

of the Indologists and that of the Gujarati literary sphere. This chapter discusses 

Dayaram's work by concentrating on the transmission of the Gujarati texts and on 

earlier Gujarati lyrical poetry, then the forms, content and language of Dayaram's 

Gujarati poems.

3.1 The Gujarati religious lyric before Dayaram

The primary authoritative text of Vaisnava bhakti is the Bhagavata Purana 

(c. 9th or 10th century AD), and its first major literary work was the Gitagovinda, 

composed in Sanskrit in the twelfth century by Jayadeva. The combination of 

eroticism and mysticism1 o f the latter was to become the classical model for much 

of the later bhakti literature. In Maharashtra, the movement was connected with an 

ascetic tradition, but in Bengal the passionate love songs o f Candidas and the 

ecstatic worship of Krsna by Caitanya changed the nature of Vaisnavism. Caitanya 

made Braj the active centre of the bhakti cult. In Gujarat, although Krsna poems in 

the forms o f phagu and rasa existed, there was no bhakti poetry until the sixteenth 

century, when it was probably given a powerful impulse by Caitanya.

Indisputably, the greatest Gujarati poet is Narasimha Maheta.2 His dates are 

uncertain; the traditional dates of 1414-1480, formerly discredited in favour of 

1500-1580,3 now seem more plausible .4 In addition to the biographical details he 

gives in his own writings, he has been the subject of numerous hagiographies, the 

first being by ViSvanath Jam, composed in 1652. He was born in the village of

^ e e  Siegel 1990.
2 Jhaveri 1914:39; Tripathi 1957:52.
3 Munshi 1935:149.
4 Mallison 1986:32.
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Talaja near Bhavnagar. A Vadanagara Nagar Brahmin, he was a practitioner of 

Krsnabhakti. Regarded as so unorthodox that his first engagement was broken, he 

eventually married Manekabal, with whom he had a daughter, Kumvarabal, and a 

son, Samala. He had a difficult family life, largely because of disputes with his 

brother's wife. Eventually he went to Gopnath on the coast and prayed to 

Mahadeva, who granted him the boon of seeing Krsna's rasllla. After this, he left 

his brother's house and set up in on his own in Junagadh. His house, now known 

as Narasimha Mahetano Coro has since been maintained. He sang his devotional 

verses to Rama and Krsna, and his philosophical and ethical padas, while playing 

his small cymbals (karatalas). Many mythical stories surround his life, the most 

famous of which are the story of his daughter's mamerum, the ritual giving of gifts 

by parents in the seventh month of a daughter's first pregnancy. W hen Narasimha 

could not afford to give the necessary gifts, Krsna appeared and gave them himself. 

Equally famous is the story about the time when he was excommunicated by the 

Nagars for eating with the Dheds, which resulted in a Dhed appearing between 

every Brahmin at a Nagar feast.

The major source for his life is his own $amala£ano vivaha, a poem about 

his son's wedding to the daughter of a rich merchant. Traditionally he is said to have 

composed one and a quarter lakh padas,5 comprising poems on grngara ('love'), 

poems on the life o f Krsna (mostly from incidents in the tenth book of the 

Bhagavata Purana), akhyanas and padamalas.6 The best known are his padas of 

bhakti and jnana ('knowledge'). Transmitted orally, the text of his poems has been 

corrupted.

The following pada is the most loved of all his verses. It draws on Jain 

traditions in the description of the true religious person, and has become widely 

known outside Gujarat through having been a personal favourite of Gandhi. It is 

probably the best known Gujarati lyric and, since it is non-sectarian, being a

5 Jhaveri 1914:41. This is the standard number for long anthologies. Cf. the Sursagar.
6,Garland o f  padas1, a special literary form for a collection o f  verses; see Maheta 1976:22-3.
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description of a Vaisnava, it is used by all Vaisnava groups in Gujarat including the 

followers of Svaminarayan.7

Vaisnavajana to tene kahie8

vaisnavajana to tene kahle,je pida paraijane re
paraduhkhe upakara kare, ne mana abhimana na ane re. vaisnava..

sakala lokamam sahune vamde, nimda na kare kenl re

vacakachamana ntfcala rakhe, dhanya dhanya jananl tenire. vaisnava..
samadrsti ne trsna tyagi, parastrl jene mata re
jihva thaklasatya na bole, paradravya na jhale hatha re. vaisnava..

mohamaya lepe nahi tene, drdha vairagya tena manamam re
ramanama£urn tali lagi, sakala tiratha tena tanamam re. vaisnava..

vanalobhi ne kapatarahita che, kamakrodha jene marya re

bhane narasaimyo temim dar£ana kartam kuja ekotera taryarn re.

vaisnava..

T h e  true V a isn a v a  is  the o n e  w h o  fe e ls  another's su ffe r in g s  as h is  

o w n .

E v en  i f  he helps the sufferer, he d oes not fe e l proud.

H e p ra ises ev ery th in g  in th e  w h o le  w orld , he d o es  n ot sp ea k  il l o f  

anything,

In sp eech , a c tio n  and th ou gh t he is stead y , h is m oth er is ex tr e m e ly  

b lessed .

H e  lo o k s  on  ev ery th in g  d isp a ss io n a te ly , he has ab a n d o n ed  d esire , 

another's w ife  is like h is m other.

H e d oes not speak  any untruth, he d oes not lay  h is hand on  another's 

w ealth .

D e lu s io n  and ign oran ce  do not en ter h im , detach m en t is firm  in  h is  

mind.

H e sin g s  a lo n g  w ith  G od's nam e, a ll h o ly  p la ces are in h is b od y .

H e is w ith ou t greed , and bereft o f  deceit, he has turned a w a y  from  lust 

and anger.

N a ra sa im y o  sa y s  at the sigh t o f  h im , the fa m ily  is sa v ed  for  s e v e n t y - 

o n e generations.

7 See Anon. KIrtan m uktavali: 370.
8Jesalpura 1989:289. My translation, as throughout below, unless otherwise mentioned.
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N arasim ha1 s poems are mostly padas  but he is m ost famous for his 

prabhatiyam.9 The p ra b h a tiyu m  is a special kind of p a d a , w hich is sung at 

daybreak. It is usually in the jhulana metre, set to a variety o f de£I melody, de ii 

prabhatl. One of the most popular is the following, which evokes vatsalya bhava in 

its listeners:

Jasodaji jamavane tede10

jasodajijamavane tede, nacamta bari ave re 

bole mitha boladlya ne amgoamga nacave re. ja£oda... 
mukhani 6obha £1 kahuni, janepunamacamda biraje re 

netrakamajana cala jolne manmatha manamam laje re. jagoda... 

amjana beii nayane maryam, Lira latake gajamotf re 

tilaka tanlrekha ati sumdara mata harakhejotJre. jaSoda... 
sneha janavlputra tano hari avikote vajagyo re 

ladakado ati lad karamto, ksanu na thaye alago re. ja£oda... 
khole besl bhojana karatam mata anamda pamire 

bhaktavatsala bhudharajlmaHyo narasaiyaco svamlre. jagoda...

Jasoda ca lls  him  to eat, Hari com es dancing.

H e  says sw e e t little  w ords and m akes h is lim b s dance.

In w h a t w a y  ca n  I d e scr ib e  th e  lo v e l in e s s  o f  h is fa ce?  It lo o k s  

beautifu l lik e the fu ll m oon.

L ook in g  at th e  m o v em en ts  o f  h is lotus e y e s , M anm atha's m in d  is put 

to sham e.

S h e  puts kajal o n  h is ey es, a large pearl d an g les on  h is breast.

T h e  lin e  o f  his tilak  is very  beautifu l, h is m other rejo ices as sh e  look s.

T o  sh o w  her love  she pats him , he h ugs her round the neck .

T h e little  darling rea lly  hugs her, he d oes not b eco m e separate for even  

a m inute.

S eatin g  h im  in her lap, sh e  feeds him , sh e  fee ls  m aternal jo y .

S h e  has fo u n d  th e  lord o f  the w o r ld  w h o  is c o m p a ss io n a te  to h is  

d ev o tees , the lord o f  N arasaiyo.

The impact of Narasimha on Gujarati literature is summarised by Munshi:

9M allison 1986:38-42.
10Jesalpura 1989:102.
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The legacy o f  a rich and varied vocabulary and language o f  great pow er and 
beauty which he left, exercised great influence on literature. His padas, cast 
into slow -m oving and elastic prabhatia metre generally reserved for early 
m orning prayers, m oulded the language and sentim ents o f  succeed in g  
generations. His taste is often loud and vulgar. He lacks the delicacy o f  
Mirari, the intensity o f  Suradasa, the classic dignity o f  Tulsldasa. His 
language is too rhetorical to permit o f  that light, lingering touch w hich makes 
for great poetry. But he broke away from the lifeless literary tradition o f  his 
days. He changed Gujarati poetry from an impersonal to a personal art. Poet, 
bhakta, apostle o f  Aryan culture - Narasiriha w as, and is, unique in 
Gujarata.11

One of the most popular bhakti poets of western India is Miram (c. 1500- 

1547). Much of her life story is given in her poems, but there are conflicting 

versions o f her biography. She was the granddaughter of Rao Dudaji, a devout 

Vaisnava and chief of Medta (Medta), a small principality in Rajasthan. According 

to older sources, she was queen of Kumbha Rana of Chittor, grandfather of Rana 

Samgo, which places her between 1403 and 1470.12 More recent versions of her 

life based on Rajput genealogies13 say that she married Bhojraj, the son of Rana 

Samgo of Chittor, who died young. In 1532, his younger son Vikram, who 

disapproved of her eccentric behaviour in her religious practices, came to the throne. 

She claims that attempts were made on her life, so she fled to Dwarka. Some say 

that it was her husband who tried to poison her . 14 She was merged into Krsna 

when Brahmins went on a fast to persuade her to return to Rajasthan.

It was mentioned above that Miram has been claimed by the literary 

traditions of Gujarat, Rajasthan and Braj. Her poems have been preserved orally 

and they vary between Gujarati, Rajasthani and Hindi versions. Therefore, it is 

difficult to reconstruct the original texts. In her poems, mostly padas, often called 

bhajans, she imagines herself as one of the Gopis in Braj.

She has only one thing to say, and, in consequence, her range is lim ited. Her 
poems have elegance and delicacy rather than variety. Her heart is capable o f  
deep feeling, but its expression is limited by her com parative ignorance.
Mirari is not ego-centric, only intense: not voluptuous, nor profound.15

n Munshi 1935:148.
12Jhaveri 1914:29 and Tripathi 1958:14-5.
13Maheshwari 1980:149-50.
14Jhaveri 1914:31 and Tripathi 1958:16.
^ Q u ote  from L. Munshi M lnlm bai ek  drst. Quoted in Munshi 1935:134.
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But passion, grace, delicacy, melody - Mlran has all these gifts. Her longing  
is exquisite; it seizes all hearts, penetrates all souls. Her poetic skill possesses 
the supreme art o f  being artless. Som etim es she brings natural beauty to aid 
sense and sound in producing harmony.16

The following poem is one of Miram's most famous stanzas in the Gujarati 

recension. It contains much biographical information, shows her devotion to God 

and the bhaktas and her lack of interest in the mundane world. Its language is 

straightforward and the rhyme scheme is simple:

Govimdo prana amaro17

govimdo prana amaro re, mane jaga lagyo kharo re.
mane maro ramjl bhave re, bljo marlnajare na ave re.
mlrabalna mahelamain re, harisaintanano vasa;
kapatlthlhari dura vase, mara saintana kerlpasa. govimdo...
raiiojlkagala mokale re, dejo mirainne hatha;
sadhuni saingata chodl dyo tame, vasone amare satha. govimdo...
mlrainbaikagala mokale re, dejo ranojlne hatha;
rajapata tame chodlranajl, vaso re sadhuni satha. govimdo...
visano pyalo rane mokalyo re, dejo mirainne hatha;
amrta janlmiram pigayain, jene sahaya Srivisvano natha. govimdo...
saindhavala sanidha sanagaraje re, javuin so so re kosa;
raiiajlna deSamam mare, jala repldliano dosa. govimdo...
dabo melyo mevada re miram galpaScimamamya;
sarava chodl miram nlsaryam, jenuin mayamam manadmn na kainya.
govimdo...

sasu amarl susumana re, sasaro prema-samtosa;
jetha jagajlvan jagatmain re, maro navaliyo nirdosa. govimdo...
cumdadl odhum tyare ramga cue re, ramga beramglhoya;
odhuin hum kalo kamalo, dujo dagha na lage koya. govimdo...
mhmn harinl ladanl re; rahetl samta hajura;
sadhu samgathe sneha ghano, pela kapatlthl dila dura, govimdo...

Govimda is my life-breath, the world seems bitter to me 
I love my Rama, nothing else appeals to me.
Hari's sants live in Mirabai's palace

16Munshi 1935:134.
17Trivedi 1986:3-4.
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grace, delicacy, melody - Mlrati has all these gifts. Her longing 
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H ari lives far from  that fraud, near m y saints.

T he k ing  sent a letter, say in g , put it in MIram's hand:

G ive  up the com p an y  o f  saints and co m e  to live  w ith  m e!

M iram  sen t a letter, say in g , put it in the king's hand:

G iv e  up the royal pa lace and co m e  to liv e  w ith  the sadhus!

T he k ing  sen t a cup o f  p o iso n , say in g , put it in MIram's hand.

R egard in g  it w as nectar, M iram  drank it, her helper is the Lord o f  all.

0  cam el driver, sadd le m e a cam el, I'm g o in g  a hundred m iles.

In the land o f  the k ing , ev en  drinking the w ater is a sin!

P utting  M ew ar on the left, M iram  w en t w est.

M iram  g a v e  up everyth ing  and left, her m ind not at all in m aya .

'M y m o th er-in -la w  is beau ty , m y  fa th er-in -law  is the sa t is fa c tio n  o f  

love;

M y  e ld er  b ro th er -in -la w  is the L ife  o f  the W orld in the w o r ld , my 

bridegroom  is faultless.

W h en  I put on  m y  v e il, the co lou r  runs, the co lou r  b eco m es du ll, ^

S o  I put on  a b lack  b lanket ( o f  a su fi), no other stain  m ay  sh ow .'

M iram  is Hari's b e lo v ed , sh e  liv es  w ith  a thousand saints;

In the co m p a n y  o f  sa in ts there is m u ch  lo v e , their hearts are far from  

that fraud.

Akho, or Aklia Bhagat (c. 1615-1674), was a goldsmith of Ahmadabad, 

originally from the nearby village of Jetalpur. He was head of the royal mint, but

false charges o f dishonesty made him bitter, and he left his work to seek

knowledge. He travelled to Gokul where he joined the Pustimarga, but was rapidly 

disillusioned with the sect. He went to Varanasi where he heard about the teachings 

of Sankara, which suited his belief in v a ir a g y a  (’detachment1) and his search for 

jn a n a  ('knowledge'), which are the topics of all his writings. He wrote in Gujarati 

and also in Hindi, on philosophy in his A k h e g l t a , but he is famous for his 

epigrammatic stanzas on life, in his sixty p a d a s  and his seven hundred or more 

c h a p p a s .

l^Pun on the two senses o f  ramga as affection/love.
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H is Chhappas are not the Chhappas recognised by prosody but are another 
name for Chopais, rounded o ff  with six instead o f  four lines (cho(four) pais - 
lines).19

Munshi sums them up:

In these small poems, he fights the accepted formulae o f life , bitterly, brutally, 
making all kinds o f  ugly comparisons to bring his point home. But the fight 
is not for a v igorous and full life, but for an arid detachm ent....H e was, 
however, very poorly equipped for literary work. The words w hich he used  
w ere very often inappropriate. H is know ledge o f  prosody, grammar and 
syntax was meagre. His meaning was often shrouded in obscurity.20

Although the references may be obscure, these verses show a simple, clear

and colloquial form o f Gujarati which is well suited to the sharpness of their tone.

F our C ha p p a s

bhasane sum valage bhura ? je  ranamam jlte te sura; 
sainskrta bole te sum thayum? kamiprakrtamainthlnasigayum? 
bavanano sagbajo vistara, akba! trepanamo jane para.

W h y is the fo o l attached to  language? T he on e w h o  conquers in  battle  
is the hero.
W hat is th e  u se  o f  sp ea k in g  Sanskrit? W as an y th in g  lo st b e c a u se  o f  
Prakrit?
T h e w h o le  ex p a n se  o f  the fifty -tw o  sy lla b le s , A k h o! T h e  fifty -th ird  
[O M ] is w h at m atters.

tilaka karatam trepana vahyain, japamalanam nakain gayain; 
tlratha phan pbarl tbakya carna, toya na pabota harine sarana; 
katha suiilsuniphutya kana, akba! toyna'vyuin brabmajnana.

D o in g  h is tilak , f ifty -th ree  years h ave  p a ssed , he has w o rn  out his 
rosary.
G o in g  from  h o ly  p la ce  to h o ly  p la ce , h is fee t are tired , e v en  th en  h e  
has not taken refu ge in Hari.
H e  has heard so  m an y  kathas that h is ears h ave burst. A k h o ! E ven  
then , k n o w led g e  o f  Brahm a has not com e.

ekmurakbane eviteva, paththara etala puje deva;
panI dekhi kare snana, tulasi dekbl tode pana;
e to akba! babu utpata, ghanaparamesvara ekyamnl vata?

A  fo o l has the habit o f  w orsh ip p in g  every  ston e as a god .
S ee in g  w ater, he bathes, se e in g  tulsi he pulls o f f  a leaf.
A k h o! it is a w a s te  o f  tim e, w h y  do th ey  sa y  that there are m an y  
gods?

19Jhaveri 1914:63.
20Munshi 1935:180.
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suraja tyama saco vairaga, tapate na jue jagakujaga; 
sahune teja kare te sahl, pana parachayo potamain nahini; 
jyain upaje saco nirveda, nohe akha tyaip bhedabheda.

True detachm ent is like the sun, w h en  it sh in es it d o es not s e e  g o o d  or 
bad p laces.
It is agreed  that its sp lendour is for all, there is no  sh a d o w  in  itse lf. 
W h en  true detachm ent arises, A kho, there are no d istinctions.

Premanand (late seventeenth century) rivals Narasimha Maheta for the title 

of the greatest poet o f Gujarat.21 A Brahmin from Vadodara, he was orphaned 

young, and in the company of a sannyasin, Ramcaran, toured north India learning 

Sanskrit and Hindi. Like many other poets he saw Hindi as the appropriate 

language in which to write Krsnaite poetry, but he changed to writing in Gujarati at 

his guru's behest. He began his career in Surat as a gagariyo bhata, a Brahmin who 

recites puranic stories while playing a metal pot. A popular poet, he divided his 

time between Vadodara, Surat and Nandarbar.

Even today many people know by heart some o f his fifty-seven works of 

varying length. He composed akhyanas on episodes from the Mahabharata, from 

the Bhagavata Purana, from the Markandeya Parana and from the Ramayana. He 

also continued the tradition of composing akhyanas on the life o f Narasimha ,22 as 

well as following the practice of reworking the compositions of previous poets. In 

Munshi's words:

■ His command over the resources o f  the language was unequalled; and, so was 
his knowledge o f  contemporary life. He was a profound observer; no detail 
escaped him. He depicted passion, situation and character in a vivid style. He 
w as a master o f  the art o f  gaining broad effects; and could play upon an 
em otion to the point o f  saturation. He exce lled  in m aking an old plot, 
however jejune, throb with new life. Am ong the literary artists o f  the period, 
he alone was truly a creative artist, and could give a glimpse o f  actual life .23

Premananda took the old rasa form o f  the akhyana as he found it - a long, 
poetic composition divided into kadavahs in dcsi and rounded by two lines o f  
valana. But he used it with freedom and vigour. In his best w orks, the story 
w as a rapid and interesting narrative; but he broke it up at frequent intervals to 
make room for long descriptions instinct with real life, or padas or garabis 
infused with feeling, hom ely but rich. He used his art so skilfully that the

21Tripathi 1957:30.
22Cf. Haramala (1645) anon., and Visvanath Janl (1625-75) M osalacaritra, Krsnadas Haracaritra 
(1655) and Hundf (1657).
23Munshi 1935:189.
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akhyana becam e, like the modern novel, an elastic medium for all literary 
purposes.24

He wrote with vitality and humour, in folk-metres (de£!) rather than classical 

metres (chand). Several plays are attributed to him, although their authorship has 

been discredited by Narasinhrao. He left around thirty-seven followers ,25 

including his own sons, who wrote works o f a limited quality. His followers still 

continue his tradition, and his own compositions were reworked by later writers, 

including Dayaram.

The following example is from his narrative of an episode in Narasimha 

Maheta's life, based on Maheta's own akhyana. This selection shows Premanand's 

characteristic humour and lightness, his vivid thumbnail sketches, and his shifting 

perspective on Maheta and his followers. They are depicted as the objects of 

humour they would have appeared as to outsiders, eccentric religious figures who 

have to improvise a simple cart and yet have all the accoutrements of seva to hand. 

These are what they take to the m osalum , the gift-giving ceremony by maternal 

relatives to a girl in her first pregnancy, rather than gifts appropriate for 

Kumvarabal, who is overlooked in favour’ of God. This work is again in the 

tradition of describing the life of the bhaktas who are themselves seen as objects of 

devotion. As in the other examples we have seen, the language is in a simple and 

colloquial style:

From  K um varba lnum  m am erum 26

narasimha maheteghera tedavyam sagam te vaisnava samta jl,
mosalnni lalapanejavum bahumi che sfmamta jl.
junl vahela neghumsarl vamklsamgl thadamani bhanigf jl.
kona talava ne koniplmjanio balada anya be magi jl.

mahetajl mam ere calya samarya SrijagadUajl;

trana sakhlo samghate call veragi da£avi£a j l

samputa trambani daballno temam balamukiunda j l

24Munshi 1935:190.
25Jhaveri 1914:132-8.
26DesaI 1964:15-7.
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karnthe hara karlne rakhya damodara namdanamda j l  

vahelanlpumthe kothalo bamdhyo mamhl bharyam vajlmtra jl; 

gamthadlgoplcamdananlche tnlaslkastha pavitra jl; 

mosalanl samagnmam chapam tilaka ne tala j l  

narasaimyanum nibharya mana che je bhogavade gopala j l  

balahlna balado Sum hlmde thele vaisnava satha jl; 

sora pade ne dhaja cadave jay a jay a vaikumthanatha jl. 
eka balada galiyo thal bese eka ekalo tanljaya j l  

padyanepumcha grahl uthade kautuk koti thaya j l  

salesala jujvam dlse vahela thaya che vakra jl; 
samglno bahu iabdaja uthe cucave che bahu cakra j l  

cade bese ne vail utare le ramakrsnanuni nama j l  

madhyahne mahetajlpahomtya jova melyum sau gama j l

Narasimha Maheta invited all his relatives to his house - they were 
Vaisnava sants.

' Let's go with the mosajum - it's time for my daughter's slmamt.'
The cart was old and the yoke was bent, the axle was bust,

The shafts were borrowed from one person, the mudguards form 

another, the pair of bullocks was borrowed from someone else.

MehtajI went to the mamerum, he remembered &ri JagadiSa.

Three female sants were in the crowd, there were a dozen renouncers. 

His Balamukumda was in a casket made of a copper box.
At his throat he'd made a necklace where he kept Damodara 

Namdanamda.

At the back of the cart he'd tied a bag, full of musical instruments;

A bag of sacred clay, and the sacred tulsi wood;

Stamps, tilaks and cymbals made up this mosahim !

Narasaimya's mind was free from fear, thinking that God will enjoy 

them.

The weak bullocks could barely move so the company of Vaisnavas 

pushed.

They shouted as they went up the hill, 'Praise Vaikumthanatha!'

One bullock weakened and sat down, and the other pulled on its own. 
They pulled the tail of the fallen one to make it get up. Many such 

incidents happened.

Every joint on the cart was loose, the cart was crooked 

The body of the cart groaned, the wheels grated
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They got in, sat down and got out again, saying, 'He Rama!' and 'He

Krsna!'.

At midday MehtajI arrived, and the whole town came to see.

Samal Bhatt (bom c. 170 027) was a Srigod Malvi Brahmin of Venganpur, 

now Gomtipur, a suburb of Ahmadabad. At one time he was regarded as a great 

writer o f original fiction and a peer of Premanand, but now it is clear that he also 

took his stories from old Gujarati fiction as is usual in oral traditions. His works 

were mainly narrative and didactic, Madan Mobana being the best-known narrative 

and Ratnamala the best-known didactic work. The latter sets out merits and demerits 

of classes of people, while the former tells of a Rajput princess's love for a Bania 

minister, their marriage and adventures, with the use of stories within stories found 

in folk narratives.

Although not in the bhakti tradition, and although he left no followers, 

Samal's works are of interest here because he is the first Gujarati writer to use a 

large admixture o f Persian words. Persian was the language of the Ahmadabad 

Sultanate and o f the later Mughal court, but Persian, Arabic and Urdu were used 

mainly by the ruling elite ,28 for whom some authors from Gujarat wrote in 

Persian .29 Persian was used also by Parsis for writing mythological and historical 

narratives, although they also composed in their own dialect o f Gujarati.30 Some 

Sufis wrote in Persian, while on the other hand, a Bohra woman, Ratanbal, 

composed Gujarati songs (garabis and padas) in honour o f Kayam-din Plr, and 

other Muslim sects, such as the Khoja Ismaili followers of the Aga Khan ,31 also 

used Guj arati for their work.

27Jhaveri 1914:95 gives the dates c. 1640-1730.
28It is not clear at what date Gujarati M uslim s started their current tradition o f  knowing (som e) 
Urdu.
29Two histories o f  Muslim rule in Gujarat were written: the M irat-i-Sikandari, by a Gujarati convert 
to Islam from Mehmadabad; w hile All Mahmud Khan Bahadur, the superintendent o f  customs who 
had suppressed riots in Ahmadabad in 1730, wrote M irat-i-A hm adi (1761-5). RanchodjI Divan  
(1786-1841), a Nagar Brahmin o f  Saurashtra, wrote a history o f  the peninsula, the Tarikh-i-somt.
30Munshi 1935:211-2.
31 See Shackle and Moir 1992.
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W hile the Gujarati lexis was being influenced by Persian, literary forms 

were being drawn from Gujarati folk sources rather than borrowed from Braj and 

Sanskritic traditions. From this period, we find the first written examples o f the 

garabo folk song, the garabos of Vallabh Bhat addressed to the mother goddess, 

Mata. These are chronicles of the major seats of the goddess in Gujarat at Arasur, 

Chunval and Pavagadh, and can be dated from his descriptions of the famine of 

1731. The most famous of these garabos are the laments o f a young woman 

married to an old man.

A number o f bbagats32 were active during this period, and their work 

shows the continuing enrichments made on the Gujarati language from Persian. 

Dhira (1753-1825), a Brahmabhata from Gothda in V adodara district, was a 

henpecked husband. W hen he used to wander outside the house, he wrote a 

specific kind of pada called kafP3 on bamboo which he floated on the River Mahi. 

His best known work is the Svarupnl ka fi which shows his 'clear, homely and 

telling style, and [has] the sentiments o f Akha without his lashing bitterness . '34 

Minor writers include Niranta Bhagat (1770-1846) of Dethana, near Vadodara, a 

Patidar whose philosophical verse in simple and charming language was very 

popular. His language is also notable for using more Urdu than any of his 

contemporaries, so much so that it was alleged that he had a M uslim teacher.35 

Bapu Sheb Gaikwar (1779-1843), a disciple of Dhiro, wrote a number of Gujarati 

bhajans although he was a Maratha Sirdar, belonging to a well-connected family in 

Vadodara. Bhojo Bhagat (1785-1850), an illiterate Patidar from Saurashtra, 

composed many padas of which the most important collection is Cabkha ('Lashes'), 

in which he attacked social vice with great bitterness. He died at Virpur and left a 

large num ber of followers, who worship his footprints. Raje Bhagat (early

3 2A1 though bhagat is a tndbhava form (Prakritic) o f  bbakta it has the sp ecific  m eaning o f  jn a n a -  
m arg l-kavi rather than bhakta. In this sense it is used more frequently to describe a group o f  
eighteenth century Gujarati poets (see below). Cf. Mallison 1992:94.
33See Shackle 1972 and Shackle 19S9b:85.
34Munshi 1935:212.
35Jhaveri 1914:175.
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eighteenth century), was a Garasla Molesalam, a m em ber of a group whose 

practices are both Hindu and Muslim, although they call themselves Muslim. He 

wrote saguna R rsnaite poetry . 36 Although very popular in Gujarat, he is not 

mentioned in most histories of Gujarati literature and his connections with Dayaram 

have never been explored. This omission is significant. Not only do the histories 

of Gujarati literature contain almost no information on the literatures of the various 

Gujarati Muslim communities, but it seems that the writings of a Muslim author are 

not included even when they are on the subject of Krsnabhakti?1

The most celebrated of Dayaram's contemporaries were followers of 

Svaminarayan, who had recently established a sect in Gujarat in which he 

introduced Gujarati as an official language at an early date,38 unlike the Pustimarga 

where Sanskrit and Braj are the only official languages. The m ajor poets o f the 

sect39 were Muktanand (1761-1824); Brahman and (d. 1849), a Bhata who also 

wrote in Hindi; and the most popular of all, Premanand Saklri (1779-1845) of 

Gadhada in Saurashtra. All these poets composed padas or garabis in praise of 

Krsna or of Svaminarayan. Brahmanand is renowned for his skilful use of 

language, thought to be better than all his contemporaries except Dayaram; but 

Premanand is considered to be a better poet, and wrote verse full o f intense feeling 

in which he imagined himself to be the lover of Svaminarayan. Most of these poets 

are known only by followers of the sect, the bulk o f whose hymnal is formed by 

their work .40 In fact, the only other poets included in this hymnal are Kabir, MIram 

and Narasimha Maheta. Dayaram is not included.

36See M allison 1992:95-6.
37Cf. Snell 1989 on Raskhan, a Muslim devotee of&ri Nalhji.
38Scc Dwyer 1994.
39S cea lso  Mallison 1974a:440.
40See Anon. 1989: Khlan muktavalL
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3.2  Dayaram’s corpus: texts and transmission

Although best known for his lyric poems, 89 other works by Dayaram are 

identified by Dave41 and there may be further works in manuscript collections. His 

coipus has been divided into various categories, the most rigorous division being 

that of Dave 1970, who divides the corpus into dar$anika krtio  (philosophical 

works), namasamkirtanatmaka ane upadegatmaka krtio (the names of Krsna; and 

didactic works), akhyana ane padamala (narrative w orks), anudita krtio  

(translations), pada-garabl-garabo (lyrics), gadyakrtio (prose works) and praklrna 

krtio (miscellaneous works). This section looks briefly at the major works in these 

sections other than the lyrics, which are to be examined in closer detail from 3.3 

onwards.

Philosophical works

Events in Dayaram's life showed him to be a critic o f the practices of the 

Pustim arga, but his philosophical works adhere closely to the doctrine of 

Suddhadvaita as expounded in the Soda£agrantha , w ritten in Sanskrit by 

Vallabhacarya. The best known and most important of this part of Dayaram's work 

is undoubtedly the Rasikavallabha 'The beloved o f connoisseurs' (1838). Its 109 

verses in a variety of metres are written in Gujarati in the form of a dialogue 

between a teacher and his pupil. It expounds the major doctrines o f the Pustimarga 

(the nature of Brahma, jiva, jagat, maya, moksa, and the importance of bhakti) while 

refuting the kevaladvaita philosophy of Samkara. It uses simple terms, with many 

allusions to puranic myths 42

Two more of Dayaram's philosophical works also explain the doctrines of 

the sect in simple and clear terms. The Pustipatharahasya 'The secret of the 

Pustimarga', is written in Gujarati in 183 duha and rasavala verses and advocates 

devotion to the sect, in particular to its founders, Vallabhacarya and Vitthalnath,

41 D ave 1970:287-90.
42A detailed account o f the contents is given in Sandesara 1981:34-8.
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their descendants and the great Vaisnava bhaktas. The B haktiposana  'The 

nourishment of bhakti, composed in 101  candravala verses in Braj, seems to be a 

shorter and earlier version of the Rasikavallabha,43

Dayaram's other philosophical works all deal with philosophical topics 

relating to the sect (e.g. in Braj: the Rasikaramjana 'The delight of the rasikas' , a 

shorter work in 17 prakaranas in a variety of metres), the Siddhantasara 'The 

essence of doctrine' and the Bhaktividhana 'The establishment of bhakti.'

The names of Krsna and didactic works

A large number of Dayaram's works are concerned with the form of bhakti 

known as namasmarana (reciting the name), and are mostly written in Gujarati in a 

variety o f metres. They include Srlkrsnanam a cim tam ani, S r iva lla b h a -  

astotarasatanama, Srlviththala-astotarasatanama, Sripunisottama-astotara§atanama, 

Srlradha-astotarasatanama. The didactic verses include the Cimtacurnika  'The 

crushing o f care', 61 verses of instruction for removing cimta ('care') by submitting 

to Krsna's will, and the Prabodhabavani'52 verses on enlightenment' written in the 

kumdaliya metre, with every verse beginning and ending with the same proverb. 

Also included here are the poems describing the lives of the great Vaisnava bhaktas, 

such as the Vaisnavanum dhoja (in Gujarati) and the Pustibhaktarupamalika (in 

Braj), and dramatic dialogues between bhaktas, such as the Brahmanabhaktavivada 

nataka consisting of 70 kadis in the duvaiya metre in the form o f a verbal contest 

between two Brahmins, one a devotee of Visnu and one of §iva, who conclude that 

an 'untouchable' bhakta is better than a Brahmin averse to bhakti; the Hanuman 

Garuda samvada, a quarrel between Rama's bhakta and Visnu's vehicle which ends 

when they realise the unity of Rama and Krsna; and the Manamati samvada nataka, 

a debate between the mind and the intellect as to their roles in devotion.

43D ave 1970:88.
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Narrative works: akhyana and padamala

Dayaram's akhyanas ('narrative poems') draw on the Puranas or describe an 

episode in the life of a great bhakta, historical or legendary. Dayaram built on the 

style developed by Bhalana (fl. c. 1450) and Premanand (c. 1634-1700), but he is 

generally considered to have composed rather poor akhyanas in comparison with 

these two masters .44 Many of these draw on themes from Bhagavata Purana, such 

as R u k m in lv iv a h a , R u k m in ls lm a n ta , S a ty a b h a m a v iv a h a , O kh a h a ra n a , 

Nagnajitlvivaha, Ajamilakhyana, Vrtrasurakhyana, while others describe episodes 

in the lives o f the great Gujarati bhaktas, such as Kumvarabalnum mamerum, based 

on an episode in the life of Narasimha Maheta. He writes o f Mirani's life in the 

Mlramcaritra.

The padamalas are groups of poems which may stand individually but 

which narrate in a less integrated manner than an akhyana  an episode in the 

Krsnalila. Dayaram wrote poems on eight lllas: Patrallla (the lila of the letter), 

M urallllla  (the lila  o f the flute), Rupallla  (the lila  o f the form o f Krsna), 

Premarasagita (the song of love), Balalila (the lila of childhood), Sadrtnvarnana (the 

description of the six seasons), Krsnaviyogavirahana dvadasamasa (the lila of the 

separation through the twelve months of the year), and Kamalallla (the lila o f the 

lotus).

Translations

The authenticity of Dayaram's translated works has been questioned in the 

absence o f autograph manuscripts,45 but they are widely accepted as his by other 

scholars. Dayaram wrote Gujarati translations of the Bhagavadglta, a core text of 

the sect from Sanskrit, and two of the works of Surdas, the primary poet of the sect, 

the Surasaravall and the Kamalallla, from Braj.

44See Dave 1970 and TripathI 1957.
45Notably by K.K. Shastri (Dave 1970:178).
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Prose works

Dayaram's prose works are also strongly sectarian and are written in the 

form of questions and answers on matters relating to the sect (Pra§nottaramalika, 

Pra£nottaravicara, Pra£nottaramala), or on the importance o f texts (Bhagavadglta 

mahatmya), or on forms o f god (Hariharadi svarupa taratmya); or else they are 

prose commentaries on texts (Satasaiyani gadya tika). These early examples of 

modem Gujarati prose are given in the form o f dialogues and so represent attempts 

to write spoken forms of the language rather than to create a specifically prose style.

Miscellaneous works

Dayaram's miscellaneous works include his Satasaiya of 1816, a verse work 

in Braj of more than 700 duha verses with a Gujarati gloss on eveiy verse, blending 

didactic and erotic verses and combining elements of sectarian devotion with 

treatises on poetics. The other works in this residual category are technical, a 

Pimgalasara (on metricsj, a Ragamala (on music) and Talamala (on rhythm) while 

his Vastuvrmdadlpika (1818) in Braj is a list of items or particulars from 1 to 108, 

given in ascending order.

Overall, therefore, Dayaram's non-lyric works are seen to be strongly 

sectarian and to use a variety of traditional Gujarati and Braj forms. They contain 

little of literary interest and are not widely known even in Gujarat. His 

philosophical works are the best-known, probably because they explain the 

doctrines of the sect in simple and straightforward terms to the followers of the sect, 

to whom the Sanskrit texts are available only through katha performances which 

offer vernacular commentary. Some of his other works seem to have been rather 

mediocre or inferior and have been neglected in favour of the superior handling of 

such genres by others, notably in the case of his akhyanas which are inferior to 

those of Premanand.
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Descendants of Dayaram's followers have some handwritten copies o f his 

works including one of the Rasikavallabha. It is not clear whether these were 

written by Dayaram him self or by his disciples. Sandesara describes the way he 

composed:

Dayaram's hand-writing w as neat and shapely and he w as an excellent 
orthographer, as is evident from the extant manuscripts written or copied  
dow n by him. First copies o f  many o f  his works were, presumably, prepared 
by himself. But he had developed an alternative method o f  writing, especially  
for the com position o f  his lyrics. He kept by his seat a w ood en  board  
coloured w ith chalk and sprinkled w ith Gulal (slightly fragrant reddish  
powder). There were always one or two Vataranas (w ooden pens or sm all 
thin sticks for writing on the board) nearby. W henever he w as in a creative 
mood he spoke the words aloud and a person sitting by his side wrote down  
his words on that board; Dayaram heard the writing once or tw ice , and 
corrected, amended and revised the same. Then finally he asked that it be 
written down on paper. Even before dictating anything he used to murmur, as 
i f  thinking somewhat aloud or conversing with h im self and his lips w ould be 
quivering, as i f  measuring the power and propriety or words in the poem  
under com position.46

It is not clear what happened to these manuscripts after his death. It seems that they 

remained in the hands of his pupils, and Taraporewala47 believed that a considerable 

number of his poems (perhaps the greater part) are still unpublished. His disciples 

regard them as too sacred to be disseminated in print amongst those who might 

scoff at them. However, some of them have been given to scholars of Dayaram's 

w ork48 and his pupils (like JoSi) and their descendants have produced printed 

editions o f Dayaram's works based on several manuscripts in their possession. 

This tradition of personal connection with Dayaram is of great importance, and 

many o f the scholars who have studied Dayaram are also his castemen from 

Dabhoi, like Subhash Dave and Suman Shah.

46Sandesam 1981 27-8.
47Taraporewala 1936:438.
48E.g, Sastri 1961 is based on a manuscript said to be written by Dayaram him self. A  page o f  the 
manuscript is given (see xerox following). The handwriting is in an angular Devanagari script with  
the top line, quite unlike the rounder Gujarati script. It is clearly written, with few  amendments.
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Sample of handwritten manuscript, said to have been written by Dayaram: the 

opening verse of the Rasikavallabha.

(From Sastri and Josi 1980:xii)
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The first edition of Dayaram's work, Dayaramkrt kavyasamgraha, was made 

by Kavi Narmad, and first published in 1860. N aim ad describes49 how he 

collected this material in the decade after Dayaram's death. He went to Dabhoi and 

Vadodara where he met Dayaram's disciple Ranchod Jo£i. When Jo§i later came to 

Bombay Narmad persuaded him to narrate Dayaram's story, which he interspersed 

with some of Dayaram's songs. Ranchod did not write anything down for Naimad, 

but Narmad's pupils wrote down the verses which Ranchod sang. I have been able 

to obtain a copy of volume of Volume One only and it is not clear if  other volumes 

were ever published. The 577-paged volume is divided into several sections. The 

First, which is unnamed, contains some o f his longer texts: religio-philosophical, 

akhyanas, and longer lyrics, such as padas, dhojas, and garabos. The second 

section, of 116 lyrics, consists mostly o f garabfs but contains a few padas. The 

third section is o f nlti-bhakti dhojas. The fourth section gives three 'Hindustani' 

texts, then there are three more sections in Hindustani: grmgara padas, bhakti padas 

and five nltkvairagya padas. The book ends with two padas in Marathi.

Many editions were subsequently produced by Dayaram 's Sisyaputras 

('disciples equal to sons'). For example, Chotalal (&ri Nathjibhai) GirijaSamkara 

Jo£i (with V.H. Sastri) edited Dayaramakrta kavyam anim ala  (1900-), which 

contains most of Dayaram's extant works. Subsequent editions include various 

selections o f his lyrical works and may also contain some o f his religio- 

philosophical w orks . 50 Later editions include 'popular' editions such as those 

published by the Sastum Sahitya Vardhak K aryalaya .51 This book is called 

Dayaramnam bhajano and although the Bhaktiposan  forms a large part of the 

volume, the book includes a large number of padas and very few garabos and 

garabis. In view of the fact that the manuscripts are kept in private collections, it is

49Narmada&upkar 1912:n. 476-77.
50See 2.3 above for selections in anthologies o f  Gujarati literature.
51Thakkar 1987.
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likely that these later editions are probably not based on manuscript sources, but on 

previous printed editions.

The best known o f all the collections of Dayaram's lyrics is that of Raval 

(1943 and subsequent editions). It is even mentioned as an outstanding work of 

literary editing in the Gujarati sahityano itihas.52 This edition has become standard 

among scholars and Krsnabhaktas alike. Many of the Dabhoivasis who keep 

Dayaram's tradition alive have a copy of this volume in their homes. It is used as 

the basis for the selection of texts and translations of Chapter 7.

However, in recent years, a well-known scholar o f the Pustimarga, Prof. 

Shastri, has collaborated with the son of one of Dayaram 's disciples (JIvanlal 

Chaganlal Jo§i, son of Dayaram's disciple Chaganlal) to produce a series of 

Dayaram 's texts . 53 Unfortunately, the lyric poems are not yet available in this 

series, apart from a few garabos and dholas.

Dayaram wrote his own Gujarati commentary to his Braj Satasaiya  but 

otherwise no lengthy commentaries have been made, except that of Sastri 1961 on 

Rasikavallabha. Translations o f single works appear in some o f the histories of 

lite ra tu re , 54 and in Thoothi 1935. There seems to be only one volum e o f 

translations of his work (by C. Shulda) of which I have not been able to locate a 

copy.

While the majority of Dayaram's works have been published by mainstream 

Gujarati publishers such as the Gujarat Sahitya Sabha, Ahmadabad and the Gujarati 

Printing Press, Bombay, others have been published by his followers. For example 

the Srijosijml Bhagavad Mamdall published a thousand copies of the life of 

Dayaram's disciple Nathjlbhal Girijasamlcarbhai Jos! in 1955. Publication of 

Dayaram's work was also carried out by the Bhakta Kavi fsri Dayaram Sahitya 

PralcaSak, Bombay and by descendants of his disciples (such as Narayandas

52Parikh 1981:229.
53Sastri and Jo£  1973-.
54Munshi 1935, Jhaveri 1914.
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Pramanamddas Sah, Dabhoivala). These books are distributed through major 

G ujarati bookshops and through sectarian centres such as the N adladna 

Sripustimargly Pustakalaynl DIpo and through the Bhakta KaviSri Dayaram Smarak 

Samiti, Dabhoi.

3.3 Dayaram's lyrics

Dayaram makes no specific references to his sources, but his religio- 

philosophical works show that he had some knowledge, whether direct or indirect, 

of the Prasthana catustaya, the four core Sanskrit texts of the Pustimarga. These are 

the Vedas, the Bhagavadgita, Vyasa's Brahmasutras and the ultimate authority, the 

Bhagavata Purana. His religio-philosophical works demonstrate his detailed 

knowledge of the writings of Vallabhacarya, and he certainly would have known 

the Braj writings o f the astachap through hearing the H avelisam glt ('the temple 

songs'), the songs of eight Braj poets used in the liturgy o f the Pustimarga.

The sources for the lyrics are likely to have been Book 10 (Datiama 

skandha) of the Bhagavata Purana, Jayadeva's GItagovinda, the writings of the 

astachap, the works o f Narasimha Maheta, and the folk literature of Gujarat. It is 

therefore not surprising that many of the features shared by m ost Krsnaite poetry 

are found in his lyrics: the personae are the same (Krsna, Radha, the Gopls, 

Uddhava), as are the locations (Braj, Gokul, Vrindavan and the River Yamuna), 

and the themes55 (Krsna's ballfla, murallllla, raslila, danllla,viraha and reunion, 

Krsna's tricks and the Gopls' displeasure). As with the Braj lyrics, they draw on 

the shared range of reference of the poet and his audience rather than being in a 

narrative sequence.56

Dayaram's padas are thus very similar in their structure and contents to 

those of the Braj Krsnaite poets. They usually consist of between five and fifteen

55See Vaudeville 1971, Hawley 1984; Bhayani and Yagnik 1991 etc.
56See Bryant 1978 for a discussion o f  possible implications o f  this situation.
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verses, spoken as if authored by the poet himself. The chapa is o f the form Daya! 

'Daya!' or Dayo kahe... 'Dayo says...'. While sharing the same themes as Dayaram's 

garabolgarabls (to be discussed below), his padas include a number o f prayer-type 

lyrics (e.g. 184 Eka vinamti) and more 'philosophical' topics (e.g. 142 Prema, 163 

Marum dhanakatum dhora, 164 NEcayana mahelamam) and the definition of a true 

Vaisnava (175 Vaisnava nathi thayo turn re!), a theme seen in the work of other 

Gujarati poets.57

As each of his predecessors was famed for one verse form (Narasimha for 

his prabhatiyam, Miram for her padas, Akho for his chappa), Dayaram's reputation 

as one o f the greatest poets o f Gujarat is for his Gujarati lyrics, especially his 

garabo/garabls, rather than his philosophical writings or akhyanas, or his writings 

in Braj and in other Indian languages. There are many, often conflicting, definitions 

of the verse forms he used. This section looks at definitions of pada, garabo and 

garabi then attempts to define these terms in the the context of Dayaram's lyrics.

The pada verse form is used by all the poet-saints o f N orth India. In 

Gujarat it emerged in the fifteenth century as a popular form  favoured by 

Narasimha. The primary meaning of the word pada in Sanskrit is 'step, pace, stride; 

footstep, trace' but it means 'a portion of a verse, quarter or line o f a stanza' as early 

as the Rgveda and 'word or an inflected word or the stem of a noun' by the time of 

Panini. In the vernaculars pada came to mean a fairly free verse form. The contents 

and the performance are seen as being among its defining qualities:

Pada is a brief poem  expressing powerful em otion but having som e  
description or narration and, at tim es, som e didactic elem ent also. It was 
meant to be sung and the particular m elody in which it is to be sung is 
generally indicated in the manuscripts, though one and the sam e Pada was, at 
times, played or set to different tunes, as is clear from references to the sam e 
pada in different manuscripts 58

The pada uses a restricted range of metres ,59 of which the most popular in 

Gujarati padas seem to be the diiha, the copal and the jhulana. Many pada metres

57See for example Narasimha Maheta's Vaisnavajana in section 3.1 above.
58Sandesara 1981:58-9.
59See, e.g., Snell 1991b:24-6.
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have a sixteen-mafra base and can be set to the sixteen-beat tintal, the most common 

tala.60 The pada:

...custom arily contains an even number o f  lines - most often six  to ten, but 
occasionally as few  as four or as many as a hundred - o f  w hich  all lines but 
the first, the teka, are o f  equal length. Two com m on rhyme schem es are 
employed: couplet-rhyme, and a single rhyme sustained throughout the pada.
The metrical basis is quantitative; the unit o f  quantity is the matra (mora).61

The teka is the:

'prop' - the half-line which usually begins a pada, and which is, in m ost styles 
o f  performance, repeated several times during the course o f  the poem  (usually 
at the end o f  every couplet). The rhetorical function o f  the teka in  the 
performance o f  a pada  has been described by GauriSarikar MiSra, w ho in turn 
cites his debt to BrajeSvar Varma: 'By presenting the central m ood o f  the 
entire pada in a few  concise and w ell-constructed words in the form o f  a tek, 
the poet produces a particular charm in his pada , ’62

A further feature of the pada is that the final or penultimate line normally includes

die signature (chapa) of the composer. For example 206 Vediyo vaiyakaramya:

nija nabhimam kasturlpana harsa na pame harani,
Dayo kahe, dhana datayum ghanum, jyama dhanavamta kahave 
nirdhanl
T h ere is m u sk  in  its o w n  n a v e l, but th e  d eer d o es  n o t e x p e r ie n c e  
delight,
D a y o  says , he buries m uch  w ea lth , and so  the rich m an is ca lled  poor.

The garabo and garabi forms are unique to Gujarat. Although the terms are 

used for lyrics, they were originally used for dances perform ed on auspicious 

occasions, where men but more often women, move in a circle, singing to 

rhythmical hand-clapping. The terms derive from the garabo , an earthen lamp 

which is either placed in the circle or earned by the dancers. There are many 

definitions of these two terms,63 with some critics despairing of finding a definition:

Garabi is, in fact, almost a synonym  o f  the literary form o f  Pad developed in 
Old Gujarati literature with a slightly specialized connotation.64

60See Snell 1991b:24-5 for an example o f  a pada set to imlal.
6 B ryan t 1978:125.
62Bryant 1978:33.
63See, e.g., Jhaveri 1914:35; Thoothi 1935:298; Majumdar 1964:300.
^Sandesara 1981:58.
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However Sandesara does not explain what these connotations are. It seems that 

several forms have become confused over time:

In fact, the Gujarati poet and singer cannot quite see the specific distance and 
dissimilarities between the garabo and the garbi, and had been em ploying his 
w its, know ingly and unknow ingly , to fuse the tw o by im parting rasa 
characteristics to the garabo, and garabo elements to the garbi w hich is really a 
Gujarati daughter o f  the rasa.65

M allison 66 unravels the various forms historically by looking at their 

performance, noting a distinction between the garabo and garabi in the worship of 

the goddess and then demonstrating that there is a secondary type o f garabi which 

has its origins in the Krsnaite rasa dance. The following is an abbreviated 

translation of these definitions:

The garabo and the garabi are ritual circular dances in honour o f  the goddess, 
specific to Gujarat which are sung to dh 5/as 67 rather than ragas. In the garabo, 
the deity is signified by an oil lamp placed in a pot, w hich is placed either in 
the middle o f  the dancers, or on the heads o f  the dancers. The garabi has a 
m am dvi where millet or rice have been sprouted before the celebration and 
where there are im ages o f  the deity. Again, this representation o f  the deity 
may be placed in the middle o f  the circle or on the heads o f  the dancers.

The term garabi may be used also when the garabo is danced by men. Apart 
from in Saurashtra, the garabo is usually danced by wom en and is performed 
by men only for festivals in honour o f  the D evi, never for dom estic rituals.
M en and w om en never dance together (apart from married couples  
occasionally). Garabos are danced during Navratri, marriages, slm ants etc.

It seem s that the garabo!garabi were originally connected to the cult o f  Kalika 
Mata68 at Pavagadh (cf.'The Fall o f  Pavagadh' by Samaja Bhatta, com posed  
in the eighteenth century69). The first author w hose work is extant is 
Bhanadasa (17th century). Vallabha Bhatta (c. 1700) was a d evotee o f  
Bahucaraji, but he also sang o f  the exploits o f  Krsna and o f  social events.
Other writers after this w ere Natha Bhavana (1681-1800), M ithu (1738- 
1791) and Ranachoda Divana (1768-1851).

The rasa (distinguished from the rasabamdba 'heroic poem') is danced on any 
occasion  and is m ostly Krsnaite. It has origins in the M abarasa  o f  the 
Bhagavata Purana, sim ilar to the garabo, may use dam das  to mark time 
(damdia rasa), and is danced by mixed groups o f  men and women.

There is another sense o f  garabi which is that o f  short poem s sung about the 
loves o f  Krsna and the G opls, lyric poem s w hich may be danced. They  
originate in the rasa although hom onym ous with g a ra b i-g a ra b o . The 
confusion has arisen because o f  the garabos being about the exp lo its o f  
Krsna.

65Thoothi 1935:332-3.
66M allison 1991b: 122-5.
67See below.
68Mata, Ambaji, Becaraji, Kali or Durga.
69Dave 1954.
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Only the K rsnaite garabi is relevant to this study o f Dayaram. (A 

discussion o f the use of the term garabo for some of Dayaram's lyrics is taken up at 

the end of this section. To avoid confusion with the Sakta-garabl/garabo, the term 

garabi will be used here to cover both groups.) In fact, the Krsnaite garabi is so 

closely associated with Dayaram that it has even been suggested that he was its 

creator.70 However, the form seems to predate him by several centuries. Among 

the Ismaili ginans are included a number of garabls attributed to Pir Shams (c. 14th 

century) . 71 I f  these garabls had been composed by Pir Shams, then they would be 

the earliest extant garabls. However, they can be dated from their language to the 

seventeenth or eighteenth century72 and so are no earlier than the extant Hindu 

garabls.

The garabi has been used successfully by a number of other writers, both 

before and after Dayaram, For example, it was used by his predecessors to sing the 

glory of Krsna (Narasimha, Dhiro, Dvarkadas73), the danllla o f Krsna (Pritamdas), 

descriptions of the Gopls' viraha (Raghunathdas), songs based on the hope of 

vairagya (mostly by followers of Svaminarayan) and by his successors, such as 

Dalpatram's son, Nhanalal (1877-1946), who wrote Krsnaite garabls and also used 

the form for the theme of secular romantic love. It is claimed he wrote some 

modem versions of Dayaram's garabls,14 but I have found no evidence for this in 

his works. Raval75 also thinks this claim is unlikely since N hanalal is too 

influenced by the new Puritanism o f the late nineteenth century to write erotic 

verses in the mode of Narasimha Maheta or of Dayaram.

It was mentioned above that the definition of the garabi has not been made 

clear. However, using Mallison's untangling of the garabo/garabl and the Krsnaite 

garabi, the rest of this section is concerned with establishing a firmer definition of

70Divatia 1932:280.
71 See Shackle and Moir 1992:128-33 for an example.
72M allison 1991b:127.
73Dvarkadas wrote the first Pustimarg! garabis.
74Munshi 1935:292-305.
75Raval 1981:41.
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this form and with contrasting it with the pada. It elaborates the basic definition of 

the Krsnaite garabi: it is short, usually four to eight lines, although occasionally 

fifteen to eighteen, and deals with a single episode, passion or situation drawing 

mostly on the Bhagavata Purana and Jayadeva's Gitagovinda. It does this by 

looking at formal features, mostly metre, musical performance and narrative voice.

It was stated above that the pada form uses traditional matrika metres set to 

tala cycles for performance. The varnika or matrika metres are however not used in 

the garabi type, which instead use fa/a-style de£I metres. These consist of patterns 

of beats, with no fixed matras or syllables which fit into these tala cycles. Although 

some of the metres in Dayaram's garabi lyrics have traces of matrika-metres, none 

fits a matrika metre entirely. Therefore the garabi can be distinguished from the 

pada on metrical grounds.

Dayaram's garabls always have a teka ('refrain'), which may be the whole of 

the first verse, or a pada ('section, foot') from the first verse. A line may consist of 

one or two padas. The verses are sometimes single lines (with an aa rhyme 

throughout, e.g. 18 Syama ramga16), but are more often couplets (with aa rhymes, 

e.g. no 1 Ubha raho to kahum ), less frequently tr iplets (with aaa rhymes, e.g. 8 

Vamsaladlne £abde), still more rarely quatrains (with bb rhymes, e.g. 32 Etalum  

kahejo). Further variations are rare. The pada does not use the triplet form which 

suggests that its origins may lie in the dance rhythms of Gujarat.

Most padas, whose ends are marked by a yati ('caesura'), are an a vartana 

('cycle') o f four (sometimes three) caranas ('feet'). The foot usually has eight time 

units, which may be grouped in any combination. It is never monosyllabic and 

nearly always ends with a word break. These rhythmical patterns can be set to 4:8 

time, which fits the commonest fa/a, the sixteen-beat tlntal, which is used for the 

circular dances.

76The numbers preceding lities o f  Dayaram's lyrics are those o f Raval 1953. See also the selections 
in Chapter 7.
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All these dances have special dhalas ('folic tunes') each of which has its own 

rise and fall in a scale of musical notes, based not on classical ragas but on their folk 

equivalent, called degls . Thoothi77 says there are only four dhalas for the garabi, 

which he lists as the titles o f the following four garabls. He calls these 'classical'; 

they are all titles of garabls composed by Dayaram.

1 Odhavaji, samde&o kahejo 6yam a ne

2 £yama ramga samlpe na javum

3 Amkha bharo ma alabelada re

4 Sikh a sasuji de che re

However, it seems that there are many more types than this even for 

Dayaram's garabls: 62 various dhalas are listed for the selection printed in Raval 

1953, many of them new and composed by Dayaram himself. Bhayani and Yagnik 

do not mention specific dhalas but their definition of deSl would seem to include 

dhalas within the category of de£I. They trace the listing of de£ls to Jain songs, 

whose authors:

had the practice o f  indicating at the beginning o f  every text-section  o f  the 
poem s the particular De£l (i.e. one o f  the then current popular m elodies or 
tunes) in which the poem was to be sung. For that purpose, either the initial 
words, line, stanza, etc., o f  that popular song, or its name which w as based on 
its theme or the character described etc. were given 78

Bhayani and Yagnik then point out that they have collected over two hundred lines

which 'give a rare and valuable glimpse into the Krsnaite songs that were in popular

vogue during the period covering the fifteenth to the eighteenth century . '79

Unfortunately, this list and any recordings of the songs are not yet available.

Some critics see it as being unrefined:

...a garabi is not the same thing as the songs accepted in the art o f  music. The 
musical flourishes known to these songs arc not easily workable in garabls 
which, so far, are o f  limited musical power and generally do not fully develop

77Thoothi 1935:329.
78Bhayani and Yagnik 1991:43.
79Bhayani and Yagnik 1991:43.
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any individual raga as known to m usic, but m ostly contain elem ents, o f  
different ragas in stray forms, though artistically combined.80

It would certainly be inappropriate to judge folk music by the terms of classical

music, but of course it is impossible to assess this claim in the absence of further

information.

The only recording available to me of Dayaram's lyrics81 is performed in a 

general light North Indian classical style rather than in a distinctive Gujarati folk 

style . It is on this recording that the following remarks are based. It is clear that 

there are two totally distinct styles of fitting the words to the tunes .82 These styles 

of word-fitting may be called 'strict' and 'free,' according to the extent to which the 

singer is permitted to distort natural word rhythm in order to fit the words to music. 

Songs in strict forms may have refrains that are free. This is the case with 184 Eka 

vinamti on the cassette.

In a 'strict' song, the detailed rhythm of the tune is not determined 'in 

advance' but is constituted by the rhythms of the words sung to it, rhythms which 

may well change from stanza to stanza. This is very much along the lines of the 

Sanskrit Arya metre and related later metres. Most of the examples of 'strict' songs 

on the tape use caturmatra or similar four-square divisions of syllable, but there are 

also some trimatra examples, corresponding to a musical metre o f 3:8. Ignoring 

quirks, 83 each syllable will be sung to its natural length, i.e. one or two matras as 

appropriate (e and o may of course be short, as may I and 0.) No syllable will be 

extended beyond two matras, no 'rest' will occur, and there will be no forcible 

lengthening or shortening of syllables.

184 Eka vinamti, as most of the 'strict' songs follows a caturm atra  

underlying pattern. It is in fact simply a caupal, with a free refrain mujane mukaSo

80Divalia 1932:281.
81 D ayaram  - ek  jh am khi. Banislbolna kavi D ayaram nf bhavvahi kn iono  anupam sam gltam aya  
samgraha - pustikam am tippan satbc. M usic director: Kaumudl MunSi. A cadem ic advisor: JIvanlal 
Ch. JoSl. (N ote that the advisor seem s to be the the son o f  Dayaram's disciple Chaganlal, currently 
co-editing Dayaram's collected works. See 3.2 above.)
82For this section I am heavily indebted to Dr. J.D.Smith.
83 Where, for example, a vocative is inserted, requiring unusual shortening o f  long syllables to 'make 
up time1 as occurs with TTari!' in 184.3.
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ma added to the first line and a free refrain avasara cuka£o ma added to the second 

line;

R marejamtas4mayajAlabeJa/jniujane mukajso ma]J

mara fvfadanamtjhanaj/'//ah el a!(avasara cukajo niai^4

1 Hari! hunijjevo}evo tajmaro! drmjane mukaso m sD  

Sngiirujsompyo grtjha karojmaro^5(avasara cuka£o m at)

2 marafdosakcjsa sanjjharifmujane muka£o maLI 

saranjjatavajsala Girijihad! ̂ vasara cuka£o m ij)

3 H ari! 86 m arejdh arm a nrjthl ko l^ adh an a , (m ujaiie m u k a so  m a l j  

n ath lsa tjsam ga, smafrana, jradhana,(avasara cuka§o m a [ ]

Some strict songs follow a trimatra pattern. For example, 140 SauthIpara is 

a strict song based on trimatra rhythym:

R sevijni ^njirsnajrasikajlladhijapjlijjRadh^apcjti, GovimdajGopijraprfli!

lalita^habi, tr jbh an ig iyLllajjM adanajniohanajatikijpala, 

jehan^ nirakhl^trptijDayalfie najihT thajti.

5

In 'free1 songs, the singer takes the opposite course and gives up natural 

word rhythm whenever convenient. All the restrictions drop away: there are three- 

matra syllables as a matter o f course, there are 'rests', and syllables are arbitrarily 

shortened and lengthened. For example 18 £yama ramga is a free song in 3 ;8  time:

T- 1} 2 - 1 1 I V i  ‘ / >  *1 1 a  fh'l 1 21
1 fyama ramgj sam pe najjavumj, maretijajthaklfeyama ramga samipe na

javurn.

84See Style Notes C above Tor an explanation o f  the metrical conventions used.
85Raval 1953: 160 has sambamdha vicaro.
86See n. 83 above.
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3 a  2 - / 2 _ / 3  1 i / a .  ( 2 . 1 / Z . Z /
1 je m a m  kalasa te  sau  87ekasarakhuni, saifakam am  kapata  ha£e avu n i.

3 3 3 3fia z  , 3 ' Z I  } *2.2- ( 2  1 2- /
3 ka stu n n i birndi ^Jkanun  nahim , kajala na an ikham ani am javu m .

3 ^ 3 3 3 2 ' 2.  /2  -1/21  ( " 2  / 2- /
4 ko k ila n o  sa b  da sunurn nahim ,yu k a g a va n l £akunam am  na lavum ,

2 2 1 ) 3 3  2. 1 2 J ?  3 / / 2 2  Z.(Z / *2- /
5 m larnbara kali k a n ic n k in a  p eh n im , jam an an am  m ram am  na nhavum .

This song contains numerous examples of different ways o f shortening and 

lengthening syllables:

i Line 2  contains a one-beat rest after te (the singer does not sing the to in line 

2 or 3).

ii Line 3 (sung as kastunni bimdl...) begins with five consecutive syllables 

sung to three beats each; Line 4 does the same (note that the second syllable 

‘ought1 to be short - though is is admittedly an i, so easily lengthened).

iii Numerous forced metrical adjustments are made, e.g. mare (line 1), kaja£a, 

ekasarakhum, kapata (line 2 ) etc.

iv The adjustments are not necessarily consistent. Line 5 begins nllambara 

kali; the singer has to spread the six syllables out over 12 beats. The first 

time, the beats are assigned as 2-2-1 -1 -3-3; the second as 3-3-1 -2-1 -2.

The differences between these styles o f singing are not reflected in the 

official titles of the songs, so padas, garabls and garabos may be free or strict. 

However, when the style of singing is checked against the information provided 

about each song , 92 a pattern emerges in that free songs seem to be set to a fixed 

dhala, whereas strict ones are more likely to have information on raga.93 This 

makes sense because free songs are sung to pre-existing tunes with their own

87Raval 1953: 17 tc to sau.
88Raval 1953: 17 has kasturfkeri.
89Raval 1953: 17 has tokarum .
90Raval 1953: 17 has hum sununi nahim kanc.
9  ̂Raval 1953: 17 has pahcmm.
92Raval 1953: v-xvi.
92I am grateful to Dr. D.R. W iddcss for this suggestion.
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rhythmic patterns, whereas strict songs are sung to 'potential' tunes whose mode 

and musical metre are what need to be specified.

Dayaram's garabi lyrics are pati'alaksl urmikavyo94 ('dramatic lyrics'), where 

the poem voices personal feelings through the persona o f a woman, one of the 

Gopls, often Radha. Many of the garabls are in the form o f monologues, but the 

addressee is usually specified. The vast majority are composed as being the words 

of a GopI addressing Krsna, followed by her addressing her female friend and 

lastly by her addressing Uddhava. Nearly all those in dialogue form have a GopI 

and Krsna as the speakers. No other male is allowed to speak and Dayaram himself 

appears only in the chapa, even then usually only indirectly as he turns the emphasis 

onto Krsna, calling him 'the Beloved of Daya' (Dayana Pritama etc.). Since this 

dramatic form is also found in some of his padas, its presence does not define them 

as an exclusive category although the absence of this feature is not possible in the 

generic form of garabo/garabi.

The theme o f the lyric is always introduced in the refrain given at the 

beginning. For example, the refrain from 8 Vamsaladlne gabde:

m aru m  m ana m o h y u m  vam sa lad ln e  sa b d e  K anada! kaja,
hum  to g h e lf  thal, m ara gh aram am  n a th l gam aturn  m ara Vhala!
T h e sound  o f  the flute enchanted  m y m ind, 0  dark Kanada!
I b ecam e m ad, I don't like it at hom e, m y Vhala! (R )

It may be structurally the same as the subsequent verses (as this example above), or 

may be a single line. For example, 9 Mujane adaio ma!:

m u ja n e  a d a fo  m a! agha raho A la b e la  C hela! ada£o m a!
'D on't touch  m e, stay aw ay, A lab ela  C hela! D o  not touch m e! (R )

arnka bharyana sam a khao to, adharatano rasa pau m ;
K ah an aku m vara! kaja cho, adatam  hum  k a li th a ija u m !
Sit in m y lap, take an oath, then I shall g iv e  yo u  the nectar o f  m y  lips
to drink
O K ahanakum vara! yo u  are black, touch ing yo u  I sh a ll b eco m e  black!
(1)

94Parndya 1976:657.
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The refrain is then repeated after each verse, sometimes in its entirety, sometimes

just a key phrase. The whole refrain is often repeated at the end of the lyric. Each

line is a complete syntactic unit and very rarely runs over to the next line. In a

dialogue, the usual speech unit is one verse. For example in 14 Mahlarlo, the

dialogue between Krsna and the Gopls alternates between verses.

The last verse almost always contains the poet's chapa and usually returns to

the narrator's voice for this last verse after a dialogue. For example, 15 KahanagopI

has six verses of dialogue between Krsna and the GopI then ends:

su n l e v l  v a n lr ljh y a m  R adh ika , 
m an agam atn m  gorasa  G o v im  dan e  p a y u m  jo .  
b a lih a iiD a y a !  e ju ga la svaru pan i;  
param a pa v itra  caritra m em  P riyanum  g a y u m  jo .
H avin g  heard such  a sp eech , R adhika w as delighted ,
S h e gave G ovim d a m ilk  to his heart's content,
I am  b lessed  b y  the true form  o f  this cou p le , sa y s D aya,
I san g  about the ultim ate, pure deeds o f  the B eloved .

The padas and the garabls often show a difference in the narrative voice.

Although some of the padas are similar to that of the garabi type in that they are

dramatised monologues, there is a distinct group o f religio-philosophical padas

where the narrator is no longer one of the Gopls but is Dayaram him self (appearing

in the chapa as 'Daya', sometimes a vocative, sometimes the subject or object o f the

sentence). For example, 184 Eka vinamti ends with:

sam artha  karim asim dh u  Srijl! D a ya n e  m u ka£o m a! 
m a re  otha n a th l k o f  bfjl! avasara cu kaso  m a!
P ow erfu l ocean  o f  com p assion , Srijl! do not leave  D aya!
I h ave  no other support, do not m iss the tim e!

A garabi will however always end by referring to Krsna as Dayaram's

beloved. For example, 18 £yama ramga ends with the GopI saying:

D a ya n a  P n ta m a  sa th e  m u k h e  n lm a lldh o , m ana k a h e  j e  'palaka na 
nibh avum !'
M y m outh m akes this v o w  about D aya's b e lo v ed , but m y m in d  sa y s  it 
w on't last a m inute!

Mallison distinguished the Krsnaite garabi from the Sakta garabl/garabo not 

only in terms of the deity addressed but also in performance context and in 

historical origins. They also differ in that the $akta-type has a long, diffuse
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narrative, often more in the character of a bardic epic, while she points out that the 

K rsnaite garabi is always short. She does not mention a Krsnaite garabo. 

However, a number of Dayaram's lyrics are labelled garabo. There is no clear 

difference between these lyrics and those labelled garabi, whether in metrical 

structure, length, personae, performance or in content. However, the garabo tends 

to have a strongly narrative form and a longer length than the garabi: This 

distinction between the two forms has been made elsewhere:

I make a distinction betw een garabo and garabi. The former is a lengthy  
piece, heavy, and regardless o f  compactness o f  subject matter, w hile garabi is 
a delicate and refined formation o f  mould and compact, concise in its subject 
matter...the term garabo  signifying the performance itse lf is again another 
sense o f  the word.96

The use of the term garabo may have been used for these longer lyrics for 

two reasons. It may be because of their narrative being longer in the style o f the 

Sakta garabl/garabo, rather than going around a central point like the garabls. Or, it 

may be simply because it is a feature of the Gujarati language, that some nouns have 

masculine and feminine forms which contrast large or coarse (masculine) with small 

or fine (feminine). E.g. copdo 'ledger'; copdl 'book'. Hence a garabo is just a 

longer garabi.

3 .4  The language of Dayaram's lyrics

It is surprising that many o f the studies surveyed in Chapter 1 give little 

information about the language of the texts under study. Some of the studies give 

full accounts of the grammar of the text96 but something closer to McGregor's brief 

notes on the language o f the Ramayan-katha of Visnudas97 is appropriate to this 

study.

95Divatia 1932:281.
96E.g. Snell 1991a:92-l 13.
97M cGregor 1991:184-5.
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The language of the text is similar to that of New Standard Gujarati (NSG). 

This section will note only the m ajor variants from this standard rather than 

attempting to describe fully the grammar of Dayaram's lyrics.

Nouns and adjectives have regular forms, with nouns having frequent 

occurrences of the suffix -dum, which is a western Indian lyric feature (e.g. vatadi, 

jatadf, maragado, lokadiyam, mukhado etc. ) .98 While clitics in -nuni (genitives) are 

frequent as in NSG, variants are found in tanum  and kerum. The clitic -Sum  

(ablative) is used where NSG uses -thl

Plural pronouns are used with singular reference throughout the lyrics. The 

only male voices in the texts (Krsna and Dayaram) do not use plurals to refer to 

them selves, w hereas the female voices use singular and plural forms 

interchangeably even within a single line. Four stems of the first and second 

singular pronouns are used {hum, ma-/mu-, mar-/mor~, muj-; turn, ta-/tu-, tar-/tor-, 

tuj-)} while the first and second singular plurals which, as in NSG, have two stems 

(i.e. am-, arnar-; tarn-, tamar-), use both endings before clitics (e.g. amathl, cf. NSG 

amarathi), while kona uses a stem in ke- in the agential form kene (cf. NSG kone).

The pronominal adjectives and adverbs show the same forms as those of 

NSG, but with variant spellings (kyama for kem; kyahum, kyaham; and kahlm  for 

kyam  as interrogatives, with corresponding forms in relatives, correlatives etc.). 

The interrogative adjectival pronoun 6um almost always shows regular agreements, 

whereas in NSG it has become semi “invariable, rarely changing for gender although 

it takes indirect endings before clitics (cf. NSG 6a mate?, but 6um khabar che?, not 

*61 khabar che?).

The preferred tenses for verbs are the indefinite present (or subjunctive) and 

the simple past (perfective, mostly without auxiliaries used as a narrative tense). 

The verb dekhvum  'to see' is used where NSG would prefer jovum . In the same 

way sunvum  'to hear' is used for sam bhalvum . These two verbs are Gujarati

98Cf. Shackle 1972.
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shibboleths in North India and the use of the more distinctively Hindi form is a 

marked feature when occurring in Gujarati poetry.

The substantive verb has non-standard spellings in the imperfective (hutum  

for hatum), and has a future form ho£e (cf. NSG ha£e) when needed to rhyme with 

yoie. The negatives are as NSG, with the occasional use of nava, and regular use of 

ma with imperatives. Besides NSG nathl, non-standard forms such as che nahlrn 

are found on the Hindi pattern.

The future tense shows first person singular forms in -e£a for NSG Ua (e.g. 

muke£a, de£a). It uses these forms also for the second person singular, a frequent 

feature of the Charotari dialect (e.g. turn j i f f  kare£a). First person plurals in -gum are 

also found for NSG -iguni (e.g. dekhaguni, NSG joigum).

Imperfective forms are rarely used, apart from invariable forms of the 

participle to show action concurrent with the main verb (e.g. jotam ). Perfective 

forms are almost all in -yum , standard in NSG, with only one or two occurrences of 

perfectives in -elum  (e.g. bharelf). Other forms are as NSG: infinitives in -va are 

used mostly for purpose, while gerunds in -i(ne) and gerundives in -vanum are rare.

The reasons for the use of these various forms are not clear. They may be 

archaisms, they may be dialectal, or features from Braj, or they may be simply 

chosen for metrical reasons. The last reason is however unlikely in the verses 

where the freer tala metres are used.

The vocabulary shows a mixture of tadbhava, tatsama and s&mi-tatsama 

forms, which is not in itself very remarkable. Tatsama forms dominate, although 

they are sometimes compounded with tadbhava words (e.g. dadhlmakhana), or used 

side by side with them (e.g.khata mase).

More significant is the extent to which Dayaram uses Perso-Arabic 

vocabulary. This has already been noted as a feature of eighteenth-century Gujarati 

verse which did not survive into later nineteenth-century literature, although it 

continued in other domains. There are some morphological changes, such as -a for 

expected -fin bchala, masata, and -ffor expected -a in gulabt. In the following lists,
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the meaning in the original language is provided where different from that in 

Gujarati.

ajabagulamaherl ('N. of mythical bird1)

adalavadala ('exchange')

ablla ('perfume')

a raj a ('request')

a&aka ('lover')

kamana ('rainbow')

kasaba ('gold thread1)

kasara ('problem')

killo ('fort')

khavas ('valet')

khasa ('special')

gajabf ('oppressive')

garaja ('need')

garda ('dust')

gunaha ('sin')

guJabi ('rose')

gulama ('slave')

gulala ('red powder')

jakhami ('wounded')

jara ('brocade')

javakasa ('with gold thread1)

jaduvalum  ('magical')

jamo  ('robe')

jahan  ('public')

ju lam l ('oppressive')

jova ('strength')

< (A) 'ajab 'wonder(fiil)' + (P) gul flower'

< (A) badal '(ex)change'

< (A) 'ablr'saffron, Holl powder'

(A) 'arz

(A) 'ashiq 

(P) kaman 'bow'

(A) kasb 'embroidery'

(A) kasr 'trouble'

(A) qiVa 

(A) khavas 

(A) khas

< (A) ghazab 'oppression'

(A) gharaz

(P) gard

(P) gunah

(P) gulab 'rose1/ gulabVrosy, pink'

(A) ghulam  

(P) gul-lala 

(P) zakhm l 

(P) zar'gold'

(P) zav-kash

< (P)jadu  'magic'

(P )jama

(A) zahirl 

(A) zulmi 

(?) zor
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tamama ('all')

dago ('deceit')

darda ('pain')

dasta ('power')

davo ('claim')

dila ('heart')

diladaia ('lover')

najuka ('tender')

nobata ('drum')

pejara ('slipper')

phuvaro ('fountain')

behala ('confusion')

matlaba ('purpose')

manasubo ('design, consideration')

maphata ('free')

marajl ('favour, wish’)

malama ('ointment')

masalata (‘consultation, scheming')

masta ('intoxication')

malum a ('known')

manuka ('beloved')

musaphara ('traveller')

mulka ('country')

mo/a ('pleasure')

mhera ('kindness')

mbola ('palace')

vayado ('promise')

6'irpeca ('turban')

Setana ('devil')

(A) fa777a/77

(P) dash a 

(?) dard

(P) dast (lit. 'hand')

(A) da'va 

(?) dil 

(P) dildar 

(P) nazuk 

(A) nauba 

(P) paizar 

(A) favvara

(?) be-haVconfused'/ be-hali 'confusion'

(A) matlab

(A) mansuba

(?) m uft

(A) marzl

(P) marham

(A) maslahat

(P) mast 'intoxicated'

(A) m a’lum 

(A) ma'shuq 

(A) musafir 

(A) m ulk  

(A) mauj 

(P) mihr 

(A) mahall 

(A) va'da 

(?) sar-pech 

(A) shaitan
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saheba ('sir') 

hada ('end') 

hadada ('limit') 

havasa ('zeal')

(A) sahib 

(A) hadd

< (A) hadd 'limit, end' 

(A) havas 'desire, lust’

Some of Dayaram's verses are written in so-called 'Hindustani.' For 

example the following:

Eka khubasurata gabaru"
eka khubasu iata  g a b a n i gu la jhaia  sam vara  

tarlpha kya  k an im  hai saba bhanita s e  bhala. (teka .)

Isa bagarak l dagara w e n t m era cita cura cala

k eh e tlth l saba a lam a y e h e  na nam da k e  iala. eka....

d e k h l m u jh e  nigha bhara tabaso e duhkha ph ela

cHavana m em  kucha tona kt kachu kala. eka....

anam ga aga lagI ve tana ja ta  ha ja la

j l y a  ja y a g a  ja m ra  sa iya  sajana na m ila. eka....

b u jh a tljo  aisa darda blraha hai bala

to m ain i u sl pa laka  j a y  a p a k a d a tl pala . eka....

m ila o  k o l  m ehebuba du sarl na hai sala

D a ya  k e  prltam a bina m a n im g l k a ta k eg a la . eka....

A  beautifu l youth , w in so m e and dark —

H o w  cou ld  I d escribe him , h e ’s fine in every  w ay.

H e sto le  m y heart as he strolled  dow n this road to the cattle-p en  

T he w h o le  w orld  says, 'Is th isnot the darling son  o f  N anda?'

S in ce  he cast a g lan ce at m e this pain pervaded [m e] —

In his look  there’s so m e  charm or sp ell.

A nam ga's fire’s lit and burns in m y body

M y life  is sure to g o  - I d idn’t get m y lover, m y  darling.

If, con sid er in g  such  pain, m y m isfortune is great 

T hen  I catch the m om ent as the instant goes. [??]

I f  he m eets so m e  other b eloved , there is no pain - [??]

W ithout D aya's b eloved  I shall die, cutting m y  throat.

"LalaSamkara 1909:540.
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The Hindustani features here include phonologically distinctive forms: bina 

for (NSG vina), saba (NSG sau), milna (NSG malvum ); in postpositions: ka (for 

NSG -nuni), se (NSG -thT); in pronouns and pronominal adjectives: mera (NSG 

manim), maim  (NSG hum); in verbs: hai (NSG che), marumgl (NSG marif) and in 

numerals dusari (NSG bljum). There is a predictably high incidence of Perso- 

Arabic vocabulary items, which have been underlined.
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PART II

CHAPTER 4: MIKHAIL BAKHTIN

Part I examined studies of Krsnaite poetry and of Dayaram then showed 

how some approaches of the scholastic Indological tradition are essential to an 

understanding of D ayaram ’s lyrics. It was clear, however, that these critical 

traditions have not used approaches to literature practised in contemporary literary 

studies, whether of western literature or of'post-colonial' literatures.1 This section 

suggests that these contemporary ways of reading can be extended fruitfully to 

other forms of literature, such as 'pre-colonial' literatures. At the end of this chapter, 

these readings will be extended to the critical literature, the problems of which were 

discussed at the end of 2.3.

4.1 Mikhail B akhtin

The life and tunes of Mikhail Mikhailovich Bakhtin (1895-1975) have been 

covered in extensive detail by Clark and Holquist 1984, who have skilfully 

interwoven his biography, his work and his thought, while a useful summary of the 

main events in his life is presented by Morson and Em erson .2 Due to political 

circumstances, including persecution by Stalin, Bakhtin lived m ost o f his life 

outside the intellectual centres of Moscow and Leningrad, and he was an obscure 

figure with few published works (at least under his own name). After his 

rehabilitation in the 1960s, his works were published and he enjoyed a period of 

rising fame, which has flourished after his death. Bakhtin first emerged in the west

1 This problematic term here includes so-called 'Commonwealth literature1 and refers to the discipline 
o f  comparative literature. For a discussion o f  these terms see Bassnett 1993.
2Morson and Emerson 1990:xiii-xv.
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in the late 1960s in two different contexts. In the USA, the translation of Rabelais 

and his worlcP gave him fame as a critic of popular culture, while in France, two 

Bulgarian cultural critics, Kristeva and Todorov, interpreted his work at a time 

when intellectuals were exploring Marxism and high structuralism. His popularity 

spread rapidly as critical works began to appear in the 1980s and the 'Bakhtin 

industry '4 began, as his theories are seen as providing an alternative to the current 

dominant discourses of humanism, relativism and religious fundamentalism .5

Few of Bakhtin's writings were published before his rehabilitation in the 

1960s, due to political circumstances. However, there is an ongoing dispute about 

the role he played in the writing of the works of his friends, most importantly the 

books by V. Voloshinov and P.N. Medvedev, including Voloshinov's critique of 

Freud ,6 and Medvedev's polemic against Formalism based on an assertion of the 

essentially social nature of language,7 a theme developed further by Voloshinov .8 

Clark and Holquist9 believe that these works were authored by Bakhtin, but 

published under the names of friends who were acceptable to the censors, whereas 

Morson and Em erson10 argue that they were written not by him but by the authors 

named. Clearly this issue is important to an assessment of Bakhtin's thought, but in 

the absence of any clear resolution, and given that much of their content underlines 

his thought, they will be included in a discussion of his ideas, even if  they were not 

written by him directly and even if they contain some un-Bakhtinian attitudes.

Bakhtin's major works are his two monographs. The first, Problems in the 

work o f  Dostoevsky^ was first published in 1929, later revised and expanded and 

re-published in 1963 as Problems o f  Dostoevsky's poetics. This book can either be

3Bakhtin 1968.
4 Morson 1986c.
5 See G ellner 1992 for a lively d iscussion o f  the dom inance o f  these three discourses in the late 
twentieth century.
6V oloshinov 1976.
7 M edvedev 1978.
8V oloshinov 1973.
9 1984: Chapter 6.
101990: Chapter 3.
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taken as a reading of Dostoevsky or as a theory of the novel, in which he introduces 

his concept o f 'polyphony' and of the novel's origins in carnival. The second is 

Rabelais and his world, which was written as a doctoral thesis but not published 

until more than a decade later in 1965 because of political problems. In this book he 

develops his theory of carnival and here again the text is both a reading of the text 

and a theoretical approach. He is best known in the west for his essays on the 

theory of the novel published in the volume, The Dialogic imagination,n  His other 

writings are being translated into English and published by the University of Texas, 

whence three volumes have appeared to dated2 The secondary literature on Bakhtin 

is enormous and still growing, and is covered in detail in a bibliographic essay by 

Hirschlcop, 13 supplemented by Holquist's analytical bibliography . 14

Although Bakhtin coined a number of neologisms, translations of his 

writings are remarkably free from jargon and are lucid and pleasant to read. 

However, several factors make the study of Bakhtin's work particularly difficult. 

The central problem is trying to distinguish between the various Bakhtins that arise 

in his own writings and from the readings o f the various authors. Although the 

problem has been exacerbated by his difficult life and the resulting difficulties with 

the publication of his works, the root of the problem may be that his work is 

concerned with becoming and process rather than being and stasis. He believed that 

nothing was final and there was no last word on any matter. Over his long life, his 

interests included philosophy, linguistics, psychology, Marxism, historical poetics 

and the evolution of the novel, social theory and the philosophy o f language; his 

works use different ideological languages (notably those of neo-Kantianism, 

Marxism and Stalinism), perhaps as the result of his changing ideas, perhaps for 

political expediency; and his writings show intertextual and intratextual 

contradictions. These problems are complicated further because Bakhtin does not

^Bakhtin 1981.
12Bakhtin 1981, 1986 and 1990.
13Hirschkop 1989.
14IIolquist 1990.
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define his terms, and hence his elusive definitions of even key terms have been 

interpreted differently by his critics.

As a result, it seems that one can find whatever ideology one is looking for 

in Bakhtin, whether neo-Kantian and Christian (Clark and Holquist 1984, Holquist 

1990), apolitical and semiotic (Danow 1991, who links Bakhtin with the Prague 

School and the M oscow -Tartu School), S tructu ra lis t (K risteva 1986), 

postmodernist (Carroll 1983 compares his work with that o f Lyotard), Marxist 

(Williams 1983), feminist (Wills 1989), humanist (Lodge 1990), or as a materialist 

alternative to deconstruction (Eagleton 1982, Lodge 1990). This trend is 

highlighted by Hirschlcop , 15 who argues that one cannot make an 'arbitrary 

appropriation1 of Bakhtin's work, although he himself has been accused of making 

such an approach . 16

4 .2  Mikhail Bakhtin's thought

The problems raised in the above section require one to take an overview of 

Bakhtin's thought. The most comprehensive published overviews17 are those o f 

Clark and Holquist 1984 and of Morson and Emerson 1990. These clearly show 

the different ideological approaches and methodologies of the authors. The foimer 

uses a biological model and weaves together Bakhtin's life, times and work, 

whereas the latter separates the strands of his thought and deals in various ways 

with his basic or key concepts, periods of his thought, and his central theories. In 

Part One o f their study, Morson and Emerson introduce his three key concepts 

('prosaics' , 18 unfmalisability and dialogue19), then divide his thought into four major 

periods according to his major concerns; in Part Two, 'Problems of authorship',

15Hirschkop 1989:3.
16Morson 1986a.
17I-Iolquist 1990 concentrates on the dialogical thought underlying Bakhtin's work.
18A neologism  o f  Morson and Emerson 1990.
19In their third sense o f  the word, i.e. as the global concern underlying dialogism.
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they discuss his metalinguistics, views on psychology, and his new concept of 

'polyphony'; in Part Three, 'Theories of the novel', they introduce his theory of 

genres, prosaics, the chronotope and laughter and the camivalesque. These two 

works provide a point of departure from which to read Bakhtin's work.

Since such excellent introductions to Bakhtin's theories and key concepts are 

generally available, these will not be discussed in detail here, although this study is 

informed by an understanding of Bakhtin's central concepts of dialogism ,20 

unfinalisability21 and prosaics ,22 and a partial acceptance of his psychology .23 

Instead, the focus is on concepts underlying Bakhtin's theory of genre, namely 

discourse, polyphony, the chronotope and the camivalesque, before going on to 

study them in the lyrics of Dayaram in Chapters 5 and 6 .

Bakhtin uses the term 'dialogue' as a global concept in his view o f truth and 

the world, hence his theory has been called 'dialogism ' .24 He also uses the term in 

two other ways25 in his study of language, called 'translinguistics ' .26 In the first 

meaning, every utterance is dialogic by definition. He uses the term in another 

meaning in his discourse typology to refer to some dialogues which may be dialogic 

or monologic according to their tasks. It is this latter use o f the term which is 

relevant to the presentation of dialogue in the text that is important here.

201-Iolquist 1990; with the important qualifications o f  Morson 1986b. See also de Man 1989 who 
sees dialogism as having two basic spheres - mctalinguistics and alterity.
2 lMorson and Emerson 1990:32-43.
22Morson and Emerson 1990:1-31.
23In the psycholinguistics o f  Vygotsky 1962. For Vygotsky's relations with the Bakhtin circle see 
M orson and Emerson 1990:484.
24A s can been seen in the titles o f  studies o f  Bakhtin, e.g. Dialogism  (ITolquist 1990) and The 
dialogic imagination (Bakhtin 1981).
25Morson and Emerson 1990:131-2 make this essential point.
26In Bakhtin's work the study o f  linguistics is displaced by the study o f  com m unication and 
discourse, hence his view s are better called metalinguistics or rather translinguistics. Bakhtin's term 
'metalinguistics' is confusing because o f  the accepted use o f  this term in linguistic terminology, hence 
'translinguistics.’ The term is Kristcva’s (Kristeva 1986:37).
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W ithin a world dominated by the characteristic epistemological mode of 

dialogism, Bakhtin's master trope is heteroglossia .27 It is important to distinguish 

two senses o f the term. The first is social diversity of speech types where creative 

tension results from the interaction of centripetal and centrifugal forces within a 

language as a consequence of historical and social factors seen in relations between 

the dominant literary language and extra-literary, oral, everyday languages. The 

second meaning, dialogised heteroglossia, is that of each language having its own 

view on the world and that o f the relations between this and other varieties of 

language.

Bakhtin28 suggests two main categories of discourse, the first type being 

monologic in his second sense of monologic/dialogic:

1 Single-voiced words

A Words of the first type: direct, unmediated discourse

B Words of the second type: objectified discourse (of a represented

person)

2 Double-voiced words: words of the third type 

A Passive double-voiced words

i unidirectional

ii varidirectional

B Active double-voiced words29

The concept of polyphony30 is concerned with the author's position in the 

text, when he allows the characters to speak above him. It is essential to Bakhtin's

27See Bakhtin 1981: 263, Danow 1991:25 and Morson and Emerson 1990:139-45.
28Bakhtin 1984:199.
29The words o f  the narrator in Dostoevsky's 'Notes from the underground’ show  this tendency to 
such a degree that his words may be said to be triply-oriented or to present a further type o f  
discourse, 'the word with a loophole1, where one uses the inner experience o f  on ese lf in the act to 
escape from the givenness o f  nature. Untranslated work o f  Bakhtin, quoted by M orson and 
Emerson 1990:160.
30Bakhtin introduced this term in Bakhtin 1984. Morson and Emerson 1990:231-68 give a thorough 
exposition.
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theory of authorship and creativity. Polyphony31 does not imply any sense of 

relativism, nor does it mean that the author fails to express his ideas and values, 

which he can do through the ideologies of the characters or through the ideology of 

the work itself. While many literary works are heteroglot, very few are polyphonic. 

Bakhtin holds Dostoevsky's novels to be the supreme examples o f polyphonic 

literature, whereas Tolstoy's are thoroughly monologic.

In a monologic work, only the author has the power to express a truth 

directly, w hile the characters are given words o f the second type (see 

translinguistics above). The authorial ideology dominates the work and creates its 

unity, even if  the author’s position is given in a certain character or dispersed in a 

variety o f characters, w hile nonauthorial truths are represented as mere 

characterological traits which do not 'mean directly1.

In a polyphonic work, the consciousnesses o f the characters32 and of the 

author meet as equals33 and engage in dialogue that is, in principle, unfmalisable. 

The characters are 'not only objects of authorial discourse but also subjects of their 

own directly signifying discourse '.34

Thus polyphony emerges as a theory o f the creative process35 and leads to a 

reevaluation of the status of the plot which it subsumes to dialogue and allows the 

reader to participate in rather than to objectify each event according to some 

monologic category (thematically, lyrically or cognitively). It allows the text to 

remain open;

To detect a structure is to read a work essentially synchronically: the plot, 
sym bols, and resonances are already in p lace and may properly be 
contemplated at a single moment. These elements are regarded as elements o f  
a structure that unfolds in time but is not essentially constituted  by time in all 
its unfinalizability. N ovels read this way becom e essentially sim ilar to lyric 
poem s as, let us say, Roman Jakobson reads them. The richness o f  the novel, 
like the richness o f  a poem, lies in the density o f  a network w ith ever finer 
interconnections. The plan o f  the w hole overdcterm ines all incidents, 
sym bols, and words as they interweave with other incidents, sym bols, and

31 See Morson and Emerson 1990:485.
32This does not imply in any way a Bradleian view oTthe characters as real people.
33The author must negotiate the 'surplus'. See Morson and Emerson 1990:241-3.
34Bakhtin quoted in Morson and Emerson 1990:239.
35Morson and Emerson 1990:243-46.
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words. The more com plex the w eave, the better the plan; and the better the 
plan, the better the work. 36

Balchtin accepts that this model is suitable for reading certain kinds of 

works, such as lyric poems and monologic narratives, but denies its appropriateness 

for polyphonic works.

The chronotope is one of Bakhtin's most ill-defined term s .37

Literally, 'time-space.1 A  unit o f  analysis for studying texts according to the 
ration and nature o f  the temporal and spatial categories represented. The 
distinctiveness o f  this concept as opposed to m ost other uses o f  tim e and 
space in literary analysis lies in the fact that neither category is privileged; they 
are utterly interdependent. The chronotope is an optic for reading texts as x -  
rays o f  the forces at work in the culture system from which they spring 38

It is concerned with time and space and the relationship between them. While Kant

saw time and space as forms of cognition, Bakhtin argues that they are forms of

immediate reality and that, rather than being neutral abstractions, they have meaning.

This allows evaluation, and thus the chronotope defmes parameters of value.

Although Balchtin himself does not make the following distinction clearly, it

is necessary to see that he has three major types of chronotope: the chronotope of

genre, the chronotopic m otif and the chronotope of the author and of the reader.

The significance of these chronotopes will be explored in Chapter 6  by looking at

specific examples, discussing their relevance to a study o f Dayaram, and exploring

the chronotopes of his work.

Bakhtin sees the chronotope as a defining feature of genre, which marks the

parameters of events, although it does not uniquely specify particular events. In

each chronotope:

Tim e, as it w ere, thickens, takes on flesh, becom es artistically visible; 
likew ise, space becom es charged and responsive to the m ovem ent o f  time, 
plot and history.39

36M orsonand Emerson 1990:250.
37See Bakhtin 1981. For further exposition see Ilolquist 1990:108-15 and M orson and Emerson 
1990:366-432.
38Emerson and Holquist in Bakhtin 1981:425-6.
39Bakhtin 1981:84.
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Bakhtin gives nine generic chronotopes in this essay, showing how they are 

essential to the existence of the plot, as places where the 'knots of narrative are tied 

and untied '40 rather than being part of the plot themselves. The treatment o f time 

and space in texts and their function in human lives give an insight into the relations 

between art and reality. This has a significant implication for the possibilities of an 

historical poetics, in that these relations are, to some extent, historically determined, 

so different societies and times will have consequently different chronotopes. 

However, there still exist the transhistorical chronotopes, such as that o f adventure 

time ,41 found in ancient romances and in modem comics and films.

In the later section of this essay, 'Concluding remarks ',42 Bakhtin introduces 

the chronotopic motif, which is often an echo of the generic whole. Such motifs are 

often found within generic chronotopes, but with different scopes and values. The 

example he gives of the chronotope of the road43 as a public place for encounter and 

for movement in time, occurs in a variety of generic chronotopes with differing 

significances.

In this later addition, Bakhtin introduces the concept of the chronotopes of 

the author and of the reader. This section has important implications for the activity 

of authorship and creativity, in his discussion o f the biographical author and the 

'image' (rather, activity) of the author as creator. No less significant are the 

implications for the creative process of reading, as the potentials of the genres are 

exploited by authors to create potential meanings which may be unavailable to the 

author. These meanings may be explored by later readings, which create a dialogue 

between the work's potentials and the interpreter's unforeseeable and unique 

perspective. This view takes into account the creative processes of reading and 

writing, and the presentness of these activities, along with the interrelations of the

40Bakhlin 1984:250.
41Holquist 1990:111-3.
42Bakhtin 1973, whereas the original essay was written in 1937.
43 Bakhtin 1981:243-5.
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real and the represented worlds (unlike many other literary theories) ,44 and has 

useful implications for the reading of texts from other ages and cultures.

Bakhtin has been best known in the West, or at least in the English-speaking 

West, for his monograph, Rabelais and his world,45 perhaps because it was the first 

of his works to be published in English, but also, perhaps, because it suited the 

spirit of the late 1960s, with its somewhat utopian approach to society and its praise 

of the collective and of the common people, and the power o f folk laughter to 

overcome the serious and the restrictive. However, in many ways, this monograph 

is not typical of his work and indeed contradicts much of his other writing .46

Bakhtin discusses laughter in three of his essays, 'Epic and novel', 'From the 

prehistory o f novelistic discourse1 and 'Forms o f time and chronotope in the 

novel' 47 His central work on the concept of the camivalesque is in Rabelais and his 

world, with further developments in his second edition of the Dostoevsky book, 

Problems o f  Dostoevsky's poetics 48

In his exploration of the folk culture of laughter informed by the aesthetic of 

the grotesque ,49 Bakhtin's key argument is that the novel is a 'camivalised' genre, 

with its roots in the spirit of carnival, with its laughing truth, its imageiy of the body 

and its themes of openness, incompletion, mockery, uncrowning and inversion. 

There are many serious flaws in this book ,50 notably that in this antichronotopic 

world, time and space become valueless, and unfinalisability is taken to such 

extremes that it can be interpreted as pure loophole.51 However, the points it raises

^ N otab ly , reader reception theory (Holquist 1990:140-1).
45Bakhtin 1968.
46Morson and Emerson 1990:90-6.
47Bakhtin 1981.
48Bakhtin 1984.
49Bakhlin 1968.
50Morson and Emerson 1990:433-70.
51 See n.29 above.
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merit further exploration and it is not to be dismissed merely as a political allegory 

of Stalinism as it has by some scholars.52

4.3 Towards a Bakhtinian reading o f Dayaram

Several problems and contradictions in Bakhtin's thought were outlined 

above. However, the major problem is to define a critical practice informed by 

Bakhtin's theory. Bakhtin him self provides us with very few readings of texts: in 

his monographs he uses the texts of Dostoevsky and o f Rabelais to illustrate his 

theoretical points, rather than giving close readings o f the texts. Holquist gives 

readings of various literary texts ,53 but the only example of the reading of a poem is 

that of Pushkin's 'Parting ' . 54

Three main applications of Bakhtin's theory are clear:

1 A theory of literary work

2 A procedure for analysing discourse

3 A theory of literature as practice

It is the third application that is the subject of the next two chapters, since the first 

two lie outside the scope o f this thesis.

One of the most striking paradoxes involved in the analysis of Dayaram's 

lyrics is that Bakhtin's work was concerned with the novel and so his literary theory 

can be called a ’prosaics' of literature rather than a 'poetics.' However, 'prosaics' can 

be applied to certain types of poetry to provide a fuller reading. It is unfortunate 

that Bakhtin never discussed drama, which would have supplemented this reading 

of dramatic lyrics. Taking Dayaram's short lyrics as a corpus has made this 

analysis easier and has allowed us an enriched reading of the poems as part of a

52Berrong 1986.
53IIolquist 1990, passim.
54Morson and Emerson 1989:24-8.
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larger text. This reading supplements any reading of the text according to traditional 

(e.g. Aristotelian or Indian) rhetorical analysis.

It is a matter of theology as to the dialogic relations between Krsna and his 

universe and its portrayal in the works of Dayaram, but it is clear that Krsna 

performs his Ilia to enter into dialogue with the jivas  and in Dayaram's works, the 

bhaktas can enter into an actual dialogue with Krsna himself. Also beyond the 

scope of this literary study is the concept of unfinalisability, but the creation theory 

of revelation and concealment, the performance of the 111a, and the reincarnation of 

the soul would seem to suggest this as a possible area of study.

Bakhtin's theory of prosaics, which looks on literature as a verbal art, 

centring on language and the everyday, opens further possibilities of analysis. 

Questions m ust be asked about the creativity o f the author, God as the 

superaddressee,55 the implications of polyphony in authoring God, who always has 

a surplus o f seeing56 over the author, intertextuality57 and heteroglossia in 

Dayaram's talcing up a Krsnaite discourse in Braj and using Gujarati, his use of a 

Gujarati literary form (the garabT), his presentation o f meaning in the form of

dialogue and modes o f representing male and female speech, his emphasis on 

creative understanding58 and an opening up of potential meaning latent in the texts 

by a reader from another culture, and lastly, the dialogue of criticism in this thesis 

between Indology, Gujarati studies and Bakhtin.

The focus of the next two chapters is an analysis of genre, and so although 

some mention will be made of discourse in the lyrics it will not be discussed at 

length. Although discourse may be a feature of the garabi genre, it is not central to 

the analysis offered here . Instead, the concentration will be on the chronotope and 

the camivalesque as ways of defining the genre of Krsnaite bhakti literature and of 

reading the lyrics of Dayaram.

55Morson and Emerson 1990:135-6.
56Holquist 1990:35-7.
57See Todorov 1984:60-74.
58In a study not translated from Russian. See Morson and Emerson 1990:284-90.
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Entwistle 19911 argues that the cult of Krsna-Gopal may be regarded as a 

version o f pastoral. He sees the major differences from western pastoral in the 

emotional approach (bhava), and in the nobility of Krsna and Radha which occur 

because this is not a Golden Age, but 'out of space and time altogether', in the 

paradise of Goloka. He suggests the term 'pastoralisation' for the process of 

adopting 'folk' elements into the Krsna cult. This chapter looks at camivalesque 

features in the earlier literature of the Krsna cult (5.1), then in the Pustimarga and 

modem Braj Vaisnavism (5.2) and, at greater length, in the poetry of Dayaram (5.3) 

and then 5.4 shows why 'carnivalisation' may be a more appropriate term than 

’pastoralisation' to describe this process. Chapter 6  argues that pastoralism is central 

to the lyrics of Dayaram, but is better analysed through the chronotope. It will be 

seen that carnival and chronotope are essential to a generic understanding of 

Dayaram in particular and Krsnaite poetry in general.

5.1 The camivalesque in the Krsna cult

Limitations of space and the existence of previous studies2 mean that a 

survey of the development of the Krsna cult is not required here. Ingalls3 

distinguishes three Krsnas in the early texts ,4 Krsna the lover, Krsna the hero and 

Krsna the god. The songs of Dayaram used in this study are concerned only with

^See 1.2 above.
2 Archcr 1957, Dallapiccola 1982, Kinsley 1979, Prcciado-Solis 1984, ShcLh 1984 ct al. See Kakar 
1981: 140-53 fora psychoanalytic view  o f  the KrsnaUIa.
3 Ingalls 1966: v.
4 See Siegel 1978 on Jayadeva's Gltagovinda  (late twelfth century) For early developm ents in the 
vernaculars see Hardy 1983 on the Afvars and Archer 1963 on the poetry o f  Vidyapati (b. 1352) in 
the Maithili language.
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the first form, that of Krsna the lover, Krsna-Gopal. This aspect of Krsna is often 

considered by scholars to be a folk deity grafted on to the other Krsnas .5

Bakhtin argues that, with some exaggeration, one may view the movement 

of St Francis of Assisi as camivalised Catholicism, because o f his

peculiar world outlook, his "spiritual joy" (laetitia spiritvalis), his b lessing o f  
the material bodily principle, and its typically Franciscan degradations and 
profanation.6

Camivalesque elements can be seen in the cult of Krsna-Gopal, the God who 

laughs, dances, jokes and steals in his (dis)guise as a child. While humour has its 

place in classical Indian religion,7 this form of Krsna has his own specific type of 

humour, as an infant, in his play, in sex and in love. He is surrounded by the 

emotion of joy, which is reflected in his devotees as the spirit o f bhakti. Bhakti 

itself may be viewed as a camivalesque form of religion, which at least in origin8 

was the ’unofficial’ religion of the people with its rejection o f the orthodox and its 

removal of social barriers (and even human and divine banders) through its spirit of 

joy .9 Thus it may be seen as a true form of camivalesque, where everything is 

comic and associated with freedom and with unofficial truth and is opposed to 

intolerant, dogmatic seriousness, rather than as other forms o f humour such as 

irony, sarcasm etc. which Bakhtin calls 'reduced laughter. '10

Siegel sees the humour of Krsna as based on incongruity and paradoxes, 

shown by his inappropriate behaviour:

trickery or tickling (he tricks the cow herds and teases [teasing being a 
nontactile mode o f  tickling] their w ives and daughters); seeing deformities (he 
taunts the hunchback Kubja for her crooked form); excess ive  desire and 
audacity (he rapaciously makes love to sixteen-thousand wom en); wearing  
inappropriate clothes or ornaments (he dresses in wom en's clothes to gain  
secret access to Radha); lying prattle and declaring faults (he steals butter and 
curds, outlandishly lies about it, and blam es others for the havoc his pranks 
create).11

5 Vaudeville 1980.
6 Bakhtin 1968:57.
7 Siegel 1987.
8 Hardy 1983.
9 See Toom ey 1992:136-8.
10Bakhtin 1968:120.
^ S ieg e l 1987: 340 the section 'Benny I-Iil! in Vrndavan'.
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Siegel sees this as humour, and shows how the humour works on both sacred and 

profane levels. There is much of value in his discussion of the laughter of the child 

and his demonstration of how the heroic exploits, mostly demon-slaying, can be 

incorporated into the humour of the child. When discussing the sexual exploits of 

Krsna, he demonstrates the point he had made earlier that 'everything to do with sex 

is funny ' . 12 Although he explains the actual mechanisms of humour and links this 

humour with devotion to the divine (as suits the purpose of his book), an approach 

through the spirit of carnival would put this in a deeper historical perspective.

One aspect o f the Krsnalila which shows many items of the camivalesque is 

the m otif o f milk and milk products. This m otif occurs mainly in two lilas, that of 

makhancori (butter-stealing) and that of the danllla (Krsna's demand for a tax of 

yoghurt from the Gopis). The first has been described exhaustively by Hawley 

1983 in Sanskrit, Prakrit and Tamil works and in the sculptural traditions, in 

contemporary raslilas and in the poetry of Surdas (traditionally regarded as a 

member of the Pustimarga), The butterthief dominates in Stir's poetry whereas in 

Dayaram Krsna's tax on milk products occurs more frequently.

W hile O 'Flaherty13 demonstrates symbolic sexual links between m ilk 

products and sexual fluids in her analysis of Vedic and Puranic texts, m ilk is a 

function and archetypal symbol of maternity and so may be seen in the context of 

the Krsnalila as a metaphor of love, as indeed are other forms o f food in other 

aspects of this cult. 14 As a concentrated form of milk, butter may thus be seen to be 

a more concentrated form of love. Hawley15 explores interpretations of the motif of 

butter, the motivation for Krsna's stealing, the complaints made by the Gopis, his 

excuses and how these link to vatsalya bhava and madhurya bhava. He argues that 

a god who steals provides an image of inversion and becom es one who 

transgresses boundaries, while the accusations and excuses form a 'dialect of the

12Siegel 1979:355.
130 ’Flaherty 1980: 17-61.
14Toom ey 1990 and 1992.
15I-Ia\vley 1983 Part IV.
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language of love. '16 Hawley explores the connections made by O'Flaherty between 

sexual and maternal aspects in the symbolism of milk and finds that the boundary 

between the two bhavas becomes even fuzzier. It seems that the elements o f the 

makhancorilila are found again in the danllla in a more overtly sexual form, with 

greater emphasis on the sexual symbolism of the milk products and the breaking of 

pots than in his childhood escapades. 17 This symbol of milk is also seen in the 

story of Putana , 18 the demoness who tried to kill Krsna by offering him her breast, 

but was sucked dry by him and so achieved release. She is a killer mother, but she 

is still a mother and by offering milk or love she goes to heaven . 19

Thus in the sym bol o f m ilk are found many key features o f the 

camivalesque: the image of the child, the orality and excessive appetite of Krsna, 

images of death and regeneration, or rather, salvation, the abundance of food and its 

connection with sexuality, the inversion of authority as the child demands a tax on 

milk and hence on love, and the joy produced both by this abundance of m ilk and 

by the child's activities.

Many further elements of the carnival are found in the Krsnalila as depicted 

in the Sanskrit texts. Krsna him self appears as all three stock comic characters of 

carnival (the fool, the clown and the rogue), the narratives describe popular festive 

forms, uncrownings and inversions, images of food, of the body etc. Limitations of 

space preclude a study o f these elements in the earlier texts, but these elements are 

discussed in detail as they occur in Dayaram's poetry (see 5.3 below).

^ H aw ley  1983:278.
17Kakar 1981:140-53 , using a psychoanalytic approach, sees  the tw o l i l a s  as different 
representations o f  the desire o f  the mother for her son,
18lt is significant that this is the only one o f  Krsna's dem on-slaying exploits to occur in Dayaram's 
poetry.
19See Kakar 1981: 146-51 for a psychoanalytic interpretation o f  this myth. He sees it as being a 
condensation o f  the son's desire to kill the 'bad mother'.
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5.2  Developments of camivalesque elements in the Pustimarga

The bhakti movement was originally a folk movement, but it was soon 

dominated by the upper castes. The Pustimarga seems to have marginalised or 

rejected many of the unofficial aspects of Krsna bhakti The official aspects of the 

sect are its leadership (hereditary and Brahminical), its observance of caste ,20 its 

philosophy (orthodox in that it accepts the Vedas), its official languages of Sanskrit 

and Braj, the sophistication of the arts (its music, painting etc. are 'high' rather than 

folk forms), and the expense and elaboration of ritual and its food restrictions.

However, there are aspects o f the sect which suggest a form of worship 

which may be open to elements of carnival such as the centrality o f the aesthetic of 

pleasure and the lack of emphasis on asceticism, sin and suffering. The major 

bhavas for approaching Krsna are madhurya bhava and vatsalya bhava and their 

encouragement of enjoyment in the pleasures o f arts and of food. Viewing God as 

an undisciplined child would immediately suggest camivalesque possibilities in the 

physicality of children, their orality, their narcissism and delight in the body and its 

functions, their lack of discipline and their ability to turn all values upside down. 

The parental relationship, in its idealised Indian form, which so largely emphasises 

the maternal, gives rise to pleasure and joy in the love and care o f a child and can 

never approach a strict or official form (the paternal). Possibilities of inversion are 

also seen in the relationship of lovers, where the obsession with the body of the 

loved one, the emphasis on beauty and the physical relationship between the bodies, 

along with the possibly adulterous nature of this relationship, are likely to involve a 

rejection of the restrictions imposed by society.

There is clear evidence for the survival or intrusion o f folk elements. The 

most important of these concerns the central image of the sect, that of Sri Nathji. 

This image is of Krsna as Giridhara, the holder of Mount Govardhan. This exploit 

of Krsna's is linked with his overthrow of the official worship or Indra and the

20Burger 1992.
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establishment of the worship of the mountain of Vraja and of a pastoral religion .21 

This can be seen to show how a folk or popular religion came to overthrow an 

official or established religion and how it was then incorporated into a mainstream 

tradition. Vaudeville 1980 argued that M ount Govardhan was a theriomorphic 

divinity associated with bulls and snakes. She later identified the divinity with 

Bhairava him self ,22 although Entwistle23 has argued that the mountain god is 

connected with Skanda and his peacock rather than Siva and his bull. Further folk 

elements, such as Naga worship, are attached to the discovery o f the image of Sri 

Nathji24 on Mount Govardhan, and specifically camivalesque elements are seen in 

the images of food and the low caste characters involved.

These camivalesque elements are further reinforced by a major festival of 

the Pustimarga, associated with Mount Govardhan, that of annakuta 'mountain of 

food' or Govardhana puja. Here Krsna (as God-Gopa) is also identified with the 

food and with Mount Govardhan itself. Toomey 1992 shows that this festival is a 

'reversal ritual', which shows an inversion of high and low, and o f pure and impure, 

as is seen clearly in the downplaying of the role of the pujari, the ritual stealing of 

food performed by tribals and the use of kacca food as an offering. He mentions 

Bakhtin 1963 in the context of food hyperbole and Krsna's limitless appetite, but 

draws more on Auerbach's breakdown of separate styles , 25 rather than on the 

notion of the camivalesque, as his model of analysis. However, this festival may be 

analysed as camivalesque because of the folic history, the excess and elaboration of 

food, the linking of food with the seasons through its being a harvest festival, the 

association o f food and emotion, the image of a crack in the mountain as Krsna's 

mouth (mukharavinda) and as an entrance to another world, the cowdung images of 

Krsna and the fact of reversal ritual.

21 Vaudeville 1976. Kakar 1981:151-2 sees it as an expression o f  the Oedipal myth.
22 Vaudeville 1989.
^ E n tw istle  1987:280-2.
24See Vaudeville 1980.
25See Auerbach 1968.
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Other festivals of the Pustimarga are also reversal rituals, notably Holi, a 

popular festival in all modem forms of Braj Vaisnavism. M arriot 1966 gives an 

account of this festival which shows many camivalesque elements in the inversion 

of hierarchies (caste, young and old, male and female, servant and master), the 

burning of the demoness Holika, the lighting of the bonfire by the village fool, the 

'King of H olf riding backwards on a donkey, the traditional debasing and fertility 

gestures of mud, the urine and dung flinging, the use of colours symbolising 

fertility, the wearing of necklaces of dung and of shoes, the language of abuse,26 the 

taking of intoxicants, and its occurrence as a spring and new  year festival, 

symbolising destruction of the old and the welcoming o f the new with an emphasis 

on love. He writes:

I began to see the Pandemonium o f  Holi falling into an extraordinarily regular 
social ordering. But this was an order precisely inverse to the social and ritual 
principles o f  routine life. Each riotous act at Holi im plied som e opposite, 
positive rule or fact o f  everyday social organization in the village.27

The raslilas28 are not true forms of carnival since they are organised 

spectacles, in which there is a clear separation of performers and audience. 

However, they all have traces o f 'folksy' forms of worship o f Krsna, such as the 

emphasis on humour, on inversion and on the limitless appetite of Krsna. Other 

folk elements have also clearly penetrated the sect, such as the prevalence of 

inexpensive and popular chromo-lithographs rather than the traditional elaborate and 

costly paintings (which themselves are likely to be influenced by chromo

lithographs) now found mostly in havells. One area where there has been clear 

influence from the non-official is in the area of language, many Gujaratis using their 

own tongue rather than official Sanskrit or Braj in all but official have/i-rituals. The 

songs of the astachap,29 which were in the vernacular of their own time, are still

26This and the inversion o f  hierarchies arc also seen at other rituals such as at Gujarati weddings, 
where wom en sing phatanani ('songs o f  abuse') referring to the other family.
27Marriot 1966:210
28SceI-Iein 1972, Hawley 1981, 1983 and 1991.
29See 1.2 above.
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used in the liturgy, but Gujarati has entered popular songs, most famously in the 

works of Dayaram, which are also in the form of folk dances.

5.3 Camivalesque features in the lyrics o f Dayaram

This section examines closely camivalesque elements in the poetry of 

Dayaram and looks at the aesthetic of the grotesque.30

The spiritual joy of the Krsna cult pervades Dayaram's poetry and is its 

characteristic mode, often manifesting itself as humour .31 Humour is usually 

centred on Krsna him self who takes the forms of the three archetypical figures of 

carnival, the fool, the clown and the rogue .32 These public characters have a 

metaphorical significance as symbols o f non-coincidence and cannot be taken 

literally. They are all Others and so can exploit any position they can get, wearing 

their own masks and fulfilling their function of ripping off everyone's masks. The 

fool and the clown are laughed at and they laugh at themselves as a means of 

externalising a person. These two characters can be seen as epicene, whereas the 

rogue or the trickster is priapic.33

With Krsna, all these characters combine to some extent and the change in 

relationships is an exchange expressed in dialogue. Krsna plays the fool, whose 

function is to provide amusement by failing to understand and thus to expose the 

sexual desire of others. Krsna fills this role as a small boy when he pretends not to 

understand the sexual feelings of others and thereby exposes them. For example, in 

34 Jolne calo he excuses his behaviour by claiming he is a child and is playing 

innocently with the Gopis.

30It should be clear that 'grotesque' is used here in the sense given by Bakhtin 1968:30-6 and in no 
way im plies a sense o f  revulsion (see the Concise OED for support for this separation o f  meanings).
31 See for example 14, 15, 18, 42 etc.
32See Bakhtin 1981: 158-167 on the functions o f  the rogue, clown and fool in the novel.
33 Siegel 1987:325.
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He takes on the role of the clown, who mocks others, making everyone 

laugh through his actions, in particular his stealing and smashing pots. The laughter 

involved with this character is always naive and devoid of anger, although anger is 

often feigned (as in 63 GopionIphariyada).

As the rogue, Krsna is the witty and cheerful deceiver, catura&romani (’the 

prince of tricksters'), who brings truthfulness and authenticity by exposing what is 

false. He puts on this mask when he appears as a merry liar, a cheat, a molester of 

girls etc .34 In this role, Krsna is associated with the chronotope of the road, as will 

be seen in 6.4 below. Krsna is always unmasked and revealed as divine in the 

bhanita and everyone is amused when they find that once again they have been 

deceived and they are invited to join in his laughter at his own exposure.

Krsna's disguises cause further humour, such as K rsna and the Gopi's 

swapping of clothes (102 Mara raja!). Similar humour is seen when the dishevelled 

appearance of the GopI reveals that she has returned from lovemaking with Krsna, 

despite her feeble excuses (31 Samde£o). In 53 Pyarlne manava , where Krsna 

appears in disguise as a woman, the GopI fears 'she1 will be a rival so tic k s  her into 

taking an oath, only to find that once again Krsna has got the better of her, to the 

great delight o f both. However, M ahadeva is deflated by sexual humour of a 

farcical land when the great ascetic becomes sexually aroused by Krsna in the guise 

of Mohinl and is thus humiliated (130 Mohinlsvarupano garabo).

Further humour is seen in the disguise of the fool in the poems where Krsna 

pretends to be a child who has slept through the night, although the marks o f sexual 

activity are clear on his body (e.g. 41 Koni samge?); of the clown when the Gopis 

are angry with him for breaking the pots; and of the rogue, when the Gopis berate 

him for obstructing the road (15 Kahanagopf). Anger is used to humorous effect in 

numerous poems when the Gopis display indignation35 (mana), such as the Gopi's 

anger w ith the colour black (18 £yama rarnga), w ith the flute (26 M a n itl

34Sec for example 9,6,12,15,39.
35Siegcl 1987:103.
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vamsaladlne), and with Krsna him self when he has compared her face to the 

blemished moon (52 Hathillm hatha).

Festive forms are a major component of the camivalesque, hardly surprising 

considering its origins in the festive form itself. An essential feature of these 

festivities is that they have no spectators, for the whole crowd has to participate .36 

Dayaram 's poetry contains many mentions o f festive forms. Holt, the most 

camivalesque of all Indian festivals, is mentioned several times as a day on which 

Krsna can spread his rule over all others, the Gopis in particular. For example, 107 

Gulale mar amkha bhari!, 123 Holme fane, 138 kyama bhariye re jalajamananam  

nira? and also 9.5. Other festivities mentioned include weddings (10 Radhanam  

v a k h a n a , 125 R adhanum  m ithya lagna ), the dancing o f the raslila  (11 

Rasamamdalane dargane, 128 Rasamiya) and the performance of the Katyayanlvrata 

(113 Katyayamvrata). Krsna takes the leading role in all these festivities, much to 

the delight o f the Gopis.

Balditin suggests that one o f the essential features of carnival is that it uses 

everyday forms of vernacular language. The presentation o f Dayaram's poems as 

dramatic dialogue or monologue draws attention away from a feeling of divine 

origin, and in many of these verses he uses colloquial vocabulary rather than 

Sanskritic or Brajified forms. Language is perceived as being unreliable; sight is 

privileged over all other forms of experience (see below on the eye and sight in 

Dayaram). W ords cannot express the emotions and experience of the Gopis 

towards Krsna:

kahyasamajhyamam na avc e vasti/Jane jene hoy a vitatl vat/. Odhavajl!
This thing can't be obtained by speaking and understanding, only one who
has undergone it realises what it is. Odhavajl! (17.5)

36Bakhtin 1968:257.
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The words of others are usually regarded as evil but the Gopis are willing to ignore 

criticism over their behaviour with Krsna:

kahenara kahe£epana cho tame dhanlBiharilala!
Dayana Prltama! hum dasi tamatani Biharilala!
Chatterers will chatter, but you are the Lord,Biharilala!
Beloved of Daya, I am your servant, Biharilala! (2.17)

Praise and abuse are characteristic of camivalesque language. Krsna is 

frequently abused by the Gopis (see 15 Kahanagopi), and he enjoys this abuse 

(35.1), but he never abuses them verbally. Abuse requires dialogue (for reported 

speech can abuse only in the third person) and although the abuse is not overt, there 

is some fairly strong teasing and any mention of Holi would bring to mind images 

of ritual abuse. The words of people other than the Gopis and Krsna are seen as 

abusive. 39 Samo samajho is concerned with the need to avoid being seen and 

heard by others, whether people in the street or the Gopi's in-laws. If they are 

heard, then the Gopi will be abused.

Praise of Krsna and the Gopis is frequent and there are lengthy descriptions, 

often o f the nakhiikh type, of the perfect beauty of Krsna (19 Mohanamarn mohini) 

and of Radha (10 Radhanam vakhana). Also characteristic are riddles and puns. 

These feature throughout the corpus (e.g. 4 Panaghata para), as does innuendo, 

such as in 15 Kahanagopi and 127 Sacum bolo ji. Lists are a feature of the 

camivalesque used to show excess and the heaping up of plenty37 such as in 14 

Mahiano.

Cam ivalesque language includes images of regeneration, fertility and 

renewal. This is seen in the m ilk m otif discussed in 5.1 above and in the 

presentation of Krsna as a child, the greatest symbol of these features. Krsna is the 

archetypal male child, who in Dayaram's verse has no male companions and seems 

to be the only child of his age in Vraja .38 The Gopis do not seem to have any 

children so Krsna is the sole focus of their maternal and sexual love.

37Sce Hawley 1992 For an interpretation o f  the function o f  lists in devotional poetry.
38The only exception is in his childhood butler stealing. Sec 63.8.
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Dayaram's poetic imagery does not differ widely from that o f the Braj 

Rrsnaite poets, nor is it very extensive, poetic imagery being unsuited to the 

naturalistic dialogue. In addition to a few mentions of traditional images of beauty, 

such as the lotus (7.6), and the moon (24.7), the main images are of carnival and of 

fertility. The most frequently recurring images are of milk (already described in 5.1 

above), colour (black as the colour of Krsna, e.g. 9 Mujane ada£o ma!; colours of 

Holl in 107 Gulale man anikha bhan!\ and red specifically associated with sexuality 

in 15 Kahanagopi), and the ocean o f joy (which usually boils up in passion, for 

example in 25.11). The sado-masochistic language of love associated with images 

o f penetration, cutting and entering into the bodies o f the Gopis is found 

throughout. The weapons of love are the eyes (banasankhi 8.2; nenakatan 10.8; 

nenatana...bhala 12.1; anJyalt anikha kalajakora 24.1) and the flute. Krsna is a 

hunter who lays traps (12.1), oppresses the Gopis with his power (Julami jora 24.3) 

and whose absence bums them with the fire of viraha (1.3).

Although Dayaram's poetry does not refer to the Annakuta festival, nor 

does it contain any thalas (poems describing food offered to K rsna39), the poems 

abound in oral imagery with constant reference to food, drink and swallowing. The 

camivalesque links food with the body and procreation and uses it to show the 

unfinished nature of the body. In Dayaram as elsewhere, sadness and food are 

incompatible, and food is abandoned in viraha and in unfulfilled desire (8.3)

The imagery of food is central. In addition to references to milk (see above) 

there are mentions of honey (58.14), pan (15.3) and sugar (39.4). Gruel is 

mentioned as an image of inferior love, contrasted with milk which symbolises true 

love (13.2). Love is drunk (13 Pao premarasa), often as lip-nectar (9.1), and can be 

exchanged as a commodity for yoghurt (15 Kahanagopi). Poison, sent from the 

eyes, is drunk, being preferable to the Gopi than separation from Krsna (3.5).

39See Maliison 1986a:43.
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In 2.3 above, it was seen that Dayaram's lyrics were most highly praised for 

their quality of sweetness. This oral image is found throughout the lyrics 

themselves. Sweetness pervades the Gopis (51.3) and Krsna. His words are 

always sweet:

Rasiya, rupaja cho re Natavara NanidakRora! 
sadgimasagara cho re mlthadabola cittana cora.
Rasiya, you are beautiful, Natavara Namdakisora!
You are the ocean of good qualities, sweet-talking, the thief of my 
mind. (3.3)

Sweetness is associated with Krsna and his love (see in particular, 146

Premasamtosa, 147 Jaojao  jutha!, 148 Tamaro! and 149 GhumghatedamamthT):

Vhala! vhalasarikhum nathlkamlmfthurn, 
amrta pana evum nava dithum, 
heta svarathamim te to ajlthum!
Beloved! there is nothing as sweet as the beloved,
I have not seen even nectar like it,
Selfish love is left-over food. (146.1)

Once this sweetness o f saguna Krsna has been tasted, other approaches to God are

tasteless like gruel (13.1), or likened to salt (58.14) when one wants sugar. The

imagery of sugar is used in likening flirting in public to eating sugar in the market-

square:

gola potane khune khale, karle dltho adltho jl; 
pragata kan bajare betham 6um lage che ati mitho?
Eat jaggery in your own corner, act seen and unseen;
Doing it openly, sitting in the market-place, does it seem sweeter?
(39.4)

Sweetness is also associated with the flute (55.2), whose close connection 

to Krsna's mouth is often deplored by the Gopis (26 M anlti vamsaladine, 27 

Vamsaladlno vamka), but this sweetness is a disguise for the poison of viraha 

(55.3):

sudhathakf re svada emam che ghano,
mime sakara karatam lage che ghanl gajl, ho j l  re!
It is far more delicious than nectar,
1 think its sweetness is greater than sugar.

catako lagyo re jherf danikhathl na utare, 
jherljhajhl che te karatam vaji, ho j l  re!
Once it has stung, the venom doesn't leave the sting,
It is much stronger than poison. (55.2-3)
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This is the paradox of the flute whose sound marks the absence of the sight 

of Krsna, leading to viraha, but it also marks his unseen presence.40

The grotesque body is one o f the strongest images o f carnival. It is a 

collective body, with emphasis given to its sensual, material and profane images. It 

emphasises its corporeality through eating and sex, whose status as the primary 

pleasurable functions of the body is seen in their rejection by ascetics. In 

Dayaram's lyrics, Krsna is a loving and beautiful child, the child being the greatest 

symbol of renewed life and also one which revels in its own physicality, delights in 

the body, has little control over the body and needs nurture, having an unlimited 

appetite. The need for Krsna's bodily presence seen throughout the Krsna cult is 

emphasised in these lyrics whose central theme is the love o f Krsna and the Gopis. 

This is a characteristic form of saguna imagery.

There is a strong sense o f the collective body throughout the lyrics. The 

Gopis seem to be one body in poems such as the description of the rasa (11 

Rasamanidalane dar£ane), and Radha and Krsna are one as the yugalarupa (143 

Vrnidavanamani), and she is always with him in the form o f his clothing and 

jewellery (51 Sacum manaje). This unity is emphasised in nakhtikh  descriptions, 

where Dayaram presents archetypes of male and female bodies, with hyperbolic 

perfection of a type not given to individual bodies (10 Radhanani vakhana, 62 

Harinl bajallla; also 1.13, 19.70), whether o f Radha (129 Srinathajlf), Krsna as 

MohinI (130 Mohinlsvarupano garabo) or Krsna himself (19 Mohanamam mohinl). 

All of these bodies are of extreme beauty with little imageiy of ugliness, even in the 

Gopis' mentions of Kubja. The only reference to ugliness is 11.16, where a Gopi 

says her friend is ugly, but this is only a ruse to dissuade Krsna from dancing with 

her.

40See 6.4 below  on the chronotopic m otif o f  the flute.
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The cam ivalesque is concerned with boundaries of the body and their 

transgression, in particular with its apertures, notably the mouth, nose, anus etc. In 

these lyrics, the only two apertures which feature extensively are the mouth and the 

eyes, whose main function is to win the beloved through words, through playing or 

heaiing the flute, through seeing the beloved or being seen by the beloved. Bakhtin 

argues that the eyes are non-cam ivalesque since they are features o f the 

individualised body. However, it seems that in the contexts outlined below the eyes 

do have a camivalesque function (see below). Images o f food and their function 

were discussed above and so here the focus is on sex, love and courtship.

In Dayaram's lyrics, the mouth is a central image though not only for eating 

but also for the purposes of lovemaking such as talking, kissing, smiling and Krsna 

playing his flute.41 Here it must reiterated that language is seen as being unreliable 

in love, especially when used by Krsna, and 'body language', which m ust be 

verified by sight is seen as more reliable.

Krsna's smile, usually accompanied by darts from his eyes (43.6), is gentle 

yet dangerous to the Gopis:

tarl hasanl mamdana phamdamam gheri, marya nenetana tem bhala re.
Y ou r sm ile  o v erca m e us in a gen tle  trap, y o u  fired  th e  darts o f  y o u r
eyes ( 12 .1)

sakhl! enum hasavum che mamda julami jora re.
O friend! h is g en tle  sm ilin g  has op p ressive  pow er. (2 4 .3 )

His mouth is red (11.7) from eating betel which he rubs onto the Gopis1 

clothes (15.3), the established link of red and fertility here being associated with

bodily secretions. Krsna offers the Gopis pan then invites them to make his face

red, that is to kiss him:

a le turn kha bidipyarl! panani,
sate mire mukhade ramga lagada jo.
T ake this roll o f  pan and eat it, m y  lovely ,
In exch an ge, co lou r  m y face  w ith  it. (1 5 .4 )

41Talking was discussed above in the context of camivalesque language while food and orality were 
discussed in the context of images of food in this section.
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Further images o f kissing, often called the 'drinking of lip-nectar’ (43.4), are

found throughout the lyrics. For example:

sukha tyare tha£e re jyare ura lapatavl lapatalSa; 
jlvyum saphala thaSe re jyare hum adharamrta p i pal£a.
Happiness will arise, when I embrace you as you have embraced me to 
your breast,
My life will be fulfilled when I drink your lip-nectar and am given it to 
drink. (30.7)

The images of food in Dayaram's lyrics (mentioned above) are, of course, 

associated with the camivalesque mouth. Food features as a way o f allowing rasa, 

mostly that o f love, or m ilk as a symbol of love, to enter the body through the 

mouth.

ene haidanam to hlra lldhani,
Kanude to kamana kldham 
gheraghera dadhlmakhana pldham.
He took the love of our hearts,
Kanuda worked his enchantment,
He drank yoghurt and butter in every house. (6.3)

The drinking of these milk products is taken as a bond between Krsna and

the Gopi (14 Mahlarlo and 15 Kahanagopi), and when Krsna drinks it, he sells

himself to the Gopis:

mahl pltamam Mohana! tha£o mahyara, 
kartfa game tema rakhlia mare mahela jo.
In drinking this yoghurt, Mohana, you will become mine,
I shall do what I want and keep you in my house.(15.7)

In 13 Pao premarasa, the drinking of the rasa o f love is seen as the only

valid way o f approaching Krsna, other ways such as knowledge being seen as

inadequate. Eating is enjoyed at moments o f happiness (6.3, 6 .6 ), but when

suffering from the pain o f viraha, the Gopis do not eat (8.3).

It was mentioned above that Bakhtin has argued that the eye is a non- 

camivalesque part of the body, seen as representing the individual rather than the 

collective. However, since the Gopis, as worshippers o f Krsna, may be seen as a 

collective body, the epitome of woman, and since Krsna is Purusottam a, the 

ultimate male, it could be argued that the eye here is not a marker of individuality, 

but a collective eye. The pleasure of sight is universal, and the importance of the
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glance in specifically Indian contexts, particularly in religious situations, such as 

dartfana, has been discussed elsewhere.42 In Dayaram's lyrics, where it is one of 

the most frequently mentioned parts of the body, the eye is the m ost privileged 

organ. Seeing Krsna is essential (64.6); the eye sees Krsna and leads to love; 

words fail where the eye succeeds (41 KonI samge?); words may be false (87.3), 

but the eye is true (unless Krsna is in disguise). The validity of sight and of bodily 

experience over other forms of knowledge and learning is shown in 89 Jhaghado 

locana manano, where the issue is the relative importance of sight and emotion in 

falling in love with Krsna.

Krsna's eyes are the archetypal eyes of the lover. They are enchanting ( 6 8  

Am khanam  kamana) and mischievous (6.4), and make secret invitations to the 

Gopis (94.4):

premakatakse karl sahu kamanl samum SriKrsne joyum re; 
lotapota thai gal sahu lalana, prltamamam mana proyum.
Krsna looked at all of them and with eye movements of love he made 
them all enchanted,
All the women became confused, he pierced their minds in affection.

samasami locana malatam karl samadya chan!re;
sarave kahyum, 'avajo mare mamdira,'Mohane lidhum te manl
Meeting their eyes head on, having made secret suggestions;
Everyone said, ’Come to my house.1 and Mohana agreed. (63.23-24)

There is pleasure in being looked at by Krsna, since this leads to love:

hum §um janum je  Vhale mujamam £uni dithurn? 
varevare samum bhaje, mukha lage mJthum!
I do not know what Vhala sees in me.
He constantly looks at me, my face seems sweet! (21.R)

However, Krsna's eyes are dangerous weapons, whether because they are pointed

(24.R), or because they send forth arrows ( locananam bana, 34.2), daggers

(kataksakatari, 1.14; nenakatarl, 10.8), or darts (nenatana..,bhala, 12.1) which pierce

the hearts of the Gopis. Sometimes these looks are accompanied with words and

smiles:

amkha aniajl tan ura safake, kajajadum korayum vacanane bhalake, 
sukhada ati madhura tarum mukha malake.

42Eck 1981.
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Your pointed eyes pierce my chest, my heart is pierced with darts of 
words
Your exceedingly sweet, pleasure-giving face smiles, (74.4)

The sight of Krsna makes the Gopis mad:

pritaladi to karatam pahell, Prabhu dekhine thaichuni gheli
Before even making love, Gust) having seen Prabhu, I have become
mad. (7 ,2 )

Yet it removes sorrow and pain:

tarum mukha dekhi sukha thaya che, dulikhadam sau dura palaya che.
I became happy when I saw your face, all my sorrows remain far 
away. (84.3)

It is the addictive nature of this vision (24.7) which makes them long to see him

again and again as in 119 DarSana donl re!. Seeing Krsna leads to a loss o f self-

control as is clear in 130 where even Mahadev is overwhelmed by Krsna's disguise

as Mohinl. In 12 Samum jo!, the Gopi requests Krsna to look at her, to witness the

affliction the sight of him has caused her:

marlamkhana bhavya, manana manya, mara ka!ajadani kora re! hum 
pidanimarlpokaruni Dayaprabhu, bijum guni mamm jora re?
He delighted my eyes, he pleased my mind, the darling of my heart!
I proclaim my harassment, Daya's Lord, what other power do I have?
(12.5)

Radha's eyes are beautiful:

Radhe! rupalirasili tari amkhadSjo; 
jodJ Krsnasamana chabiphamkadijo.
Radha! your eyes are beautiful and full of rasa;
Joined with Krsna, your beauty is lovely.

upamae adhika nahi tumthimrgalocanijo, 
vina amjana manaramjana bhavamocani jo.
There is nothing excessive in comparing deer's eyes to yours,
Without kajal they are delighting and give mukti to the world. (49.R,
1)

The Gopis' glances are dangerous to Krsna, and strike his heart like arrows:

ghayala cho jl, nenabana keinam vagyam?
You are wounded, what arrows of eyes struck you? (41.R)

The sight of the Gopis in the rasa dances give pleasure to all who see them, as does

the description of the dance, as in 11 Rasamamdalane darSane. However, the main

function of the Gopis’ eyes is seeing Krsna, as discussed above.

The eye can convey other emotions such as risa, the anger of the Gopi with

Krsna:
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risanl bharell tari amkhadl dekhine prana muja dadi jay a jhole.
Having seen your eyes, full of anger, my life-breath dangles on a 
thread. (86.4)

M ention has been made already of Krsna's deceiving the gaze o f others 

through his disguises, but Krsna also blinds the Gopi by throwing red powder in 

her eyes (107 Gulale marl amkha bharl!, 123 Holine tane). W hen she has lost her 

power of sight, Krsna kisses her in public. She fears the gaze of others who will 

blame her, while he disregards the gaze of others. He has the m ost powerful gaze 

of all.

A poem which illustrates many aspects of the eye and o f gaze is 6 8

Am kham am  kamana 'Enchantment in his eyes'. Here the Gopi describes Krsna's

eyes as containing enchantment, she is pierced by his glances, yet she derives great

pleasure from looking at him and from being looked at. Once again, words are seen

to be treacherous. They support the eyes as tools of attraction, but they fail to

express emotion or to describe the visual pleasure:

kamana dise che Alabela! tari amkhamam re! 
bholum bhakha ma re! kamana dise che Alabela!
Alabela, enchantment is seen in your eyes!
Do not speak ingenuously! Enchantment is seen, Alabela!

mamda hasine cittadum corymn, kutila katakse kalaja kotyum; 
adapadiyalj anikhe jhinum jhamkha ma re, bholum bhakha.
Smiling gently you stole my mind, your crooked sidelong glances 
have pierced my heart;
Peeking minutely with your half-closed eyes, - do not speak 
ingenuously. .

nakhaiikharupa ghanum radhiyafum, latakum saghalum kamanagarum; 
chanam khamjana rakhe pamkaja pamkhamam re, bholum bhakha.
Your top to toe beauty is very lovely, all your flirting is enchanting;
Keep your dimples hidden, a lotus in the mud, speak simply.

vhalabharirasavarani vani, taruninum mana le che tain; 
bhmkutimam matakavi bhuraki namkha ma re, bholum bhakh.
Your voice, full of love sprinkles ms, it carries off the minds of 
women;
Winking in the bending of your eyebrows, you make charms. Do not 
speak ingenuously.

Dayapritama nirakhye je thaye te mem mukhade nava kahevaye; 
a vinatiaturata avadum samkha ma re, bhojuni bhakh.
When Daya's beloved looks at me I could not say with my mouth what 
happens
This is my request: forgive such eagerness. Do not speak ingenuously.
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Since these lyrics are songs set to music, praised for their sweetness, the 

singing of which inspires love for Krsna, and since Krsna him self is known as a 

flute-player, it is surprising that references to sound do not feature largely in the 

lyrics themselves. The most frequently mentioned sound is that of the flute, whose 

connection with Krsna's mouth was mentioned above, but which is also a way of 

arousing bhava in the devotees:

venugite bhavapraka^yo, Srivallabhani vani,
Srignmmukhatin Sravana karine amtaraniamhe ani.
Emotion appeared in the sound of the flute, the voice of & rival labha,
Having listened to it from the mouth of Sriguru, it was brought to the 
heart. (11.23)

The sound o f the flute summons the Gopis to dance (11 Rasamamdalane dartiane) 

and to lovemaking (14 Mahiaro, 29 Vena ma va§o mare amganef). 8 Vamsaladme 

Sabde describes the effect the flute has on a Gopi. It makes her mad and arouses 

jealousy as its sound pervades the whole of Vraja. She neglects her milking and 

her food, but her pain is relieved by the sight of Krsna. Again, the eye is privileged 

over the other senses.

Music is mentioned in the context o f swinging in the garden (5.14), the 

round dance (11 Rasamamdalane dartfane and 25 Garabe ramavane), along with the 

noise of ornaments. In a description of Krsna's regal beauty, he sings to enchant 

the Gopi:

kanakachadi sumdara kara laine, gajagaticalo hajava rahine, 
cittadum corf mithunimithuni gavata re.
Holding a beautiful gold stick, you move swaying with an elephant's 
gait,
Singing softly, you have stolen my mind. (70.3)

The only other instances of hearing which are mentioned are waiting for the 

sound of Krsna's footsteps (1.7), and of course, hearing the talk of others (see 

section on language).

The other senses of the body barely feature. Touch is m entioned in 

embracing, catching limbs or to insist that Krsna should stay away (9 Mujane ada£o 

m a/, 14 M ahiarlo , 15 Kahanagopi). Smell is barely mentioned apart from two
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references to m usk (18.2 and 127.13-14), but the former occurrence is in 

connection with its black colour rather than its smell. The nose is mentioned only in 

connection with pearl ornaments (11.16 etc.)

There are no direct references to the genitals, apart from the symbolic 

connections of the flute or the pots of yoghurt, m entioned above, but sexual 

relations are mentioned usually obliquely or through innuendo, but sometimes 

explicitly, mostly in references to the bower (nikumja) such as in 25.10. Other 

parts of the body of less interest than those specified above are mentioned only in 

nakM ikh  descriptions as parts of the whole body. Passing references are made to 

the feet in the context of total submission (the Gopi to Krsna, 5.4), (Krsna to the 

Gopi 21.4); and when Krsna insults the Gopi:

tujasarakhlgovalani re lola, te to mara paganIpejara.
A milkmaid like you is the slipper on my foot. (4.2)

or contributing to the total beauty of the person with their lotus-like form ( 1 1 . 1 2 ). 

Hands and anus are mentioned once in the lifting of M ount Govardhan (6.7), 

otherwise mostly in the context of Krsna's harassing the Gopis on the road (14. 15) 

or taking the hand of the Gopi in reconciliation, to drag one up to uddhara 

('liberation')

garajasavadina thaie mara Vhala!
garanagatakara grahiye mara Vhala!
My Beloved, do not be selfish,
Take the hand of the one who has come for refuge. Do not be selfish!
(156.R)

As we would expect in the Pustimarga, there is little mention of tapas or 

other fonns of asceticism. The only time tapas is mentioned it is performed by the 

flute as a stick of bamboo in the jungle, which mocks the whole idea of the ascetic 

performing tapas in the wild (28 Vanisaladmo uttara). The only serious way in 

which the body is seen to suffer is in love, mostly through viraha but also while 

under attack from Krsna. Pain and love are closely associated in both the presence
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and the absence of Krsna (see 16 Premam pida). In fact it is said that there is no 

real love without pain

pldani bharellprita to ye kare pamdita, duhkha pame to ya chaya na 
ghatl
The pandits say it is love only if it is full of pain, only if there is 
sorrow then is the love is not deficient, (17,3)

The supreme pain of love (1.16) comes, as it were, to replace tapas as a way o f

suffering to obtain God.

This pain of love is extended to images of violence, pain and death. Violent

love-m aking leaves visible marks (41 K o n i samge?) and love itse lf causes

metaphorical wounds:

alabellamkhanlaniepranaproya, kldhi ghayala ghadl!
The points of his lovely eyes have pierced my soul, they have made 
dense wounds! (155.2)

o ften through j eal ousy:

dajhya upara luiia dldhum e Damodare; 
pelISokladlsunlne kalaje dahiye re.
Damodara applied salt to our wounds,
Having heard about our co-wife, we burn in our hearts. (16.5)

It is torture:

akhl ratanl ujagarlrakhl! marum tanamana gfdane samtapyum re? 
dajhaya upara luna devane mune a darfana £ida apyum re?
All night you kept me sleepless! Why do you torture my body and 
mind?
Why did you give me this darfana to allow salt on the bum? (147.1)

and it may kill (12.2, 16.7, 16), but it is worse than death itself:

gatruthi samtapa ghano snehathl male pana te ja marnhlm sau mare 
matl
Torments from enemies are much better than love, in that everyone 
recovers or dies. (17.4)

The Gopis view Krsna as a hunter (59.6). Radha's mother also complains:

phamdamam namkhlne ene pbamsi re dldhf, 
paradhlnlpere dhiravlne jiva lidbo re!
Having engaged in an affair, he gave her a noose,
She trusted him, then he took her life as if he were a hunter. (157.1)

There is a recurring image of his outer sweetness and his deceptive nature:

hum £um janum je modhe mltha, haiye jutha? janeje hoya manameladl 
Chablla!
What can I know (about you) who are sweet by mouth, false in your 
heart? Only the cunning can know. Chablla! (72.2)
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There is much imagery of illness, usually afflicted by the fever o f love 

which only Krsna can cure:

ene tapanlsadhana kidhl che, Krsne krpasadhya karl didhl che,
mate Dayapritame kara lidhl che,
He made a remedy for this fever, Krsna performed an act of mercy,
For Daya's beloved took her hand. (8.4)

This image of the doctor is a common image of carnival, the healer, the person who 

participates in the struggle between life and death:43

vaida Vhalaji! mara rogano turn che, kone dekhadum nadi?
Vhalaji! You are the doctor of my illness, to whom shall I show my
pulse? (155.4)

Death is mentioned directly with references to Putana (11.13) and to Kamsa. 

The war of love is a recurring theme through the lyrics, and there are occasional 

references to poison. Krsna's leaving Vrindavan and the outpourings of viraha 

clearly have some parallels with death and with mourning, but these are not overt. 

Even in these poems, there is no clear mention of fear, as the world is tom  apart, but 

a concentration on physical and psychological feelings of separation. Scatology and 

other features of the lower stratum44 are barely mentioned. There are a number of 

reasons for the omission of these ideal themes for regeneration and renewal, of 

which the most plausible is the wish to avoid lurking the divine body too closely 

with the earth.

The Gopis' minds are deranged by Krsna, sometimes madness, sometimes 

infatuation for him (12.R) and sometimes sleeplessness (12.3). The imagery of 

madness appears throughout these lyrics. Again, Krsna can act as the doctor who 

can cure this madness, as is seen in lyric 145 Rasiye vajadl ramgavasall!

Rasiye vajadl ramgavamsall! pamsall marl pro!!
vikala karl mune Vhalame vamkl drste re jol! Rasiye.
Rasiya played his lovely flute! He pierced my heart!
Vhalama made me confused, he looked with a sidelong glance!

43Bakhtin 1968:179-80.
^ B akhtin  1968:Chapter 6.
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sakhlPanaghata upara hum padl, marlkaya re kampe! 
bheda na samajhe ko bhaminl! lei lei hrdiyakum campe!
Friend, I met him on the water ghat, my body trembles!
Lovely woman, he doesn't understand any division, he takes hold of 
me and presses me to his heart!

kolkahe, 'akhetara to adyuni!1 kolkahe, kale re karadl!' 
eka sakhlsamajhlgal - 1Lalalhere re maradl!'
Some say, 'Witchcraft touched her!', others say,'Yesterday she was 
bitten!'
One friend understood, 'Waves of pleasure of Lala overpowered her!'

tene kahyum, 'sarako sahu! eka mamtra hum pase, 
sambhalavurn ena gravanamam, vlkha utarljaie,'
She said, 'Go away, all of you! I have a mantra,
I'll whisper it in your ear, the poison will go,'

tene kahyum mara kanamam, 'hum chum Syamanl samgl, 
ni£ce huni tene mejavum,' - sunl uthl umamgl.
She said in my ear,'I am the friend of Syama,
I'll certainly arrange for you to meet him.' Hearing this, he was 
delighted.

sarve vakhanl te triya,'vlkhadum tern vajyum!'
Dayana Prltama tene melavya! marum vrehadulikha talyum!
These three words are everything, 'You neutralised poison!'
She was made to meet Daya's Beloved, my sorrow at separation was 
removed!

This madness is not viewed in an altogether negative way, because Krsna him self 

steals the Gopis1 minds, while they obtain true sight and knowledge through loving 

him, without needing reason or knowledge. This is seen clearly in their debates 

with Uddhava.

The unity o f mind and body (12.5) is dem onstrated in the physical 

manifestations of emotional states, notably in viraha. Emotions are seen to have 

clear locations within the body. In 1 Ubha raho to kahurn, the Gopi describes how 

her emotions are sited and manifested throughout her entire body.

Lastly, mentions of dress feature in many lyrics. These may be in nakhSikh 

descriptions, but may also be about masquerade in the exchange of costumes 

between Krsna and Radha (102 Mara raja/), Krsna's female fonn as Mohini (130 

M ohinlsvarupano garabo), and Radha's manifestation in K rsna's dress and 

ornaments (51 Sacurn manaje). Clothing and ornaments are used to add to the 

pleasure o f seeing (70 Ruda dlso cho Rajegvara!), to allow exchange and 

renegotiated roles, and often to introduce humour, such as the lyric where the Gopi
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is clearly returning from love-making with Krsna, but pretends she has not seen 

him (127 Sacum bolo jif).

Hierarchies are inverted as the official is mocked and defeated by Krsna and 

the Gopis. King Kamsa is mocked by Krsna in the danlila (14.15) and is later 

uncrowned and thrashed, like any carnival Icing. The Gopi as daughter-in-law gets 

the better o f her in-laws (22 Sasujinl gikha and 23 Vahujlno javaba), managing to 

meet Krsna despite strenuous efforts to prevent her from doing so. The child Krsna 

defeats the Gopis whether in the danlila or the makhancorilila. Uddhava, the 

representative of non-camivalesque religion (Jhanamarga), is defeated in debate by 

the rustic Gopis who preach bhakti. The god who appears as a child, steals butter, 

clothes and hearts (in the refrain to 21: Krsna is called 'mariun citta coranavala) is a 

true image of inversion. Inversion is a common theme of Dayaram's poems as 

Krsna steals, plays the flute, defeats the older Gopis in verbal battles, gets the better 

of his mother and her friends, dresses as a woman and does as he pleases and 

laughs aloud to make others laugh at him.

In the camivalesque, the important features of the earth are its cavities and 

heights .45 These feature little in Dayaram's poetry. The only entrances to the 

netherworld are that of Govardhan, which is known to be the mouth o f Krsna (see

5.1 above), and through the river, rather than a cavity, which the Kaliya legend 

shows to be an entrance to the netherworld. (See also 7.1 above.)

The spirit of the camivalesque is not necessary for creating the bhava 

appropriate to appreciating Dayaram's poetry, for this may be achieved in many 

other ways, as in Braj Krsnaite poetry. However, the camivalesque presentation of 

the Krsnalila by Dayaram allows one a new mode of relationship between the

45Bakhlin 1968:399.
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human and the divine. The essence of the carnival is that one must participate, one 

cannot be a spectator. In Dayaram's poetry, this is achieved through the features 

outlined in this section and also through the presentation of the poetry as dialogue, 

or as strophic poems with refrains giving a great immediacy and a clear opportunity 

for identification with the characters. It is important to remember that garabls are 

not to be read in private, but are to be performed, that music and dance are essential 

to them, and that their performance is by the people, not by professional performers. 

This clearly gives an intrinsic frame to the camivalesque elements of the poetry.

A characteristic of Krsna worship, already seen above in this chapter, is the 

transgression of boundaries, especially those of gender, with the adoption of a 

female role being necessary to approaching god. These may be symbolic in the 

exchange of clothes and the donning of disguise, or material in food and sex. The 

camivalesque allows one to adopt masks and so men can adopt the mask of women 

and participate with no gender distinction. Krsna himself has a specifically female 

form, Mohini (130 Mohimsvavupano garabo), as well as adopting a female disguise 

elsewhere (53 Pyarine manava), which is removed by the revelation o f love to the 

Gopis. Krsna transgresses the divide of the generations in that the older women 

want to mother him, the younger women want to have sex with him. Krsna refuses 

to accept anyone as the archetypal mother or as the archetypal lover, but he can love 

all in his role as the archetypal child, with his love which transgresses the divide of 

maternal and erotic love, as exemplified in the milk motif and in the makbancon and 

danlllas.

Women have a primary role in this sect in the social context also. This is 

one of the non-carnivalesque features of the sect, and of the Krsna cult in general 

and of Dayaram's poems in particular. Carnival has at least an ambivalent attitude to 

women ,46 if not a clearly degrading view 47 Although there is no obscenity, there is 

a fair amount of innuendo and spicy dialogue in the poems, almost all of it of a

46Bakhtin 1968:239-44
47Booth 1986.
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sexual nature. In Dayaram's poems, the Gopis do indeed have positive roles, but

Krsna transgresses their boundaries as women-they are entered, pierced, groped,

teased, and even attacked. Some justification for this may lie in that the Gopis

symbolise the soul which is entered by God whether the soul wants it or not and

also that in Vrindavan there is only one man, all other people are women with no

further gender distinction:

jyam punisa eka Pumsottama re, baki sarave Vrajanarl
Where the one man is Purusottama, the rest are all the women of
V raja. (143.6)

Dayaram him self seems to take the role of a woman in his most frequent chapa, 

where he calles Krsna Dayana Pritama, 'Daya's Beloved'.

Although Bakhtin is writing about carnival it is interesting to see how the 

features he sees as essential can easily apply to the spirit o f Dayaram.

Popular-festive forms look into the future. They present the victory o f  this 
future, o f  the golden age, over the past. This is the victory o f  all the people’s 
material abundance, freedom, equality, brotherhood. The victory o f  the future 
is ensured by the people's immortality. The birth o f  the new, o f  the greater 
and the better, is as indispensable and as inevitable as the death o f  the old.
The one is transferred to the other, the belter turns the worse into ridicule and 
kills it. In the w hole o f  the world and o f  the people there is no room for fear.
For fear can only enter a part that has been separated from the w hole, the 
dying link torn from the link that is born. The whole o f  the people and o f  the 
w orld is triumphantly gay and fearless. This w hole speaks in all carnival 
im ages; it reigns in the very atmosphere o f  this feast, m aking everyone  
participate in this awareness.48

He quotes Goethe:

’[carnival’s] crown is love. Only through love can w e draw near to it. It has 
placed abysses between creatures, and all creatures long to m erge in the 
universal embrace.'49

Bakhtin defines the main elements of carnival from finding in Goethe's

description of carnival:

the peculiar festive character without any piousness, complete liberation from 
seriousness, the atm osphere o f  equality, freedom , and fam iliarity, the 
symbolic meaning o f  indecencies, the clownish crownings and uncrownings, 
the merry wars and beatings, the mock disputes, the knifings related to 
childbirth, the abuses that arc affirmations.50

48Bakhtin 1968:256.
49Bakhtin 1968:256.
50Bakhtin 1968:254-5
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Thus it is clear that the major attributes of the camivalesque are present in 

the lyrics of Dayaram. O f course, many aspects appear in Dayaram's lyrics in a 

diluted form. It was noted above that the aesthetic of grotesque realism appears in a 

somewhat refined form, but is undoubtedly present in the emphasis on the material 

and collective body, and the body's transgression of its boundaries to link it with 

other bodies or things. The challenge of traditional social roles, the combination of 

the sacred and the profane and the centrality o f laughter are undoubtedly core 

features of Bakhtin's mode of the camivalesque.

5 .4  Camivalesque and popular culture

In taking the popular festive form of carnival as a means o f approaching 

literature, Bakhtin not only analysed a literary genre but also opened up the study of 

popular culture. While exercising a necessary caution in drawing parallels between 

such disparate cultures as those of medieval Europe and early nineteenth-century 

India, both times may be seen as the period in which medievalism gave way to a 

more secular humanist society. Bakhtin outlines some of the dramatic linguistic and 

ideological transformations which resulted from this situation .51 One of the most 

important of these is undoubtedly the change in relations between popular and high 

cultures, with forms from the popular being adopted by the new high culture.

Care must also be exercised in suggesting domains for 'high' and 'low'. 

High and low are not polar opposites, but traditions in dialogue with one another,52 

whose boundaries are often ritually transgressed in carnival. These permeable 

boundaries are seen throughout the history of Krsnaism and of the bhakti 

movements.

Moreover, it is not known what would have constituted the nature of'high ' 

and 'low' culture in Dayaram's time and what was the interaction between them. It

51 See Bakhtin 1968: 465-73 on the emergence o f  vernacular literatures in Europe.
52Scc Ginzburg 1980 :xii.
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may be assumed that the high culture was Brahminical or Banian throughout 

Gujarat with a courtly culture in the princely states. However, the major courts, that 

is those of Ahmadabad and of Baroda, were seats not of Gujarati culture, but of 

Persian and Marathi-Sanskrit culture respectively.

A further problem is that there is no study of popular culture in the time of 

Dayaram. Historical work on this period in Gujarat is mostly the old-fashioned 

type of political-economic gazetteer-type history53 rather than modem social history 

which would look at the Braudelian 'longue duree', and at the history of'the people'. 

Although some social history of the time is available, 54 there is no information of 

the popular history of this period which does not assume a timeless continuation of 

the life of the people.

There are great problems in recovering a study of popular culture. One of 

the most basic is that the people cannot speak for themselves-being illiterate they do 

not have their own documents. Two main approaches can be followed. One is that 

of the Annales historians who recover the life of the people from official 

documents. The other is that of Bakhtin which is to use a 'high' text, such as that of 

Rabelais. Bakhtin justifies his study of carnival by asserting that through looking at 

Rabelais alone, he has been able:

to show  the oneness and meaning o f  folk humor, its general ideological, 
philosophical and aesthetic essence. The problem can be solved  best o f  all 
w ith the help o f  concrete material in w hich folk tradition is co llected , 
concentrated, and artistically rendered at its highest level...In his [Rabelais's] 
creative world the inner oneness o f  all the heterogenous elem ents em erges 
with extraordinary clarity.'55

Ginzburg applauds this approach of Bakhtin's in his

...lively  and fundamental book on the relations between R abelais and the 
popular culture o f  his day. Merc it is suggested that Gargantua or Pantagmel, 
books that perhaps no peasant ever read, teach us more about peasant culture 
than the A lm anack dcs bcrgcrs, w hich must have circulated w idely  in the 
French countryside.5^

53As in the gazetteers them selves, F.lphinstonc, Forbes, Commissariat, Kamerkar. Majumdar's work 
is not a scholarly history.
54W illiams 1984 describes social conditions at the time o f  Svaminarayan.
55Bakhtin 1968:58.
5<5Ginzburg 1980 :xvi.
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However, he suggests that this approach be used with great caution:

But the principal Tailing in Bakhtin's fine book is probably som ething else.
The protagonists o f  popular culture w hom  he has tried to describe, the 
peasants and the artisans, speak to us almost exclusively through the works o f  
Rabelais. The very wealth o f  research possibilities indicated by Bakhtin  
makes us wish for a direct study o f  lower-class society free o f  intermediaries.
But for reasons already mentioned, it is extrem ely difficult in this area o f  
scholarship to find a direct rather than an indirect method o f  approach.57

Dayaram him self was an educated and well-travelled Brahm in and a 

confirmed member of the elite Pustimarga sect. In Dayaram's lifetime, Dabhoi was 

a frontier town secured against mountain bandits and a resting place for pilgrims on 

then’ way to Chandod on the Narmada. It was ruled by the Maratha Gaekwad from 

the early eighteenth century, although the British became paramount in the area in 

the later part of the century. James Forbes ,58 the Collector there from 1780-3, 

described the town in his memoirs. Forbes still features in modern Gujarati 

literature as a lover of Gujarati culture and his name must have been well-known in 

Dayaram's time. However, the impact of the British on Dabhoi in Dayaram's time 

has never been studied and there is no record of a meeting between Dayaram and 

Forbes.

It is interesting then that Dayaram's hagiography59 has many camivalesque 

features, such as his use of laughter against the official, the spirit of joy  and delight 

in the body etc. This tension makes him out to be a liminal person, high caste yet 

living with a low-caste woman; on intimate terms with leaders of the sect, yet 

known as a rebel; neither rich nor poor. One cannot help but notice broad 

similarities with Rabelais himself: a scholar-monk with a doctorate in medicine who 

wrote 'popular' works.

Dayaram's poems are closely linked to Braj Krsnaite literature, in contents 

and in form (at least with the padas). However, it is clear that his poems are also 

closely connected to a specifically Gujarati form of literature, that of the garabi and

57Ginzburg 1980 :xvii.
58To be distinguished from Alexander Kinloch Forbes, founder o f the Gujarat Vernacular Society.
59Sce2.1  above.
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garabo. There is no full history of these forms, but in 3.3 above their origins in a 

folk genre were traced. More significant is Dayaram's use of the Gujarati language 

in writing his lyrics. It is likely that the Gujarati language had low status in the sect 

then as now, with Braj and Sanskrit being the official languages. Dayaram himself 

sometimes used Braj for his other texts and his Gujarati texts even now have a 

marginal position in the sect.

After Dayaram, Gujarati literature entered a new form of romantic, private 

literature , 60 and folk forms were excluded from the new high art. Poetry saw a 

revival of Sanslcritic metrical forms and the Gujarati vocabulary was heavily and 

deliberately Sanslcritised. In some public spheres the 'high' form of Brahminical 

religion was dislodged by the 'high' form o f a more secular humanism, with 

rationalism and neo-classicism being emphasised. This new serious 'high1 world 

was privatised and individualised, with life's basic functions (sex, eating, drinking 

defecation etc.) transferred to private and psychological levels, while the folk world 

became marginalised. Cultural changes in Gujarat in the nineteenth century led to a 

further separation of high and low cultures, so there could never be another poet 

like Dayaram who could blend the two successfully. The camivalesque taken out 

of its popular context becomes trivial. This may be why the term 'sweet' becomes 

over-used by the Gujarati critical tradition in its appreciation of Dayaram (see 2.3 

above), as it fails to find a new way of describing the virtues of his lyrics.

Although laughter is universal it is also determined by specific factors such 

as history, and culture. Just as madness is always culturally specific, not only in the 

definition of what it is, but also in the behaviour of the mad, so in carnival the rules 

which are inverted are the rules of that culture and so care must be taken when 

applying a western, historically specific model to another culture and another

60Scc 2.3 above.
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history. There is no study of humour in Gujarati literature, but it seems that none of 

Dayaram's predecessors used the camivalesque mode; Akho used bitter satire and 

Premanand tends towards parody and burlesque. Although Siegel 1987 makes an 

excellent study of humour in Sanskrit literature, this is the 'highest' form of literature 

in pre-colonial India and he makes very limited use of non-high forms in vernacular 

literature.

This chapter has raised a number o f issues which need to be examined in 

order to illuminate further Dayaram's lyrics, such as a study of high and low 

culture, and of folk humour. Taking Bakhtin as a starting point this chapter has 

attempted to put Dayaram's lyrics into a theoretical framework, to identify the 

meeting point of literary traditions and to show that by continuing to exploit the 

tension between high and low in the worship of Krsna, Dayaram has voiced the 

ideology, the philosophy and the aesthetics of the cult of Krsna. Bakhtin's concept 

of the camivalesque allows the playfulness, laughter and sweetness (providers of 

eroticism) in Dayaram's poetry to be revealed .61 These elements have been lost to 

the critical tradition of Gujarat (except in the life of Dayaram which was allowed to 

retain some of these features) and was not of interest to the Indologists.

The aims of future readings of Dayaram would be as follows if one were to 

substitute 'Dayaram1 for 'Rabelais':

However, w hile using Rabelais' work for the understanding o f  this culture, 
w e do not w ish to transform him merely into a means for attaining a goal 
outside the sphere o f  his writings. On the contrary, w e are convinced that 
only thanks to this method or research can w e discover the true Rabelais, to 
show, as it were, Rabelais within Rabelais. Up to now he had been merely 
modernized: he has been read through the eyes o f  the new age, and mostly 
through the eyes o f  the nineteenth century w hich were the most shortsighted 
in this respect. Only that part o f  his work w as read w hich was the least 
important for him and for his contem poraries and w hich, objectively  
speaking, was the least essential. Rabelais's exceptional charm, which w e all 
feel, remains unexplained to date. To explain it, it is first o f  all necessary to 
understand his peculiar language, that is, the language o f  the culture o f  folk 
humor.62

61 Siegel 1987:171-7 studies the function o f  play in the Krsna cull.
62Bakhtin 1968:58.
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Accepting Entwistle's argument that there are many elements of the pastoral 

in the Krsna cult, one may expect that out of the various chronotopes outlined by 

Bakhtin, the chronotope of Dayaram's lyrics would be closest to the idyllic 

chronotope.1 Bakhtin distinguishes several sub-types of this chronotope, including 

those o f the love idyll and the family idyll, and within these types he outlines further 

variations based on the predominance of realistic or of metaphorical treatment of 

motifs, on the emphasis on pure narration, and so on. The three distinctive features 

of this chronotope are unity of place, unity of human life with nature and certain 

limited themes (love, birth, death, marriage, work, food and drink). These are 

usually presented in a sublimated form, especially in the case of sexuality.

Dayaram's lyrics2 show the three essential characteristics o f the idyllic 

chronotope, although with some qualifications. There is unity of place in that all the 

lyrics are located firmly in the sacred land of Braj, with little mention of the outside 

world, except in the lyrics of the sufferings caused by viraha which arise after 

Krsna's departure for Mathura. The Gopis and Gopas are closely tied to this land 

through residence and labour, and this tie is reinforced by the frequent use of place 

in epithets, such as Vrajanarl, Vrajaraya etc. Human life is linked closely with 

nature as is seen clearly in the images and themes, and this is seen at its strongest in 

the masa and tithi lyrics. The themes of these lyrics are limited to life's essential 

realities, with love, especially sexual love, as the dominant theme. Death is the only 

one of Bakhtin's main categories which is found only m arginally3unless one 

interprets viraha as a sublimation of death.

B ak h tin  1981:224-36.
2 As in the previous chapter, the discussion focuses on the garabo/garabi type.
3 See the discussion o f  death above in 5.3.
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Traces of other types of idyll outlined by Bakhtin are also present, such as 

the family idyll, seen in the balllla lyrics. When Krsna leaves for M athura, he 

shatters this self-contained idyllic world, but the audience knows that he will again 

experience family life when he is reunited with his natural parents in Mathura, and 

that he will later experience love, marriage and children as king o f Dwarka. There 

are also traces o f the agricultural idyll. Although the labour itse lf is barely 

mentioned, the products o f this labour are of great importance here as elsewhere in 

the Krsna cult, notably as milk and milk products and the offerings made at the 

annakuta festival.

6.1 The 'generic' chronotope

Bakhtin argues that literary genres should be seen not as a hierarchy of 

devices but formed from a cluster of features which include the chronotope, 

heteroglossia, polyphony and carnival. Of these, the chronotope is the central 

concept within the literary genre.4 Genre is a formal entity, a complex of themes, 

forms and interpretive conventions, and also a sociohistorical entity, a way of 

visualising the world.5 It is a building block with its own meanings, potential and 

memory. Bakhtin argues that genres do not wear out, but are made obsolete by new 

ways o f seeing the world.

The generic chronotope of Dayaram's lyric is quasi-idyllic, and is permeated 

with the spirit of the carnival. In Dayaram's lyrics, the whole space is the land of 

Braj which has religious significance and is irreplaceable as the location for the 

action. The utopian aspects of the idyll require that it is remote in either place or 

time, hence Dayaram enters the world of Braj rather than bring Krsna into his 

world. Place is strictly delimited to the sacred world of Braj, outside of which none

4Todorov 1984:83.
5Todorov 1984:80-93.
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of this divine lila may occur. The domains of the private, semi-private and public 

are locations for specific forms of action: the cosmic is reduced to the human; 

ultimate union takes place in the most private and enclosed spaces o f all. Meetings 

with God take place in the public spaces of the road and the ghats of the river and 

are associated with motifs of food and drink, the milk products and water described 

above in Chapter 5.

In Dayaram's lyrics, time is non-historical and biographical time is limited to 

youth. There is no sense of evolution, but a focus on coexistence and interaction, 

encounters and discussion. The characters do not develop, they are only revealed in 

a truer form; and dialogue is aimed not at communicating but at revealing truths. 

This is rather like the Vaisnava view of the world,6 where nothing is created or 

destroyed, but change occurs due to certain qualities being manifested (avirbhuta) or 

concealed ( tirobhuta). Indeed, chronotope in Dayaram replaces the plot. Krsna is 

who he is for all time, he is not made by a plot nor defined by his role in the lyrics 

in the way that a novelistic hero is. Instead, he is depicted as playing his eternal lila 

in the sacred land of Braj.

An im portant issue to be considered in discussing the chronotopes of 

Dayaram 's lyrics is the PustimargI distinction between two main divisions of 

existence, the laukika ('worldly), and the alaukika fnon-worldly'). This means that 

devotees believe that the historical view of Braj, i.e. that Krsna's lilas took place in 

Braj in historical or mythological time, is laukika, whereas the alaukika view is that 

the lila is actually still taking place there, being eternal and outside of time. In 

addition to this basic distinction, the PustimargI philosophy argues that there are 

three attitudes underlying any observation of the universe. These are seeing things 

as adhibhautika  ('material') - a laukika  view, or as adhyatm ika  ('spiritual') or 

adhidaivika ('divine'), both of which are alaukika attitudes.7

6 See 2.2 above.
7 See Barz 1976:10-5 for detailed discussion o f  these tenns.
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Hierarchy is removed by the idyllic chronotope through the spirit o f the 

carnival, and the audience is brought into the world of Krsna through laughter and 

familiarity and the dramatic presentation of the dialogue. The human person is seen 

as subservient to God, but human and divine exist in a relationship o f mutual 

dependency within the idyllic world, while only God may exist outside it. The 

lyrics refer to everyday human activities (milking, going to market) and there are 

few references to Krsna's miracles, but Krsna's activities allow no one to remain in 

the mundane world. Not always invited, he intrudes on everyone’s life and removes 

choice. The irony is that Krsna himself remains beyond chronotopic analysis. But 

since reading is a chronotopic activity, for us twentieth-century academics, he must 

pass through 'the gates of the chronotope.’

6 .2  Space and place

A striking feature of Dayaram's lyrics is the explicit locating o f the dramatic 

action. Nearly every lyric contains references to place and it is clear that these 

spaces are associated with specific values, actions and people.

Braj is the sacred land of Krsna and it is within Braj that all the action takes 

place. Entwistle 1987 explores exhaustively the geography and history of Braj and 

its significance in the Krsna cult, in myth and as a place of pilgrimage. In 

mythological and historical time, this area is important in the life o f Krsna as the 

place where he spent his childhood, between his birth in M athura and his later 

return to this town. It was in Braj that he lived as the pastoral Krsna, Krsna- 

Gopala, his most popular devotional form, hence it is the major location for the 

dramatic action of the lyrics. In the alaukika view, Braj is the site of the eternal lila, 

and is a paradise superior to any other.

Dayaram describes Braj at some length in 131 V ra ja m a h im a , 143 

Vrmdavanamam, and 162 Vraja vahalum  re/ Although Braj is self-contained, 

Mathura is heard about secondhand, mostly in the lyrics of viraha; also the road on
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which the danffla occurs seems to be the road from Braj to Mathura.8 Within Braj 

there seems to be little contrast between the settled areas (Gokul, Barasana) and the 

wild areas (the forest, the river), the important division being that between private 

and public spaces. Public space includes the forest of Vrindavan, the river and its 

ghats, and the road. Private space may be in the settled area, mainly within the 

Gopis' houses, which may in turn be subdivided into semi-private space (the 

courtyard) and fully private space (the Gopis' inner rooms), or in the open areas, 

notably the bowers of the forest.

The images and activities that occur in Braj create a rural and pastoral 

atmosphere. The Gopis are gatnara 'rustic' (2.1) and their recollection of their time 

with Krsna suggests an idyllic and innocent happiness:

ame Samajiyanl samge ramatam,
Vrajvanavanamampiimthala bhamatam,
amo bhelam beslne bhojana jamatam.
W e u sed  to p lay  w ith  Jsamajiyo,
W e w andered  a lon g  behind him  in every  forest o f  Vraja,
W e u sed  to sit together and eat. (6 .6 )

The close association between the Gopis and the land is shown in their 

epithets, Vrajanan etc, Krsna is also associated with the land through his epithets 

(Vrajaraya etc.), but this is just the major disguise that he adopts throughout the 

lyrics, for he belongs to the royal family of Mathura and is the future king of 

Dwarka. There is no sense of his being an outsider, for any such acknowledgement 

would disturb the idyllic atmosphere. Real outsiders from Mathura, such as Akrura 

and Uddhava, are seen as disruptive to this world. This is typical of Bakhtin's 

chronotope: 'In the idyll, as a rule, there were no heroes alien to the idyllic world.'9 

Even within Braj, Krsna to some extent maintains his royal status in that his 

adoptive family is also royal. YaSoda is VrajaranI and Krsna continues to follow a 

royal lifestyle in Braj, wandering at leisure and dressed in royal garments.10 This is

8 Hawley 1983b:281.
9 Bakhtin 1981:231.
10See Enlwistle 1991:87-8.
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made explicit in 70 Ruda diso cho raje&vara where Krsna is described as dressed in

gold and garlanded with roses, in keeping with his role within the Pustimarga

where he has royal status (see 2.2 above). After his return to Mathura, when he

removes his mask and is revealed as royal, the Gopis do not make any comment

about his change in status, but only indicate that they are inferior to the kind of

woman he may meet in Mathura:

Vhalajlne kahejo rakhe dara rakhe, Gokuja gamara gopanTsfsti, 
ranijlne ojhala padade amhe rakhlga jema nahi lage drsta. mukhuduni.
T e ll  V h a la  le s t  h e  is afraid , that G ok u la  is the w o r ld  o f  th e  ru stic  
G op as,
I shall k eep  the harem  in purdah for the q u een , so  that no on e's g la n c e  
sh all fall on  her. (2 .1 )

As this verse points out, this is the world of the cowherd. There is irony in 

the fact that the dramatis personae of these lyrics are limited in such a way as to 

make the cowherds insignificant. The major division between the characters in 

these lyrics is between those who have voices and those who do not. The only 

male character who has a voice in Braj is Krsna himself. Although Dayaram 

includes himself in the last verse, he does this in the position of a woman, where he 

calls Krsna ’Daya's beloved,' etc. Krsna never speaks to any male character, 

although the Gopis address Uddhava and Akrura. These two men are conquered 

verbally by the Gopis; the only other male character who appears other than in an 

epithet (as do the fathers of Krsna and Radha) is Kamsa, who is conquered 

physically by Krsna. The Gopis themselves have already been conquered by the 

glances and words of Krsna. It appears that the female gender must be adopted as a 

means of being approached by Krsna.

All the women in Braj are Gopis, only four of whom have any separate 

identity. Ya£oda as his mother is an ideal of motherhood, Radha as his lover is an 

ideal of beauty and Lalita as his go-between has a rather strange role in seeming to 

be a m a £ i ('auntie') figure, who loves K rsna in a m aternal way (see 91 

Premasamadhi and 92 Ladali lavum), although there is no indication of her age in
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the lyrics. Putana is mentioned once in passing (11.13), where she is called m asl 

marl Putana 'my auntie Putana', with no reference to her being a demoness.

M athura appears only offstage, mostly in poems of viraha. The values 

associated with it are nearly all negative, and the people associated with it (Kamsa, 

Uddhava, Akrura, Kubja) are not allowed to speak. These negative attitudes do not 

derive entirely from its urban nature (for the contrast between rural and urban is not 

simply polarised into good and bad, as is seen in Krsna's epithet nagara 'urbane' and 

the fact that he is really from Mathura), but because it lies outside the idyllic world. 

This world is taken as being complete and self-sufficient. Departure from the land 

means leaving the whole culture and, although Krsna is still alive, he is as if dead to 

the Gopis and their idyllic world.

The settled areas o f Braj, usually Gokul, Krsna's village, are mentioned only 

when referring to the community.

ghell tharl chum sau gamamam,
citta comtatiun nathf gharakamamam.
I am  v iew ed  as m ad in the w h o le  v illage ,
M y  th oughts don't s ta y  on h ou seh o ld  chores. (1 .5 )

Barasana, Radha's village, is mentioned only in connection with her 'marriage' to 

Krsna (10 Radhanam vakhana), when it is essential that the bride and groom come 

from different villages. Govardhan hill is mentioned infrequently: it is mentioned in 

praise of Vrindavan (143.2), otherwise (e.g. 11.6) only in the context of Krsna's 

going there to play the flute. No connection is drawn with his heroic exploit of 

lifting the mountain, although his epithets relating to this are found frequently (such 

as Girivaradhan in 126 Kamanagarl tari vamsall! etc.). This area is the scene for the 

overthrow of Indra's power, whereas Krsna establishes his authority over other 

deities in V rindavan, nam ely Devi (113 K a tya ya n lvra ta )  and Siva (130 

Mohinisvarupano garabo).
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There is some dispute as to the precise extent of V rindavan.11 The classic 

notions o f the area are of the forest, river, and hill rather than the specific village 

where Nanda's encampment moved after leaving Gokul. In Dayaram's lyrics, it 

seems that the encampment was still in Gokul and that Vrindavan is used to refer to 

the forest area.

In classical Indian literature the forest is seen as a place for austerities,

notably in the third of the four agramas ('stages of life'), the vanaprastha aSrama (lit.

'the forest-dwelling stage of life'). It is important in Vedic texts such as the

Aranyakas (lit.' forest books') as a place for living outside human habitation, usually

for practising religious austerities. In the Krsnalila the main importance of the

forest is as the place for romantic encounters:

je  dahade malya'ta Vrmdavanamam, 
te dahadani talavelitanamam.
T h e day that w e  m et in V rm davana,
T h e  im p atien ce  o f  that day is in m y  body. (1 .2 )

and for dance (94.5) in particular the autumnal rasa (11 Rasamamdalane dargane, 61

Rasalila). Perhaps the mention of the forest brings to mind the idea o f tapas which

is made irrelevant in the Krsna cult as a means o f approaching God, being

surpassed by devotion arising from the play of Krsna.12

The river Yamuna is of special importance in the Pustimarga as a goddess in

her own right and she is depicted on paintings as one of the tin ratna ('three jewels')

o f the sect, along with Vallabhacarya and Sri NathjI. As it runs through the forest,

the river is associated with love and romance;

a jone, bheni! Jamunajine ghate, Mohana mem dithahata madharate, 
mithi morali vagadi Dinanathe.
Just look , dear sister! O n the banks o f  the Y am una, I sa w  M o h a n a  at 
m idnight,
D inanatha p layed  the flute sw eetly . (7 8 .7 )

So too is the Bamslbata, the tree on the bank where Krsna summons the Gopis to 

the rasa at twilight (43 Bam sibatane coka, 99 Kahuni eka vata, 108 M ith o

n See Snell [1996],
12See Siegel 1990:203.
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mohanavara). However, a visit to the ghat to collect water is associated with 

encounter, confrontation and mischief:

panaghata upara palava sahe che e te kyamno nya?
A t th e  p la c e  for  g e tt in g  w a ter  he c a tc h e s  the sk irts, w h a t sort o f  
b eh aviou r is that? (1 1 .2 )

as is the road13 where Krsna makes the Gopis play the danllla (15 KahanagopI, 65

Mahiyanne etc.).

Private space is subdivided into domestic and into external private space. In

the balllla, Yasoda's house is secure, an abode of joy, full of maternal love with the

father figure absent (61 Rasalila, 62 Harinf balaliL% 115 Paranum), while the other

Gopis' houses are locations for Krsna's butter stealing (62 Harini balaffla). When

Krsna is older, the other Gopis' houses are mentioned as scenes o f conflict, whether

internal (1.8) or with their in-laws:

sasarlamam sasujl thapako ale, nanadi man bolebole ghanum baje, 
mare mara Prabhujl vina nava cale!
In m y  in -la w s' p la ce , m y  m o th er -in -la w  te lls  m e o ff , m y  husband's  
sister  in flam es m e greatly w ith  her talk,
E veryth in g  is w ron g  w ithout m y  Prabhu! (7 8 .5 )

The inner private space of the Gopis' own rooms is the scene for nocturnal

lovemaking with Krsna (40 AvonImareghera manava, 57 Mahole padha.ro):

avonlmare gbera manava ho jiRaja! avo mare ghera manava.
C om e to m y  h ou se  to en joy  y ou rse lf, 0  Raja!

premarasa pyalo teplvanepava, jobanaturme palanava.
T o be g iv en  the cup o f  the rasa o f  lo v e  to drink, to m ount th e  steed  o f  
youth.

padatlrate padharajo Pritama! kof nathi bethum janava.
C o m e  as n igh t is fa llin g , Pritam a! N o  on e w ill be th ere  to k n o w .
(4 0 .R -2 )

The other great scene for the romantic encounter is the bower (nikum ja)j4 

an area into which the audience never enters, but which remains 'offstage'. It is 

mentioned mainly in the closing verses as the area to which the divine couple go for 

lovemaldng:

13See 6.4 below,
14See Snell [1996] for an examination o f  the bower m otif in other Krsnaite sects.
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Lalitae laimeknyam nikimijamam re lola, 
rasabharyam ramadyam ratiramga.
L alita took  them  and jo in ed  them  in a bow er,
T h ey  en joyed  lovesp orts fu ll o f  rasa. (2 5 .1 0 )

6 .3  T im e

The idyll usually shows a weakened sense of folklonc time. In Krsnaite 

poetry, one may expect that time would be further weakened by the lack o f any 

historical dimension and by the brief duration of many of the lyrics. However, an 

analysis of Dayaram's lyrics shows the situation to be rather complicated. Aspects 

of time include:

1 cosmic time

2 cyclical time

3 biographical time 

Each of these may show

i points of time

ii sequence

iii duration

iv speed

Krsna's lila is eternal and constant. This is achieved in part through the texts 

as a corpus. Within the coipus, there is little sequence of events, although cyclical 

and cosmic time must remain within their bounds. The emphasis is on repeated 

time, as throughout the coipus events happen again and again although there is no 

reference to the repetition. The poems may be given in any order, because the 

audience is expected to know the narrative events in advance of these presentations 

of the events. This is rather like the performance of an episode from epic, which 

may begin or end at any point in the narrative for the same reason, unlike a 'new' 

story, where the audience has no prior knowledge. However, the repetition of 

similar themes gives a sense of duration across the coipus.
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The traditional Indian view of time is cyclical, with a regular descent in four 

ages from the satya yuga  to the kali yuga. As the supreme deity, Krsna stands 

outside time, but he appears in this specific avatara at the end o f the third period 

(dvapara yuga).

This cosmic time is barely described in these lyrics, but may be represented 

in Dayaram's lyrics as 'human' time, in the cycles of the years and day and night. 

Cyclicity is particularly marked in the lyrics of viraha which measure time in either 

tithis of the lunar month (58 Tithio: agama premapamtha, 59 Tithio: madhupaduta) 

or months in the lunar year (60 Masa: Radhaviraha, 114 Masa: puro a£af). Specific 

dates of the lunar calendar are mentioned, such as HolI(9 Mujane ada§o m a /, 123 

Holme tane) for camivalesque merrymaking, garadpumima for the rasa, and the day 

of the Katyayani vrata for the vastraharanlila. Times of day feature, with the action 

frequently occuring at the liminal time of twilight (108 Mitho mohanavara), the time 

when Krsna summons the Gopis to dance and to make love. Lovemaking in the 

Gopis1 rooms always takes place at night, but this is usually only referred to rather 

than described.

Biographical time features largely, although in an incomplete and frozen 

form. 'Time is suspended, the moment of the wedding is eternal and the bride and 

groom are forever young.'15 Biographical time is separated into four main areas, the 

baby Krsna, the infant Krsna, the child-man Krsna and the pubescent Krsna whose 

departure for Mathura is also an important spatial marker. Krsna is portrayed as a 

child in the few ballila lyrics (62 Harinl bajalila, 63 G oploni phariyada , 115 

Paranum), but is seen mostly on the threshold between childhood and puberty (e.g. 

34 Joine calo). The ages o f Krsna are associated with particular emotions. The 

love of the child brings happiness in the form of vatsalya bhava; the love of Krsna 

the child-man brings a range of emotions, from jealousy and anger to erotic love, 

joy, longing and pain. His leaving this idyllic world for Mathura suggests a rite of

15Entwistlc 1991:87.
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passage at the achievement of puberty, when the boy-man(-God) may no longer 

move freely in this world of women.

W ithin a poem, time is depicted in a variety o f ways. Apart from the 

counting of the days or months during viraha, where time is extended, the moment 

is brief. The dramatic presentation of the dialogue brings a strong sense of present 

time, and there are many references to the past and to the future. The closing verse, 

which is often narrative, rather than dramatic, brings the event into human rather 

than eternal time, with the mention of the author's name. The tenses used are mostly 

the simple present and the present indefinite with some use of the simple past.

6 .4  Chronotopic m otifs

In 4.3 above it was seen that although Bakhtin's study o f the chronotope 

focuses on the generic chronotope, he also introduces a different group of 

chronotopes. For the sake of clarity these may here be called chronotopic motifs, 

although a distinction between the types of chronotope is not made by Bakhtin 

himself. Several chronotopic motifs are recurrent in Dayaram and this section will 

focus on two, those of the road and Krsna's flute.

With the chronotopic m otif o f the road,16 spatial and temporal elements 

congeal. Time and space mix together and move down the road. The road crosses 

familiar territory, but the encounters on the road put everything in a different light. 

In Dayaram's lyrics, this chronotopic m otif usually involves chance encounters 

between Krsna and a Gopi. Usually, she is carrying out her work when Krsna 

appears to demand a bogus tax on her milk products (the danlila), as in 14 

MahiarJo. She then tells Krsna to get out of her way, but he then teases her (106 

Dahapana rakho jt). When the Gopi meets Krsna on the road, and he invites her to

16Sce Bakhtin 1981:243-5.
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Vrindavan, the only way she can go is under the pretext of selling yoghurt (94

Nam dakum vara gum n eh a).

The road is also used to symbolise Krsna’s finding of the Gopi. For

example in 21 Maramam gum dlthum?, Krsna follows the Gopi wherever she goes

in public. She says:

jyamjyam jatijane tyamtyam e ado avi dhumke; 
baheni! dayano pritama man keda nava muke.
W h erever  I g o  he has turned up on  m y path;
0  sister! T h e b e lo v ed  o f  D aya  d oes n ot get out o f  m y  w a y . (2 1 .5 )

Since the road is a public space, the Gopi may implore Krsna not to make trouble

on the road, while encouraging private meetings (82 Chamakalum nava kije).

Similar encounters are seen on the ghat when the Gopis go to collect water

(104 Gheli mune kidhi, 105 Panidam kema bharieT):

f heli mune kidhi Srinamdajina Namda! gheli mune kidhi. 
rTNamda's N am d a has m ade m e crazy, he has m ade m e crazy.

sakhi re! hum to Jamanajigai hatipanI 
tyam mem Namdakunivara ditho ne lobhani, 
epana mara amtarani vata gayo jani.
M y  friend, w h en  I had g o n e  to  the Jam ana for w ater,
1 sa w  N am dakum vara and I desired  him ,
B ut he realised  m y  inner feeling .

Vhalaji humpem vamki najaravadejoyum, 
saheli! marum tyare to adhika mana mohyuni, 
kalaja marum kutila katakse proyum.
W h en  V h alaji look ed  at m e w ith  a sid ew a y s g lan ce,
M y  friend, m y  m ind w as e x c e s s iv e ly  deluded ,
H e p ierced  m y  heart w ith  his crooked  sid ew a y s g lan ces (1 0 4 .R -2)

They usually involve persecution o f the Gopis by Krsna although sometimes he

may help them by carrying their water pots, an inversion of roles as God performs

the role o f the servant and as the man performs the woman's chore (21 Maramam

gum dlthum?). The symbolism of milk is weakened, as is his claim to tax on milk-

products, but the strong association with liquid remains.

This chronotopic m otif involves a high degree of the camivalesque: riddles

and puns in the dialogue, the disregard for the rule of Kamsa, the removal of

banders between men and women, and the association with milk and milk products.

The religious implications are clear: the chance encounter on the road is a symbol
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for the soul's encounter with the divine through the favour o f God,17 while the

camivalesque elements reinforce the Krsna cult. Another image o f the road as the

way to the divine is found in 164 Ni&cayana mahelamam, where the soul journeys

through a city looking for Krsna. In one of the mystical padas  (185 M anajI

musapharane), the journey is used as a metaphor for life whose destination is death.

In this context Krsna is mentioned as the collector of road tax, the only non-

camivalesque occurrence of this image.

The chronotopic m otif o f the flute is concerned with presence and absence.

In the strongly saguna  worship o f the Pustimarga it represents either Krsna's

invitation to the Gopis:

vena ma va£o mare amgane, varum chum Vhalama! va}iva}iho j l  re!
vena ma vaso mare amgane.
marl sasu kahe che, 'jao vahu! vena vagi/
ane deranijethanl vamkuni bhane. ho jlre!
D on't p lay your flute in m y  courtyard, I prohibit it, V halam a, aga in  and 
again!
D on't p lay  you r flu te  in m y courtyard.
M y  m oth er-in -law  says , 'G o, g irl, the flute sounded,'
A n d  m y  yo u n g er  and o ld er  sisters -in -la w  speak  crook ed ly . ( 2 9 .R )

Or it signals that Krsna is absent and so evokes viraha:

e vanamam jyare vage che, mune banasarikhi lage che, 
mune vrehanl vedana jage che.
W hen it sou n d s in the w o o d s, it strikes m e like arrow s,
It aw akens the pain o f  viraha in m e. (8 .2 )

The flute is heard mostly at twilight, and calls the Gopis to Krsna for a rasa

dance (61 Rasalila) or for a private encounter. The flute symbolises Krsna's

aesthetic qualities, with emphasis on his magic and power;

pahelavahellprlta amaSum kidhi 
moralimam ene va£a karl lldhi, 
gopi saime vihvala karl didhl.
First o f  all he m ade lo v e  w ith  us,
H e ensnared us in h is flute,
H e m ade all the G op is delirious. (6 .1 )

Here there is also a strong typical emphasis on sexual elements, reinforced perhaps

by the shape of the flute or by its strong oral associations.

17Krsna’s anugrafia, see 2.2.
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The flute is almost antichronotopic in that it is not confined to place or time. 

It sounds night and day:

sakhi! mune vikala karl che enl vamsajfe re; 
khubf enlkhasatinathi niiabhora re.
Friend! his flute has m ade m e distracted,
It d o es  not g o  very  far aw ay  day or n ight. (2 4 .6 )

When Krsna calls the Gopis to the raslila, time stops altogether:

Jamananira cale nahlm re, mrgane mana moha thaya;
parnkhi mafamam mahale nahim re, nada suiilna rahevaya! vage.
T h e w a ter  o f  the Jam ana d o es  not m o v e , the deer's m in d s are 
enchanted;
T h e birds do n ot m o v e  in their n ests, h earin g  the so u n d , no o n e  can  
contain  h im self. (61 .3 )

Although the flute sits on the lip of Krsna, it reaches the Gopis' hearts and it

resounds in the sky:

tuja adliara upara e vaje che 
sun I amtara marum dajhe che, 
eno £abda gaganamam gaje che.
It sou n d s on  y o u r  lo w er  lip,
H av in g  heard it m y inside burns w ith  jea lo u sy ,
Its sou n d  resou n d s in  the sky . (8 .1 )

On hearing it, everyone is enchanted and unable to concentrate on anything else. In

61 Raslila , the Gopis abandon their children, Siva gives up his meditation and

everything in nature stands still. The sound reaches the Gopis wherever they are,

often in their own homes engaged in mundane domestic tasks, which they abandon

in their excitement. This ultimately leads to their breaking the normal rules of

society as they run out to find Krsna. Not only does it pervade the private space of

their homes, but it also reaches into their bodies, piercing their hearts. It also

removes differences between the individual Gopis:

eka samaya vanamam gay a Hari, Mohana val vamtfa, 
vene vinidhl govajani, ene hanne lldha am$a.
O nce Hari w en t to the w o o d s, M ohana p layed  the flute,
Its sou n d  p ierced  the G opis, it took  a w a y  their parts (i.e . th ey  b eca m e  
as o n e  w ith  K rsna). (1 1 .1 )

W hen the flute is personified as Murall (26 M anltl vamsaladlne, 27 

Vamsaladlna varnka, 28 Vamsaladino uttara), she is the only woman who has 

performed tapas, as a result of which she has reached a position of staying with 

Krsna at all times and being touched by his lips. However, she cannot achieve the
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total union that the Gopis have, although, unlike her, they have to suffer separation 

from Krsna.

A dominant theme of these two chronotopic motifs is that of transgression. 

Transgression is a major feature of all Dayaram's lyrics. All boundaries, apart from 

time and place, are at risk. It is not clear who is divine and who is human; whether 

Krsna is a child or is sexually mature; whether he is a cowherd or a prince. In 

particular, gender is questioned: Krsna him self dresses as a woman (53 Pyarlne 

manava, 102 Mara raja, 130 Mohimsvarupano garabo), and throughout the lyrics 

Dayaram seems to appears in the chapa as female. The reason for this transgression 

is that Krsna cannot be confined within any boundary. Just as he is beyond space 

and time as ways of understanding reality, so he is beyond any means of 

understanding other than the approach followed by the Gopis. W ithin these 

chronotopic motifs, as in the attitude of the Gopis, elements enter into dialogic 

relations to leave a state not of either/or, but both/and.

6.5 The chronotopes o f the author and of the reader

Works have inner chronotopes (the generic chronotope and the chronotopic 

motifs), but they also have external chronotopes which concern the author and the 

reader, both of whose activities occur in a specific time and place. Bakhtin himself 

wrote little about these,18 although he discusses the problem of creativity at some 

length.19

There are two major issues to consider in the chronotope of the author. The 

first is the distinction between the constructed image of author as creator (who 

exists only while producing the text) and the image of author as person. The 

meaning of a text does not lie with the author as a person who is already outside the

18Bakhtin 1981: 252-7, in the 1973 supplement to his essay on the chronotope.
19Bakhtin 1990.
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text. The narrated event is completed, but the telling is not. There can be no 

identification between the created world which can be finalised, and the world of the 

author which cannot. In Dayaram's case this problem is further complicated since it 

involves the depiction o f an eternal and divine world. This world is outside reality 

by virtue of its divinity, and so is beyond the author's world.

The second issue is the author's position in the text. This concerns issues of 

polyphony and o f translinguistics.20 Dayaram does not stand in relation to the 

characters o f his texts as a novelist to his characters, because here the hero is God 

and his actions are known. Here the author is subservient to his hero, and he seeks 

to identify him self in the chapa with his heroines, the Gopis. The implications of 

these relationships are important, but are beyond the scope of the present analysis.

In recent years the role of the 'reader'21 has been reevaluated in theories of 

literature. Two ways of 'reading' Krsnaite literature, the Indian approaches to 

Dayaram outlined in Chapter 2 and the Indologists' approach described in Chapter 

1, do not question the issues involved.

Bakhtin warns against falling into the traps of naive biographism by trying 

to give up one's outsideness through attempting to identify with the author and his 

contemporaries, or of naive reader reception by trying to modernise and distort the 

meanings of the texts by reducing the author's activities and seeing one's own 

chronotope. These are fruitless and impossible tasks. Instead he argues that a 

process of'creative reading'22 should be deployed in reading texts.

Creative reading means that works m ust be situated in time. In his 

'Response to a question from N ovy MilJ,23 Bakhtin argues that literature must be 

incorporated into an understanding of time. He argues that 'great time' is necessary 

for creating the right situation for the work to be produced and for allowing its life

20Sce 4.3 above.
21IIere it is 'oral literature’ that is under discussion.
22Morson and Emerson 1990:427-9.
^B akhtin  1986:1-9.
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in subsequent centuries to become more rich than in its own lifetime. 'Everything 

that belongs only to the present dies along with the present'. Texts grow in meaning 

through the realisation of inherent potential meanings.

Dayaram draws on previous genres and literary trends to achieve his own 

writings. As with all writers, he created new potential meanings even if  he was 

unaware of them himself. In the critical traditions of the nineteenth century his 

works were either discarded as medieval, or modernised and distorted through the 

attempt to view them through the Romantic prism. It is now clear that his lyrics 

contained meanings beyond these interpretations, that they represent a world view 

which has become marginalised, but which can be not only restored but also 

developed, as the ideas of the nineteenth century are themselves questioned as we 

stand on the verge of the twenty-first century.

It was noted above that Bakhtin was aware that perceptions of an author's 

works change in time (just as today's Shakespeare is not the Elizabethan 

Shakespeare) and in place (the Indian Shakespeare is different from the English 

Shakespeare). Texts are always in production and the reader must enter into 

dialogue with them. Great works contain potentials whose meanings may not have 

been open to the author or his contemporaries, but may becom e clear in the 

chronotope of later readers. However, there are more complex issues of reading 

texts remote in time and place, given transformations of mentalite in time and in the 

post-colonial situation. Bakhtin did not see this as a problem , although he 

understood the complexities, but viewed it rather as a positive advantage:

Creative understanding does not renounce itself, its own place in time, its own  
culture; and it forgets nothing. In order to understand, it is im m ensely  
important for the person who understands to be located  outside  the object o f  
his or her creative understanding - in time, in space, in culture. ...

In the realm o f  culture, ou tsid en ess is a m ost pow erfu l factor in 
understanding. It is only in the eyes o f  another culture that foreign culture 
reveals itself fully and profoundly (but not maximally fully, because there will 
be cultures that see and understand even more). A  meaning only reveals its 
depths once it has encountered and com e into contact with another, foreign  
meaning: they engage in a kind o f  dialogue, w hich surmounts the closedness  
and one-sidedncss o f  these particular meanings, these cultures. W e raise new  
questions for a foreign culture, ones that it did not raise itself; w e seek
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answers to our own questions in it; and the foreign culture responds to us by 
revealing to us its new aspects and new semantic depths. Without one's ow n  
questions one cannot creatively understand anything other or foreign (but, o f  
course, the questions must be serious and sincere). Such a dialogic encounter 
o f  two cultures does not result in merging or m ixing. Each retains its own  
unity and open totality, but they arc mutually enriched.24

The chronotopes o f the Gujarati critical approaches to Dayaram outlined 

above in Chapter 2 need to be examined. W ithin this criticism the biographical 

image is accorded great importance. Many biographies show something similar to 

adventure chronotopes as Dayaram moves through space with little emphasis on 

time. A Romantic view of creativity is also presented, in that Dayaram is seen to 

have written his lyrics spontaneously as reactions to specific events in his life. 

Great emphasis is given to Dayaram 's individuality and eccentric behaviour. 

Throughout these critical works there is total identification of the author as creator 

with the author as person, an identification which is reinforced by Dayaram's own 

positioning o f him self within his lyrics where Krsna is identified as 'Daya's 

beloved' etc.

Some of the criticism25 links the lyrics into an overarching prose narrative 

which repeats the narratives o f the Krsnalfla. This may be the result o f the 

European privileging of narrative in the nineteenth century which has led to the 

imposition of a superstructure of linear narrative on these pre-modem short lyrics.

6.6  Concluding remarks

In the above sections, it has been shown that Dayaram's poetry may be seen 

as having a quasi-idyllic chronotope, sharing many dom inant features with 

Bakhtin's idyllic chronotope and hence including many elements of pastoral, but it is 

seen to differ in its incorporation of elements of the cam ivalesque and, more 

importantly, in its divine implications.

24Bakhtin 1986:7.
25E.g. that o f  Dave 1967.
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Bakhtin's work on genre was directed towards defining his favourite genre, 

the novel. This study has looked at Dayaram's poetry as a corpus and at subsequent 

interpretations of his work and found prenovelistic forms o f carnival and 

prenovelistic chronotopes without which the Gujarati novel might never have been 

written. It was shown that this spirit of carnival had its roots in the Krsna cult. In 

the Pustimarga itself, although refinements have occurred, it has not lost its power. 

The chronotope of the Krsnaffla cannot change.

This chronotopic analysis shows how the sacred land of Braj and the eternal 

lila of Krsna are presented in literary texts, and gives a means of understanding the 

values and worldviews o f the genre. It has allowed an impersonal rather than 

subjective way of looking at the texts, while avoiding the extremes of mechanical, 

formalistic and depersonalised analysis on the one hand, and of the transcendental, 

inspirational Romantic model on the other. It has looked briefly at issues of 

intertextuality, focussing on the whole genre of Krsnaite poetry discussed in 

Chapter 1, and has touched briefly on heteroglossia, particularly the use of Gujarati 

in Krsnaite devotion.

Bakhtin's chronotope is purely historical, biographical and social, but here 

religious aspects have been examined as have the ways in w hich the non- 

chronotopic (i.e. the divine) may be depicted in literature and how a chronotopic 

analysis o f this literature shows the world view of the Vaisnava. Steps have been 

made towards a generic description of Krsnaite poetry; and the deployment of 

certain motifs, notably those of the road and of the flute, has been shown to be 

characteristic of Dayaram's lyrics. Dayaram's relation to the texts has been 

examined and he and the reader have been sited within the meaning of these texts.

After the 'longue duree' o f Vaisnavism, then the bbakti movements, then 

Braj Krsnaite literature and the subsequent slow evolution of Gujarati literature 

there was an abrupt change in the mid-nineteenth century. This is not ju st a 

question of literary influences, but also of extra-1 iterary factors in a shift in the 

whole way of seeing the world by a new elite class of intellectuals. Dayaram stands
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at the end of an era, on the edge of a change in literary forms. It has become clear 

that his chronotopic view of the world has led to problem s in subsequent 

understandings of his work. He is also liminal in his use of Gujarati, itself also 

marginal in the Krsnaite context. Bakhtin points out:

the most intense and productive life o f  culture hikes place on the boundaries 
o f  its individual areas and not in places where these areas have becom e  
enclosed in their own specificity.26

One of the issues that has been brought forward here is that the reader must 

not seek to return to Dayaram's own world to understand him (an impossibility in 

any case), nor to modernise and distort, but to see the potentials that are already 

there in his work. It has attempted to show the bhakti spirit in literature in the direct 

experience of God through humour, merging etc., while keeping the historical 

context. This may allow the reader to understand playfulness as part o f the 

Krsnaffla, to understand the later critics' Romantic view o f sweetness and to 

celebrate the corporeality of Krsnaism.

This incomplete application o f Bakhtin's ideas about carnival and the 

chronotope has much purchase towards giving a view of Dayaram in the history of 

Gujarati and of Krsnaite literature. The basis for analysis still has to be the 

scholastic approach, including the collection of extra-textual information and the 

analysis of the formal aspects o f the texts, such as form, metre, language. Future 

studies o f Dayaram will demand a lengthy exploration of language, possibly using 

Bakhtin's translinguistics. There is also a great need for a study of the poetics o f the 

text, through Indian and/or western poetics. As Bakhtin says, nothing is ever 

finalised, and possibilities for understanding the lyrics will always remain open:

There is neither a first nor a last word and there are no limits to the d ialogic  
context (it extends into the boundless past and the boundless future). Even  
past meanings, that is, those born in the dialogue o f  past centuries, can never 
be stable (finalized, ended once and for all) - they w ill alw ays change (be 
renewed) in the process o f  subsequent, future developm ent o f  the dialogue.
At any m om ent in the developm ent o f  the dialogue there are immense, 
boundless masses o f  forgotten contextual meanings, but at certain moments o f  
the dialogue's subsequent developm ent along the way they are recalled and

26Bakhtin 1986:2.
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invigorated in renewed form (in a new context). Nothing is absolutely dead 
every meaning will have its homecoming festival.27

i

27 Bakhtin 1986:170.
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PA R T III

C H A PTE R  7: SE LE C TIO N  OF LY R IC S

This chapter is a selection of Dayaram's lyrics. The Gujarati texts, taken 

from Raval 1953, are given in Roman transliteration, with inclusion of inherent 

a. Raval's practice of giving a word or phrase at the end o f each verse to show 

that the refrain is repeated is followed as is his numbering of the texts and the 

titles he has given. The numbering of the verses has been added.

The translations into English are literal and some obscurities have been 

noted. As mentioned in the style notes, the translations use strict transcription 

as Sanskrit with inherent -a throughout. The words or phrases which mark that 

the refrain is to be repeated have not been translated. Honorifics are omitted and 

the names of Krsna are not translated except in the chapa. There is no 

commentary on the verses.

IN D E X  OF LY R IC S

1 ubha raho to kahum 199
2 Vraja padharo re ekavara 202
3 marajlvanapranajlvana! 204
4 panaghata para 206
6 visari melyam! 207
7 mananl vatadl 209
8 vamsaladlne sabde 211
9 mujane adaso ma! 213
10 Radhanam valchana 214
11 rasamamdalane darsane 218
12 samum jo! 224
13 pao premarasa 225
14 mahlario 227
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15 Kahanagopi 232

16 premani pida 235

17 pritaladlnl rita 237

18 syama ramga 238

19 Mohanamam mohini 239

20 &yamanl Sobha 241

21 maramam sum dlthum? 242

22 sasujini siklia 243

23 vahujlno javaba 245

24 Namdano Namdana 247

25 garabe ramavane 249

26 manltl vamsaladlne 252

27 vamsaladlna vamka 255

28 vamsaladino uttara 257

29 vena ma vaso mare amgane! 259

30 sane samajhavya 260

31 samdeso 262

32 etalum kahejo 263

34 jolne calo 264

35 Radhavasa Prabhu 266

39 samo samajho 267

40 avonl mare ghera manava 268

41 konl samge? 269

42 have hum nahlm bolum 272

43 Bamsibatane coka 273

45 kema risal? 276

49 rupajl Radlie! 278

51 sacurn manaje 280

52 hathlllnl hatha 283

53 pyarine manava 284

54 vamlonri ma jaso! 288

55 va^akaranl vamsah 290

57 mahole padharo 291

58 tithio: agama premapamtha 292

59 tithio: madhupaduta 296

60 masa: Radhaviraha 301

61 raslila 304

62 Harini balalila 309
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63 goploni phariyada 314

64 virahavilasa 320

68 amkhamam kamana 325

70 ruda diso cho rajesvara! 326

71 kumjamam vaya che vamsali 327

72 mane tamarum te gheladl! 329

74 tare preme hum mohyo! 330

78 verana vamsaladi 333

82 chamakalum nava kije! 336

85 Akrurajme 337

87 hatha mukane 339

89 jhaghado locana manano 340

91 Premasamadhi 342

92 Ladali lavum 345

94 Namdalunrtvarasum neha! 347

96 kalaja koryum te leone kahie? 349

100 padhare pamthe ja! 350

102 mara Raja! 351

106 dahapana raldio jl! 354

107 gulale marl amkha bhari! 356

108 mltho Mohanavara 358

113 Katyayanivrata 359

115 paranuni 363

119 dar^ana doni re! 368

123 Holme tane 370

125 Radhanum mithyalagna 371

126 kamanagari tari vamsali! 374

127 sacum bolo jl! 375

128 rasanrtya 379

129 Srinathajl! 381

130 Mohinlsvarupano garabo 387

131 Vrajamahima (selection) 396

1311 purvaru prita 398

138 kyama bhari ye re jajajamananam nira? 399

140 sauthi para 400

141 eka varyo GopTjanavallabha! 402

1 Raval 1953 labels this and the next lyric 131.
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142 prema 403

143 Vimdavanamam 405

145 Rasiye vajadi ramgavasali! 408

146 premasamtosa 409

147 ja o ja o , jutha! 412

148 tamaro! 413

149 ghumghatadamamthi 414

155 mune maya lagadl 415

156 abolada 416

157 matani phariyada 418

159 Mohanane etalum kahejoi 419

162 Vraja vhaluni re! 420

163 marum dhanakatum dhora 423

164 ni^cayana mahelamam vase maro Vhalamo! 425

170 pragata malye sukha thaya! 426

175 Vaisnava nathi thayo turn re! 427

184 eka vinamti 429

185 manajimusapharane 430

206 vediyo vaiyakaraniya 432
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1 ubha raho to kahum

1

ubha raho to kahum vatadl Biharilala! 

tama mate gall che mem jatadl Bihaiilala!

If  you stand (still) then I'll tell you something, Biharilala! 

For you I have wasted my self, Biharilala!

2

je  dahade malya'ta Vrmdavanamam Biharilala! 

te dahadanl talavell tanamani Biharilala!

The day on which we met in Vimdavana, - 

The impatience of that day is in my body.

3

vedana virahanl te kyam bhakhiye Biharilala? 

bhltarano bhadako te kyam dakhiye Biharilala?

Where can I speak of the pain of separation,

Where can I speak of the blaze in my heart?

4

phatakarlsarakhlhum phamm vanamam Biharilala! 

kaja na pade rajanldanamam Biharilala!

I wander like a madwoman in the forest,

There is no relief day or night

5

ghell tharl chum sau gamamam Biharilala! 

citta comtatum nathlgharakamamam Bihaiilala!
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I am reckoned as mad in the whole village,

My thoughts don't stay on household chores.

6

kema kahevaya jevum  duhkha manamam Biharilala! 

talavell lag! mara tanamain Biharilala!

How can I say what sorrow is in my mind? 

Restlessness has struck my body.

7

ksaneksane bhanakara pade kanamam Biharilala! 

pranaprovayo tamara tanamam Biharilala!

At every moment I hear footsteps coming,

My soul is sewn to your body.

8

vikalatani vata kahe na bane Biharilala! 

gharamam jaum ne avuni amgane Biharilala!

It's no good to say a word about this restlessness,

I go into the house and then I come in the courtyard.

9

aturata evl te kyain laglsahnm Biharilala? 

cho catura£iromani to £um kahum Biharilala?

How long can I bear such anxiety?

You are the prince of tricksters so what can I say?

10

prltadlkldhi to have palle Biharilala!
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atura Parana avyane na take Biharilala!

You loved me, so now keep your word,

Don't reject me when anxious I have taken refuge in you.

11

tamare hum sarakhlhajaro ha£e Biharilala! 

mara to prana tama vina jaSe Bihaiilala!

You must have thousands like me,

But my soul will depart without you.

12

bolyum pan bljanum game nahlm Biharilala! 

lalaca lagyam nayanam to jale kahlm Biharilala?

I don't like even speaking of others,

My eyes have become greedy so where can I go? [i.e. I can't escape]

13

nakhatikha lagl cho surupa, gunabharya Biharilala! 

avada rupala te kone karya Bihaiilala?

You are beautiful from head to toe, full of qualities,

Who made you so beautiful?

14

ha so cho madhura vanikum jolne Biharilala! 

kataksakatarle namkhyain prolne Bihaiilala!

You smile sweetly and look sideways,

You pierce me with the daggers of your eyes.
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15

vamsall vadhare che temam vrehe Biharilala! 

abalano jotam viveka kema rahe Biharilala?

In separation, your flute makes it worse,

Seeing you, how can a woman's judgement remain?

16

dardlhoya te jane e dardamam Biharilala! 

avara dulikha enl agaja gardamam Biharilala!

Those who are in pain, they know this in pain,

Before it, other sorrows are in the dust.

17

kahenara kaheiepana cho tame dhanlBiharilala!

Dayana Piitama! hum dasl tamatanl Bihaiilala!

Talkers will talk, but you are the Lord,

Daya's Beloved, I am your servant.

2 Vraja padharo re ekavara

R

Vhalajlne kahejo Madhuvrata! mara sama che, Vraja padharo re ekavara, 

mukhadum nlrakhle ho lala!

Vhalajlne gama£e nahi ekaladam, kahejo lave samga Kubajanara, nlorakhlne 

harakhle ho lala! mukhudum.

Bee, tell VhalajI, on my oath, come to Vraja once, let us see your face!

Vhalaji will not like just one woman, tell him, let Kubja bring him along, when we 

see you, we will rejoice!
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1

Vhalajlne kahejo rakhe dara rakhe, Gokula gamara gopani srsd, 

ranijine ojhala padade amhe rakhi£a jema nahi lage drsta. mukhudum.

Tell Vhalaji lest he is afraid, that Golcula is the world of the rustic Gopas,

1 shall keep the harem in purdah for the queen, so that no glance shall fall on her.

2

Vhala! tamo gunanidhi surupasagara, mohya jo i  Kubjagunaamga,

Vhalajire! tenljham khi amane karavo, thaye janma saphala samga. mukhudum. 

Vhala! You are the treasury of qualities, the ocean of beauty, having seen the body 

of the qualities of Kubja you were infatuated,

Vhalaji! Give use a glimpse of her, that we may get union with the fruit of our 

births.

3

Vhalajlre! m anltlnlmarajijoiamo kara§um apani tahela;

Vhala! mana uthe to Madhupura ja jo  re, rahego to nyara karavi£um mahela. 

mukhudum.

Vhalaji! Having seen the wish of the proud woman, we will beg of you [??] - 

Vhala! If  you have lost interest, then go to Madhupura; if you stay then we shall 

make you a new home.

4

Vhalaji re! ghara dahadethijanyum nahi te thayo attfe anartha;

Vhalaji re! havam kharakharo tyani 6o? vitya Vrajavasya dina vyartha. 

mukhudum.

Vhalaji! You have not known your house for days, it has become deserted,
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Vhalaji! Now why this regret there? The days of living in Vraja have passed 

without purpose.

5

Madhukara! Kubajanepana kahejo, piyune ghana ladave lada; 

all! e ratnane jetlum jatna karUa te amemanlgum pada. mukhudum.

Bee! Tell Kubaja also, indulge our beloved greatly,

Friend! we shall make as much effort for you as we shall make for this jewel 

(Krsna).

6

Madhukara! Dayapntamane kahejo, e sukha suni harakha na maya; 

pana amo alpabhagya ahirani, ghanum sukha jova nahi avaya. mukhuduin.

Bee, tell Daya’s Beloved, having heard this happiness, joy cannot be contained,

But we Alius are unfortunate, it does not happen that we see great happiness.

3 mara jivanapranajivana!

R

MohanalalajI re! mara jivanapranajivana, hum balihan raja! ghanl khamma! 

dasi tamatanlre, tamane sompyum tanamanadhana, hum baliharlraja!

0  MohanalalajI, my life dear as life, I am very lucky, may you be happy!

1 am your servant, I entrusted my mind, body and wealth to you.

1

manana manya cho re, jivum  chum hum Srlmukhajoi; 

piyarasasare re vhalurn tamasarlkhum nath ikol hum balihan raja!

You have pleased my mind I live having seen Srimukha,
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There is nothing as dear as you in my parents' or my in-laws' place.

2

cakora Camdrane re icche tyama tamane muja nena;

keva vhala cho re, kahetam avadatum nathl vena, horn balihan raja!

As the cakora wants the moon, so my eyes want you;

Words don't know how to say how dear you are.

3

Rasiya, rupala cho re Natavara Namdakigora!

sadgunasagara cho re mithadabola cittana cora. hum balihari raja!

Rasiya, you are beautiful, Natavara Namdaldsora!

You are the ocean of good qualities, sweet-talking, the thief of my mind.

4

ekovidhi ocha raho re to kamieka valum mana;

purana sau vate re, kaho kema chute Lala! lagana? hum balihari raja!

If you alone are there, then I shan't be worried;

You are perfect in everything, tell me Lala, how does this attachment become free?

5

suno hum dekhum re PiyujI! tama van a sau samsara;

pyalo jherano re pao to ye  tamathi na khase pyara. hum balihan raja!

PiyujI without you I see the whole world as empty;

If you give me a cup of poison even then my love does not move away from you.

6

harakhum chum ghani re, maro Haraji! jhalo hatha;

prlta nibhavajo renitya, na magum bljum natha! hum balihari raja!
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I delight greatly, my Harajl! take my hand (to help me);

Always support our love, I do not ask for another lord,

7

tadhaka amtarani re mara Pranajlvana adhara!

Pritama! Dayatana re mara locanana §anagara! hum balihari raja!

Tranquillity of the heart, my Pranajlvana, my support!

Daya's Beloved, ornament of my eyes!

4 panaghata para

1

atha kuva ne nava vavadi re lola, solasem paniharini hara,

mara Vhalaji ho! havam nahi jaum mahi vecava re lola. 

sona te kerum maruni bedalum re lola udheniratnajadava mara. 

keda maradine ghado mem bharyo re lola, tutyo maro navasara hara. mara. 

kamthe te ubho Kahanajire lola, 'bhai, mane ghadulo cadava.' mara.

Eight wells and nine step-wells, a line of 1600 women carrying water,

My Vhalaji! now I shall not go to sell yoghurt.

My water-pitcher is made of gold, the balancing ring on my head is studded with 

gems.

Bending my waist, I filled my pot, my nine-stringed necklace broke.

One the edge stood KahanajI, ’Brother, lift my pitcher.'

2

'hum tumneghadulo cadavum re lola, thaya maragharakerinara.'mara.

'tujasarakha govaliya re lola, te to mara bapana gulama.1 mara.

'tujasarakhigovalanire lola, te to mara pagan!pejara.'mara.
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Dayana. Pritama Prabhu patala re lola, te to mara pranana adhara. mara.

'I lift the pitcher for you, there is a woman in my house.' ['If I lift your pitcher, you 

will become my wife']

'A cowherd like you is my father's slave.'

'A milkmaid like you is the slipper on my foot.'

Slim Daya's Beloved, Prabhu, is the support of my life.

6 Visari melyam!

R

o Uddhavaji! Vhale to visari amane melyain! 

amo $um kahiye? rasa ramadl tedlne tarachodyam!

0  Uddhavaji, Vhala has forgotten us!

W hat shall we say? having amused us with the rasa he invited us and then cast us 

aside.

1

pahelavahellprlta ama£um kldhl, 

morallmam ene va£a karl lldhl, 

gopl saune vihvala karl dldhl. 0.

First of all he made love with us,

He ensnared us in his flute,

He made all the Gopls delirious.

2

prltaladl to karatam pahell,

Prabhu dekhlne thal chum ghell 

malo Mohana! amane mana m ell O.
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Before even making love,

Having seen Prabhu, I have become mad, 

Openheartedly meet us, Mohana!

3

ene haidanam to hlra lidham,

Kanude to kamana kldhairi 

gheraghera dadhlmakhana pidham. O.

He took the love o f our hearts,

Kanudo worked his enchantment,

He drank yoghurt and butter in every house.

4

e Kanudo kamanagaro, 

eni anikhadalino che calo, 

pritavamtahmi prldthlnihalo. O.

That Kanudo is bewitching,

His eyes have mischief,

Observe with love with the lovers [??].

5

pell Kubaja to kamanagari,

teni sathe lagi bahu tall}

ene va£a kldha che Vanamall, O.

That Kubaja is bewitching,

He is completely absorbed in her,

She has ensnared Vanamaji.
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6

ame Carnaliyani samge ramatam,

Vrajavanavanamam pumthala bhamatam, 

amo bhelam besine bhojana jamatam. O 

We used to play with Samaliya,

We wandered behind him in every forest of Vraja,

We used to sit together and eat.

7

Mathuramanijai ene Kamsa rolyo, 

eka amgalie Govardbana tolyo, 

satyavacl anyokti bolyo. 0.

Having gone to Mathura, he crushed Kamsa,

With one finger he balanced Govardhana,

The true speaker spoke obliquely.

8

Dayaramana SvamJne kahejo,

Mathura m uki dal Gokula rahejo, 

sau gopikane dargana dejo. O.

Tell Dayarama's Master,

'Leave Mathura and live in Gokula,

Give all the Gopls your dartiana.'

7 manani vatadi

R

mara Mohanalala! avo to kahum mara manani vatadi,
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mara Pranapyara! tama mate mem to gall che jatadl 

My Mohanalala!, if you come, I'll tell you the story of my mind, 

My Pranapyara!, for your sake I've wasted my self.

1

janum chum je  jagamam cho dahya,

evum janlne jodi maya,

have muja upara kam f an o daya, mara.

1 know that you are skilled in the world,

Knowing this, I fell in love,

Now give me some compassion.

2

Vhala! tiipa tamai'um joine, 

marum manadum rahyuin che mohlne, 

kami nisadina jaye cheroine, mara.

Vhala!, having seen your beauty.

My mind has remained infatuated.

Day and night, go in weeping.

3

mem to tanamana sompyum che tamane, 

kofni na blka dharaso manapem, 

have mahera karo Mohana! amane. mara.

I have entrusted my body and mind to you,

You will not fear anyone in your mind 

Now be kind to us, Mohana!
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4

Prabhu! prlta juone tapasf.

Kubaja. to Kamsatani dasi, 

tenl to call jagamam hamsl mara.

Prabhu!, Having investigated love,

Kubaja is the servant of Kamsa,

This is the current joke of the world.

5

Hari! avada hathila na thaie,

Namdalala! namcro na rahie, 

sukhaduhkha amo kone kahfe? mara.

Hari! do not be so obstinate,

Namdalala!, do not remain merciless,

Who may we tell of our happiness and sorrow?

6

mare sasusasarani bfka kasi?

mara hrdayakamalamam rahva cho vasi,

Dayana SvamI vina bijathi dura khasi. mara.

What fear do I have of my mother-in-law and my father-in-law? 

You have made your dwelling in the lotus of my heart,

[I] have moved far away from all others except Daya's Lord.

8 vamsaladlne Sabde

R

marum mana mohyum vamsaladlne Sabde Kanada! kala,
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hum to ghell thaf, maragharamam nathl gamatum mara Vhala! 

The sound of the flute enchanted my mind, O dark Kanada!

1 became mad, I don't like it at home, my Vhala!

1

tuja adhara upara e vajo che,

sum amtara mai'um dajhe che,

eno sabda gaganamam gaje che. marum.

It somids on your lower lip,

Having heard it my inside bums with jealousy,

Its sound resounds in the sky.

2

e vanamam jyare vage che, 

mune banasankhi lage che, 

mune vrehani vedana jage che. marum.

When it sounds in the woods.

It strikes me like an arrow.

It awakens the pain of viraha in me.

3

hum to do'tam domni bhuli chum,

vailjamatam adhuiijhCilfchum,

tarum m ukhajoijol hum phiill chum, marum.

When milking I forget my earthen pot.

Then when eating, I leave it incomplete,

Seeing your face, I am overcome with joy.
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4

ene tapani sadhana kldhl che,

Krsne krpasadhya karl dldhl che, 

mate Dayapritame kara lidhl che. mamrn.

He made a remedy for this fever,

Krsna performed an act of mercy,

For Daya's Beloved took her hand.2

9 mujane ada£o ma!

R

'mujane adaso ma! agha raho Alabela Chela! adaso ma!

'Don’t touch me, stay away, Alabela Chela!

1

amka bharyana sama khao to, adharatano rasa pauni;

Kahanakumvara! kala cho, adatam hum kali thaljaum!' mujane.

Sit in my lap, take an oath, then 1 shall give you the rasa of my lips to drink 

O Kahanakumvara! You are black, touching you I shall become black!'

2

'turn mujane adatani svama thals to hum kyama nahi thaum goro? 

pharlmalatam ramga adalabadall muja moro, tuja torn!'mujane.

'If by touching me, you become black, then why shan't I become fair? 

Meeting again, the colours are exchanged, me mine, you yours!'

2kam as a feminine means 'action, unlucky day etc.' Here it could mean 'He took action.'
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3

'kali thayanum kama nathl, pana lagna lokamam thara£e;

Iaghu vayamam lamchana lagyathl vljo vara kyama varase?' mujane.

'Becoming black is no use, but our marriage will be fixed in the eyes of the world,

At a young age, what other man will marry me with such a defect?'

4

'tare bija varanum kama sum che? hum vara, turn vahu dhanya! 

jenum  lamchana tene variye to to mana male ananya.'mujane.

'What use is another husband to you? I am the groom, you are the bride - excellent! 

M any him who has the defect, then you will get respect as no other.'

5

suniema Harivadanf hasf bhetyam, pratiuttara na dldho; 

hojinf harpsJmise Dayapritama bee ananrdarasa lTdho. mujane.

Hearing this, the moon-faced woman smiled and they embraced, she gave no reply; 

Under the pretence of Holl, both of Daya's Beloveds partook of the sentiment o f

joy-

10 Radhanam vakhana

l

tame ubha rahonl Alabela ho lala! 

suno jobanamadana chakela ho lala!

Stand still Alabela!

Listen to the excesses [??] of the love of youth.
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2

eka vata kahum ati mlthi re lala! 

cade aja ka kala amgepfthf re lala!

I'll tell you a very sweet thing,

Today or tomorrow the turmeric paste is on her body!

3

tame te dahade je  nihali re lala! 

mune kahyum ghanl e che rupali re lala!

The girl who you saw that day,

(You) said to me that she was very beautiful.

4

hum to te ja divasam janum re lala! 

tamarum mana temam lobhanum re lala!

I know that from that very day,

Your mind is attracted to her.

5

te vata padI che thekane re lala! 

hum aja gaVti Barasane re lala!

That word reached its proper destination,

Today I had gone to Barasana.

6

nisce kklhum Vrsabhanadularl re lala! 

nathlparanl haju che kumarl re lala!

Certainly Vrsabhana's daughter has not married,

Until now she is still single.
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7

gunarupa merp joyurp che agadha ho lala! 

puchyurn nama che tenurp SrlRadha ho lala!

I saw her profound beauty and qualities,

I asked her name, it is SrlRadha!

8

tene pana tamari radha lagI ho lala! 

jotarp nenakatarl ura lagi re lala!

She is also attached to you,

Seeing your eye-daggers, her heart was pierced.

9

tene avara vaiyam Ildhi badha re lala! 

tamane varava ene sac a sama khadha re lala!

She took a vow of choosing her own husband,

She took a solemn oath of marrying you.

10

evnm ladalinum manajani re kVa! 

teni sakhF sau boll evl van I re lala!

Having realised that such is the mind of a beloved daughter, 

All her fiiends say this speech.

I I

kale Vnndavanamahhn jaisuni ho lala! 

ni&ce Narndakunivara bhelatn thalsum ho lala!

Tomorrow we shall go to Vrrndavana,
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Certainly we shall meet Namdakumvara.

12

tesum tumne paranavisum chanl re lala! 

evurn sunl SyamI harakhi, vata man I re lala!

We shall m any you with him in secret,

Hearing this SyamI rejoiced, she agreed to this!

13

khari khabara che, jo ins hum avi re lala! 

kahetam Lalajie hide lapatavi re lala!

This is the ti*ue information, I came when I saw it. 

Saying this, LalajI embraced her to his heart.

14

apyo hara haiyano utari ho lala!

bolya, turn mumne pranathaklpvaii re lala!

He took off his garland and gave it to her,

He said: you are dearer to me than life.

15

bije divase thayum te ja  rite ho lala!

RadhaKrsna paranyani beu prite ho lala!

The next day this happened in this way,

Radha and Krsna were married, both in love.

16

saune anamda ura na samaye ho lala! 

teno Dasadayo yasa gaye ho lala!
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Everyone's joy brimmed over their hearts,

The servant Daya sings its praise.

11 rasamamdalane darSane

R

jova rasamamdala mare hoya re anamda,

premaparakramanum baja bhare, ubhare pramanamda. jova rasamamdala.

It is joy for me to see the rasamamdala,

The great strength of the prowess of love, the ultimate joy overflows.

1

eka samava vanamam gay a Hari, Mohana vai vamsa,

vene vimdhi govalani, ene harlne lfdha amsa. jova rasamamdala.

Once Hari went to the woods, Mohana played the flute.

Its sound pierced the gopis, it took away bits of them [i.e. they became as one with 

Krsna].

2

j e  jyama te tyama nlsaiyam re gharakaraja chamdi,

koda purava Kahanajfvhale ramatadf m amdl jova rasamamdala.

Whoever they were, wherever they were, they came out and left their household 

tasks,

Kahanajlvhala began the play to fill their desire.

3

pitambara pharake Prabhune, paye ghugharadighamake,

cumdadi cajake n lira sum. pave nepuriyam thamake. jova rasamamdala.
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Prabhu's pitambara Putters, little bells sound on his feet,

The veils of the women glitter, the bells on their feet tinkle.

4

be pase be sumdarl ne vacamam Vanamall,

nacekhumde nehasum padacbamde le tall, jova rasamamdala.

The women dance in pairs, with Vanamall in the middle,

They dance and step the garabo with love, they clap with one another.

5

ekani chutl vena, cbabill ambodavall,

ekane adi amkha karl nacatam niball jova rasamamdala.

The plait of one of the women was loosened, the beautiful woman with the bun, 

Dancing, he looked sideways intensely at one woman.

6

ekane nakha de NathajJ re avale modbe amga,

chagapyaripntadl ene sara kidha dhamga, jova rasamamdala.

NathajI digs his nail in one, with his face turned towards his body,

The lover of butter milk obliged the loving women in this way.

7

rate dainte base ghanum re, hara baiye lalake,

pbare pharatam phudadi kane jharamariyam jhalake. jova rasamamdala.

He smiles often with his red teeth, a necklace shines on his chest,

Turning he moves in circles, jewellery shines on his ears.

8

eka lasadati khamdbe valagi, sfta valyain gale.
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mukhadum lue Mavaji, ene heta kaiyam vabale. jova. rasamamdala. 

He embraced one pulling her to his shoulder, her cheek seemed cold, 

Mavaji mbs her face, Vahala makes her love him.

9

eka thamakatl avfne bethl modhusn macakodl,

sama khaye to sambbale, ene ramava uthadl. jova rasamamdala.

One came walking elegantly, she sits with a haughty expression,

If he takes an oath she listens, he raises her to play.

10

cam camdrika sobhatl re. karenapbula kane,

semtbo pun jbaghamaghe. ena samgitane fane, jova rasamanidala.

The lovely moonlight shines, oleander flowers in ears,

Hair ornament shine fully, they are absorbed in his music.

11

eka avi harsabhan re. burn harabhan bemni.

nepura gayatn re jyare nisarf buin valine pabemm. jova rasamamdafa. 

One comes full of joy. I am used to being defeated [??],

My ankets fell off when I came out, I shall tie them on and wear them.

12

eka avi aratabbarl re e varase che nan/,

Natavara nace pretnasuin, kara komala, paga pan/, jova rasamamdafa. 

One came full of longing, this little one showers love,

Natavara dances with love, her hand, her foot, her heel are like lotuses.
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13

eka kahe, ene alpa ahaia ne avadum bala kyamthl?

mas! marl Putana, enejanma dhaiyo tyamthf. jova rasamamdala.

One says, he has had little food so where does he get such strength?

From taking the life of my Aunt Putana!

14

eka kahe, namie JIvanaji! jhajhum,

cira amaram khasl jase, hum sahiyaramam lajum. jova rasamamdala.

One says, (if) we bend towards him, JIvanaji, very much,

He will pull off our silken clothes. I'll be ashamed among my friends.

15

eka kahe, utho Alabela! Jamunane are,

apana beu janajhumle tematn konajite ne hare? jova rasamamdala.

One says, get up Alabela. on the shore of the Jamuna,

We are both eager, so who wins and who loses?

16

eka kahe, ubha raho to kof tamane varase.

e sahiyaranum atnga bhare tvani dhimacadani dhafase, jova rasamamdala. 

One says, if you stand still someone will marry you,

That girl's body is heavy there the fat girl will fall over [??].

17

manmathamanmatha Natavaraji para phCiladiyam varakhe, 

nake motl Nathaji te joijoi mana harakhe. jova rasamamdala.

Manmatha showers flowers on Natavaraji,

Nathaji, seeing the pearl on her nose, rejoices in his mind.
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18

Giridharagopi ekarupa che Haritadatmya vicarl,

visuddha Harirasa amtara tharatam bhavapnta balihari! jova rasamamdala. 

Giridhara and the Gopi are of the same form, consider the oneness o f Hari, 

Blessed is the beloved through emotion settling in the pure rasa of Hari! [??]

19

bhaktamanoratha purana karava Harie lidho avatara,

janmakaima sau divyapanamam Gltamam niradhara. jova rasamamdala.

Hari took his incarnation to fulfil the desire of his devotees

This is laid down in the Gita, in this divinity are all births and karma.

20

dhanya Virndavanaveladt re! dhanya Yamunatrata sai'a! 

dhanya kanya ahirnl! dhanya Krsnatano avatara! jova rasamamdala. 

Blessed are the creepers of Vrrndavana, blessed the banks of the Yamuna, 

Blessed are the AhTr girls, blessed the incarnation of Krsna.

21

rasa pragate che rasika hrdemam. rasika mana amainda.

rasatamaka rasarupa thavethl pragate purananamda. jova rasamamdala.

Rasa appears in the hearts of the rasikas, joy in the mind of the rasika s.

Total joy appears from becoming the form of rasa in the souls of rasa. [??]

22

rasanum dana kare che Vhalo Siivimdavanacamda,

eka ja, bahu rupo te dhare rasasagara Govimda. jova rasamamdala.

Vhalo makes a gift o f rasa in the moonlight of SriVrmdavana
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Govirnda, the ocean of rasa the many forms he takes are only one.

23

venugite bhava prakasyo, Snvallahhani vain,

£rigurumukhathl sravana karine amtaramamhe ani. jova rasamamdala. 

Emotion appeared in the sound of the flute, the voice of Srivallabha,

Having listened to it from the mouth of Sriguru, it was led to the heart.

24

bahuvidbigopfe puravamam mefaviyam varadana,

te sau purana siddha ja karava pragatiya Bhagavana. jova rasamamdala.

The Gopis got boons in many ways from former births,

Bhagavana became manifest to fulfil totally all this.

25

GopiGovimdanI gata nyari, puma alaukika nta,

sadanamda rasarupapananf purana jhalaki prlta. jova rasamamdala.

The way of the Gopi and Govirnda is different, in a full alaukika way,

The full love of the formness of rasa all joyful shone forth. [??]

26

rasamamdalano garabo je  ko prema dhaiine gase,

sunase, bhanase, amtara dharase, Hariramge ramgase. jova rasamamdafa. 

Whoever sings the garabo of the rasamatndala, bearing love,

Or listens or speaks or keeps it in his heart, he will delight in the love of Hari.

27

rasika rupe rasabhava manatam amanidahell thase,

Dasadavo kahe, vanasrama te jana Paramanamdapade jase. jova rasamamdala.
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Enjoying the emotion of rasa in the form of a rasika, he will become full of joy,

The servant Daya says, he will reach the state of complete bliss without effort.

12 samum jo!

R

samum jo  Namdana chogaja! manim citta coranavala.

Namdana chogaja kamanagara! mohum tern balavrmda re. Vhalama! samum.

Look at me, Namda's dandy! stealer of my mind.

Namda's bewitching dandy! you have infatuated the whole group of women. 

Vhalama!

1

tan hasanimamdana phamdamani gherl, maiya nenetana tern bhala re. Vhalama! 

Dmadayaja Purano pukare. pel a puranf thala re. Vhalama! samum.

Your smile overcame us in a gentle trap, you fired the darts o f your eyes,

The Puranas proclaim him as DIndayala, those Puranic people are useless.

2

munejakhamlkarine jhulatim elt, na janyum je jivase kyama re? Vhalama! 

marl to mukha dekhadato ja , tumne mlira galana sama re. Vhalama! samum.

Having wounded me, you left me dangling, you did not know if I would live. 

Having killed me, show your face, on oath to me.

3

maro Camdra te eotho jampato nahtm, vana joye  mukha Camdra re. Vhalama! 

cena nahi kyahum. bhave na bhojana, rena na nenemam nimda re. Vhalama! 

samum.
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My moon does not rest on the fourth3, without seeing the face of the moon [Krsna]. 

Where there is no rest, 1 don't like food, no sleep comes at night to my eyes.

4

mara kalajanum duhkha koi na jane, jane jene vltatum hoya re, Vhalama! 

janavethijamjala vadhe, pata jay  a, ko pfda na khoya re. Vhalama! samum.

Noone knows the sorrow of my heart, only one who has experienced this knows, 

Entanglements increase from getting to know him, respect goes, these afflictions do 

not disappear.

5

marl amkhana bhavya. manana manya, mara kalajadanl kora re! Vhalama!

hum pldanf marl pokarum Dayaprabhu, bijum Sum mar urn jora re? Vhalama!

samum.

He delighted my eyes, he pleased my mind, the darling of my heart!

I proclaim my harassment. Daya's Lord, what other power do I have?

1 3 pao premarasa

1

pao premarasa pranajivana re! dina thaijacum re; 

muktimarglne apjo jiiana re. hum to nava racurn re.

Give me the rasa of love to drink, Pranajivana! Having become humble I ask this,

1 shall not be pleased if you give me knowledge of the path of liberation.

2

3The fourth sthana in astrology is the heart.
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rijhe rabadithaki to gaiiba loka re, bhoglne na bhave re; 

amo Rajanam khasam khavasa re, mukti mana na've re.

Poor people are pleased with gruel, the gourmets do not like it;

We are special servants of the Icing, liberation does not appeal to our minds.

3

nitya mrakhle Natavaraiiipa re, homsa manamanithi re; 

manamanyum male sau sukba re, ekatamam kyamthi re?

Let us see constantly the form of Natavara, longing from in our minds 

All happiness is got in an agreeable way, what is the comparison with unity?

4

dusta jivane to kabe cbe Brahma re, Brahma jiva lekhe re; 

chate Svamfe saubbagy'anum sukha re svapne na dekhe re.

Evil people say that the soul is Brahma, in their estimate, Brahma is the soul, 

Even so they do not even dream of the great happiness in SvamL

5

divyarupa cbo sada sakara re anamdana rasi re! 

bole anucita mavika mugdba re te narakanivasf re.

You are divinely beautiful always with form, a heap of joy!

Those dwellers in hell say what is improper, full of delusion and foolish.

6

apa SvamI, sada burn dasa re, nato e nibbavo re; 

nice apane karavo tevl kni re, any a rakhe lavo re.

You are the Lord, I am always your servant, let this relationship endure;

Let it please you to happen as is your way, take away any other.
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7

vina lalacanum Leila! rnune vhilla re acalita apo re; 

visayavasana prapamcaniprita re Srikrsna! marlkapo re.

Lala, give me unchanging love without avarice,

Cut off my love of the worldly desire of the senses.

8

ananya seva, akbamda satsarnga re Manohara! magum re;

Dayapritamajl! apo mune eha re, paye lall lagum re.

I ask for seva to you and no other, unbroken satsarnga, Manohara!

Daya's Beloved, give me this, I touch your feet with longing.

14 mahlarlo

R

tnahian mall call main \ ecava. madhya Srlradha rupatano bhamdara jo; 

gopfjana konakona samge hatam? tenam kamieka nama karum uccara jo. mahlaii. 

The milkmaids gathered and went to sell yoghurt, among them was SriRadha, the 

treasury of beauty.

Who were the Gopis who were in this group? I shall enounce the names of several 

of them.

1

Lalitajl, Camdrabhaga. Caipdravafl, Caippakalata, Vigakha, Viraja, Virndajo; 

Ratnaprabha, Vimala ne Vrajamatngala, Nrtvakala, Ratna, Nagarl ne Namda jo. 

mahlarl.

Lalitaji, Camdrabhaga, Camdravall, Campakalata, Visaldia, Viraja, Virnda; 

Ratnaprabha, Vimaja and Vrajamamgala, Nityakala, Ratna, Nagarl and Namda.
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2

Ratikala, Rasika. Rasalina, Rama, Bhadra, Syama, Kaveri ne Hira jo.

Chabidhama, Kalahamsa. Madhumadhavl, Malati, Mohani, Ketaki ne Ratidhlra jo. 

mahiarl

Ratikala, Rasika, Rasalina, Rama, Bhadra, Syama, Kaveri and Hira;

Chabidhama, Kalahamsa, Madhumadhavi, Malati, Mohani, Ketaki and Ratidhira. 

mahiari.

3

Sucarita, Krsna, Kamala. Saurabha, Cinitamam, Kumdala, Sumdan, Ramga jo; 

KumudinI, Hamsa. Lila, Manorama, Madhureksana, Pravlna, Premada, Garngajo. 

mablM.

Sucarita, Krsna, Kamala, Saurabha, Cimtamanl, Kumdala, Sumdari, Ramga; 

Kumudini, Hamsa, Lila. Manorama, Madhureksana, Pravina, Premada, Gamga.

4

- e adi sakhl call sau samajhani, manamam Mobana malavatano vicarajo;

bo sajanl! kyam a karavum ? kyaham calavum? kaho, aja kyam  mala&e 

Namdakumara jo ? mahiarl

- These friends and others went all of one mind, in their mind was the thought of 

meeting Mohana.

'O friend, what do you want to do, where do you want to go? Say, today when will 

you meet Namdakumara?'

5

koi kabe, danaghatlmam dekbasum, kol kahe, kadamakhadimam bhelam thaUum jo; 

kolkahe, Syamaghata hase Samalo, kol kahe Bainslbatamam jalgumjo. mahiarl
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Someone says, 'We shall see him on the toll-ghat.' Someone says, 'We shall gather 

in the clumps of kadambas.'

Someone says, 'Samalo must be at Syama ghat,' Someone says, 'Let's go to 

Bamsibata.'

6

cvamam Srlgovaradhananl tafetlmam Amtarajamle kldho morallnada jo; 

gayamise giri cadi GopalajI samajhana padava larnbo kldho sada jo. mahiarl. 

Meanwhile, the Amtaryamin made the sound of the flute at the foot o f Mt. 

Govardhana,

GopalajI had climbed the mountain under the pretext of (looking for) a cow, he 

made a long noise so that they would understand.

7

durathakl sunl VhalamanI vamsall lag! talavell, talyum sau bhana jo;

sarva sakhl nami re Govardhana bhanl, manamam aturatane pragatyum gnmana jo.

mahiarl

Hearing the sound of Vhalama's flute from far away, agitation came upon them, 

everyone lost her senses.

All the friends turned towards Govardhana, there was anxiety and pride in their 

minds.

8

avl tyam jyaip AlabelojI hata, samasaml ma\yam nehanam nena jo;

mamda hase, mana mohyum banmetanum, rasa vadhavane bofyam vamkam vena jo.

mahiarl.

They came to where AlabelojI was, their eyes met together,

He smiles gently, the mind of both of them was infatuated, he spoke crooked words 

to increase rasa.
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9

Prabhu bolya: sambhalajo sau Gopika! sambhala SrlvrkhabhanasutaI alabelljo; 

raho ubhl dana lage ahlm dadhltanum, jao ghasl sum jobanamade chakeli jo?  

mahiarl

Prabhu spoke: 'Listen all Gopis! Listen darling daughter of SriVrkhabhana!

Stay where you are, here there is a tax on yoghurt, how do you go by in the insolent 

intoxication of youth?1

10

ema sun me lalana boll Lalasum, gumane galya cbeka chakya Sum calo jo?  

vata karo agha rahl Alabelada! pase avi palavado ma jbalo jo. mahiarl 

Having heard this, the beautiful woman spoke with Lala, ’Why do you carry on 

having suipassed all limits with your pride?

0  Alabelada, keep your distance then speak, do not come near me and pull my sari- 

end.'

11

Kahana kahe, turn sab a maro chedalo, hutn mukum to ye  turn na mukesa jo; 

hum adakvo, sate ada turn mujane, hum baryo Radhal turn j i tl  tharesa jo. mahiarl 

Kahana says, 'You seize my garments, if I let go even then you will not let go,

1 touched you, in return you touch me, I am defeated, Radha, you will be certainly 

victorious.'

12

marmatanl vanl sun! kahe Svaminl bhall batavlharajitanl cala jo; 

bahu bhola! kahlne nena nacaviyarn, adhara dasine comtl dldhl gala jo. mahiarl. 

Svamini having heard these words which had hidden meanings, says, 'You showed 

the good practice of the conquered,
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Saying you are very innocent, you make your eyes dance, biting my lower lip, you 

pinch my cheek.'

13

Hari hasine kara sahyo syamatano, apa dana, mahi vece to le mUlyajo; 

gopa lahi pay a maphata jo  manunl! to a Vrajamam nahim kol tnja tulya jo. mahlari. 

Hari smiled and took the hand of the woman, 'Give the tax, if  you sell the yoghurt 

then take this price,

If you give it free to every cowherd, proud woman, there is no one in Vraja equal to 

you.’

14

kahe Radha: kara muko kahurn kvarani, vanamarn strf roko e khotum kaja jo !

thao dahya, Lala! have mota thaya, nathi laheta tamo kaparum kamsanum raja jo.

m ahiarl

Radha says, 'Let go of my hand when I tell you, you stop a woman in the forest - 

that is a wicked thing,

You are becoming clever. Lala, now you have become grown up, you do not 

recognise the merciless rule of Kainsa.'

15

Krsna kahe: Kamsanum ah am sum upaje? Vrmdavanamam raja Madananaresa jo; 

raho ubham, ana tamone tetani, njhavaso mujane to java de$ajo. mahiarL 

Krsna says, 'What is there to say here about Kamsa? in Vnndavana the king is Lord 

Madana,

Stop where you are, this is an order to you, if you please me then I'll let you go.' 

ema karl chadi adi dhaii Chelade, rasto roki uhha Natavaranagara jo;
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Radhaji havam to utiara apase, sunase Piitama Dayarama sukhasagara jo. mahlari. 

Having done this, Chelado held his staff in front of her, Natavaranagara blocked the 

path and stood there.

Now Radhaji will give her answer, Dayarama's Beloved, the ocean of happiness, 

will listen.'

15 KahanagopI

1 GopI: 'maragado muko re Mohanalalaji!

agha raho. Alabela! na karo a la jo, 

varum chum hum sakhana rahejo Samala! 

nahitara mara mukhanl khaso gala jo .' maiagado.

Get out of my wav, Mohanalalaji,

Keep your distance, Alabela, do not play pranks,

I forbid you, stop this mischief,

Otherwise you will get abuse from me.

2 Kahana: Hari bolva: 'abala! tha ma akali,

cakhamtamam camakf sum thaya lala jo?  

bola kharum turn gorasanum suin thaya che? 

mula apinc lelsum taro mala jo .' Hari bolya.

Hari said, 'Woman, do not be hot-tempered.

Why do you become so red when I am just tasting it?

You speak truly, what happens to the gorasa?

Having given a price, I shall take your goods.'

3 GopI: 'chana rahone sanapanum samajhum sau,

kalajadamain kapatavacana to thika jo.
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kahone, sane mukha lohyum muja chedale? 

juo, lagl ramga tambojanl pika jo .1 maragado.

Stay silent, I understand all your cleverness,

This double-talk in your heart is alright,

Say, why do you wipe your face with my garments?

Look, your spittle coloured with betel is on it.

Kahana: 'suna Syama! se'je ramga lagyo base, 

kapata amarum emarn sum dekhaya jo?  

a le turn kha bidI pyaii! pananl, 

sate mare mukhade raniga lagada jo . ' Hari bolya.

Listen. Syama, this colour must have stuck easily,

What trick of mine is seen in that?

Take this roll of pan and eat it, my lovely.

In exchange, colour my face with it.'

GopI: ema sunlne Radha bolyam iisamam ,

bhrakutlmam ruci hasya madhurum bhase jo.

'agha raho, adaso ma muja uramalane,

muko matuklmahlmarum dholasejo.'maragado.

Having heard this, Radha spoke angrily,

In her crossed brow was the sweet appearance of smiling, 

'Keep your distance, do not touch the garland on my breast. 

Let go of my pot or my yoghurt will spill.’

Kahana:Kahana kahe che; 'dadhl momghuni teketalum? 

mukhade maglsa etalutp apum dhana jo , 

ke mujane le badho mahlmulamam. 

pana gorasa para lalacayum muja mana jo.'Hari bolya.
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Kahana says, 'How expensive is your yoghurt?

If you ask me to my face I’ll give you that much money,

Or take me as the whole deposit for the price o f the yoghurt, 

But the gorasa has tempted my mind.'

7 GopI: ema supine Intake bolyam ladani,

'VhalajI! vecavum che nahim sahela jo. 

mahi pitamam Mohana! thaso mahyara, 

kaiisa game tema rakhisa mare mahela jo .’maragado. 

Hearing this the woman spoke flirtatiously,

’VhalajI, it is not easy to sell tills,

In drinking this yoghurt, Mohana, you will become mine,

I shall do what I want and keep you in my house.1

8 Kahana:Hari bolya: 'sakhi Vrajamamdala sau,

godhanana sama bum taro, suna darn!jo.'Hari bolya.

Hari said, 'All friends in the whole of Vraja,

On the oath of all the cattle, I am yours, hear me women!1

9

sunl evf vani njhvani Radhika. 

managamatum gorasa Govimdane payum jo. 

balihari Daya! e jugalasvarupanl:

parama pavitra caritra mem Priyanum gayuni jo. maragado.

Having heard such a speech, Radhika was delighted,

She gave Govitnda gorasa to his heart's content,

'I am devoted to the form of this couple,' says Daya,

'I sang about the ultimately pure deeds of Priya.'
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16 premani plda

R

premani plda te kone kahiye re ho madhukara? premani plda.

To whom’may we tell o f the afflictions of love, 0  honey-bee? The afflictions of 

love.

1

thatam na janlpiitaj'atam  prana jaye;

hathanam karyam te vagya haiye re. ho madhukara!

1 knew not love when he was here, now he has gone, my life goes,

My actions now pain my heart.

2

jene kahiye te to sarve kahe murakha; 

pastavo pamlne sahl rahiye re. ho madhukara!

If we tell it to someone they will all call us fools;

Having felt regret, we must now endure it.

3

dhlkle dhamkyam ratadivasa amtaramam 

bhukha nidramam nava lahiye re. ho madhukara!

We smoulder away in our hearts day and night,

We shall not get our longing even in sleep.

4

hum ahlm duhkhl ne Vhalo sukha mamhe mahaje; 

pana samovade kanil tadham thale re. ho madhukara!

I am sorrowing here and Vhalo is happy in a palace,
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But we shall breakdown in our rivalry.

5

dajhya upara luna dldhum e Damodare;

pell£okladi sunlne kalaje dahiye re. ho madhukara!

Damodara applied salt to our bums,

Having heard about oui* co-wife, we bum in our hearts.

6

abalano avatara te paradhlna;

ramka kalple pana kyam jale re! ho madhukara!

The incarnation as a woman is always dependent,

We think ourselves poor, but where can we go?

7

snehano dajhada ghano maranathaklmatho;

§um kariye? vadhyam tene vahiye re. ho madhukara!

The burning of love is much worse than death,

What shall we say? when we are killed we shall endure it.

8

Dayaprabhu ave to to sadya sukha thaye;

mune duhkha didhum e Namdajme chaiye re. ho madhukara!

If Daya's Lord comes then happiness will arise instantly,

This boy of Namdaji's gave me great sorrow.
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17 pritaladini rita

R

pritaladini rita ati atapatl, OdhavajII che pritadlnl rita ati atapatl.

0  Odhavaji, the ways o f love are very confusing, the ways o f love are very 

confusing.

1

thavano upaya pana javano jade nahlm, vajrarahene jadl tejadl. Odhavaji!

There is a remedy for being in it, but there is no way out, it has adamantine bonds.

2

prita na kahevaya te to svaratha samajhavo, cara divasa pragatlne matI. Odhavaji!

If it has self-interest then it can't be called love, it comes and goes in a few days.

3

pldanl bharell prita to ye  kare pamdita, duhkha pam e to ya chaya na gha tl 

Odhavaji!

The pandits say it is love only if it is full of pain, only if there is sorrow then it is 

not deficient.

4

6 a truth I sanitapa ghano snehathl maje pana te ja marnhlm sau mare matI. Odhavaji! 

Torments from enemies are much better than love, but only in that everyone dies.

5

kahyasamajhyamam na ave e vastu, jane jene hoy a vltatl vatl. Odhavaji!

This thing can't be obtained by speaking and understanding, only one who has 

experienced it realises what it is.
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6

Dayana Pritama vina prita te ja plda, dharmalaja khoine mare khati. Odhavaji! 

Without D aya’s Beloved, love is only pain, losing the restrictions of duty one dies.

1 8 Syama ramga

1

Syama ramga samipe na javum, mare ajathaki Syama ramga samipe na javum.

I'm not going near the colour black. From today, I'm not going near the colour 

black.

2

jem am  kalaSa te to sau ekasarakhum, sarvamam kapata haSe avum. mare.

All black things are the same. There must be trickery in all of them.

3

kasturikeri bimdi to karum nahim, kajaja na amkhamam amjavum. mare.

I shan't wear a musk bindi, I shan't put kajal in my eyes.

4

kokilano Sabda hum sunum nahim kane, kagavani Sakunamam na lavum. mare.

I shan't listen to the voice of the cuckoo, I shan't take the crow's voice as a good 

omen.

5

nilambara kali kamcuki na paherum, jamananam niramam na nhavum. mare.

I shan't wear a cloud-blue bodice, I shan't bathe in the Jamana's water.
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6

marakatamani ne megha drste na jova, jambuvamtyaka na khavum. mare.

1 shan't see black emeralds and clouds, I shan't eat rose-apples and aubergines.

7

Dayana Piitama sathe mukhe nltna lldho, mana kahe je  'palaka na nibhavum!' mare. 

My mouth makes this vow about Daya's Beloved, but my mind says it won't last a 

minute!

19 Mohanamam mohini

R

kiye thame mohani na jam  re Mohanajlmam kiye thame mohani na jam ?

In what place was enchantment not known, in what place was enchantment not 

known in Mohanaji?

1

bhrukutlnl matakamam ke  bhalavanl latakamam ke 6uni mohanlbharell vanl re? 

Mohanajlmam ,

In moving o f his eyebrows, in his flirting looks, or in his voice filled with 

enchantment?

2

khltaliyala keSamam ke Madanamohana vegamam ke morall MohananIplchani re? 

Mohanajlmam.

In his curly hair, in his clothing which enthralls M adanam ohana, or in the 

recognition of Mohana's flute?
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3

gum mukaravimdamam ke mamdahasyaphamdamam ke katakse mohani vakhanlre 

Mohanajlmam.

In his lotus face or in the snare of his gentle smile or in the depiction of love in his 

sidelong glances?

4

ke gum amgeamgamam ke lalita tribhamgamam ke gum amga ghell kare ganl re? 

Mohanajlmam.

Or is it in his whole body or his lalita tribhamga pose, - how does his body make 

the wise woman mad?

5

capalarasika nenamani ke chanl chanl senamam ke jobananum rupa kare panl re? 

Mohanajimain.

In his eyes with their elegant movements or in his hidden flirting - how does the 

beauty of his youth engulf me?

6

Dayana Pritama pote Mohanlsvarupa che, tanamanadhane hum  lutanl re! 

Mohanajlmani.

Daya's Beloved him self is Mohanlsvarupa [the incarnation of enchantment], I am 

ravished in my mind, body and wealth.
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20 SyamanI §obha

R

§obha saluna Syamani turn jone sakhf! sobha sal Una SyamanI.

The beauty of lovely Syama! Just look, friend, the beauty of lovely Syama!

1

koti kamdarpane lajave enum mukhadum, phikki pade che kala kam anl turn jone. 

His dear face shames a crore of Kamdarpas, the art of love becomes pale.

2

sadgunasagara natavaranagaral balihan hum ena nanmi! turn jone.

The ocean of good qualities, the refined actor! I am devoted to his name!

3

koti abhusananuin e re bhusana, sima turn che e abhiramani. turn jone.

He is the ornament of crores of adornments, you are the boundary of the handsome.

4

je  olakhe tene to che sara sarvano, biji vastu nathi kamanl turn jone.

He who recognises that he is the essence of everything, has no other matter of 

desire.

5

anupama e alabelo rasiyo jlvanamuji dayaramanl turn jone.

The peerless one, the fun-lover, aesthete, the root of the life of Dayarama.
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21 maramam Sum dlthum?

R

hum Sum j  an uni je  Vhale mujamam gum dithum?

varevare samum bhale, mukha lage mithum! hum gum janum je.

1 do not know what Vhala sees in me.

He constantly looks at me, my face seems sweet!

1

hum jaum jala bharava tyain pumthepumthe ave; 

vagara bolavyo vhalo bedalum cadave. hum gum janum je. 

When I go to fetch water he follows me;

Unasked, my beloved lifts the pair of pots.

2

vadhum ne tarachodum to ye  lisa na lave;

kanvkanii mige mareghera avi bolave. hum gum janum je.

Even if I scold him or scorn him, he does not get angry;

On some pretext or other he comes and calls at my house.

3

durathi dekhine mane dodayo ave dote;

potanl mala kadhi paherave marl kote. hum gum janum je.

Seeing me from far away he comes running at speed;

He takes off his own garland and puts it on my neck.

4

ekaladl dekhe tyam munepavale re lage;

ramka thalne kamlkami marl pase mage, hum gum janum je.
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When he sees me alone, he touches my feet;

He humbly asks me for anything.

5

jyamjyam jatijane tyamtyam e ado avi dhwnke;

baheni! dayano pritama man keda nava muke. hum £um janum je.

Wherever I go he has turned up on my path;

0  sister! Daya's Beloved does not get out of my way.

22 sasujini Sikha

1

§Jkha sasujl de che re, 'vahuji! raho dhamge; 

avado do asamgo re tyamajiyanf sanige?

The mother-in-law gives a lesson, 'Daughter-in-law! behave properly; 

Why do you have so much desire for the company of SyamaHyo?

2

vate neghate re vajago cho vate;

kahyum kolnum na manyum re, dithum mari jate.

On the road and on the ghat you are engaged in chat;

I didn't believe anyone else's speech, I saw it myself.

3

vahuarumanasa re! dahyam bahu thaSo ma; 

jala bharva ekaladam re aj pachija£o ma.

You are a newly-married daughter-in-law! You won't become too clever; 

After today you won't go alone to fetch water.
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4

alabelo a gene re ave vahu! tama mate; 

tamo tene kaje re jao jamanaghate.

The beauty comes to this street for you, Vahu!

You go to the Jamana ghat for him.

5

caturalo tamarl re sarve hum janum chum; 

ko dahado nathi kaheti re aja mukhe anurn chum.

I know all about your tricks.

I haven't said anything for days, today I must.

6

sasariyamain rahevum re tyare ema nava karle; 

tamo to thayam nirlajja re, amo lajimarie.

We do not do these things when we have to stay with our in-laws. 

You have become shameless: we shall die of shame.

7

hum to mukha para kahum chum re, loko pumthaja kahe che; 

adoslne padosi re mase menam de che.

I say this to your face, people say it behind your back.

The neighbours taunt me.

8

vivekavata karatani re vahuji! duhkha nava dharago; 

dayana prabhukerlre samgata havam nava karago.

Behaving well will not hurt you, Vahu
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From now on you won’t see Daya's lord.1

23 vahujlno javaba

1

- evani vacana sunine re vadyam valatam vahujl: 

'Gamgajalasarakhaip re sambhafo sasujl!

Hearing this speech, the daughter-in-law replied,

'Listen, mother-in-law, (pure) like Ganges water!

2

jena manamam jevum  re tevum te sau dekhe; 

saramnaratam saune re potasarakham pekhe.

You see everything as it is in your own mind;

Everyone has good and bad, you see according to yourself.

3

kaho cho tevarp ho£o re tyare ema sujhe che; 

dosa Prabhuno £o ditho re jene jaga puje che?

You say that you may be thus, then I think this,

What fault o f Prabhu's was seen, he whom the world worships?

4

havam vamka nahi maro re, kahum chum kahya pumthi; 

emain kanil nathl sacum re, e jugatl sarave ju th l 

Now the fault is not mine, I reply to you,

In this there is nothing true, this idea is altogether false.
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5

jema khumdyam khamum chum re, nacavlnacuin chum; 

to ye pumtha na m eli re tyare jao, sacum che.

I shall bear whatever miseries you give me, if  you make me dance, I'll dance; 

I'll follow behind you, wherever you go, this is true.

6

havam to nitya jaUum re SyamaliyanI samge;

Vrmdavanaghate re sada ramigum ramge.

Now I shall always go with §yamaliya 

I shall always play in pleasure on the ghats of Vrmdavana.

7

mana bhave te bolajo re, sahevaye to sahejo; 

cale te karajo re, game tevum kahejo.

Say what you like, bear what can be bome,

Do what happens, say what you like.

8

tamai'a kahya upara re havam mare e karavum;

Dayano Prabhu bhajavo re, koithi nava daravum.1 

About what you have said, now I want to do this,

Praise Daya's Lord, don't be afraid of anyone.
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24 Namdano Namdana

R

Namdano Namdana Chabllo ChogaJo re!

sakhl re! enl aniyall amkha kajajakora re! Namdano.

Namdano Namdana Chabllo Chogalo re!

My friend! his pointed eyes are the piercers of my heart.

1

marum mana mohyum che e Alabele re, 

hum baliharlkhamma ji, khamma j i  khamma!

This Alabela has infatuated my mind,

1 am very lucky, may you be happy!

2

van tiunne khamma ji, khainma j i t khamma!

citta marum coryum che e Patalfe, re, e Syamalie re Namdano.

Good fortune was warded off you,

This PataHa, Syamaha has stolen my mind.

3

Natavaranagara saluno Syamaliyo re;

sakhl! enum hasavum che mamda julami jora re. Namdano.

Natavaranagara tasty Syama] iyo;

0  friend! his gentle smiling has oppressive power.

4

amgoamga madhurl manohara Mohanamam re; 

kahenl, kema visare e Namdano kiSora re? Namdano.
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There is charming sweetness in every limb in Mohana,

Tell me how may one forget Namda's boy?

5

Vrajapati vhalo nathi e je  janane re;

sakhl! tenum vajra thald kalajum kathora re. Namdano.

The people to whom Vrajapati is not dear,

My friend! Those people's hearts are harder than adamantine.

6

sakhi! mune vikala kari che eni vain sake re; 

khubi enikhasatl nathi nigabhora re. Namdano.

Friend! Ms flute has made me distracted,

It does not go very far away day or night.

7

avado rupajo sakhi! ene kone kidho ha§e re?

nenam maram ena mukhacanidranam cakora re. Namdano.

Friend, who may have made him so beautiful?

My eyes are like a cakora to the moon of his face.

8

nehano nibhavana e Pritama patajiyo re;

hum to ene janum chum jfvananl dora re. Namdano.

The support of love is this slender Pritama;

I know he is the thread of my life.
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9

Dayano Pritama have akhamda mare kalaje cadyo re; 

sakhl! e to caturana citadano cora re? Namdano.

Daya's Beloved has now climbed into my whole heart,

Friend! Is he the thief of the mind of the clever?

25 garabe ramavane

R

garabe ramavane gorlnisaryam re lola!

Radhika ramgilijenum nama abhirama, Vrajavasani! re lola!

tall detam vage jhamjharajhumakha re lola!

samge sahell blji che ghani re lola!

kamieka hum kahum tenarn nama, Vrajavasani! re lola!

tali detam vage jhamjharajhumakha re lola!

gida gida toma chuma chuma chuma vajeghughara re lola. tali.

The fair girls set out to dance in the garaba,

Lovely Radha whose name is delightful, the women of Vraja. 

Marking the beat, the jingling sounds,

There are many other friends with her,

I'll give the names of some of those women of Vraja 

Giving the beat, the jingling sounds [lit cluster, earrings, tassel] 

The bells ring out.

1

Carndrabhaga nc Catndravali re lola,

Campakalata che carurupa. Vraja. tali.
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Camdrabhaga and Camdravali,

Campakalata are lovely in form.

2

Lallta, Vigakha, Vrajamamgala re lola,

Madhavi ne Malati anupa. Vraja. tall.

Lalita, Visakha, Vrajamamgaja 

Madhavi and Malati are unsurpassed.

3

Manmathamoda ne Manaaturl re lola,

Hamsa, Harsa, ne Hlra nama. Vraja. tali. 

Manmathamoda and Manaaturl 

Hamsa, Harsa and Hlra are the names.

4

Ketaki, Pragalbha, PremamamjarJ re lola,

- e ade sakhl sau sukhadhama. Vraja. tall 

Ketald, Pragalbha, Premamamjaii;

- These and the other friends are all abodes of happiness.

5

vividhanam vajinitra vaje chamdamam re lola. 

talasvare mall kare gana, Vraja. tali.

They play various instruments in their frolics,

They sing, meeting on the beat and pitch.

6

'lola'kahetam aruna adhara opata re lola,
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latake nam lm elave sahu tana. Vraja. tall 

Saying, 'lola' their tawny lips shine,

Bending in a graceful way they meet on the tune.

7

khela macyo te Vrmdavanamam re lola, 

Bamsibatacoka rasarupa. Vraja. tall 

The play swelled in Vrmdavana,

Bamsibatacoka, the form of rasa.

8

garabo jovane Giradhara aviya re lola, 

m ohyajoi Syamanum svarupa. Vraja. tall 

Giradhara came to see the garabo,

Seeing it he was infatuated with the form of Syama.

9

te pramaiie mohyam Syama Syamane re lola, 

vyapo beu amgamam anarnga. Vraja. tall 

Accordingly, Syama and Syama were infatuated, 

Anarnga pervaded both their bodies.

10

Lalitae lalmelavyam nikumjamam re lola, 

rasabharyam ramadyam ratirarnga. Vraja. tajl 

Lalita took them and joined them in a bower,

They enjoyed lovegames full of rasa.
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11

anamdasagara tyaham uchalyo re lola, 

maganathayam Ladaline Lala. Vraja. tall 

Then the ocean of joy boiled up,

Ladali and Lala sank into it.

12

paramapavitra e caritrane re lola,

Dasadayo gal thayo nyala. Vraja. tali.

About these most sacred acts,

The servant Dayo sang and became happy.

26 manlti vamsaladTne

li

maniti turn che mohanataniho vamsaladi!

ho j i  tune vhalama kare che ghanum vhala re ho vamsaladi!

R

mitho avado £o 6ora? mohyo namdano ki§ora,

tarum avadum 6um jora? bhumdi! kajajum ma kora re ho vamsaladi!

lii

pie adharamita piyutanuin turn vamsaladi!

amare §okyasarikhum turn sala re ho vamsaladi! mitho.

You are Mohana's darling, 0  little flute!

Oh yes, the lover loves you very much!

What sound is so sweet? The son of Narnda is enchanted.

What great strength is yours, wicked one? Don't pierce my heart, 

You drink the nectar of the beloved's lip,
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You pain us like a co-wife.

2

vajlvajlne vikala karyam ho vamsaladi! 

turn to plde amara prana re ho vamsaladi! 

sunatam pade che hrde somsaram ho vamsaladi! 

tara taukarathlmohabana re ho vamsaladi! mitho.

You have made us distracted with your sound,

You torment our life,

When we hear your call,

Darts of love pierce our hearts.

3

jhera ghanum che tarljhapatamam ho vamsaladi! 

bhalam tumthl bhalatalavara re ho vamsaladi! 

eklvdreja turn hanl namkhanl ho vamsaladi! 

o bhumdl! thodethode ma mara re ho vamsaladi! mitho. 

Your attack is full of poison,

Spears and swords are better than you,

Kill me outright,

0  wicked one! Do not kill me slowly.

4

padvratanam patia tern mukaviyain ho vamsaladi! 

tern to chodavyam satlonam satya re ho vamsaladi! 

vanavana kumjekumje pheravyam tern ho vamsaladi! 

tern to saunl karl che evl gatya re ho vamsaladi! mitho. 

You have destroyed virtuous wives,

You have made good women break their vows,
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You have led them around the woods and bowers,

You have done this to all of them.

5

garaje gumanabhari avadi 6um ho vainsaladi! 

turn to joni vicari tarljata re ho vamsaladi! 

jotam turn to kastakero karakado ho vamsaladi! 

tumne aja mail che thakarata re ho vamsaladi! mitho.

Why do you sound forth, full of such pride?

Think about your origins,

To look at, you are just a stick of wood,

Only now you have power.

6

tern to naka ghasavyam sau naranam ho vamsaladi!

tern to lagadyum lalagum lagana re ho vamsaladi!

corani samge Sikhi turn corava ho vamsaladi!

vhale makhana coryum ne tern to mana re ho vamsaladi! mitho.

You have rubbed all women's noses (in the dust),

You have got married to Lala,

In the company of that thief you have leamt to steal,

The beloved stole butter and you are stealing minds.

7

mana na rakhyum mananitanum tern ho vainsaladi! 

tern to saune karyam payanama re ho vamsaladi! 

dayana prabhuni duti turn khariho vamsaladi! 

saune tede turn bethi thama re ho vamsaladi! mitho.

You have not preserved the honour of the adoring women,
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You have trampled over them all,

You are only the servant of Daya's Lord,

You are just the medium through which he calls everyone.

27 vamsaladina vamka

R

o vamsaladi! verana thailagire Vrajani narane;

£um Sora kare?jataladi tari turn mana vicarane.

0  little flute, the women of Vraja have become hostile, 

Why do you make a noise? Think about your origins.

1

turn jamgalakastatano katako,

Ramgarasiye kidho ratpgacatako, 

all! tepara avado £o latako? o vamsaladi!

You are a piece of a jungle stick,

Ramgarasiya did good things to you,

Friend, what is this great flirting with him?

2

tane Kahanavara to karamam rakhe,

turn adharatano rasa nitya cakhe}

turn to amane duhkhadam bahu dakhe. o vamsaladi!

Kahanavara keeps you in his hand,

You always taste the nectar of his lips,

You show us many sorrows.
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3

turn Mohanana mukha para mhale,

tuja vina Nathane nava cale,

turn to £okya thai amane sale, o vamsaladi!

You make merry on Mohana's mouth,

Natha won't go anywhere without you,

You have become our co-wife and you pain us.

4

tumne Uarie hatha grahl lldhl,

tumne saumam dromani kldhl,

ksanum mukhathi nava m ukl vhill o vamsaladi!

Hari took you in his hand,

He made you the crest-jewel of all,

He didn't take you from his mouth for a moment, his beloved.

5

hum tujane avl nava janatl\

nahi to tuja para mhera na anlti,

tarani dala sahlne mula tanatl. o vamsaladi!

I do not know you were like this,

Otherwise I would have not shown kindness to you,

I would have seized your branches and pulled out your roots.

6

Dayapntamane purana pyaii, 

tumne alagl na muke Murari, 

tara bhedaguna dlse bhari! o vamsaladi!

Utterly beloved by Daya's Beloved,
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Murari doesn't put you aside,

Your special qualities seem great!

28 vamsaladino uttara

R

o Vrajanarl! §a mate turn amane ala cadave?

puny a pui'avatanam, tethl Patajiyo amane lada ladave.

0  women of Vraja, why do you raise such false charges against me?

1 have merits from former births, therefore Patajiyo cherishes me,

1

mem  purana tapa sadhyam vanamam,

mem tadhatadaka vethyam tanamam}

tyare Mohane mhera ani manamam. O Vrajanarl!

I did penance for ages in the forest,

1 suffered cold and pain on my body,

Then Mohana brought his kindness to my mind.

2

hum comase cacara raheti,

ghani meghajhadl §arire sahetl,

sukhaduhkha kairii dilamam nava lheti. O Vrajanarl!

I used to stay at the crossroads in the rainy season,

I used to suffer many showers of rain on my body,

I used not to feel any sorrow or happiness in my heart.
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3

mare amge vadha vadhaviya,

vali te samghade cadaviya,

te upara cheda padaviya. O Vrajanarl!

Blades cut into my body,

Then I was worked on a lathe,

Then I had holes put into me.

4

tyare Harie hatha karl lidhi,

saukomam siromani kldhi,

deha arpi ardha amge dldhl O Vrajanarl!

Then Hari took me in his hand,

He made me the crest-jewel of all,

Having entrusted my body he gave me his upper body.

5

mate Dayapritamane chum pyarl,

nitya mukhathi vagade Murari,

mara bhedaguna dlse bharl! O Vrajanarl!

Therefore I am the beloved of Daya's Beloved 

He always plays me with his mouth,

My special qualities appear great!
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29 vena ma va§o mare amgane!

R

vena ma vaso mare amgane, varum chum Vhalama! vallvall ho j lre !

vena ma vaso mai'e amgane.

marl sasu kahe che, jao vahu! vena vagi/

ane deranljethanl vamkum bhane. ho j l  re! vena.

Don't play your flute in my courtyard, I prohibit it, Vhalama, again and again! 

My mother-in-law says, 'Go, vahu, the flute sounded,'

And my younger and older sisters-in-law blame me.

1

nirlajja hoya tene laja nava lage,

pana mujane to loka ghelamam gane. ho j l  re! vena.

The one who doesn't feel shame is shameless,

But people reckon that I am among the mad.

2

khijave che sarva mune 'Ka'na avyo'kahi, 

maro bhara gayo samga tamatane. ho j l  re! vena.

Everyone gets angry with me, saying, 'Kahana has come1,

My burden went in your company.

3

Dasadayana Prltama! prlta che tamare mare, 

ema karo tyare to te kema bane? ho j l  re! vena.

Beloved of the servant Daya, you and I have love,

When you do this then what happens?
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30 sane samajhavya

1

valatam vhalamam re nacavyam lalacavyam locana! 

parakhl amkhadl re haju Hari malavanum che mana.

Turning towards Vhala, my eyes were made to dance and were enticed! 

Looking at his eyes, now my intention is to meet Hari.

2

nayane notarya re, sane samajhavya sau pera; 

rami£um ratadi re, avajo, Alabelaji! ghera.

My eyes invited him, by a sign I explained to him the whole plan;

We shall play this night, come to my house, Alabelaji!

3

kahejo matane re, 'gaya eka khovani che aja; 

jauni chum Sodhava re,' bamdhajo panIpahelam paja.

Tell your m other,1 Today a cow has strayed,

I am going to look for it,’ first tie it up and give it water.

4

sasariyathaklre maro avasa che ekarnta;

samcarajo sukhe re, rakhe karni bhaya dharata Bhagavamta!

My abode is separate from my in-laws,

Walk around at ease, if you have any fear, Bhagavamta!
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5

vahela padbarajo re, betbijoi£a tamaro pamtha; 

rakhe kam l atakata re mar a kamanagara kamtba!

Come early, I shall sit waiting for you,

Lest anyone stops you, my bewitching lover!

6

rakhiSa divado re, manUum manamani moja; 

ja§e jivado re JIvana ! jutha pada£o to ja.

I shall place little lights, we shall experience pleasure as we please,

Lover, my life will go if you are false.

7

sukha tyare tha§e re jyare ura lapatavl lapatm&a; 

jivyum  sapbala tha§e re jyare bum adharamrta p f  paUa,

Happiness will happen, when I embrace you as you have embaced me to your 

breast,

Life will become successful when I drink and am given to drink your lip-nectar.

8

- ema kabi kamanl re harakhi avlpotane dhama;

PrJtama Dayatana re aja mane majiya puranakama!

Having spoken thus, the lover rejoiced and went to her own home,

Today Daya's Beloved met me and my desires were fulfilled!
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31 samdeSo

R

Uddhava! Namdano choro te namero thayo jo; 

mune ekali mukfne Mathurn gayo jo. Uddhava!

0  Uddhava, Namda's boy has become cruel,

He has left me alone and gone to Mathura.

1

ene mukljatarn daya nava upanijo,

mune bhramti padi che ena rupani jo. Uddhava!

As he was leaving, no mercy arises,

Confusion has fallen on me because of his beauty.

2

koie kamana karyum kephatakaryo phare jo; 

kema dila enutn muja upara na thare jo? Uddhava!

Someone has performed witchcraft or he wanders demented, 

Why does his heart not fix on me?

3

Uddhava! samde£o kahine vahela avajo jo; 

sathe Dayana Prftamane tedi lavajo. Uddhava!

0  Uddhava, having told him this message, come back soon, 

Invite Daya's Beloved, bring him with you.
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32 etalum kahejo

R

UddhavajI! Madhavane kahejo etaluni;

6a mate tamo pado cho vijoga jo?  

nidra re divasa eke nathl avati,

Gopljanane pragatyo che kamlroga jo, UddhavajI!

0  UddhavajI, say this much to Madhava:

Why have you afflicted us with separation?

Sleep does not come to us on any day at all,

Some fever has appeared among the Gopls.

1

Jamunani tire re nhava amegayam, 

ocimta tyam avya $yama6arira jo, 

vastra vegalam m ukl amo nhatam hutam, 

chanaimnanain corl lldham clra jo. UddhavajI!

We went to bathe on the banks of the Jamuna, 

Suddenly (it was as if) Syama's body appeared,

We used to bathe with our clothes far away,

He secretly stole our garments.

2

valavalava lag.I re sail gopamgana, 

kadamakhamdlmam samtaya Srinatha jo.

Samaliyo 6odhyo re amane jadyo nahlm, 

rudana karl jodavya ene hatha jo. UddhavajI! 

Agitation struck all the bodies of the milkmaids, 

Srinatha was hidden in a clump of kadambas,
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We sought Samahyo but we didn't find him,

Having made us weep, he made us beg.

3

kahie, nanapanana divasa bhullgaya,

tarachodo cho Sane Srljaduraya! jo?

amo abala aSae valagl rahyam,

jora amarum jobaniyanum jala jo. UddhavajI!

Tell him: have you forgotten the days of our childhood,

Why have you abandoned us, Srijaduraya?

We women have clung to our hope,

The strength of our youth is fading.

4

mara sama Mohanane tamo jalne kaho, 

eka vara to avo Gokulagama jo.

Kamagni lagyo avine holavo

vahela valajo. Dayapritamana Syamajo. UddhavajI!

On my oath, having gone to Mohana tell him 

Come to Gokulagama once again.

Come and extinguish the fire of Kamadeva which has struck us, 

Come soon. Daya's Beloved, Syama.

34 jolne calo

R

'vamka re vanika Sum re hlmdo cho? avadum Suin regumana jl?  

paranarlnl sanige ramatam nathl vail kaml sana, jolne calo jl .'
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Why act wrongly? Why such great pride?

You should not play with another man's wife, come to your senses, just look and 

then go on your way.'

1

'turn tara manamam vimala che, hum chum nanum bala jo, 

kema kan mune moto jane?jutharn §Jda cadave ala?'jolne.

'You are pure in your mind, I am a little child,

Why do you take me for a grown-up? Why do you accuse me wrongly?'

2

'nana cho pana guna motana, nan vina kona jane ji?  

amgoamgathivihvala kidham, maiyam locananam bana.'jolne.

'You are small but you have the qualities of a grown-up, who but a woman knows 

this?

You have caused anxiety in all our bodies, you have struck us with the arrows of 

your eyes.'

3

‘nan to pumsathl alagl, alagl valagi cale ji;

Dayaramana Pritama hasine bolya: 'havemaiUum kale.'jolne.

'A woman is different from a man, sometimes separate and sometimes together they 

walk along.

Dayarama's Beloved smiled and said, 'Now we'll meet tomorrow.'
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35 RadhavaSa Prabhu

R

Radhe! turn pyari ja, bJjum avara na koi,

jene jagata mohyum te to tumne rahyo mohi. Radhe!

Radha, only you are dear, there is no one else,

The one who has infatuated the world, is infatuated with you.

1

Gokulam gorl sau enlpurn the bhame che, 

te re Vhalane tan galo game che. Radhe!

All the women of Gokula chase after him,

Vhala likes your abuse.

2

Vrajavama saune e naka ghasave,

te re Vhalo tareghera vanatedyo ave. Radhe!

He rubs the noses of all the women of Vraja in the dust, 

Vhalo turns up at your house uninvited.

3

hum pana janum enum malavum kyamthi? 

ksanum eka alago na thaya tare tyamthl. Radhe!

How may I also know how to meet him?

He doesn't become separated from you for one minute.

4

tern va£a kidho Radhe! Dayano Prabhujf, 

hum nava janum tern te kel gora puji? Radhe!
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You have control of Daya's Beloved, Radha,

1 do not know - what religious custom did you observe?

39 samo samajho

R

samo samo tamo samajho nahim ne karata himdo ala jl;

loka gum jane je  teva pad1 che? muke mathe gala, pera na jano ji.

Understand the appropriate time and don't go around pretending you're hurt;

Why should people know about this habit? They put curses on one's head. You do 

not know the (right) way.

1

sasu amarisambhajatam mune gida karo cho sada ji?

apana bene bolatam dekhi maro paranyo kare che vakhavada. pera na jano j l

Why do you call aloud to me when my mother-in-law is listening?

When we are both speaking, my husband sees us and then quarrels with me.

2

mara amganala samum avine kale gane kidhisana ji?

marl nanadi marmanam vacana boll, 'bhabhl! jao tede che Kahana!' pera na jano j l  

Why did you come right into my courtyard yesterday and wink at me?

My husband's sister spoke meaningful words, 'Sister-in-law, go, Kahana calls you.'

3

atura jana to ditha ati pan a tamathi ado ainka jl;

kaheva sarakhum apana kariye tyare drijanano go vamka ? pera na jano j l  

Eager people saw you, you can defeat all of them;
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If we do what can be talked about, then what fault lies with evil people?

4

gola potane khune khaie, karie ditho aditho ji;

pragata karl bajare betbam Sum lage che ad mitho? pera na jano ji.

Eat jaggery in your own comer, do this seen and unseen;

Doing it openly, sitting in the market-place, does it seem sweeter?

5

je  dahadathiprita bamdhani te dahadani carane valagiji;

Dasadayana Prabhu! manamam samajho hum nathi tamathi alagl pera na jano j l

1 embraced your feet since that day when love was bonded;

Lord of the servant Day a! Understand in your mind that I am not separate from 

you.

40 avonl mare ghera manava

R

avoni mare ghera manava ho j i  Raja! avo mare ghera manava.

Come to my house to enjoy yourself, 0  king!

1

premarasa pyalo te pi vane pava, jobanaturine palanava. hoji Raja!

To give the cup of the rasa of love to drink, to mount the steed of youth.

2

padati rate padharajo Pritama! koi nathi bethum janava. hoji Raja!

Come as night is falling, Pritama! Noone will be there to know.
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3

marl ferine che samtasadhu, paranl na vata bese chanava. hoji Raja!

There are sants and sadhus in my street. They do not sit around investigating other 

people's business.

4

prabhatejatam kolpuchaSe to kahUum, tedya'ta valonum tanava. hoji Raja!

When going at dawn, if anyone asks then we shall say, he was invited to pull the 

churning vessel.

5

sarva taje pana samo sambhaje rasiya te paramanava. hoji Raja!

Leave everything, but keep the time, to understand this pleasure.

6

RajanI rupafl chabe citta maivm coiyuin, samarana nathl vakhanava. hoji Raja!

The lovely beauty of the king stole my mind, remembering cannot describe it.

41 koni samge?

R

rata!adl koni samge jagya? ghayala cho jl, nenabana kelnam vagyam?

Who were you awake with last night? You are wounded, what eye-arrows struck 

you?

1

vamkaladum tama samum kalejoyum?
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mohana cho, kef mohinie mana mohyum? 

kelpranapyari karl citta proyum?

Did someone cast sidelong glances at you?

You are the infatuator, did some deluding woman infatuate your mind? 

Did someone dear as life fill your thoughts?

2

bhala Bhagavata! vacanana saca, 

kahonlkale kevi vadhya'ta vaca? 

turatana turata dekhaya kaca! rataladl 

Well done, Bhagavata! your words are true,

Tell me, what about the words you said yesterday?

Immediately, your untruth is seen!

3

jutha&um tamta na karavo jhajho,

bola bolf Sakta nathl kanv sajo,

jutha sama khatam lagara na lajo. rataladl.

Do not quarrel more about what's false,

You cannot say a word that's entirely sound,

Don't waste time in swearing false promises!

4

haranam cihna de che lira dekha, 

adhara para dlse che amjanarekha, 

majimali jaya che netranl mekha. rataladl 

Marks of a necklace are seen on your breast,

Lines of kajal are seen on your lip,

The lines around your eyes meet again and again.
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5

jegum ramya raj am lagI te amolf,

bhule tenirm nama javaya che boll,

tena sama tamane, kaho dila kholl rataladl

The one with whom you played at night was precious,

By mistake you said her name,

Swear by her, tell me freely.

6

gramita cho avo lagareka podho, 

palotum paye, mate grama podho, 

amganale ubha alasa gida modo? rataladl 

You are tired, come, lie down for a moment,

I'll massage your feet, your weariness will go, lie down, 

Standing in the courtyard, how will you dispel lethargy?

7

rakhyum mukha prasanna hrdemam dadhj

jage khasi vastu amulika ladhi,

samajhani gyama lldhum kama sadhl rataladl

She kept her face happy, (although she) burnt in her heart,

(Thinking,) 'Having found this priceless thing he will go away.'

The understanding and good woman accomplished love.

8

samasamt nena nehanam maliyam, 

chutyum mana, sukhasimdhumam maliyam,

Dayana pritama beii palamge dhaliyam.
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Their eyes met together in love,

Her haughtiness went, they met in a river of happiness 

The pair of Daya's Beloveds lay down on a bed.

42 have hum nahim bolum

R

ha vain hum sakhi! nahim bolum re NamdakumvaranI samge; 

mune 'Sa&ivadanV kahl che re tyaranf dajha lagl che amge, havam.

My friend, now I shall not speak to Namdakumvara.

He has called me 'moon face,' and so anger has struck my body.

1

Camdrabimbamam lamchana che, vallRahu gale khata mase re; 

pakse vadhe nepakse ghate, kalapurana nitya te nava prakage. havam.

There is a stain on the disk of the moon, then Rahu eats it every six months,

In the lunar fortnights, it waxes and wanes, it does not shine constantly as a full 

circle,

2

te karatam 'CamdravadanV kahl to kaiyam hum ne Camdra eka rase re; 

tyare muja mukha pakhe £um atakyum che? jo£e Camdra aka£e. havam.

Doing that, having called me 'moonface', you made the moon and me the equal in 

the rasa dance.

Then if he sees my face, why should he stay? He will see the moon in the sky.

3

nahim to Sivane samipa rakhaSe ne bhale Camdra dekha£e re;
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prasanna thai pase rahege, nahi to kahevaya nahim nija dase. havam.

Otherwise, he will stay near Siva and he will see the moon on his forehead, 

Becoming pleased, he will stay with him, otherwise, he cannot be called his own 

slave.

4

evago grama pana gida kare? juo, Camdra potanipase re; 

vama caranamam Imdu acala che, gida rahe anyani age? havam.

Why take so much trouble? Look, the moon is near to him;

The moon on his left foot does not move, why remain in hope of another?

5

Dayana Piitamane kahe sakhi Ju o , Sagimukha sarakhuni sukha pase re; 

kotiprakare hum nahim avum eva purusani adase. havam.

Friend, tell Daya's Beloved, look, happiness like the face of the moon is here,

There is no way I shall go near such a man.

43 Bamsibatane coka

R

Vrndavanamam re Bamsibatane coka manana manya Raja mune malya durathi 

dekhi re,

balava lagi gokya. mana.

In Vmdavana on Bamsibata square, the Icing who is agreeable to my mind met me. 

Having seen me from far off, my co-wife began to bum.
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1

samga koi na hotum re, asapasa nahlm kol, bharajobanamam re 

Jivane mujane jot. mana.

There was noone with him, there was no-one around, in the vigour of youth, 

JIvana saw me.

2

mujane puchyum re, 'ekaladi kem aja?' hum nava boll re 

kerlghumghata dharJ laja. mana.

He asked me, 'Why are you alone today?' I did not reply,

I covered my face with my veil.

3

hathile haslne rejhalyo maro hatha, 'na, na,'kahetam re 

balie bhidi batha. mana,

The stubborn one smiled and seized my hand, (as I was) saying 'No, no,' 

The strong one embraced me.

4

cumbana karine re katyum adharamrtapana, thaihum parava§a re 

gal man sudha ne sana. mana.

Having kissed me he drank my lip-nectar, I lost my self-control,

My intelligence and sense disappeared.

5

rasika rupala re Natavara Namdakumai'a, mlthum boli re, 

ghano dekhadyo pyara. mana.

Natavara Namdalcumara is a beautiful rasika, having spoken sweetly,

He showed me lots of love.
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6

mamda hasine re maryarn locanabana, te samarium re 

sukhaduhkha prlche prana. mana.

Having smiled gently, he struck me with the arrows of his eyes,

Life understands the sorrow and happiness of that moment.

7

nakha&ikha vapyo re Manmatha, kampe kaya, mukhade na kahum re 

mana to malava chaya. mana.

Manmatha pervaded me from head to toe, my body trembled, I can't put it into 

words,

My mind desires to meet him.

8

'ha, na'karatam re bhari Alabele amka, addhara uthavlre 

lavya kumja nihSamka. mana

(As I was) saying 'Yes, no,' Alabela embraced me, he lifted me as I had no support, 

He took me to a bower without hesitation [??].

9

kuvalayadalanlre siddha hatlparyamka, tehurn pami re 

jema riddhi pame ranika, mana.

A bed was ready with leaves of blue-lotuses, I experienced it,

As a poor man experiences wealth.

10

sumdara varan! re samge rami tyam ramga, bahu sukha pami re 

jityo  ajita Ananiga. mana.
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In company with the beautiful man, I enjoyed delight, I felt a lot o f pleasure,

Anamga conquered the unconquerable.

11

prathama samagama re Pranajivanani satha, tana ghera avyum  re 

mana rahyum Mohana satha, mana.

That was my first meeting was with Pranajlvana, my body came home,

My mind stayed with Mohana.

12

teha divasathi re kalaja koryum Kahana, Dayapritamane re 

malava niSadina dhyana. mana.

From that day Kahana pierced my heart, day and night my intention is to meet 

Daya's Beloved.

45 kema risal?

R

Syama! turn to §ida risavi re? kanii eka karana mujane kahenl.

£Tda mauna grahlne rahl che re? uttarano pratiuttara deni. Syama!

Syama, why are you angry? Give me one reason.

Why do you remain silent? Answer to my question.

1

rise netra thayam che ratam ne adhara dase che danita re; 

bhrukuti damanasamana kari che krodha dharine anamta. Syama!

Your eyes have become red in anger, and your teeth bite your lip,

Your knitted eyebrow has become like a bow, as you bear unending anger.
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2

ke kami vamkum vena kahyum? ke kam i kldhlsamovada ta r/re? 

avado rosa dhari £ida bethi? satya kaheni sakhl! marl Syama!

Has someone said some crooked words to you or has someone become your rival? 

Why do you sit bearing such anger? Tell me the truth my friend!

3

Sum Vhale tujathl vhala utaryum? ke prita avaragum kldhl re?

ke kami taruin vacana uthapyum je  avadi hatha tern lldhl? Syamal

Did Vhala take away his love from you, or did he make love with another?

Or did he disobey your word that you have become so obstinate?

4

pana jodiparanama karlne kahavyum che tare kamthe re. 

jo  tamo duhkhe am are dajho to paga dharajo a pamthe. Syama!

Having joined his hands and bowed to you, your lover has informed you,

If you bum in sorrow with him, then step out on this path.

5

nayane nlra bhare che Natavara, mukhe jape Radhajapa re;

Dayana Prltamane mafani manani! £ama£e sau paritapa. Syama!

Natavara fills his eyes with tears, his mouth mutters the prayer o f the name of 

Radha,

Meet Daya's Beloved, proud woman, he will allay all your grief.
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49 rupali Radhe!

R

Radhe! rupafi rasili tail anikhadijo;

jodiKrsnasamana chabiphamkadijo. Radhe! rupali

Radha! your eyes are beautiful and full of rasa;

Joined with Krsna your beauty is great!

1

upamae adhika nahi tumthimrgalocanijo, 

vina amjana manaramjana bhavamocam jo. Radhe! rupali. 

There is nothing excessive in comparing deer's eyes to yours, 

Without kajal they are delighting and give mukti to the world.

2

tarum Carndravadana kahetam lajum taruni! jo  

eka to kalamki visabimdu varuni jo. Radhe! rupali.

I am ashamed to call you moonface 

For it is spoilt by a drop of poison.

3

vena Vasuki, jaditraratnarakhadljo; 

tane jotam bijum jovani thaya akhadi jo. Radhe! rupali 

Your plait is like Vasula, it has threads studded with jewels, 

Seeing you, I seem to see its double.

4

Rati rupatano garva mukine khasijo;

Rasikarayana hrdemam turn sada vasi jo. Radhe! rupali.
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Rati puts away pride in her beauty,

Your are always settled in the heart of Rasikarayana.

5

Madanamohananum mana hara turn Manamohanl! jo; 

nathl Viramcie racl tuja chabi sohanl jo. Radhe! rupali 

Manamohanl, you steal the mind of Madanamohana,

Viramcl [the Creator] has not made your beauty.

6

sakala bhupamam jotam turn ladhyo Srihari jo;

Uma, Rama ne Savitrl Snpuramdari jo. Radhe! rupali.

Looking in the whole king [seeing all queens in you??], Hari found you, 

Uma, Rama and Savitii and Sripuramdari.

7

tan upamasarakhum bljum kolnathljo;

thakya uttama kavi vedasmrtine mathl jo. Radhe! rupali

There is no one else comparable to you,

The greatest poet became tired churning the Vedas and the Smrti.

8

rasikarupa Jugala! vaso hrdemam tharljo;

Dasadayane sukhadata eka turn Hari! jo. Radhe! rUpall 

Pair of forms of rasikasl live in my heart,

Hari, you are the only giver of happiness to the servant Daya.
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51 sacum manaje

R

sacum manaje rupaJISI Radhika! jo,

sakaja sadgunanum dhama! rahita badhika jo. sacum.

Believe this is tine, beautiful Radha,

You are the abode of all good qualities, you are without blemish.

1

tara kahyapachl kabum chum mananl vatadljo, 

marc tharavano cka thama tarljatadl jo. sacum.

After you have spoken, I am telling you the thoughts of my mind,

1 want to settle in a place in your body.

2

maiirasana Radharatana mukati mathi jo,

tare rupe marum manadum lidhum che mathi jo. sacum.

The repetition of'Radha' does not stop giving enjoyment,

Your beauty has taken my mind. [??]

3

tarum sarva mlthum lage mane manani! jo,

Jagajfvananum jivana suta Brkhubhanani jo. sacum.

Everything about you seems sweet to my mind,

You are the life o f Jagajlvana, daughter of Brkhubhana.

4

pita varana taro mate pltambara dharum ho.

§yama te mate tuja amjananum cimtana karum jo. sacum.
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I wear the pitambara for your golden skin,

I think of your kajal and that's why I'm black.

5

kamala dharum tarum mukhadum thava dhyanane jo, 

rakhum vamsaji tara karava gunaganane jo. sacum.

I carry a lotus so I remember yom* face,

I have my flute to sing your praises.

6

netra samajhe tumne nlrakhavana sukhane jo,

pana mukha nenane na, nena nathl mukhane jo. sacum.

My eyes know happiness is looking at you,

But my eyes do not have a mouth, my mouth does not have eyes. [??]

7

makarakumdala capala kamleka taram netra^am jo, 

tiamkhacakragadakamja kamkana kara jasam jo. sacum.

My flashing earrings are somewhat like your eyes,

The conch, the discus, the club and the lotus are like your bracelets.

8

'kevl vhali che turn!' kahetam avadatum nathljo, 

vanl kalajadane hoy a to te kahe kathl jo. sacum.

I don't understand why I am saying, 'How dear you are!',

If  the heart has a voice then it says this.

9

sarva vastu dhanya pranapriya! mahaiijo,
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e je  iccha mune hela karum tahan jo. sacum.

All things are blessed my beloved,

Only this is my wish that I may have your love. [??]

10

evo durlabha chum malato nathi koine jo, 

te hum chum tare adhina jlvum  joine jo. sacum.

I am so hard to get that I don't meet anyone,

I live considering my dependence on you.

I I

Madanamanohara hum, muja citta turn cora che jo, 

locana tara vadanacamdranam cakora che jo. sacum.

I am Madanamohana, you steal my mind,

Your eyes are the moon face (to my) cakora.

12

'turn tehum 'ne  'hum te turn,'- emam samdeha nahim jo, 

agnijvala be jema ekavastuta sahl jo. sacum.

'You are me and I am you' - in this there is no doubt,

As the fire and the flame are two, so we are of one substance. [??]

13

taromaro be maline eka prana che jo,

juthum  kaheto nathi vedamam pramana che jo, sacum.

Your and my lives met as two now are one,

I am not saying this falsely - it is said in the Vedas.
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14

bhusana jagatanurn hum, maro turn £anagara che jo, 

apana beno Dasadayane adhara che jo. sacum.

1 am the ornament of the world, your are my decoration,

The servant Daya has us two as his support.

52 hathilini hatha

R

Lalita kahe, 'suno SvamIre! hathlll hath na taje, hum hari! 

kahyum e to kolnum na mane re, ap manavo potanl pyarl. lalita.

Lalita says: Listen SvamI! The stubborn one doesn't give up her stubbornness, I am 

defeated.

She doesn't accept what anyone says, conciliate your beloved.

1

samadamavidhibheda Vhala! mem vividha prakai'ana kldha re; 

eke vidhi marl nava call tyare paga pacha mem dldha. Lalita.

0  Vhala! I've earned out the many lands of diplomacy,

When even one of my methods did not work, then I came back.

2

hum paya padI trna damta dharine, 'Hari harya,'kahyum mem jyare re 

vamkum vadana kari vamae vacana kahyum eka tyare. Lalita.

1 fell at her feet, with my head on the ground and when I said, 'Hari is defeated.' 

Turning her face away, the beautiful woman said these words:
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'CamdramukhImune §Ida kahi? kema Camdrasamovada jam  re? 

jo  jam  to 6Ida jhuro cho? CamdrathI lo sukha man I ' Lalita.

'Why did you call me 'Moon-face'? Why did you say I'm equal to the moon?

If  you think this then why are you anxious? Enjoy yourself, get your happiness 

from the moon.'

4

Kahetamam karana mem janyum , manano marma ja eha re;

Catura&romani! eni upara karle ghate kami jeha. Lalita 

I realised the reason for her speech, this is the inner meaning o f her pride, 

Catura&iromani! Let us do for her what is fitting.

5

kahyum kolnum e nahlm mane havam kotiprakare re

Dayana Pritama! mane ema sujhe che - tha§e karaj apa padharye.'Lalita

She doesn't accept what anyone tells her now in any way,

Daya's Beloved, my idea is this - When you come to her this matter will end.

53 pyarine inanava

R

Pyarine manavane karana re Mohane manamam mata vicarl 

Prabhuji potepadharya re sumdara rupa sumdarlnum dhari. Pyarine.

Mohana turned over in his mind a way to conciliate the Beloved.

Prabhuji himself went to her, taking the beautiful form of a beautiful woman.
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1

navasapta varasanam nautamajobana svarupatano bhamdara re 

amgaamga prati amita madhurl, Sum varnum Sanagar? Pyarine 

The treasury of beauty, the beauty of youth o f sixteen years,

Measureless sweetness in each of her limbs - how may I describe her adornment?

2

pillpatoli paherlpremada, mamhya kamcuki kali re 

munijanane mana moha upajave evl amjl amkha aniyall Pyarine 

Wearing a delightful yellow patola cloth, under which was a black bodice,

The kajal in her pointed eyes would give rise to love in the heart of sages.

3

nakhaSikha Sobha kyamlagl varnum? abharanano ahim amta re 

anupamani upama $i apum?para na pame anamta. Pyarine.

How may I describe her tip to toe beauty? There is a limit to ornaments.

How may I compare the incomparable? The endless never reaches an end.

4

eve adbbuta ve£e rama Radha samlpe avyatn re 

cakita tbal Brkbubbananamdinl bhava sahita bolavyam. Pyarine 

In such wonderful clothes, the beautiful woman came to Radha. 

Brkhubhananamdini was astonished and made inquiries with feeling.

5

'kyam raho cho? sakbl! kyarn javum  cbe? Sum che tamarum nama re? 

bhulyamsankham Sum Sodho cho? kaho, konum che kama?'Pyarine.

'Where do you live? Where are you going? What are you called?

What are you seeking as if lost? Tell me, with whom is your business?'
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6

'Syamall sakhl! che nama amarum, vasiye ameNamdagama re; 

jo  vane arthe ja£um amo Natavara Sumdarafyama.

'My dear friend, my name is Syamali, I live in Namdagama,

I am going with the purpose of seeing Natavara SumdaraSyama.'

7

kamanl kahe 'kami kapate hum khalum nahim to e ni&ceja&e re 

muja karatam rupe che rudl, dekhatam Lala lobha&e.

The beautiful woman says, 'If I don't prevent her with some trick, then she'll 

certainly go.

She is more beautiful than me, when he sees her Lala will desire her.'

8

tyama kahe, sakhl! e karaja tamo bhule kadapi na kara§o re

malatam Mohana bhurakf namkha&e te pumthepumthe pharaSo

The lovely woman says, 'My friend, you must never do this task in error,

Meeting Mohana, he will charm you and you will run after him.

9

apana saco sneha kljiye, lljiye paraspara kola re 

tamo kaho te amo karum, tamo palo amaro bola 

'Let's feel true affection, let's make each other a promise,

I'll do what you say: you keep my word.'

10

pharl bolyana sama khadha ne vacana paraspara lldhum re 

potapotanam manamani phule je  'caturapanum mem kldhum!'
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After speaking again, they swore an oath and made each other make a promise.

In each of their minds they were overcome with joy thinking that they had been 

clever.

11

Radha kahe, 'sakhl! magum  - tamo £yama samlpe na ja§o re 

sakhi kahe, 'hum pana e magum - tamo te upara ma rIsa£o.

Radha says, 'Friend, I ask you - please don't go near §yama.'

Her friend says, 'And I ask you this, you don't be angry with him any more.1

pharl bolyana sama khadha ne palyam vacana thai rajl re 

valatl Vhale nija rupa prakatyum! jotam juvatl laji!

After speaking again, they swore an oath and fulfilling their word, they became 

happy.

Then Vhala showed his true form - seeing him, the young woman was shy.

12

Prabhuepremada prasanna karlnepreme alimgana dldhum re

viyogatapa talya, adharamrta banne paraspara pfdhum

Prabhu made the woman happy and delighted, hugged her with love,

The pain of separation went away, they drank the nectar of each other's kisses.

13

chutyum mana, ekarasa thaJpodhyam, anamda ura na samaya re 

e dampatlnf dasi thavane Dasadayo guna gay a.

Her anger vanished, being of one sentiment, they lay down, their joy could not be 

contained in their hearts!

The servant Dayo sings their praises in order to become the servant o f this couple.
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54 vamkum ma ja£o!

R

vamkum ma ja&o Varanagiya! jotam kalajadamam kamlkami thaya che! 

h o jire ! vamkum.

Do not cast sidelong glances, Varanagiya! W hen I see you something happens in 

my heart!

1

aniyaliamkhe Vhalama! prana mara proya che;

mohan mukhadum jolm ana maivm mohaya che, ho ji  re! vamkum.

Your pointed eyes sew my life to yours, Vhalama;

Seeing your charming dear face, my mind is entranced.

2

mamdamlthlhasanl te to mohanmo phamda che; 

temam padya pachf kene nikalaya che? ho j i  re! vamkum.

Your gentle and sweet smile is a snare for a beautiful woman,

Who has come out of it once they have fallen in?

3

nakha§ikha rupa rasika, madhura, manohara;

jyain joum  tyam amkha thari jaya che! ho j i  re! vamkum.

From head to toe your beauty is lovely, sweet, captivating.

When I see it, my eyes are transfixed.

4

nasikanum m otijhum i rahyum che adhara para;
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tema mana marum harp re jhola khaya che! ho j i  re! vamkum. 

As the pearl dangles from your nose above your lip 

So my mind sways about.

5

abalajana mohaya temam kataka kahevaya nahim; 

mota Kamajeva phutada vhevaya che! ho j i  re! vamkum. 

Women are enchanted, what is surprising in that?

You are as beautiful as great Kama.

6

aturata age amtara dosa darda che;

te para adhina thaki sahevaya che, ho j i  re! varnkum.

More than anxiety, the inner fault is pain 

They suffer from their dependence on another.

7

Natavara Nagara Rasika Mugatamani;

Jagamohana rupa £astra gaya che, ho j i  re!, vamkum. 

Natavara Nagara Rasika Mugatamani;

Jagamohana - the sastras sing your beauty.

8

Dayana Pritamani m ithi morali sunijene,

te to vanamule sarva vecaya che! ho j i  re! varnkum.

The one who has heard the sweet flute of Daya's Beloved 

He is able to sell everything as valueless.
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55 vaSakarani vamsall

R

va&akarani che tan vamsall, jotam va£a kart che Vrajnarane, 

ho jlre !  va£akaranl

Your flute is enchanting, [just] seeing it enchants the women of Vraja. 

1

svara sunine hum to 6uddhabuddha vlsart, 

daradamam garada gal che mall, ho j i  re! va§akaranl 

When I hear its sound then I swoon,

1 fall into deep pain.

2

sudhathakl re svada emam che ghano,

mune sakara karatam lage che ghanl gall, ho jlre !  va§akarani.

It is far more delicious than nectar 

I think its sweetness is greater than sugar

3

catako lagyo re jherl damkhathi na utare,

jherljhajhi che te karatain vail, ho j i  re! va§akarani.

Once it has stung, the venom doesn't leave the sting,

It is much greater than poison.

4

dharakeram kamakaja kami nava sujhe,

have loka kahe e to cittathaki cafi} ho j i  re! vatiakarani.

I can't think of any means of satisfaction
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Now people say that I am out of my mind.

5

dasadayano pritama premano payodhi malyo, 

pntaladl purvatanl e phaji, ho j i  re! va£akarani.

The beloved o f the servant Daya found an ocean of love 

This is the fruit of former loves.

57 mahole padharo

R

mholepadharo mara Raja! Manlgara! mhole padharo; 

vhala vadharo Vrajaraja! Manlgara! whole padharo.

Come to my palace, my Raja, Manlgara, come to my palace!

Increase my love, King of Vraja! Manlgara, come to my palace,

1

karlrakhl che ekathlghana divasanl gotha;

Raja male to kijie, avirahl che mare otha. Manlgara!

The secret (sweet) talk o f many days is gathered together and saved,

Raja, if you meet me, then we'll do it, it has come to my lips.

2

hum pana dasTravarj, bamhya grahyani laja; 

jobana Ihere ja y  che, manone mara Raja! Manlgara!

I am also the servant, the shame of talcing my forearm [keep your promise]; 

Youth goes in waves [my youth is ebbing??], enjoy yourself, my Raja!
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3

humsarakhi bahu apane, mare to eka apa;

rahevatum nathl Raja vana, kone kahum paritapa? Manlgara!

For you there are many like me, for me there is only one you;

There is no way of living without the Raja, to whom shall I tell my suffering?

4

seja saman phulade, anamda ura na may a;

Pranajlvana! tyaham podha£o, hum to talamsiga pay a. Manlgara!

I have adorned your bed with flowers, joy cannot be contained in my heart; 

Pranajlvana! I f  you sleep there, I shall massage your feet.

5

Pntarna! DasaDayatana Srivrajarajakumara!

ghana divasanlhomsa che, puro pranaadhara! Manlgara!

Beloved! Srivrajarajakumara, of the servant of Daya!

I have the eagerness of many days, satisfy your lover!

58 tithio: agama premapamtha

1

suno OdhavajI! prematano pamtha agama tamo 6um jand? 

snehasagaranum nathl pidhurn pay a tyain lagI joga vakhano.

Listen, OdhavajI! What do you know of the incomprehensible path of love? 

You will praise yoga until you have drunk a drink from the ocean o f love.
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2

juopratipada yaia jeno mltho, tepurusa ame manyo ne dltho; 

kyam yoga thare te ura betho? suno OdhavajI!

See the first day, the one whose fame is sweet, we enjoyed and saw that man;

How can yoga satisfy when he dwells in one's heart?

3

bija vavyum snehanum sukha che janl, ugyum anamdavrksa simcye vrehapanl; 

phalyum tyare lanyum Kubjaranl! suno OdhavajI!

On the second day , knowing this seed is the happiness o f love we sowed it, a tree 

of joy grew, watered with our tears of separation,

When it bore fruit, Kubja Rani harvested it!

4

trlja gata marl tanathl evl, e kapatl kamthe kldhljevl; 

mall kimkarl KamsatanI tevl suno OdhavajI!

The third (day) - the state of my body was such that my lover played a trick 

Whereby it became like that of Kamsa's maid-servant [i.e. I looked ugly].

5

caturthl catura hum ene lahetl, nama sughada jeha sarve kahetl;

Prabhu te catural m ell vahetl. suno OdhavajI!

The fourth day, I thought he was clever, I was saying all good things about him, 

Prabhu made those clever things known to others.

6

pamca mithya nava kahe aja lahyum, prlta na kariye kyahum sarve kahyum; 

amo na manyum te duhkha sahyum. suno OdhavajI!
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The fifth day, the wise do not speak falsely, today I understood, they all said do not 

love;

We did not believe them and so we bore that sorrow.

7

sasti sahune sukhamam so'vum, amare bhagye avyum rovum; 

gokyane vatepatisukha hovum. suno OdhavajI!

On the sixth day, everyone else enjoys happiness, weeping has come in our fate.

The co-wife gets the delight of her husband.

8

sapta mithya Harina aje lahum, tamane tajl kyuhum nahi jale kahum; 

emanum kahyum emanlpasa rahyum. suno OdhavajI!

On the seventh, I know today the falseness of Hari, who said he would never leave 

us,

His word remained with him. [He doesn't keep his word.]

9

asta milapa havam nathl thavo, daslna samgithi £o davo? 

bhalum amane duhkha! ene lhavo! suno OdhavajI!

On the eighth day, now there shall not be a meeting, what claim do I have on the 

companion of a slave-girl?

Sorrow is suited to us! Let him be happy!

10

name teneha nathl ene, amo snehavalam padyam va£a vrehane; 

nahi janiye viyoga plde Sene? suno OdhavajI!

On the ninth day, he doesn't have love, we loving ones have fallen under the control 

o f separation.
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Do you not know why separation causes pain?

11

dasaml amo jan l sarasa sadhl, tenum phala a vrehanlpida ladhl; 

tenIjhale ni§adina deha dadhl. suno OdhavajI!

On the tenth (day) we knew we had done something good, this affliction of 

separation got its fruit;

Our bodies burnt day and night in its flame.

12

ekadati §rikrsna amo sevum, anya kothakl nathllevumdevum; 

amane ni£ce sujhe evum. suno OdhavajI!

On the eleventh day, I serve SriKrsna, I do not have any connection with anyone 

else

This is my resolve.

13

dvada£e masa sukha dldhum &rljl, temam garadartunlgata bljl; 

ratirasamam bhlmjavlne bhlmjl. suno OdhavajI!

On the twelfth Srijl gave me happiness for a month, in that he gave me the opposite 

condition o f the season of autumn [i.e. rains??].

In the rasa of love, I drenched and was drenched.

14

teraSa havam amo kyam maliye? ksanumksanum sukha sambhare ne baliye; 

khadhl sakara, luna kaho kyama galiye? suno OdhavajI!

On the thirteenth, now where can we meet? At every m om ent remembering 

happiness we bum.

We have eaten sugar, why, tell me, shall we eat salt?
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15

cauda£a jenum  jyam  citta bhame, teyoga sadhye te£anum Same? 

amarum mana sada Snharimam rame. suno OdhavajI!

On the fourteenth, one whose mind wanders everywhere, how can it accomplish 

yoga and how can it be calm?

Our mind always delights in SriHari.

16

punye m em kldhuni pana nahipurum, malyum ratna amulya gayum durum; 

pahelum sukha pam i havam jhurum. suno OdhavajI!

I acted in m erit but not completely, the priceless gem was obtained but went 

faraway.

I experienced the First happiness and now I pine.

17

emani sarve tithi sole avl, vrehe viyogarasa bharl nitya gavl; 

tethlDayano Prltama vase ura avl. suiio OdhavajI!

In this the whole sixteen days have come (and gone), one should always sing the 

rasa o f viyoga in separation

So the Beloved of Daya may come to dwell in my heart.

59 tithio: madhupaduta

1

padave Pranajlvana pakhe 

ke dhlraja nava rahe rakhye; 

anubhavl lahe na bane bhakhye,

Madhupa! &rIMadhavane kahejo.
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On the first day of the fortnight,

It is owing to the absence of the Pranajlvana that patience cannot be kept, 

The one who has experience may understand, but it can't be described.

O Bee, please tell Madhava.

2

blje sahu BrijanI ball 

talakhe Tribhamgalalite tali;

prlta kari didhlpall, Madhupa! §riMadhavane kahejo.

On the second day, all the girls of Brija

Are filled with longing without Tribhamgalalita;

Lovingly, we waited our turn.

3

trije tapa ghano tanamam, 

vrehajvala pragati manamam;

kaja na pade rajanldanamam, Madhupa! SriMadhavane kahejo.

On the third day, there was much heat in our bodies,

The blaze of separation appeared in our minds,

Comfort doesn't come, day or night.

4

cothe citta bhudharainarnhlm bhame, 

anyanum bolyum pana na game;

e duhkha osadathl na Same, Madhupa! SriMadhavane kahejo.

On the fourth day, the mind wanders on Bhudhara,

We don't like even speaking of another,

This pain is not soothed by medicine.
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5

pamcamT pera na siijhe ka§i, 

jheri te Natavaranage dasi;

lahera Madana romaroma vasl, Madhupa! SrJMadhavane kahejo. 

On the Fifth day, no plan suggests itself,

Natavara, the poisonous snake, bit us;

Waves of love have settled in every pore.

6

chaththe chala chabile kldho, 

matalaba sadhl dago didho;

paradhJmprere prana lidho, Madhupa! SrJMadhavane kahejo.

On the sixth, the Beautiful one played a trick,

Having achieved his puipose he deceived us,

Like a hunter he took our lives.

7

satme sokyaladl samge 

nitye rame Rasiyo ramge;

te agni lage anige, Madhupa! SrJMadhavane kahejo.

On the seventh in the company of co-wives 

Rasiyo always sports amorously,

That fire bums our bodies.

8

astaml am tara duhkha sale, 

konum dhana? koi sukha mahale;

rahiye ball! kami nava cale, Madhupa! SrJMadhavane kahejo. 

On the eighth day, the inner pain aches,
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Whose is the reward? Someone (else) enjoys pleasure.

We are burning! There is no way out.

9

nome Namdakumvara na'vya, 

jogana samdega kahavya;

bhoga to Kubjane bhavya, Madhupa! SriMadhavane kahejo.

On the ninth day, Namdakumvara didn't come,

He sent messages of yoga;

Kubja enjoyed pleasure.

10

da£ame davanala pragatyo, 

vayadakero din a vatyo;

na avyo eLala latyo, Madhupa! §riMadhavane kahejo.

On the tenth day the conflagration appeared,

The day of the promise passed away;

That Lala did not come - he was entangled.

11

ekada§i eka dina hati, 

pase hata jyare Pranapati;

kyama pragata karum gudha gati? Madhupa! SriMadhavane kahejo.

The eleventh day was the one day

When Pranapati was at hand

How do I make my confused state of mind clear?

12

dvada§a surajatano tadako,
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te vrehatapatano kadako;

tethl adhika muja ura bhadako, Madhupa! SriMadhavane kahejo. 

On the twelfth day, the heat of the sun,

It is a portion of the heat o f separation;

The blaze of my heart is greater than that.

13

tera§a nta kyaham havam, 

kumja samketa karljavam?

kyam te adharamrta pavam? Madhupa! &rfMadhavane kahejo. 

On the thirteenth, now what way is there,

When shall I go to an assignation in the bowers?

When shall I be made to drink his lip-nectar?

14

cauda§a sukha no'tum lekhum, 

te te di§a duhkhadum dekhum;

karana? ep iyu  nava pekhum, Madhupa! SrlMadhavane kahejo. 

On the fourteenth, I don't care for happiness,

In all directions I see misery;

The reason? I do not see my beloved.

15

iaradapunama avl sukhara&i, 

vhela avonlghera Vrajavasi!

rasa ramo samga lal dasi, Madhupa! SriMadhavane kahejo.

The Autumnal full moon was a heap of happiness,

Come, Vhela, to the house of the Vrajavasls!

Play the rasa taking along the slavegirls.
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16

e pamdara tithi te varaniPrite, 

snehasamdeiani rite;

Dasadaye gai tegite, Madhupa! SiiMadhavane kahejo.

The fifteen days, that one the Beloved girl described,

In the manner of a message of love;

The servant Daya has sung in that song.

60 masa: Radhaviraha

Kartakamase m ukigaya Kamtha re sakhi! mune, 

hum to joum  chum Piyujino pamtha re palepale 

weha vadhegatam gunagramtha reRadha kahe, 

sahiyara! marl re, Vhalamaji ghera na avya ji. sakhi!

Kamtha left me in the month of Kartaka,

I wait for Piyuji at eveiy minute

My separation grows, as I sing of the volumes of his qualities,

My friend! Vhalama did not come to my house.

Magasaramase mamdira khava dhaya re sakhi! mune, 

mune kyuhum ye kaium  na sohaya re vhala vina, 

marepalaka kalpasama thaya re, kone kahum? sakhi!

In the month of Magasara, my friend, my household threatened me, 

Nothing at all appeals to me without Vhala,

For me eveiy moment seems to be an age, who can I tell ?

Posamase Piyuji paraded a re, sakhi! mara,
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hum to ekaladi kyama rahe&a re a ratamam? 

marum jobana bale ve£a re phulyum jo n l sakhi!

In the month of Posa, Piyuji is away 

How will I stay alone at this time?

See, my youth blossomed in my costume as a child.

Mahe mana malava akalaya re Alabelane, 

dhamkyum dhikhe kalaja, na kahevaya re duhkha koine, 

mare ratadivasa rotam jaya re Vhala vina sakhi!

In Maha, my mind was anxious to meet Alabela,

My hidden heart bums, this sorrow can't be told to anyone,

I pass day and night in weeping, without Vhala.

Phagana abilagulale ramgaroli re kesara ude,

£amaliya vina sunipadi toll re sahelini,

mare haiyepragati che holire vrehe agnini sakhi!

In Phagana, the saffron fades in perfume and colour,

Without Samaliya the crowd of girlfriends seems empty,

The Holi bonfire of the fire in separation appears in my heart.

Caitra Camdracamdrika phulire Vmdavanamam,

velavrksalata rahijhuli re Jamunajimani,

mare jovanum  sukh gayum uli re Pritama pakhe. sakhi!

In Caitra the light of the moon grows in Vrndavana,

The vines of trees and creepers bend over the Jamuna;

My joy in seeing this passes away in the absence of Pritama.

Vakakhe vraj sunum sau lage re Vhalama vina, 

mune vrehanam ban a ura vage re, kone kahum?
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marum e duhkha kolthl na bhage re Krsna vina, sakhi!

In Vaisaka the whole of Vraja seems empty without Vhalama,

The arrows of separation strike my breast, whom shall I tell?

This sorrow of mine can't be shared with anyone other than Krsna.

Jethamase jvala ghani lagire kalajadamain,

Vhalajie Sokya kari che subhagi re sunatam sakhi! 

apane sarva tharyam nirbhagire Natavara vina. sakhi!

In the month of Jetha many flames blaze in my heart,

Healing that the Vhalaji has made the co-wife Ms true wife.

W e have all become appointed as widows without Natavara.

Asadamase gagane ghana gaje re sakhi! suno,

Mohana pakhe marum mana dajhe re, kone kahum? 

hum pidaum Prabhu nava laje re, varsartu. sakhi!

In the month of Asada, the clouds thunder in the sky.

Without Mohana my heart bums, but whom shall I tell?

I am pained that Prabhu is not ashamed, this is the rainy season.

Sravanamasa saravade varase re, sakhi! marum

mana malavane ghanum tarase re Mohanajine,

doda£a nyalum, kyahum nava darase re Damodaraji sakhi!

The month of Sravana it rains all around, my mind 

Thirsts much for meeting Mohana.

It searches all around but Damodara never appears.

Bhadarave bhali vijali calake re, sakhi! jeni,

Sobha jotarn amkhe amsudam dhalake re, kalaja dhikhe, 

jane Prabhunum pitambara jhalake re evum dise! sakhi!
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In Bhadarava great lightning flashes, seeing 

Whose beauty tears fall from my eyes, my heart bums.

It seems to shine like Prabhu's pitambara.

Agvinamase to ramavane rasa re Vhalo avya,

Vhalepurlsahupremadani a&a re, anamda vadhyo, 

guna gaya Dayo Krsnano dasa re jo d i kara, 

sahiyara! man re Vhalamaji ghera avya ji!  sakhi!

In the month of Asvina Vhalo came to play the rasa.

Vhala fulfilled the hopes of the girls, he increased joy.

Singing his praises, Daya, the servant of Krsna, joins his hands.

My friend, Vhalamaji came to my house!

61 rasallla

1

vage Vmdavanamam vamsali re, ubhoubho vagade Kahana; 

nade vedhi munivarapamsali re, nava rahlkone sana. vage.

The flute sounds in Vmdavana, Kahana plays it standing up;

At its sound the great sages' wits are affected, no one's sense remains.

2

taruni gakhao jhum i rahire carane namavane kaja; 

veil vrksa sathe jh u m i re, bhagya amaram aja. vage.

The slender branches bent down, in order to bow at his feet;

The small creepers bent down with the tree, today is our lucky day.
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3

Jamananira cale nahim re, mrgane mana moha thaya;

pam khi malamam mahale nahim re, nada suni na rahevaya! vage.

The water of the Jamana does not move, the deer's minds are enchanted;

The birds do not move in their nests, hearing the sound, no one can contain himself.

4

vacharum kana daine sambhale re, kare nahim payapana, 

gayo gala todi tyaham pale re nada sunavane kana. vage.

The calf gives ear and listens, it doesn't drink milk

The cows break their ties and run to hear the sound in their ears.

5

phulyam kamala,jaja tatadire, dise udiyo che Bhana!

£amkara samadha melirahya re, thayum jagatane jana. vage.

The lotuses blossomed, the water shivered, it seemed that the sun was risen, 

Samkara gave up his meditation, the whole world took notice.

6

kane padiyo te vrajani narane re Vhalajino re nada;

tarum pada pame nija dhamane re, dhai gay am sau sada. vage.

The sound of the beloved reached the ears of the women of Vraja;

They experience your presence in their own houses - they all rushed off at the 

sound.

7

eke nepura kane ghaliyum re, carane paheri che jhala, 

eke kamkana mathe ghaliyum re, evi thai che behal. vage.

One put an anklet on her ear, or put an earring on her foot,
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One has put a bangle on her head, such is their confusion.

8

ekekumakuma kajala roliyum, tapakum kJdhum che gala, 

eke khavum ghalyum amcale re jova DInadayala. vage.

One crushed kajal for kumkum, she made her tilak on her cheeks, 

One tied her food in the end of her garment, to see DInadayala.

9

ekana karamam koliyo re, pitI call eka nlra;

eka chorum radatam m ellgal re call Jamanane tlra. vage.

In one's hand was a small quantity of food, one went drinking water 

One put aside a crying child and went to the banks of the Jamana.

10

ekana svamlne mana amalo re, Java dldhl nahim nara; 

kara jod lkahe che kamanl re, 'maneJava do niradhara.' vage.

One's husband was jealous, he would not let his wife go;

Folding her hands the woman says, 'Please let me go.'

11

samgamamnlpo'tl sarve bhamanlre, pachl betho ghasava hatha; 

rlsa tajlne rlsalave re dlna thal DInanatha. vage.

All the women arrived at once, he sat rubbing his hands;

Giving up anger, DInanatha became sad and sensitive [??].

12

sarve pahell ja l te mall re, tenl deha padlgharamamhya;

Mohanajlna amgamam ja l mall re, thaya acaraja sahu tyanihya. vage.
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All the first met him, their bodies remained in their houses;

They met him in Mohanajl's body, there eveiyone became astonished.

13

kulano dharma nathl o narlo! jao potane thama,

dhanya1 dhanya! tamarintane re, melyam gharanam te kama! vage.

0  women, this is not the way of well-brought up people! Go to your own places. 

Well done! Well done! You have abandoned your household duties for your carry- 

on.

14

apana gharanam te kaja na mukle re, avi kari&um kala; 

vacana Vhalajlmim sambhaji regopi bolyam sahu vhala. vage.

We haven't abandoned our household duties, we will return and do them tomorrow, 

Hearing the words of Vhala, the Gopls all spoke with love.

15

havam kema jaie mamdira phari re? ame tajUum tana;1 

dekhi gopijananlprita&um re harakhya Sribhagavana. vage.

Now how shall we go again to our homes. We will leave our bodies.'

Seeing the love of the Gopls, 6ribhagavana was delighted.

16

havam avo apana sahu mall re ramie rudero rasa, 

ekaeka gopl vacce Nathane re nirakhe rudlpere pasa. vage.

Now come, we shall all meet and play the excellent rasa.

Each Gopl saw Natha in between them, veiy closeby.
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17

mamhomamhe bharavl bathane re kaho, kema jale ghera?' 

vacamam lldha vail Nathane re, rupa ju e  rudlpera.

Taking hold of their hands, you say 1 How can we go home?'

They danced with Natha in the centre, they see his beauty very closeby.

18

vimase &yama ne Syamam re uranl truti che mala, 

vadhi garadapunamanl ratadi re kldhl Sri re Gopaja. vage.

Syama was gloomy and the garland on SyamanTs breast is broken [??], 

&rigopala increased the night of the autumn full moon.

19

Ilia dekhlkumjadhamanirepavana thayo gadbhamga. 

devata vrsd kare prasanna thai re dekhl Vrajano umamga. vage.

Seeing the lila o f the bower, the wind lost its power

The gods were delighted and made rain, seeing the joy of Vraja.

20

Brahmadika jane jo ie  ja i re lila Gokulacarnda.

jema abhra vise opal che re tara vacce jema Imdu. vage.

Brahma and the other gods went to see the lila at Gokulacarnda.

It was as if  the sky brightened and the moon were among the stars.

21

- e Rasalila je  gaye ne sambhale re tepame nijadhama. 

pataka sarve 6amavajo re kahe Janadayarama. vage.

Who sings this rasalila and hears it, he experiences his true abode.

May you pacify all your sins, so says Jana-Dayarama.
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62 HarinI balalila

1

sajjana! sambhalo re, Harinl balalila kam l gaSum, 

kotika kalpana repadtapanathlpavana thakim.

Friend, listen! I shall sing some of the balalila of Hari,

1 shall become the purifier of crores of ideas from the state o f being fallen. [??]

2

Isvara akhilatana re, jenum  kare £esa£iva vamdana, 

bhaktavatsala Prabhu re mate thaya Namdana Namdana.

He is the lord o f everything, whose praise SesaSiva make,

Prabhu became Namdana Namdana for the sake of his devotee's parental devotion.

3

Gokulagamamam renitya YaSomatlghera anamdahell, 

kalamtotalam re sutanam vacana sum thaya ghell.

There is a constant flood of joy in the home of Mother Yasomatl in Gokulagama, 

Hearing the lisping words of her child, she becomes mad.

4

Mohana murati re saheje dithethlmoha lage,

te Hari hatha karl re, 'ma! ma!' kahlne makhana mage.

Infatuation happens automatically when one has seen the form of Mohana,

This Hari is obstinate, saying, 'Ma, Ma', he asks for butter.
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5

page lamgaiire, chamachama karato Chabilo cale, 

latake ladako re ramgata lakadalf kara jhale.

There are small anklets on his feet, as Chabilo walks he makes jingles,

The darling totters on his coloured wooden stick and catches her hand.

6

kati kamdorado re carana dharamtam khamakhama bole, 

latakephumatum re, gobha nahi ko l tern tole.

His waist has a waistband, his feet jingle as he walks,

His tassles dangle, there is no other beauty in comparison with his.

7

pomcamsamkalani rekaramam kamdanakamkana §obhe, 

porncl baherakham re bajubamdhe bahu mana lobhe.

There are chains for his wrists and gold bangles shine on his arm,

Many minds desire his bracelets, armlets and bracelets.

8

nra para samgalum re, simhanakha §obhe sovranamadhiyo, 

manimuktatam re malao ja l nabhi cadlo.

There is an amulet necklace on his breast, the lion-claws look good with their gold 

casing,

His necklaces with jewels and pearls reach to his navel.

9

mohana mukhadum re Sara dap unamaSaSithakl bahu sarum, 

nirmala nasika re m otl lalake, mohyum mana marum.

His face is much lovelier than the full autumnal moon,
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A pearl dangles on his unblemished nose, it infatuated my mind.

10

lilavata Lalanum re tiobhe kumakumabimdu didhum. 

arnji amkhadi re majigalananjariyum kidhum.

The forehead of Lala looks good - his mother gave it a spot of kumkum, 

And put kajal in his eyes and made a black dot on his cheek.

11

kumdala kanamam re, padyam pratibimba kapoje jhalake, 

jhumanaveliyum re motibhariyum latake lalake.

There are earrings in his ears, the reflection falls on his cheek as they swing, 

Tinkling ornaments with thin gold wire and full o f pearls swing and shine.

12

mukha para jhumata re Harine khitaliyaja ke$a,

chabi ghana&yama che re, manamohana Prabhu baiakave§a.

On Hari's face, his curly hair dangles,

His complexion is very dark, Prabhu is charming in his child's clothes.

13

mukha dadhi lepiyum re, nlrakhe ura bharlave vhala, 

parama anamdano re sagara £rinavanitapriya Namdalala.

There is yoghurt smeared on his mouth, when she sees it love fills her heart, 

Srinavanitapriya Namdalala is the ocean of the ultimate joy.

14

evo ladilo re thamake cala thamakatl cale, 

mahldum valovatam re Govimda goli ne ravi jhale.
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Such a darling walks jingling along,

When the yoghurt is being churned, Govimda seizes the churning p o t .

15

bole totalum re, thanathanato Kanada thaya kalo,

'madll dhavadavani re,' hatha kaiikahetam lage vhalo.

He stammers, Kanada becomes childlike, chiming -

'Mother give me some milk' he insists. As he says this he seems dear.

16

pano ubharyo re, koka dame kamtha lapatave,

Sira sm nghikan re laine uchamge dhavarave.

Her milk overflows, giving him a kiss, she embraces his neck,

She smells his head and taking him on her lap she gives him milk.

17

Govimda ghumtade re dudha pie, Jasoda mukha joya, 

pucakarl kari re januni amkhana amsu Ihoya.

Govimda drinks her milk in gulps, Jasoda looks at his face,

Making clucking noises, his mother wipes the tears from his eyes.

18

trpta thaya pache re maji vividha ramakadam ape, 

khele amgane re, gopljana lalhrdaya cartipe.

After he is satisfied, his mother gives him all kinds of toys,

He plays in the courtyard, the Gopls take him and press him to their hearts.

19

balakaveSa che repana sukha chanum saghalum ape,
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koine kahe nahim re, abala ati anamda vyape.

These are children's clothes, but he gives all secret happiness,

Noone may describe the great joy fills that fills the women.

20

let! bhananam re nirabhe mate mukha cume, 

ghera javaya nahim re, lalacyum Lala vise mana ghume.

Taking away the evil-eye for this reason they kiss the child's face [??] 

They will not go home, their minds are absorbed, attached to Lala.

21

ramatam amgane re kardama vajagyo che Sriamge, 

baheka barasanl re jhajhi pheli che Harisamge.

Playing in the courtyard, Sriamga gets hold of mud.

A great smell of camphor comes from Hari.

22

- eva rajabharya re vachanum puchuni grain phare pumthe, 

padi javaya che re, gopl haslpade vail uthe.

So dusty, taking the tail of a calf, he runs after it,

He falls down, the Gopls laugh and he gets up again.

23

VrajanI sumdarl re lalaca makhanatanl batave, 

amtara premathi re Prabhune thel theI thanaka nacave!

The women of Vraja offer him bribes of butter,

With love in their hearts, they make Prabhu dance as they clap.
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24

balacaritrano re anamda evo Vrajajana mane,

Vrajavasltana re bhagyatano ko l para na jane.

The people of Vraja enjoys such joy in his childish acts.

They know no limit to the goodfortune of living in Vraja.

25

'neti'Nigama kahe re, agama agocara sauthl alago, 

te Prabhu premathi re ahlradainne avl vajagyo.

The Lord of whom the Vedas say 'It is not', he is unknoweable and not to be 

reached by the senses and is separate from everything,

The Ahlr women came and embraced that Prabhu.

26

krldaavatara ghana re, giromani Vrajalila Vrajarano;

Dasadayatana repranajivanadhana e Prabhu jano.

There are many incarnations for sport, the crest jewel is the Vrajalila and the king of 

Vraja;

Know that this Prabhu is the wealth of life and breath of the servant Daya.

63 gopionl phariyada

R

kumvarane varonlre Vrajarani!'

Restrain the boy, Queen of Vraja!

1

sahu Vrajanara maline avl, SriyaSodajlne dhama re:
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'ladakavayoputra karyo kyama? vasiye Gokulagama.' kumvarane.

All the women of Vraja met together, in the home of SriYasoda,

'Why have you spoilt your son? We must live in Gokulagama.'

2

eka kahe, 'jala bharava jaum  tyare gharamam pese Giradharire; 

mana&o nahi, pana madl! kahum, tame sambhalone gad m an. kumvarane.

One says, 'When I go to fetch water then Giradhari enters my house,

You won't believe it, but Ma, I'll tell it, listen to my plight.

3

samcyumsamtadyum hoy a je  maivm te ksanamam e £odhi k-hade re; 

pahomce nahi to pimdo mamde ne te na pahomce to padek kumvarane.

The (dairy products) which I have collected and hidden, he finds in a minute;

If  he can't reach it, he makes a ball of clay and if that doesn't reach it then he knocks 

it down!'

4

tyare matajl ema bolyam, 'tame catura thai kani cuko re? 

jyam  eni drstepade nahi vastu tyam amdhare muko.'kumvarane.

Then his mother speaks, 'Why not use your wits?

When he's not looking, put it in the dark (hide it).'

5

eka kahe, 'mem e pana karijoyum, mukyum amdharamamhe re; 

e n e c i m t a ?  thaya ajavalum jalubho rahejamhe.'kumvarane.

One says, 'I did this and watched, I put it away;

What does he care? He goes and stands where the new one is.'
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6

Krsnamata tyai'e eni pere bolyam, 'turn ghellgopl! Sida &oce re? 

mahlmakhana umcum 6ike melo, tyam e balaka nahi pahomce.' kumvarane.

Then Krsna's mother spoke to her, 'You are crazy, Gopl! Why trouble yourself?

Put your yoghurt and butter high on a sling, then this child can't reach it.'

7

tava boll eka bala, 'avo hum ilkanigata dekhadum re;

Sana sutanarn juo  prarakrama, thaye amtara tadhum. kumvarane.

Then a young girl spoke, 'Come, I'll show you how much use a sling is;

Look at the prowess of your clever child, it makes your heart chill.

8

lakadl lei cade anukhaja para, §ikethi lai sahu khaya re; 

sakhane ape ne tethl vadhe to makaladamne pay a.1 kumvarane.

'He takes a stick and he climbs on a wooden mortar, he takes from the sling and eats 

everything;

He gives to his friends and what remains he gives to the red monkey to drink.'

9

mata kahe, 'anukhajathf na pahomce evum umcuni tame barndho re; 

matUkltanum mukha vastre vlmtlne soyadorade la!samdho.' kumvarane.

His mother says, 'Tie it so high that he can't reach from the mortar;

Wrap the mouth of the pot with a cloth, sew it up with a needle and thread.'

10

'haju tamo laksana ladakavayanani na jano mata re! 

gharamam garlba ane barane bljo, vite te jane vata. kumvarane.

'Now you do not know the behaviour of this spoilt child, mother,
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He's polite in the house and outside he's different, know what happens.

11

eka sakhanl khamdhe cadlne ad umcum pana cakhe re;

tethlna phave to domni kare kanl, dhara tale mukha rakhe. kumvarane.

'Climbing on the shoulder of a friend, he tastes even the very high stuff,

If  he is not satisfied with that then he makes a hole in the pot, and puts his mouth 

underneath the flow.1

12

tyare maji kahe, 'e balakane hum kaml rite khalum re! 

mahlmakhanane majusamam m elldonl triya! tyaham talum.' kumvarane.

Then the mother says, 'How can I stop this boy?

Put it in a chest for yoghurt and butter, my friends, then padlock it.1

13

eka kahe, 'madl! ema kare to thaya che bamanum jana re;

khava napam e tyam Khiji degalo, bhamjepatra bahu Kahana.'kumvarane.

One says,'Mother, if we do this then we lose out twice;

When he doesn't not get to eat then he gets angry and abuses us then Kahana breaks 

many vessels,'

14

kaml na cale to chode vacharadam, vela vina dhavarave re; 

sutam balakanejalnejagade, comdyo delneradave.'kumvarane.

'If nothing works then he lets loose the calves, and they take milk at the wrong time, 

He goes and wakes up the sleeping children, and pinches them and makes them 

cry.'
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15

evum sambhaline kahe Raniji, 'de£a sikhamana baire! 

mamdiramam petho tame dekho to lavajo ene sahl' kumvarane.

Having heard this the queen says, Teach him a lesson, friends!

If  he enters your house and you see him, catch him and bring him (to me).'

16

'are mata! mem eka dahade samtal avto heryo re;

peslsadanamam khava valumdhyo etalejalne mem dheryo. kumvarane.

'Mother! One day I hid myself and I spied him coming;

He entered the house and when he was busy eating, then I came out and found him.

17

mem kahyum, cora! avyo aja dave, nahi Java daum, grahetfa re.' 

maradi mucha enekahum mujane, hum jaia , turn jolne raheSa.'kumvarane.

I said, "Thief! today you're out of luck, I shan't let you go, I'll catch you."

He wiped his moustache and said to me, "I'll get away, you wait and see."

18

karlkala eka-mahf bharyum mukhamam etalejaine mem jhalyo re; 

karyo kogalo mari amkhamam, hum colava rahi, e calyo!'kumvarane.

'He was naughty - he filled his mouth with buttermilk when I went and seized him; 

He spat a mouthful in my eye, while I stood rubbing it, he went off!'

19

eka kahe, 'mem jhalyo huto aja, topana e nava gamthyo re;

trodimuja muktaphalamala, hum vinava rahi, Vhalo natho!'kumvarane.

One says, 'I caught him today, but I did not tie him up;

He broke my pearl necklace, and when I was threading it, Vhalo fled!'
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etalamam eka abalae avikahyum, 'juo, lavichum jhalire;' 

chedo ughade to putra potano! lajavani, padi thall! kumvarane.

Meanwhile one woman came and said, 'Look I caught him and brought him here'. 

When she opened her skirts it was her own son! She was embarrassed and knew 

she was wrong!

21

evum jo i Jasodaji bolyam, 'avam sacam sahu ho&o re;

maro Lala mara bhavanamampodhyo, ava§ejagl tojo^o.'kumvarane.

Seeing this Jasoda said, 'You may all be right;

My Lala is now asleep in my house, when he has woken up he will come and you 

will see.*

22

- evum kahetam Prabhu amgane avya nidramanithf Uthi re;

Jasomatlkahe, 'juo a maro balaka, yuvatl! sarva tame juthi!' kumvarane.

As she was saying this, Prabhu came into the courtyard, having woken from his 

sleep;

Jasomati says, 'Look this is my son, young women, all of you are lying!'

23

premakatakse karisahu kamani samurji £riKrsne joyum  re; 

lotapota thalgal sahu lalana, pntamamam mana proyum. kumvarane.

SriKrsna looked at all of them and with eye movements of love he made them all 

enchanted,

All the women became confused, he sewed their minds to him in affection.
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24

samasaml locana malatam karl samaSya chani re;

sarave kahyum, 'avajo mare mamdira,' Mohane lidhum te manl. kumvarane.

Their eyes m et together, having made secret suggestions;

Eveiyone said, 'Come to my house,' and Mohana agreed.

25

GopJGovimdatam gata nyarl! Sum jane samsara re?

haiye beta ne vadhe vadanathl, Kona lahe tenopara?kumvarane.

The state o f the Gopls and Govimda was wonderful - how can the world know 

this?

Love in their hearts and they quarrel with their mouth, who can experience this?

26

Sikhe, sambale, gaya egarabo SriKrsnabalacaritra re;

kahe Dayo, 'Prabhuprasanna thaya tene, patita thayapavitra.'kumvarane.

Who studies, hears, or sings this garabo of the ballUa of Krsna,

Dayo say s:' (If) Prabhu is pleased with him, the fallen person becomes pure.'

64 virahavilasa

l

Odhava! Alabelane kahejo ke jyama amo kahaviye re lola! 

havam to hada that che Natha! ke Gokula aviye re lola!

Odhava! Tell Alabela to send us a message!

Now the limit has come, Natha! come to Gokula.
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2

koti kalpasaml pala jaya ke dina kevado kahum re lola? 

masavarasa ema vlte Vhalama! du:kha ketalum sahum re lola?

Should I say a moment goes like crores of ages or how long is the day?

Vhalama! Thus months and years go by, how much sorrow can I bear?

3

havam nathi rahevatum Natha! ke kahum chum karagarl re lola. 

paye padum chum Pranajivana! ke palava patharl re lola.

Now I cannot but beseech you Natha,

I fall stretched at your feet, Pranajivana, support me.

4

talavell lagI tana ke mana tamamam bhame re lola. 

bolyum vena blja konurn pana amanenagame re lola.

Our bodies are impatient and our minds wander in darkness.

We do not like it that the speech of someone else was said [by another].

5

nathi mune khanapananum bhana ke nidra na male re lola. 

athe pahora vicare jaya ke kalajadum bale re lola.

I don't think about eating or drinking, I don't sleep

The eight periods of the day go in worry, my heart is ablaze.

6

vyakula thal chum Pritama pakhl ke kala na pade ksanum re lola. 

e duhkha koine na kahevaya ke akalal e ghanum re lola.

I have become confused without seeing the Beloved, my pain doesn't ease for a 

moment.
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This sorrow cannot be told to anyone. I am very distressed.

7

anubhavijane e duhkh, baki sau ghelam kahe re lola; 

pida pritatanijyam vyapi dahapana na rahe re lola.

The experienced woman knows this sorrow, the others say we are all mad;

When the affliction of love pervades no sanity remains.

8

Kanude kalajadum koryum ke kami sujhe nahim re lola; 

premakatarino gha paka cadyo rujhe nahim re lola.

Kanuda pierced my heart so that I can't think of anything;

The wound grew deeper, it does not heal.

9

ksanumksanum vrehabane chumdaya ke rujha kaho, kyama vale re lola? 

malama male jo  Mohanamelapa ke duhkha saghalam tale re lola.

Eveiy moment is crushed by the arrow of separation, so tell how should the healing 

happen?

If  [there were] a meeting with Mohana I should get an ointment that would remove 

all pain.

10

Odhava! nikumjanum sukha saghajum kyama £akie kathi re lola? 

pajapaja lila pragata kari kami ke kahevati nathi re lola 

Odhava! How can we tell of the whole joy of the bower?

At every moment he made some lila appear which cannot be told.
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11

abala amtarani abhilakha na've kahenamam re lola;

Piyujipurana karata noha! sum varanum venamam re lola?

The women's inner desire does not come in a message;

Piyuji makes their love fulfilled! What may I describe in a message?

12

Odhava! snehatanum duhkha sagapanathi adhikum ghanutn re lola; 

anubhavinum amtara jane ke mukhadum 6um bhanum re lola?

Odhava! the sorrow of love is much greater than that of family [??];

The heart of the experienced knows what should I say with my mouth?

13

anamajatam gum ekamgi rati ke jokhama jivanuni re lola; 

konekahiye? thayum amare karatava daivanum re lola?

Without meeting, what is one-sided pleasure or the fear of death?

To whom shall we say? Has something miraculous happened to us?

14

Odhava! a duhkhathi ghanurn samm marana ave banI re lola; 

jiva to jaya tarata pana atake, a£a avya tani re lola.

Odhava! If  death - which is much better than this sorrow - happens,

Life goes quickly, but while we have any hope of his coming then it is delayed.

15

agajathinava samajhyam ema je  pida pritamam re lola; 

a to sukha sate udvega ke ditho ratiritamain re lola.

Previously we did not understand that such are afflictions in love;

This agitation is the opposite of happiness, we see it in the ways of pleasure.
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16

nathl e kastatano upaya ke Vhalaji vina re lola; 

mate kahejo jyamatyama ave Hari bhull guna re lola.

There is no remedy for this affliction without Vhalaji;

Therefore tell him, let Hari come somehow, having forgotten (our) faults.

17

abalajana amo avagunakhana, Sum tamo nathljanata re lola? 

gunasagara cho Giridharalala! rakhe ura anata re lola.

We women are mines of defects, don't you know?

You, Giridharalala are the ocean of virtue! perhaps you will clasp us to your breast

18

haiyanum harada samajho cho, Sum kahiye kathlre lola? 

janlta thalne duhkha do cho e ghatatum nathl re lola.

You understand the love of the heart, how can we tell it?

If you were aware you give sorrow, this could not happen.

19

prematanlpothlno para Uddhavajl! na male re lola. 

mate karajo e ja  upaya ke Vhalamajl vale re lola.

O Uddhavajl, we cannot get to the end of the book of love.

Therefore, cany out this veiy remedy by which Vhalama may return.

20

samdeSamam SI SI vata kaho ame kahaviye re lola? 

mate Dasadayana Prltama! nija ghera aviye re lola.

Tell us what are the words in this message we send?
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Therefore, Beloved of the Servant Daya, come to your own home.

68 amkhamam kamana

R

kamana dise che Alabela! tan amkhamam re! 

bholum bhakha ma re! kamana dise che Alabela!

Alabela, enchantment is seen in your eyes!

Do not speak ingenuously! Enchantment is seen, Alabela!

1

mamda hasine cittadum coiyum, kutila katakse kalaja koryum; 

adapadiyall amkhe jhlnum  jhamkha ma re, bholum bhakha.

Smiling gently you stole my mind, your crooked sidelong glances have pierced my 

heart;

Peeking minutely with your half-closed eyes - do not speak ingenuously..

2

nakha&kharupa ghanum radhlyalum, latakum saghalum kamanagarum; 

chanam khamjana rakhe pamkaja pamkhamam re, bholum bhakha.

Your top to toe beauty is very lovely, all your flirting is enchanting;

Keep your dimples hidden, a lotus in the mud. Speak simply.

3

vhalabhan rasavarani vani, tarunfnum mana le che tani; 

bhrukutimani matakavl bhurakf namkha ma re, bholum bhakh.

Your voice full of love sprinkles rasa, it carries off the minds of women;
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W inking in the bending of your eyebrows, you make charms. Do not speak 

ingenuously.

4

Dayapritama nirakhye je  thaye te mem mukhade nava kahevaye; 

a vinatl aturata avadum samkha ma re, bholum bhakh.

When Daya's beloved looks at me I could not say with my mouth what happens 

This is my request: forgive such eagerness. Do not speak ingenuously.

70 ruda diso cho rajeSvara!

R

ruda diso cho Raje£vara! mamdira avata re. ruda.

0  RajeSvara, you look beautiful, coming to my house.

1

jarakasijamo sumdara p/heri, mathe bamdhipagha suneri] 

rudo remto odhimana lalacavata re. ruda.

Wearing a beautiful gold-embroidered tunic, having tied a golden turban on your 

head,

Wrapping a beautiful scarf, tempting my mind.

2

haiye hara gulabiphore, cittaduni roki rakhyum core, 

gajarakajubaju muja mana bhavta re. mda.

The garland of roses on your breast gives off perfume, the thief detains my mind, 

Flower-omaments on both your hands are delighting my mind.
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3

kanakachadi sumdara kara lame, gajagati calo hajava rahme, 

cittadum con mithummithum gavata re. ruda.

Holding a beautiful gold stick, you move swaying with an elephant’s gait,

Singing softly, you have stolen my mind.

4

Dayapritamana Natha! viharljaum vadanakamala para van, 

hete 6um bolavi tapa gamavata re. ruda.

Natha, Daya's Beloved, I am devoted to your lotus face, which surpasses all others, 

You invited me with love, soothing my affliction.

71 kumjamam vaya che vamsall

1

Vhalo maro kumjamam vaya che vamsali re lola! nade vedhi che m arlpam sall re 

lola!

Vhalo plays his flute in the bower! Its sounds pierced my heart!

2

hum to sunatam bhull sahu caturl re lola! malava thal chum ati aturl re lola!

Hearing it I forgot all my cleverness, I became very eager to meet him!

3

talavelf lagT che mara tanamani re lola! gothatum nathl kami bhuvanamam re lola! 

Agitation affects my body, there is no cure in the world!
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4

m arum  citta com te nahim  gharakam amam  re lola! pe thum  che mana 

Ghanafyamamam re lola!

My thoughts do not stay on housework, my mind has settled on Ghanasyama!

5

sakhi! mune Mohana lage che ghano mithado re lola! avara evo to nathi dithado re 

lola!

0  friend! Mohana seems very sweet to me, I've seen no one like him!

6

sakhi! ha.va.rn to ma}i sukha mahalie re lola! mahidum vecyane mase calie re lola!

0  friend, now having met, let us enjoy ourselves, let's go on the pretext of having 

sold our curds!

7

dhanya dahado te avatara mare re lola! ramie Srinamdakumaramam re lola!

Happy the day of my birth! Let us delight in Namdakumara!

8

Vhalo malatam sahu sukha apa§e re lola! saheje samtapa sahu kapa£e re lola! 

Meeting him, he will give us all pleasures! He will swiftly release our affliction!

9

£yamalo sagara ullasano re lola! pranajivana Dayadasano re lola!

Syamalo is an ocean of joy, the life-breath of the servant Daya!
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72 mane tamarum te gheladl!

R

mane tamarum te gheladl Chabila! kahyum mane tamarum te gheladl!

The GopI who believes what you have said is mad, Chabila, she is mad!

1

gane kaje mane kahavyum dutl sathe Sodhavlhatf jyare cheladl? Chabila!

Why did you send a message to me with a female messenger when you chased 

another lovely woman?

2

hum Sum janum je  modhe mitha, haiye jutha? jane je  hoya manameladi. Chabila! 

W hat can I know (about you) who are sweet by mouth, false in your heart? Only 

the cunning can know.

3

khare prabhate mare dvara £Ida ubha? agha raho to dekha£e saheladl Chabila!

Why are you standing at my door in the early morning? If  you stand back then you 

will see my friend.

4

vanaja vina jokhama $Ida jole? jao jyam  kldhl ramgareladl! Chabila!

Without profit why do you want a risk? Go (back) to where you had pleasure!

5

adhaghadlno pana anitara pada§e, valagadl lava§o na beladl. Chabila!

There will be a distance between you for just half a moment, you will not bring 

another companion.
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6

sim cavlno'tl tyare ropl £Ida Rasiya! prathamathakl vhalaveladl? Chabila!

When you have not watered the creeper of love then how will it grow?

7

aja pachl kam l kahevum nathl mare, sukhe karo kalolakeladl. Chabila!

After today I don't want to say anything, have fun at your ease.

8

Dayana Piitama! ghana kahavo catura, pana parakho na eramdo ke  Seladl! Chabila! 

Daya's Beloved! you are said to be very clever, but you do not examine (can't tell 

the difference between) the castor oil plant and sugarcane.

74 tare preme hum mohyo!

R

Manani! tare preme hum mohyo! tuja samo prema kahlm na mem joyo.

Angry woman! I am infatuated by your love! I swear on you, never have I seen 

love.

1

hetu vana hetarasa taro m em  pldho,

ajita chum tadapi tern jitllldho,

any a hatl pana artha kono na sldhyo. Manani!

For no reason I have drunk your essence of love (without self-interest),

I am unconquerable but now you have conquered me,

There were others but no one's aim was achieved.
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rupa maruni joglhrde nathl vasatum, 

marum citta tujamamthakl nathl khasatum, 

motum sukha dekhum vadana tarum, hasatum. Manani! 

My beauty does not live in the heart of the yogi,

My mind is not drawn away from you,

When I see your smiling face, there is great pleasure.

3

kahyamam na ave rupa pyarl! tarum,

jena para kotl rati rupa varum,

tare rupe lobhi rahyuni mana marum. Manani!

Beloved, your beauty cannot be described,

It is beautiful beyond crores of beauty of love [??]

My mind is desirous of your beauty,

4

amkha anlajl tan ura salake,

kajajaduin korayum vacanane bhalake,

sukhada ati madhura tarum mukha malake. Manani!

Your pointed eyes pierce my chest,

My heart is pierced with darts of words

Your exceedingly sweet, pleasure-giving face smiles.

5

6ocana Sane kare che turn thall? 

gopl sau tare sambamdhe vha!l} 

tare mahele tedya vina avum call Manani!
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Why do you worry vainly?

All the Gopls are dear to me because of their connection with you.

Without being asked, I come to your house.

6

Anamgavisa muja tuja samga hare che, 

locana maram tuja mukha dekhl thare che, 

smarana tarum mana marum na vlsare che. Manani!

In your company the poison o f Anamga conquers me,

My eyes are fixed on your face,

My mind never forgets your memory.

7

'Radhe! Radhe!' - acala jape muja vani, 

aturata amtarani na ja y  a vakhani,

'kevi vhali che?' - kothi na ja y  a ja n i Manani!

'Radha! Radha!' - my voice chants firmly,

My eagerness of heart does not stop praising you,

'What is the beloved like?' - no one knows.

8

'turn te hum 'nc hum te turn' - vedamam vani, 

mota bhagyavala Sake koijani, 

jugalachabiDasadaye ura ani. Manani!

'You, he, I' and 'I, he, you' [ I am you and you are me??] - the voice in the Vedas, 

Some greatly fortunate people know,

The beauty of the pair entered the breast of the servant Daya.
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78 verana vamsaladl

R

vamsaladl vagi! ne jum  to jagl! sakhi! e vena verana thal lagl! vamsaladl 

He played the flute and I woke up! Friend, that flute has become vengeful!

1

ena svare muja ura avl vlmdhyum, 

tajl lokalaja karaja sarva sldhyum, 

kamana mane Kan udae kldhum ! vamsaladl.

Its sound pierced my breast,

It has stopped regarding public opinion and has accomplished every task, 

Kanuda has bewitched me!

2

vamsaladl to vamsatano che katako,

lagyo mune amtara eno catako,

m ohlhum  to Mohanano jo l  latako! vamsaladl

The flute is a piece of bamboo,

Its sting has struck my heart,

I am enchanted by seeing Mohana's elegance!

3

m ohl hum to Mohananum mukha jo l , 

vhalum re mune lage na bljum kol, 

jlvum  hum to Jlvanajlne jol. vamsaladl.

I am enchanted by seeing Mohana's face,

No one else seems dear to me,

I live now I have seen Jivanaji.
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4

gharamam mune kama na sujhe kami, 

adekha loka kare adekhal,

Vhala mara BaJIbhadrana Bhal vamsaladl.

I can't think of work at home,

Jealous people are jealous,

My Beloved is the brother o f Bajibhadra.

5

sasarlamam sasujl thapako ale,

nanadl marl bolebole ghanum bale,

mare mai'a PrabhujI vina nava calel vamsaladl

In my in-laws' place, my mother-in-law tells me off,

My husband's sister inflames me greatly with her talk,

Everything is wrong without my Lord.

6

mamtra bhani Mohane moralI vagadi,

Vhale mare verlm garaja sari,

ghellkari samsaramamthaklkadhl vamsaladl

Repeating a mantra, Mohana played the flute,

Vhala accomplished my enemy's plan [the flute got to touch his lips??] 

Making me mad, he lifted me out of worldly affairs.

7

ajone, bhenil Jamunajlne ghate,

Mohana mem ditha hata madharate, 

mlthi moralI vagadi DInanathe. vamsaladl
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Just look, dear sister! On the banks of the Jamuna,

I saw Mohana at midnight,

Dinanatha played the flute sweetly.

8

pllani pltanibara paheryani Kahane, 

kumdala kamljhalake Harine kane,

Bhudharajl iobhe che bhlne vane, vamsaladl 

Kahana wore yellow pltanibara,

An earring shone in Hari's ear,

BhudharajI looks beautiful with his dark complexion.

9

vamsaladl Dayana Pritamanlpyarl,

vagi e to trana lokamam nyarl,

vyakula karl dldhl sakala Vrajanarl vamsaladl.

The flute is the darling of Daya's Beloved,

He played it, unique in the three worlds,

It made all the women of Vraja confused.

10

Vanisaladl to beta karl kolga£e, 

tenl to bhavanl bhavata bhaglja&e,

Dayana Prltama avye sukha thase. vanisaladl 

If someone sings with love for the flute,

Then the ill of the world will flee,

At the coming of Daya's Beloved, there will be happiness.
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82 chamakalum nava klje!

R

o Chabilajl! chamakalum nava klje vateghate!

dina dohyala che, Trikamajl! hum kahum chum etala mate.

0  Chabllaji! Please don't make mischief on the road and on the ghat! 

The day is difficult, TirkamajI! That's why I say this.

1

kam l Vrajanarlnam kahyam karo, 

kam l VrajadasI para mhera dharo, 

kam lBrkhubhanakeiikumvarl varo. o Chabilajl!

Do what is ordered by some woman of Vraja,

Favour some servant woman of Vraja,

M any some daughter of Brkhubhana.

2

PataUya! prlte bolavo,

kaml maragadamam samajhavo,

nitya thall Kubjane ghera jao. o Chabilajl!

O Pataliya!, invite with love,

Convince her on the road,

Always go to the house of worthless Kubja.

3

kam l dasl upara mhera karo,

etalo viveka haiyamam dharo,

ghanuni kahle je  Kubjane vlsaro. o Chabilajl!

Grant a favour* to a certain servant woman,
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Keep this much discernment in your heart,

Let us persuade you to forget Kubja.

4

Dayaprltamano Svaml che rasiyo, 

mahlkhavane ave dhasiyo,

dhanya bhagya amamm je  Vraja vasiyo! o Chabilajl!

The Lord of Daya's Beloved is a rasiya,

He rushes to eat yoghurt,

We who live in Vraja, our fates are blessed!

85 Akrurajine

R

O Akivraji! Gokulainam tame 6a karane avya?

marani sukhadam lai duhkhana dariya gum karavane lavya?

0  Alcruraji! Why have you come to Gokula?

Talcing my sweet joys, why have you brought oceans of sorrow?

1

tame matapita! kahum te karajo,

a vacana amamm hrde dharajo,

mane marine dagalam bharajo. O AkrurajI!

You are my parents! Please do as I say,

Please bear these words of mine in your heart,

When you have killed me, please proceed.
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2

ahimam sum kama che tamarum? 

ghanum citta kalape che amarum, 

a NamdaJasoda kahe, 'sarum.' 0  Akivraji!

W hat is your business here?

My thoughts grieve me greatly,

Namda and Jasoda say, 'Very well.'

3

a vinati to kone kahie? 

haiyainam samajhine rahie,

ghanum nirlajja karyain Namdane chaiye! O Akruvaji! 

To whom may I make my entreaty?

I know in my heart

Namda's son has done much that is shameful.

4

marejhajhe hete halavum che,

Kubjane bhagye bhalavum che,

mara mamajine malavum che. 0  Akivraji!

I am to know greater love,

Kubja is to know good fortune,

I am to meet my uncle [Kamsa].

5

tame kaiaja karine avajo, 

sukhe tene tedi 1 avajo,

tame Dayasakhine mana bhavajo. O Akivraji! 

Having done your task, please come,
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Having taken him happily, please bring him back,

Please delight the mind of Daya's female friend.

87 hatha mukane

R

mukane mara sama manani! havanam hatha mukane, mai'a sama manani!

Let go, on my oath, angry woman! now let go of your anger, on my oath, angry 

woman!

1

turn maro prana ne turn marum jivana, sanibhala Suta! Vrsabhanani. havanam.

You are my life-breath and you are my life, listen, daughter of Vrsabhana!

2

magum kipa taro jacaka thaine, e ja iccha che mane dananL havanam.

I ask for mercy, having become your petitioner, I have only this wish for charity.

3

te ja sacum te tarinajare jo£e ju th i vato je  suni kanani. havanam.

You will see with your eyes that this is true, the false talk which you heard with 

your ears.

4

Dayano Piitama kahe, 'hum Sarane avyo, turn ja  vastu che mara dhyanani.' 

havanam.

Daya's beloved says, ’I have come for refuge, you are the only thing on my mind.'
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89 jhaghado locana manano

R

locanamanano re! ke jhaghado locanamanano! 

raslya te janano re! ke jhaghado locanamanano!

O f the eye and the heart! The quarrel of the eye and the heart!

That enjoyer of the world! The quarrel of the eye and the heart!

1

prlta prathama kone karl Namdakumvaranisatha?

mana kahe, 'locana! tern karl,'locana kahe, 'tare hatha.'jhaghado.

Who fust made love with Namdakumvara?

The mind says, 'Eye, you did.': The eye says,' It was your doing.'

2

Natavara nirakhya nena! tern, sukha avyum tuja bhaga; 

pachl bamdhavyum mujane, lagana lagadi aga! jhaghado.

[Mind:] 'Eye! you saw Natavara, it was your lucky fate;

Then I was bound to him, the feeling of love in separation caught fire.

3

suna caksu! hum pamgalum, turn marum vahana

nigamaagama kahyuin sambhalyum, ditha vinagayum mana.'jhaghado.

[Mind:] 'Listen, eye! I am dependent, you are my vehicle,

I have heard what the Vedas and Sastras said [that he is nirguna], without seeing 

him, the mind is useless.'
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4

'bhalum, karavyum mem tane Sumdaravarasamjoga. 

mane taji turn nita male, hum rahuni duhkhavijoga!'jhaghado.

[Eye:] 'Well, I arranged your union with Sumdaravara.

Abandoning me, you meet all the time, I remain suffering the grief of separation!1

5

vanamam Vhalajikane hum ya vasum chum nenal

pana tumnenava melave, hum nava bhogavum cena!'jhaghado.

[Mind:] 'I live in the forest with Vhalaji, 0  eye!

But if  he does not meet with you, I do not have any pleasure!'

6

'cena nathl mana! kyama tane bhetaye $yama£arira? 

duhkha marum jane jagata, ratadivasa vahe nlra!'jhaghado.

[Eye:] 'Mind! (you) have no fun! How does the body of Syama embrace you? 

The world knows my sorrow, day and night (my) water (tears) flows!1

7

mana kahe, 'dhikhum hrde, dhuma pragata tyam hoya. 

te tujane lage re nena! tehathaki tuni roya. 'jhaghado.

The mind says, 'When I bum in my heart, smoke appears.

Eye, that affects you and therefore you weep.'

8

e beu avyam buddhi kane, tene cukavyo nyaya:

'mana! locanano prana turn, locana! turn mana kaya. jhaghado.

They both went to the intellect, it gave the ruling:

'Mind! you are the soul of the eye. Eye! you are the body of the mind!
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9

sukhathi sukha, duhkha duhkhathl, manalocana! erlta.

Dayapritama £nki-sna$um beu vadethlprlta. jhaghado.

I f  one is happy the other is happy, if  one is sad then the other is sad, the mind and 

the eye! So it this way

They are both the beloveds of Daya's Beloved, Krsna

91 premasamadhi

R

manyo manano Mohanavara pamiyam jo  re! 

amo vedana vrehenlsahu varnlam jo  re! manyo.

We obtained Mohanavara, worshipped in our hearts,

He abandoned all of us to the pain of separation.

1

Ramgarasiyo Chabilo Chelado re jo  re! 

nagara Namdano KiSora Alabelado jo  re! manyo.

Ramgarasiyo Chabilo Chelado!

The sophisticated son of Namda, Alabelado.

2

jene jovajogegvara deha dame jo  re!

re to ama£uni akhanida ramga rame jo  re! manyo.

The Lord of Yogis restrained his body to see him who 

Played unbroken lovegames with us.
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3

jene nlrakhi Manmatha murchita thayo jo  re!

Lai a te ama upara lattu thal rahyo jo  re! manyo. 

Manmatha fainted when he saw Lala 

Who was always dependent on us.

4

anamta kod  brahmamdano je  rajiyo jo  re! 

ke§a kaminina gumthatam na lajiyo jo  re! manyo.

The one who shone (in) endless thousands of worlds, 

He was not shy to plait women’s hair.

5

va£a £esamahega jo  na'viyojo re! 

amo abala te naca nacaviyo jo  re! manyo.

Who does not fall into the control of Sesa-Mahesa,

We women made him dance for us.

6

jenum  dargana jnana svapna nava lahyuni jo  re!

'mi chum tamaro' amane kahyum jo  re? manyo.

Whose vision cannot be got even in a dream - 

'I am indebted to you' he said to us.

7

amarum padako na palyum kotilakhamam jo  re! 

amare ochum rahyum gum abhilakhamatn jo  re? manyo. 

He did not protect our status in any way at all [??]

What did he find lacking in our desire?
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8

jlvana jaganum ama pase apoapa che jo  re! 

kevala Premapurusana pratapa che jo  re! manyo.

We personally have the soul of the world,

There is only the splendour of the Premapurusa.

9

m ukl amane Odhava kyahum jaya na jo  re! 

bolyum amarum tamo parakhaya na jo  re! manyo.

0  Odhava! he cannot leave us and go away,

You cannot understand our speech.

10

jene viyoge amsu padiyejo re Odhava! 

kaho to te purusa dekhaSie jo  re! manyo.

In separation from whom we have shed tears, Odhava,

Tell that man he should show himself!

11

ghadl bemam vamsaladl vagaSe jo  re!

Vhalo ama pase avl kami maga$e jo  re! manyo.

In two moments he will sound his flute,

Vhalo will come to us and ask us for something.

12

-em a kahetani sau mane magna thal gal jo  re!

Uddhava ju e  chepremasamadhi thaigaf jo  re! manyo. 

While saying this, everything has become absorbed for me,
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Uddhava sees they have reached the perfect state in love.

13

mithya £Ida hum phiilum chuni jhanagathamam jo  re?

Hari dise che halyana hathamam jo  re! manyo.

Why do I search wrongly in verses of knowledge?

Hari is seen through the power of the heart,

14

parama prema pyari e AvinaSam jo  re!

e che sai'va Svaminlo DayadasanI jo  re! manyo

This love o f these women for Avinasa is the supreme love,

They are all the rulers of the servant Daya.

92 Ladall lavum

1

amkha bharo ma Alabelada re! Ladall lavum.

eka muhurta pheliMaharaja! Hda samtapa karo che? Ladall lavum.

0  Alabelada, do not fill your eyes with tears, I shall bring your sweetheart, 

Less than a minute before, Maharaja, why do you cause her such pain?

2

vanika tamaro hoy to ye  Ladall lavutn.

nahlm to nama dharutn na Lalitaye, SIda samtapa karo che? Ladall lavum. 

Even though the fault is yours - otherwise I am not called Lalita.
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3

lala locana Zidane bharo cho? Ladall lavum.

umda nisasa mukgo ma Natha! 6ida samtapa karo che? Ladall lavum.

Why do you make your eyes red? Lord, do not sigh deeply.

4

eka vatadimam vihvala karine Ladall lavum.

sompum hatha tamaro ene hatha, sida samtapa karo che? Ladall lavum .

In one little word, having made her confused, I shall join your hand in her hand.

5

lattu karl lagadum lata Lalaji re Ladall lavum.

eka buttI sumghadum buddhirupa, £ida samtapa karo che? Ladall lavum.

Lalaji made her totally engrossed, he made her addicted,

I shall apply a cure, in the form of intellect.

6

saghalo kajala kadhikalajatano re Ladali lavum,

evuni karaja karum chum anupa, Slda samtapa karo che? Ladall lavum.

Removing all lampblack from your heart [made by the smoke of separation], so I do 

such an unparalleled task.

7

maima maluma che mune manano re Ladall lavum.

vina kahye sarva Vrajaraya! Slda samtapa karo che? Ladali lavum.

I know the inner meaning of her anger, all without saying anything, Vrajaraya!

8

- ema kahine sakhi samcari re - Ladali lavum.
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- lagi Day apn tam ajine paya, sida sanitapa karo che? Ladali lavum.

Having said this the friend went- after touching the feet of Daya's Beloved.

94 NamdakumvaraSum neha!

1

suna saheladi re! mare Namdakumvara£um neha! 

jhajhum £um kahum re? marepranajivanadhana teha!

Listen, my friend! I have the love of Namdakumvara

What more shall I say? I have that wealth of the spirit and the soul!

2

hara halyatana re! mara kalajadani kora! 

mastakana mani re! mara cittadakera cora!

The taker of my love! the breaker of my heart!

The jewel of my head, the thief of my mind!

3

ura lapatavie re! epara ave evum vhala! 

sahiyara! £um karum re? motum sasariyanum sala!

Let us embrace him! Such great love comes!

0  friend! What shall I do? My in-laws give such great annoyance!

4

aja mune ekalo re maraga jatam maliyo Ka'na. 

mukha bolyo nahim re! kidhi amkhaladimam sana!

Today, as Kahana was going alone along the road he met me.

He did not speak with his mouth but made a sign with his eye!
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hum samajhl gal re! mune tedl Vrmdavana 

kahe, sakhi! kema karum re? talavell lagI tana!

I understood, he invited me to Vrmdavana 

Say friend, what shall I do? My body is agitated!

6

ga mage samcarum re? mujane sujhe nahlrn kamlpera! 

jaum  jo  vanakahe re avi uttara dauni go ghera?

Under what pretext shall I go? I can't think of any plan!

If I go without saying anything then what reply shall I give when I return home?

7

eka upaya che re jo  turn ave muja samga, 

jale mahl vecava re, ramie Rasiyajlgum ramga!

There is one way, if you come with me,

Let us go to sell yoghurt, we shall enjoy pleasure with Rasiyaji!

8

ekabe anyonya mall re calyam sahiyarakere satha, 

homsa haiyamtanlrepahomcl - malya Dayana Natha!

Having met one or two others, they went with their other friends 

The zeal of their hearts was achieved - Daya's Lord met them!
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96 kalaja koryum te kone kahie?

R

kalaja koryum te kone kahie re Odhava! chelachabilade?

Odhava, whom shall we tell that Chelachabllado broke our hearts?

1

vert hoy a to vadhatam re phavle, pana pranathl pyaro ene lahie re! Odhava!

If  he were an enemy then fighting would have suited us, but we hold him dearer 

than life.

2

dhlkhie dhamkyam te kahye nava sobhie, dahyam gutn vahyam nane chaiye re! 

Odhava!

We bum  in private, when we say it we do not look good, this little boy canied us 

intelligent women away.

3

sodano ghava maryo snehi Syamaliye! kiya rajane rave jaie re? Odhava!

Loving Syamaliyo struck blows to our hearts, are we to go to the Icing with our 

complaint?

4

kala na pade kami pera na sujhe! ratadivasa ghelam rahie re! Odhava!

There is not rest, we can't find a way, day and night we remain crazy.

5

kam i vastumam ksana citta na conite, Alabelo avl betho haiyere! Odhava!

Our thoughts do not stay on any matter for a moment, Alabelo dwells in our hearts.
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Dayana Prltamajlne etlum kahejo: kyam sudhlavam duhkha sahlere? Odhava!

Say this much to Daya's Beloved: How long are we to bear such sorrows?

100 padhare pamthe ja!

R

’nena nacavata Namdana kuinvara! padharepamtheja!

sumdarl samum joJ Viththala! vamsaladl ma va! gumanl! padhare pamthe ja!

'Namda Kumvara was moving his eyes, walk on by!

Viththala, do not play the flute, proud one, seeing the beautiful woman in front of 

you. W alk on by!

1

Vhala! tarum nirlajja dhltamarn nama padynm, turn kami dahyo tha; 

kona putri paranavaSe taram dekhi laksana a? gumani!

Vhala! you have got a name for shameless boldness, you are quite clever;

Who will m any their daughter to you, seeing these traits of yours?

2

panaghata upara palava sahe che e te kyam no nya? 

kamanlmam turn kama ajathl? aviveka te ^a?'gumani!

He catches the skirts at the water ghat, what sort of behaviour is that?

From today what is his work among women? Why is he ill-mannered?1

3

halava rahl hasl bolya, 'tarum adharamita pa
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to mai'um mana mane Syama! ekavara kahe 'ha', gumanl! 

He laughed agreeably and said, 'Drinking your lip-nectar 

Syama, it will delight my mind if  you once say "Yes!"1

4

'ava oro kea vata kahum tumne kanamam Kanuda!

Slda hathila! atake? hum to tan chum ja  sad a. gumanl! 

'Come near and I shall say one thing in your ear, Kanuda!' 

'Why do you hesitate, stubborn one! I am yours forever!'

102 mara Raja!

1

eka Vmdavanamamhe nikumjana mahelamam mara Raja! 

ho j l  re! Jagalakitioracaritra prema rasa gelamam mai'a Raja!

In a palace of a bower in Vrndavana, my Raja!

The activities of Jagalaldsora, love and rasa, in caresses, my Raja!

2

sola kaja £a£I udiyo, phulf rahf jamanl mara Raja!

ho j l  re! jode rahl sakhl ju e  Lalitadika kamanl mara Raja!

The sixteen digited moon rose, the night blossomed 

The women friends, Lalita etc. together see this.

3

eka sajjamam beu janam ratngabhara rajiyam mara Raja! 

ho j l  re! tiobhatano nathl para, Kamarati virajiyam mara Raja!
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In one bed, the two people, full of passion enjoy themselves,

There is nothing more beautiful, they look like Kama and Rati.

4

karva mamdya che Sanagara parasparapem nava mara Raja!

ho j l  re! Radha thaya Namdalala, MohanajI Radha thayam mara Raja!

They have begun to make each other new ornaments,

Namdalala became Radha, Radha became MohanajI.

5

sadicolipaheri Samale, te mana lobhlo mara Raja!

ho j l  re! paheryum pltambara paga, &yama§irapeca£o bhiyo mara Raja!

Samala put on a sari and a bodice, the mind desired him,

Syama wore a pltambara, and a turban jewel looked beautiful.

6

semtho, ada, ffiaphula, Damodara damanlmara Raja! 

ho j l  re! tilaka toraiirapeca dhare bala bahu banI mara Raja!

Damodara wears a hair-parting, an ornament in it, a £T$a flower, a forehead 

ornament,

The woman wears a tilaka and head jewels.

7

Natavara nathane ekatra jhuke rupa goriyum mara Raja! 

ho j l  re! hemanl te hamsadl Harine homse dharl mara Raja!

Natavara hangs together a nose-ring of pale silver,

She wears Hari's golden necklace enthusiastically.
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nepura anavata vimchua Piyujina pagamam mara Raja! 

ho j l  re! katimekhala vehyum ragamam mara Raja!

On the Piyujf s feet, anklets, big-toe rings and toe-rings 

She wears a belt, ear ornaments, in delight.

9

adalabadala ityadika abhusana ambara kidhalamara Raja! 

ho j l  re! vividha manyo rasa, alimgana didhalam mara Raja!

They made an exchange of their ornaments and clothes,

They enjoyed various rasas, they embraced.

10

tjriradharupe dharyum mana, Mohana page lagiya mara Raja! 

ho j l  re! hasatam paraspara ja y  a, samdeha manana bhagia mara Raja!

In the form o f SriRadha, he payed respect and she touched Mohana's feet 

They laugh at each other, and break the mind's doubts.

11

viparita ramana rudi rite mana bhari maniyam mara Raja!

ho j i  re! avyum akekane sukha, ha&a vityethijaniyam mara Raja!

They happily enjoyed themselves with her on top of him, their minds satisfied, 

Each of them got pleasure, from experiencing this they felt satisfaction.

12

preme bharyam beue podhiyam ati§e anamda uramarn thayo mara Raja! 

ho j i  re! guna gal sukharupa Dayo balihari gayo mara Raja!

Love filled them, they both went to bed and excessive joy arose in their hearts. 

Singing praises of the beauty o f happiness, Daya became blessed!
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106 dahapana rakho ji!

1

Gopi: '$yama! salaksana raho kahum chum, gikhamana lo manIji;

maragade jatam muja gravane vata rahl gida chani? dahapana rakho jl! '

Gopi: 'Syama! I tell you to be prudent, heed my advice;

What secret talk came into my ear as I was going along the road? [i.e. what 

were you doing telling me secrets as I walked down the road?] Keep your 

wits about you!'

2

Krsna: 'avail re abala! avalum gum bole jatam sidhi vata ji?

karanaphula tarum navina dekhisaheja mem joyo  ghata. sulatum bhakho ji! ' 

Krsna: 'Lady, you're wrong. W hat is wrong in talking, going along a direct road?

Having seen your new earring, I naturally saw an opportunity [its beauty]. 

Speak plainly!

3

Gopi: 'karanaphula joyum  te gum kaho cho? avara koi kyama mane ji?

purusane gum kama striamge? samajhavo cho kone? dahapana rakho ji! ' 

Gopi: Why do you say that you saw the flower behind my ear? Does anyone else 

believe you?

What desire does a man have for a woman's body? Whom do you deceive?

4

Krsna: jena manamam kapata hoya te kapatatani gata jane ji;

jotain jana gayum gum tarum je  avadi vata vakhane? sulatum bhakho ji! '
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Krsna: 'The person who has trickery at heart knows the way of trickery;

In looking, what do you lose [If I look, what does it matter to you?] that you 

say such things?

5

Gopi: 'chana raho, sadhu cho hum j  an uni, sacam bolo cho vena ji;

sadhupanani sakha pure che nacamtam beu nena! dahapana rakho j i ! 1 

Gopi: 'Be quiet, I know you are virtuous, you speak true words;

Your two dancing eyes supply (complete) your reputation for virtue.

6

Krsna: 'nacamtam ke vananacamtain tern menum gida didhum ji?

jevam  che tevam ama pase, kahe, tarum gum lidhum? sulatum bhakho ji! ' 

Krsna: ’Dancing or not dancing, why did you reproach me?

However these things are with me, tell me, what did you lose?

7

Gopi: 'Vhala! marum to sarvasva lidhum che, hum abala kaheti lajum ji;

tanamanadhana lumtine lidhum! havam gum lego jhajhum? dahapana rakho 

ji! '

Gopi: Vhala! My all was taken, I am ashamed saying this as a woman;

Mind, body and wealth were taken! Now what more will you take?

8

Krsna: hum to balaka! kam ina samajhum kevum hoya tanamanadhana ji;

kyama kahyo tern mujane moto?' - etna bolya Jagajivana. sulatum .

Krsna: 'But I am a child! I don't understand at all what mind, body and wealth are; 

Why did you call me an adult?' So Jagajivana said.
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9

Gopi: 'tamo Namdakuvara! nlrakhya nana! guna mota, gambhlra jl!

vada banathl vadhato plde jema nano nayakavlra. dahapana rakho jl! '

Gopi: 'Namdakuvara! you look small, but you have great and deep qualities;

You inflict pain, increasing it with great arrows, like a little hero.'

10

Krsna: 'kayara thai ema kampe che ne vata £uranl vakhane jl;

nayakabanatanl gata nyari, turn to vanadithe kema jane? sulatum bhakho jl! ' 

Krsna: 'You have been defeated and tremble like this, yet you speak words of 

heroism;

The skills o f heroes and arrows are strange, how can you know without 

having seen them?

11

Gopi: 'Dasadayana Prabhu! duhkha rakhe dharata, hum durijana mate kahum  

chum jl;

e sukhadamne kaje Hari! hum bola lokana sahum chum, dahapana rakho jl! ' 

Gopi: Lord of the servant Daya! I speak for the sake of wicked people, lest you 

should suffer sorrow;

Hari! I bear people's words for the sake of these pleasures.

107 gulale marl amkha bhari!

R

'sakhl! a jonl, Gopaje gulale marl amkha bhari!

Friend, just look, Gopala filled my eyes with red powder!
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1

arnkha bhari mem nava jovayum  tyare rahihum darlne; 

manamanyum tekldhum  ene, valagya jhum l karlne. sakhi!

With my eyes full I was not able to see and then I became afraid;

He did that which is delighting to the mind, he got his opportunity and embraced 

me.

2

mem varya, Vhalame na manyum, samajhi rasa na lldho;

eka divasamam sau sukha samtyum jagatabhavado kldho. sakhi!

I stopped him, Vhalama did not obey, I thought he was not pleased;

We concealed all pleasure for a day and had an argument in public.

3

uramukha damkyum kyam lag!rahe£e? durijana, gurujana jo£e; 

kale ramava nahlm javaya mem tyare £Igati ho^e?' sakhi!

How long will my head and breast remain covered? Wicked people and the elders 

will see;

The next day I will not be able to go to play, then what will happen?'

4

sakhikahe, 'cimta taja cittathl, apana ni£cejal£um; 

kahenaram kahlne 6um kahe$e? naphatanirlajja thaUum. sakhi!

Her friend says, 'Banish worry from your thoughts, we shall certainly go;

What will talkers say when they talk? We shall be shameless and immodest.

5

je  sukhane padma tarase che te turn sheje paml;

jakha mare che jagata, mana turn Dasadayano Svam l'sakhi!
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The happiness for which Padma thirsts, you will get effortlessly;

The world suffers the consequences of its actions, you enjoy the Lord of the servant 

Daya.'

108 mitho Mohanavara

R

boli ema Kirtikuman re, chan! eka vata che man re. boll.

Klrtikumari spoke th u s ,' I have a secret.1

1

sambhala Lalita! saheli re! kahum tumne lajja melire. boll 

Listen, my friend Lalita, abandoning modesty I shall tell you.

2

Bamslbatacokamam dltho re, Mohanavara lagyo che mitho re. boli.

When I saw him in Bamsibatacoka, Mohanavara seemed sweet.

3

samdhyana samayamam betho re, jotamam ka}ajadamam petho re. boli.

Dusk had fallen, as I looked he entered my heart.

4

rasika che ramgllo rupalo re, citta marum coranavalo re. boll 

He is cultured, handsome and beautiful, he is the stealer of my mind.

5

mamda haslmu]a samuni joyum  re, kataksathl kalaja proyum re. boll
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Laughing gently he looked at me, he sewed my heart to him with his wink.

6

tyaranihum thal chum ghell re, tene mune melava saheli re! boll.

Since then, I have become crazy, my friend get him to meet me!

7

sahiyara! tare page lagum re, Mohanajinum malavum magum re.' boll.

My friend, I touch your feet, I beg you to meet MohanajI.'

8

Lalita kahe che, 'suna saheli re! banithani turn tha alabeli re. boli.

Lalita says, 'Listen, friend, you become extravagant in droning on.

9

cala, utha, turn marl samge re, ramadum rupajaSum ramge re boli.

Come on, get up, (come) with me, I shall cause you to play in the delight with the 

beauty.

10

Dayaprabhu&um jaim aliere, banno sukhasimdhumam bhajiyere! boli.

Let's go to meet with Daya's Lord, may you both mix in the river of happiness!'

113 Katyayanlvrata

1

j i  re eka same Vrajakanyakaji mohi jo i  Krsnasvarupa ji; 

mana iccha sahune upaniji - varavo vara e anupa ji.
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On one occasion, the young girls of Vraja saw Krsna's true form and became 

enchanted;

The wish arose in all their minds - we want to marry this unique eligible man.

2

kam i sadhana sabalum kijie j i  to e kamtha pamaya ji;

- kahiKatyayanivrata acaryum j i  varava Srivrajarayaji.

If we make a powerful plan then the beloved can be obtained;

- saying this they performed a KatyayanI vow to m any Srivrajaraya.

3

MargaSirs amasa Pratipada j i  vrataarambhano dina ji; 

sahu pratahkaja kumarika j i  uthi, anamda mana ji.

The first day of the month of MargaSIrsa was the day of the beginning of the vow; 

All the girls got up at dawn, there was joy in their minds.

4

samagripujananigrahiji, karatiHarigunagana ji; 

sakhi tole malisahu samcarijikarava Jamunasnana ji.

They took the equipment for worship, they sang praises of Hari;

The friends met up in a crowd and went to bathe in the Jamuna.

5

kari velukani devipratima j i  Kalimdine kula ji.

Having bathed in the great queen, they put on pure fine gannents; 

They built an image of sand of the goddess, (on the) bank of Kalimdi.
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6

jala, kumkuma, abila, gulala jipuspamala dhari matha jl; 

dhupa dipa bhoga tambola arapiyam ji, preme lagyam pay a ji.

On her head, they put water, kumkum, perfume, red pow der and garlands of 

flowers;

They offered incense, lights, food and betel, they lovingly touched her feet.

7

kara jod ikahe sahu kanyaka ji, 'suno Katyayanimata! ji;

MahayogeSvari suta Namdana jim u ja  pad karo saksata j i .1 

Joining their hands, all the maidens said, ’Listen mother KatyayanI!

MahayogeSvari, make Namda's son my husband in bodily form.

8

kare japa sarva e mamtrano j i , valatani ave dhama ji; 

havtsyanna jame, avani sue ji\ dhyana sada Ghanafyama ji.

They all make this prayer of this mantra, they all come home again;

They eat the food [requried by] fast days, they sleep on the ground, they always 

think o f GhanaSyama.

9

ema eka masa puro thayo ji, avyo ohello dina ji; 

rata phala pamyakeri thai j i  evurn janyuin Jagajivana ji.

Thus one month has passed, the last day has come;

The time of experiencing the fruit, Jagajivana knew this.

10

gopasamge gayo kari calatiji Prabhu avya Jamunatira ji; 

jala krida kare nagna kanyaka ji, Hari cadya kadama lai cira ji.
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Setting off in the company of the cowherds, Prabhu sneaked away and came to the 

banks of the Jamuna,

The naked girls played in the water, Hari took their clothes and climbed a kadamba 

tree.

11

abala ambara ditham nabi ji, camaki umcum bhalyum ji; 

ditham vastra vrksani dalamam ji, pate Natvararupa nihalyum ji.

The women did not see their garments, they became embarrassed and looked up, 

They saw their clothes in the branches of a tree, and they saw the form of Natavara 

nearby.

12

bamhe jo d i bala karagare j i  'Prabhu! tadhe kampe tana ji; 

amo sarva tamarikimkariji, pata apo Pranajivanaji!'

The women crossed their arms and implored him, 'Prabhu, our bodies tremble with 

cold;

We are all your servants, give us our clothes, Pranajivanaji!'

13

Srikrsna kahe, \suno sumdariji! tamo niravarana kyama nhayam ji?  

vrata bhamga thayum, phaja tern male ji?  ulatam dose bharayam ji.

Srikrsna says, 'Listen my beauties! Why do you bathe without covering?

Your vow is broken, what fruit is obtained? On the contrary, fault has fdled you.

14

jo  phala iccho papa taline j i  to avo sai've bahara ji;

sau lajja m uki do manathakiji, karo suryane namaskara ji .'

'If you want to get rid of sin and get the reward, then all come out;
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All give up modesty from your minds, salute the sun.'

15

jema Nathe kahyum tyama sahu kaiyum jiphala pamavani a&e ji; 

joiprem a prasanna Prabhuji thaya ji, vara apyo Krpanivase j i  

They all did what Natha said in die hope of getting a reward;

Seeing their love, Prabhuji was pleased, Krpanivasa gave them a boon.

16'

jao, rasa ramafo muja samgamam ji, pad tamaro tha£a ji;

- ema kahisahu ambara apiyam ji, puriabalania§a ji .'

'Go, play the rasa with me, you will get your husband.'

- Saying this, he gave them all their clothes, the hope of the women was fulfilled. 

17

- ema kahiKrsna gau carava gaya ji, gopi avisahu ghera ji;

je  gaya £ikhe ne sambhale j i  tene Dayano Pritama kare mhera ji.

Saying this, Krsna took the cows to graze, the Gopls all came home;

Daya's Beloved gives kindness to the person who sings, leams and listens.

115 paranum

1

mata Jasodajhulave putra parane, 

jhule ladakadaPurusottama anamdabhera; 

harakhinirakhine Gopijana jaye varane, 

adanamda Srinamdajine ghera. Mata.

Mother Jasoda swings her son in Inis cradle,
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The darling Purusottama swings, full of joy;

Seeing him the herders rejoice and they protect him,

There is an excess of joy in Srinamdaji's house.

2

Harina mukhada upara varum kotika camdrama, 

pamkajalocana sumdara vigala kapola; 

dlpaka gikhasarakhf dlpe nirmala nasika, 

komala adhara amna che ratacola. Mata.

Hari's face is better than crores of moons,

His lotus-eyes are beautiful, his forehead is broad;

His flawless nose shines like the tip of a flame,

His tender lower lip is rosy and glowing.

3

meghagyama kramti bhrukutJ che vamkadi,

khitaliyala bhala upara jhum e keSa;

hasatam damtudi dlse beu hirakani,

jotam laje kotika Madana manohara vega. Mata.

His eyebrows are curved (like) a line of black rain clouds,

His curly hair sways on his forehead;

As he laughs his two little diamond teeth are seen,

Seeing his delightful clothes, crores of Madanas are put to shame.

4

simhanakhe madhelum gob he sovrana samgalum, 

najuka abhrana saghajam kamcana, motihara; 

caranaamgutho dhave Hari be hathe grahi, 

ko l bolave to kare kilakara. Mata.
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His golden amulet looks lovely, overlaid with tigerclaws,

All his fine ornaments are gold, his necklace is of pearls;

Hari graps his big toe with both hands and sucks it,

If anyone calls him he gurgles.

5

Lale lalate kidho che kumakumacamdalo 

Sobhe jaditra jane marakatamammam lala! 

jananljugate amje aniyall beu amkhadl; 

sumdara kajalakerum tapakurn kldhum gala. Mata.

Lala has made a circle of kumkum on his head,

It looks wonderful like a ruby inlaid in an emerald!

His mother puts the customary kajal in both his pointed eyes; 

A dot of kajal has made his cheek beautiful.

6

sava sonanurn jaditra manimaya paranum, 

jhulave jhananana bole ghugharlno ghamakara; 

mata vividha vacane harakhe gaye haladam, 

khemce phumatiyali re&amadorisara. Mata.

His cradle is all gold studded with gems,

As he swings the jingling o f his anklets tinkle;

His mother sings him lullabies with diverse, joyful words, 

He pulls her tassled necklace with its silken thread.

7

hanisakaratndava ne kokolapopata parane 

bapaiya ne sarasacakoramenamora. 

mukyatn ramakadam ramva Siimohanalalane,
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ghamaghama ghugharado vajade Namdaki&ora. Mata.

She puts toys for Srimohanalala to play with in his cradle - 

Swans, ducks, cuckoos, parrots,

Koels, cranes, cakoras, mynahs and peacocks.

Namdakisora sounds his anklets loudly.

8

mara Kahanane samani kanya lava£uin, 

mara Lalane paranavUa mote ghera; 

maro jayo vararaja thal ghode besaSe, 

maro Kahano karate sadaya Illalhera. Mata.

I shall bring a girl equal to my Kahano,

I shall m any my Lala into a big house,

My son will become the best of kings, he will sit on a horse,

My Kahano will always perform his lovely Ilia.

9

maro ladakavayo sakha samga ramava ja§e, 

sari sukhaladi hum apUa Harine hatha; 

jamavavela rumajhuma karato gharamarn ava£e, 

hum to dhaine bhldUa hrdaya satha. Mata.

My darling will play with his friends,

I shall put nice sweets in Hari's hand;

At mealtimes he will come into the house making jingling sounds, 

I will feed him and hug him to my heart.

10

jeno &amkara§esasarlkha para pame nahlm,

'neti, neti,'kahe che Nigama varamvara;
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tene NamdaranI hularavl gay e haladam, 

nathi, nathi ena bhagyatano kami para! Mata.

The one of whom there is no limit like Siva and Sesa,

O f whom the Upanisads sometimes say, 'not this! not this!':

Nanda's queen rocks him in her arms and sings him lullabies,

There is no limit to her good fortune!

11

VrajavasI sau sarvathl subhaglghanam, 

tethl Namda Jasodakerum bhagya vigesa; 

te sarvethl Gopljananum bhagya atighanum, 

jen lkare pra§amsa BrahmaSiva ne $esa. Mata.

All the people who live in Vraja are altogether fortunate,

Namda and Jasoda's fortune is more special than theirs,

More than all is the extreme good fortune of the Gopls,

Whom Brahma, Siva and Sesa praise.

12

dhanya! dhanya VrajavasI Gopljana NamdaJasomatI!\ 

dhanya! dhanya! Vrndavana Harikero jyam  che vasa; 

sada Jugalaki&ora jyaharn Ilia kare, 

sada baliharl jaye Dayodasa! Mata.

Lucky indeed are those who live in Vraja, the Gopls, Namda and Jasoda! 

Lucky is Vrndavan where is Hari's dwelling;

Where the young pair performs the Ilia,

The servant Daya is always blessed by him!
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119 darSana doni re!

R

dargana donlre dasane mara gunanidhi Giridharalala!

Natha! nivaro re trasane, apo apa upara ativhala. dar§ana.

0  Giridharalala, my store o f virtues, give your servant a sight o f you!

0  Natha! remove my affliction, give me an excess of love.

1

Srmatavara! Namdane re! Namdana bhave mune Madanamanohara rupa; 

citta na comte re maharuni anubhavavyapaka Brahma anupa. darsana.

Srlnatavara, Namda's son pleases me, his beauty is delightful like Madana's;

My mind doesn't concentrate, incomparable Brahma is pervading my understanding 

[??].

2

japum nahim ajapa re japane, na game sunavo anahada nada; 

yajnasamadhi re na game, na game svargamuktina svada. darsana.

I do not do silent meditation, I do not like hearing continuous sound [saying 

OM??];

I do not like meditation or offerings, I do not like the taste of heaven or liberation.

3

any a upasana re na game vina eka Purnapurusottama;

phlkkam lage re sadhana sahu, padi mune premabhaktimam gama. dargana.

I do not like any worship other than that of Purnapurusottama;

All methods of worship seem insipid, I came to like loving devotion.
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4

Srivallabhasuta re guru gamya, sahu vidhi Srikrsnajlsamana; 

jlvanam sadhana re na jue, Vhalo nija bale kare nijanamdadana. dargana.

I came to like Srivallabha's son as my guru, in all ways he is like Srikrsna [??];

He does not see the methods of worship of the soul, Vhalo on his own makes a gift 

of his own bliss.

5

sarva tapasyum rephariphari, kimcita kyahum na dltho sara; 

sukha eka dlthum re sarvathi - sevasamarana Namdakumara. darSana.

(I have) examined everything again and again, I did not see any essential thing;

I saw a single happiness out of everything - in rem em brance and service of 

Namdakumara.

6

Srimahaprabhunlre kahenlthlmuja para rijho Radhanatha! 

samuja avidya re to tale Hariji! jhalo jo  muja hatha, dargana.

0  Radhanatha! from the sayings of Srimahaprabhu, I got the greatest delight,

It will remove ignorance to its roots, O Hariji! if  you help me.

7

&nvrmdavanani re kumjamam jyam  karo Jugalaki£ora! vilasa;

Dasadayam re vinati - dasi karl rakho nija pasa. dar§ana.

In the bowers of Srivmdavana when you make love, Young Couple;

The prayer of the servant Daya is this: keep him as your female servant
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123 HoHne tane

R

lokadiyam dekhe che Lala! amkhomam udegulala! 

mukhadanl khago gala, a te Sum karyum?

Lala! People are looking] Red powder flies up into the eyes!

You'll be abused by their mouths, why did you do this?

1

ade dahade jora na phavyum, aja Holinum tanum; 

ghana divasam gumja risam aja ukelo janum! Lala!

On a normal day, resistance did not succeed, today is Holi festival,

Today I know the answer to your secret displeasure of many days!

2

je  kahe§o te 'ha'ja havarn, nava manum te cuki;

- ora avo, kahum kanamam, 'mara sama do m uki!’Lala!

Now I shall say only 'Yes' to whatever you say, I've given up disagreeing;

- Come nearer, I'll say in your ear, 'Release me from my promise!'

3

&um karum? jo  avf samkade, marum jora na phavyum;

Dayapntama! mune kayara karlne tobakhata lakhavyum! Lala!

What can I do? If  I was in trouble, my resistance did not succeed (in saving me); 

Beloved o f Daya! Having got me to confess, you got me to write a letter of apology 

(i.e. having teased me, you made me swear under pressure).
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125 Radhanum mithyalagna

1

eka same Vrajakanyaka mara Raja! hojl re Sriradhaji che mamhe.

- ke hum balihan re mara Raja!

ramatam ave Vrndacanamam mara Raja! ho j l  re Srikrsna khele che tyamhe - ke  

hum.

At one time, the maidens o f Vraja, Sriradhaji is among them, my Raja, I am 

blessed!

My Raja comes playing in Vmdavana - §iikrsna plays there.

2

Harie dadulo dotaviyo mara Raja! ho j l  re avyo Radhajlne hatha - ke  hum. 

mage Govimda, gopi na kahe, mara Raja! pamo jo  ramo ama satha - ke hum.

Hari throws the ball, it comes to Radha's hand;

Govimda asks, the Gopls don't speak, come play with us!

3

boll Lalita LalaSum mara Raja! ho j l  re ramiye ve’vano khela - ke huni. 

kanya ramglll Radhika, mara Raja! ho j l  re vara that karo tamo kela - ke hum.

Lalita speaks with Lala, let us play a game with us as mothers-in-law,

The bride is lovely Radha, you play the part of the groom.

4

sunatam Mohanamana manyum mara Raja! ho j l  re sarve thayam rasarupa - ke  

hum.

samajhl sakha sarakl gaya mara Raja! ho j i  re sakhloe mamdi dhamadhuma - ke  

hum.

Heaiing this, Mohan's mind believed this, they all became forms of rasa [??],
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The friends understood this and slipped away, the friends began a pageant.

5

manohara mamdapa bamdhiyo mara Raja! ho j l  re racyo vevalno dhama - ke hum. 

ko i Kirata Vrkhabhana thal mara Raja! ho j l  re ko i JasodaNamda nama - ke hum. 

They built a delightful mamdap, they built a place for the fathers-in-law.

Somone became Kirata, someone Vrkhabhana, someone acted as Jasoda and 

Namda.

6

Gane§agofrane besadiyani mara Raja! ho j i  re kari sau lagnanl rita - ke  hum. 

ketllka to tarunijadaranl mara Raja! glto gaye dharlprlta - ke  hum.

They begin the ceremony with the name of GaneSa, they perform all the rites of a 

wedding,

Some of the girls are of the bridegroom's party, they feel love and sing songs.

7

plthl coll varakanya mara Raja! ho j l  re beune sajavya £anagara - ke hum. 

devakaluvo darn kare mara Raja! ho j l  re sasue poipkh.ya Moraia - ke hum.

They rub plth l (turmeric) on the bride and groom, they put ornaments on both of 

them,

Devakaluvo [??] makes the wife, the mother-in-law welcomed Morara.

8

varavahu padharavyam maiphyaramamhe mara Raja! ho j l  re corl racl navaramga - 

ke hum.

Brahmana thal bhane phull mara Raja! h o jl re anamda bahu sau amga - ke hum.

The bride and groom welcomed each other inside, they made the wedding-enclosure 

attractive.
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Becoming Brahmins, they speak having puffed themselves up with pride, everyone 

is very happy.

9

6ubha lagnaghadi muhuratasame mara Raja! ho j i  re thayo jugalahastamelapa - ke  

hum.

mamgalaphera dampata pharyam mara Raja! ho j i  re mitya sarve paritapa - ke hum. 

At the auspicious moment o f the wedding, at the time of the muhurat, the joining of 

hands took place.

The couple took the auspicious steps, all suffering vanished.

10

RadhikaKrsna arogiyam mara Raja! ho j l  re kode karl kamsara - ke  hum. 

ntabhate kidho camdalo mara Raja! ho j l  re vama vadhavane cara - ke hum.

Radhika and Krsna exchange food, lovely kamsar [a sweet],

They made the cash gifts, the women the four bridal gifts [??].

11

ladi valavyam sasare mara Raja! ho j i  re kidhi ratirasakeli - ke hum. 

anamdasagara uchalyo mara Raja! ho j i  re vali che maharamgarell - ke  hum.

The in-laws send the bride to her husband's, they had sexual enjoyment,

The ocean of joy brimmed, then they were flooded with extreme pleasure.

12

hajimali puche sahelio mara Raja! 'ho j i  re kaheni, gamyo vara eha?' - ke hum .

*§yama surti nicum jo i  hasyani mara Raja! ho j i  re pragata kahye Sum upanyo neha? 

- kehum .

The friends ask about h e r , ' Tell us, do you like this husband?'
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Syama hears and looks down, smiling, what (is the point) in saying openly what 

her eyes reveal?

13

kulanl rite chodya dorada mara Raja! ho j l  regayam vamkam rasaglta - ke hum. 

ksanaksana heta haiye vase mara Raja! ho j l  re core paraspara citta - ke hum.

In the ways of the family they untied the string at the end o f the ceremony, they 

sang a song of rasa with hidden meaning,

At every moment love stays in their heart, they stole each other's hearts.

14

- ema sada Vrndavanamam mara Raja! ho j l  re khele jugalasvarupa - ke  hum. 

e che Pranajlvana Dayadasana mara Raja! ho j i  re anamdamamgajarupa - ke hum. 

Thus it is always in Vrndavana, the divine form of the couple,

This is the Life-breath of the servant Daya, the auspicious form of bliss.

126 kamanagari tari vamsall!

R

kamanagari tari vamsah, kamana kldhum che bharl re! kamanagari.

Your flute is bewitching, it has made great witchcraft.

1

morallne nade mana m ohl lldhum che marum Girlvaradharl re! 

gharadhamdho gamato nathl, mune lhe lagl che tail re. kamanagari.

The flute's sound confused my mind, Girivaradharl!

I don't like my housework, I am attached to you.
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2

moramukuta 6ira Sobhito, kumdalani chabi nyarire,

catura capala cuki, ghanumghanum m ohi Radhepyari re. kamanagari.

The peacock crown decorates your head, the beauty of your earrings is unique, 

The agile beautiful woman is deluded, lovely Radha is very confused.

3

muralinada madhuro suni cukya samadhi Tripurari re, 

suranaramunijana m ohi rahya! kona matra Vrajanarire? kamanagari.

Hearing the sweet sound o f the flute, Tripurari abandoned his meditation,

The sages, men and gods were deluded! Who then are the women of Vraja?

4

tanamanadhana arpana karum carane Kumjabiharire!

Dayana Svami! tamo Samala! jitya ne amo hari re! kamanagari.

1 entrust my mind, body and wealth at the feet of Kumjabihari!

Lord of Daya! You are Samala! you have conquered and we are defeated!

127 sacum bolo ji!

1

'sambhala re turn sajani! mari, rajanikyam ram iaviji?  

parasevo tane kyam valyo? tari bhammara kyam bhimjani? sacum bolo ji .' 

'Listen to me, my friend, where do you come from, having played at night? 

Why are you sweating? Why are your eyebrows wet? Tell me the truth!1

2

'vanamam hum to bhulipadine atige mumjhaniji;
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parasevo mane tyam marl bhammara tyam bhlmjanl. sambhala sajanl jl! ' 

'I got lost in the woods, and I was very uneasy,

Then I began to sweat, then my eyebrows got wet. Listen my friend!'

3

'kala mem tari vena gumthltV chutl kyam vikharanljl? 

evadl utavala pad! je  jhuladi nava bamdhani? sacum bolo j l . '

'Yesterday I tied your plait, why did you let it go?

Why were you in so much of a hurry that you didn't tie your garment?'

4

'kalo te bhamaro Sira para betho, uradatam sera chuti jl, 

jyamatyama karlne banidhatam vacamamthlnadl tutl. sambhala sajanljl!' 

'A black bee sat on my head, as it flew up it released the string,

As I tied it any old way, the ribbon broke from the middle.'

5

'a coll atalasampaheii, sahiyare vakhanljl,

co lM  kasa kyam tutl? turn avadi kyam colanl? sacum bolo j l '

'You wore this bodice of silk, your friend praised it,

How did the tie of your bodice break? Why did you pull it so?'

6

'haiyum marum duhkhava avyum, vae karlne kampyum jl, 

plda talava karane mein kale karlne dabyum. sambhala sajanl jl! '

'My chest hurt, it was troubled by wind,

In order to remove the pain, I gave it a sharp tug.'
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7

'avadam puspa kyamthi vate tujane kone apyam ji?

evo ramgarasiyo kona maliyo? preme karlne thapyam. sacum bolo j l '

’On which path did you get such flowers? Who gave them to you?

Who was the one fond of pleasure who met you? Which lover placed them there?'

8

'surajakafae hum ja ti huti, vate malya Vanamalijl,

sama khaine mune tene apyam, tern pratijha pall sambhala sajanl j i !'

'At the time o f the sun(-rise), I was going along and Vanamali met me on the road, 

Taking an oath, he gave them to me, he kept his promise.'

9

'avalo caniyo kema paheiyo che?jema tema virnti sadiji, 

sajaka thaine sumdariI havam vastra paheroni vali, sacum bolo j l '

'Why did you put your skirt on inside out? Your sari is tied any old how. 

Beautiful one, wake up and put your clothes on (properly).'

10

'satha na sahiyare kidho, utavali vege caliji,

avalo caniyo paheri didho, have vastra paherigum vali. sambhala sajaniji!'

'My friend gave me company, she went rushing off,

She let me wear my skirt inside out, now I shall put my clothes on (properly).'

11

'nikali hati turn sauthipaheli satha amaro meliji, 

pachavadethi kyamthi Arnbika! jaine turn bethi? sacum bolo j l '

'After you met our group, you set off first o f all,

Ambika! from where have you come, where did you go?'
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12

'nikali hatI hum sauthipahell satha sahirano m eliji,

vate hum bhulipadi gai, tyaham ja i bethi vhell sambhala sajanljl!'

'I had set out first of all, having met the group of friends,

On the way I got lost, I went and sat there early.1

13

'kastuii amge vheke che, a vanamam kona ave ji?

sarva Sarirae tare vyapi rahi che te kama jaye dhamki? sacum bolo j i . '

'Musk smells on your body, who is coming to this forest?

It pervades your whole body, why do you try to cover it?1

14

’mrga&alyae mrgalo betho tene mem jaijhalyo ji,

teni vasana mara amtaramam pethi, te nathiraheti dhamki. sambhala sajaniji!'

'A deer sat on a musk-stone, I went and caught it,

Its perfume entered into me, I'm not covering it up.'

15

'adhara damta betha dise che, chatie nakha vagya ji, 

taruni! tara tanadamam pesi Kamabana kyam vagyam? sacuni bolo ji . ' 

'Teethmarks are seen on your lower lip, nails have made scratches on your breast, 

Young woman! When did Kama's arrows strike your body?'

16

'madhuram vayaka popata bolyo, tene mem jaijhalyo ji,

camcala camca bharine natho, tatksana tyamthi chutyo. sambhala sajani ji! '

'The parrot spoke sweet words, I caught it,
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Having filled its impatient beak it escaped, at that moment it escaped from there.'

17

’Syamasumdara tane malya dise che te amge turn pasaraiji, 

je je  puchum tena uttara ape e badhi tuja caturai! sacum bolo j l '

'It seems that Syamasumdara met you, you yielded to his body,

W hatever I ask, you give an answer, this is all cunning!'

18

je  vate Hari maliya hoye te vate nava jaurn ji,

a vate Hari maliya hoy a to kaho teva sama khaum. sambhala sajaniji!1 

'I shan't go on that road where Hari is met,

If  Hari is met on this road, then say, I'll take such an oath.' [??]

19

'mare evipratijna jeparapurusa bhaibapa ji,

dasadayana Svamine bhajatam bhavani bhavata jaya. sambhala sajani ji! '

'My promise is that a stranger is a brother and a father,

Praising the Lord o f the servant Daya, the trouble of the world goes.'

128 rasanrtya

R

ham re Vrmdavanamam thanakakara thai thai!

RadhaKrsna rame rasa, Gopi lahi, lahi, lahi re! 

bijum nahim, nahim, nahim, re! Vrmdavanamam.

0  yes, in Vimdavana the beat of the dance sounds, sounds,

Radha andK rsna play the rasa, the Gopls listen, listen, listen,
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There is nothing, nothing else in Vrmdavana.

1

ham re nupura carana kanakavarana jhamjharajodo,

ham re ghugharialo ope akko to do,

ham re moramukuta mani vamkado ambodo,

ham re kumdala kana, bhrukuti bana, tilaka tana,

nenabana kampamana, phapha phelpheiphelphelre! Vrmdavanamam.

The anklets on the feet, the colour of gold, joined with bells,

The bells on the legs shine, the anklets and the chains,

The peacock crown, the jewels, foppish hairstyles,

Earrings in the ear, darts o f eyebrows, tilakas, tumult,

Eye-arrows, trembling, stamping, gasping.

2

ham re vage tala te karatala mrdamga tali\ 

ham re koi tamburo ne ko f mrdamgavali, 

hani re sofa sahasra gopika che eka ball,

ham re sura salake, sura salake, ghughan ghamake, nace thanaka, 

thanaka bala bala bala GopI lai, lal, lai, lai, re. Vrmdavanamam.

The beat sounds, the handbells and the drum beats 

Some drone and some drum,

The 16,000 young Gopis are here

The enthusiasm moves, the bells ring, they leap and dance,

They leap, greatly, greatly, the Gopis take, take.

3

ke kara katie didho che vamka vali,

Madanagana mukhya gaya che Vanamali,
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ke bole bena, bole bena, amrta cena, sudhasena, mohananena, 

prakata cena, thake nabi hrdaya dal dal dal re! Vrmdavanamam.

Hands on the hips their armlets, noserings,

Vanamaji mostly sings songs of Love,

The woman speaks, the woman speaks, nectar merriment, movements of nectar, 

enchanting eyes,

The merriment is clear, the heart doesn't tire, giving, giving.

4

ham re mukutamamhe rupa dithum che Radhae,

ham re manamam mananl vimasana thaye,

ham re humthi chant rakhi che mukutamanthe,

ham re te bahu vhall, hatha jhall bethi ball, uthj call,

ghugharavali, bhata bhall, Dayaprabhu je  je  je  je  re! Vrmdavanamam.

Radha has seen beauty in his crown,

In her mind, pride becomes gloom,

This is kept secret from me in his crown

I am very dear, the young girl became stubborn, she sat, she stands and goes, 

Wearing anklets, Daya's Lord sees her at once.

129 Srinathaji!

l

Mohana madhurakitl Srinathajl! Natavara! Nanidakumara! 

moha pame sauni mad Srinathajl! nijajana pranadhara!

Mohana, sweet-formed, Sri NathajI, Natavara, Namdakumara,

Everyone's mind is deluded, life-support of your own people!
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2

moramugata maniejadyo Srinathaji! kumdala lalake kana, 

manohara m od vesaratanum SrinathajI! £obhe che bhine vana.

Your peacock-crown is studded with gems, earrings shine at your ears, 

A delightful pearl nose-ring, your darkness looks good.

3

Manamohana madhurakrti Srinathaji! Natavara Namdaki§ora, 

moha pame saunlmad Srinathaji! catura cittana cora.

Your form is sweet and charms the mind, Natavara NamdakiSora, 

Everyone's mind is deluded, skilful stealer of hearts.

4

lalitatribhamgi chelada SriNathjI! Madanamanohara rupa, 

amamdaghana alabelada Srinathajt! akhila bhovanana bhupa.

The elegant thrice bent fop, the beauty, captivating Madana,

The seductive one, a collection of joy, king of the whole world.

5

jlvana GopJjanatanum SrinathajI! rasiya janana raya. 

nlrakhye sukha pame ghanum Srinathajf! mana marum lobhaya.

The life o f the Gopis, the king of rasiya people,

When I see you I feel great happiness, my mind is attracted.

6

moramugata manie jadyo Srmathajl! prabha lajave hamsa, 

dhalake kudia bhrukud, adya Srinathaji! muktaphala avatamsa.

Your peacock crown is studded with gems, the lustre shames a swan, 

Your arched eyebrow looks good, it touches your pearl earring.
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7

tilaka subhaga kesaratanum Srmathajl! padakpti Sobhe che bhala, 

manohara moti vesaratanum Srinathajl! sumdara girapeca lala.

Your lovely til ale of saffron, your forehead which is the shape of a foot, looks 

wonderful,

The pearl of your nosering is enchanting, your red turban ornament is beautiful.

8

§obha saluna varijavadananlSrinathajl! varum sarada£a$ikoda, 

kamti lajave koti MadananI SrinathajUnahi jugamam koijoda.

The beauty of your face like a fine lotus, I prefer it to the autumnal moon,

Your loveliness puts to shame crores of Madanas, there is no equal in the world.

9

te upara latake lata alakam Srinathaji! mahasaroja alibala

mohani ghani che madhura malakati SrinathajI! adhara arum che rasala.

Above it hangs a curl of hair, like an army of bees on a great lotus,

Your sweet smiling is very attractive, your red lowerlip is attractive.

10

bhrukutl kamana, ban a nena che Srinathaji! moha pame Ratiraja, 

kimva saramga rasa atya che Srinathajl! pame kamajadala laja.

Your eyebrows are bows, your eyes are arrows, the king of Rati [Kamadeva] is 

deluded,

Or else the shape of Visnu's bow is excessive, the lotus petal is ashamed.

11

nirmaja kamti kapojamam SrinathajI! kumdalanam pratibimba,
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da£anavasana lalacojamam Snnathajl! adl banyum muktaphala bimba.

There is pure loveliness on your temples, the reflection of your earrings,

Your lips are in bright red, they make the reflection of the pearl unadorned.

12

klracanicusama nasika SnnathajI! bhrame grahum jane bhaksa! 

hlrakanl cibukanl vasika Srlnathajl! uiana udyo pratyaksa.

Your nose is like the beak o f a parrot, I have the impression as if  it mistakes its 

food,

The diamond facets of the dimple in your chin are perfumed, Usna arises visibly.

13

danitapamgata kurndanl kali Snnathajl! tambula ko l eka aruna, 

kanitha kambu£I rekhavall Srlnathajl! citta cajavatlnipuna.

Your row of teeth is a bud of a jasmine, in some red betel leaf,

Your neck is like a line of conch, you lead my sharp mind astray.

14

hasavum manida madanaphanida che Srlnathajl! rasiyajanacittacora, 

madhuva vacana mohaphamda che Srlnathajl! haremada dhlraja jora.

Your slow laugh is like an addiction to love, it steals the mind of rasiya people, 

Your sweet words are like an addiction of delusion, intoxication takes my firmness 

and strength.

15

kanithe kaustubhamanidyuti ghanl Siinathajl! ura Bhrgulamchana vania, 

kanicanamala m oti ati banl Siinathajl! Vrmdavana abhirama.

On your neck, the lustre of the Kaustubha jewel is great, on your chest is the lovely 

mark of Bhrgu,
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The pearl and gold necklace has made Vrmdavana very lovely.

16

pltambara katlmekhala Snnathajl! iobha nahi k o i tulya, 

valaya amgadamani nirmalo Snnathajl! mudrika jaditra amulya.

Your yellow lower garment and your belt, nothing is equally lovely,

Your armlet is a pure jewelled armlet, embossed, studded, invaluable.

17

mohana moralI kara grain Snnathajl! nlla kamala eka hasta, 

vrajavanita mohai rahi Snnathajl! svarupanamda manamasta.

You hold your enchanting flute in your hand, in one hand is a blue lotus,

The women of Vraj are deluded, the joy of the svarupa is intoxicating to the mind.

18

nepura caru capala caranamam Snnathajl! ghughrlno ghamakara, 

labha ghano che ena Saranamam Snnathajl! paramanamda bhamdara.

You have anklets on your lovely, agile feet, there is a jingling of bells,

There is much profit in this refuge, the treasury of ultimate joy.

19

khatada§a cihna payatala vikhe Snnathajl! pragata kahum, suno nama, 

biraje citta niramala vikhe Snnathajl! janamanapuranakama.

I shall make known about the sixteen marks on the sole of your foot, listen to the 

names,

Sri NathjI shines in pure minds, they have their desire fulfilled.

20

svasti astakona jambu Java pavi Snnathajl! uradharekha dekhaya,
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dhvaja amkiisa kamaja kavi kahe Snnathajl! e nava daksina paya.

The swastika, the octagon, the rose-apple, the grain of barley, the thunderbolt, the 

vertical line

The flag, the elephant goad, the lotus, the poet proclaims these nine are seen on your 

right foot.

21

niaccha trikona dhanusya imdvanum Snnathajl! kamaja aka£a abhirama, 

dhenupada bimba camdranum Snnathajl! e sa tepada vama.

The fish, the triangle, Indra's bow, the lotus, the lovely sky,

The footprint of a cow, the reflection of the moon, these seven are on the left foot.

22

ja m o  ja rip a ta k o  pam arl Snnathajl! abharana adanupa, 

pradam ge atim adhuii than Snnathajl! surupatanum j  surupa.

Your robe, your sash, your shawl are brocade, your ornaments are absolutely 

unique,

On eveiy limb, excessive sweetness is fixed, the most beautiful o f all.

23

teva vamaarnge BhanunamdinI Snnathajl! Snvadha $ubha nania, 

vastuta : Krsna caru camdani Snnathajl! sadgunasvarupanum dhama.

On the left side of your body which is thus, is the daughter o f Bhanu, the 

auspicious name of Sriradha,

Indeed, she is the moonlight beloved of Krsna, the abode of the true form of good 

qualities.

24

vallabha SrivaUabhatana Snnathajl! Snviththalapriyaprana,
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Pustisrstine priya ghana Snnathajl! jew  a Ratine Pamcabana.

Beloved of Srivallabha, as dear as life to Sriviththala,

Very dear to the creation of wellbeing, as Rati to Pamcabana.

25

nitya kare wana ninnaja Snnathajl! cimtana canidrikanum gana, 

tene vina&rame pale Snnathajl! sada rahe ura dhyana.

Let my mind always remain pure, thinking and singing of the moonlight [??],

Let it go to him who is without refuge, let thought always remain in the breast.

26

papaparitapane prale kare Snnathajl! pum a kare manakama, 

akhila amamgalane hare Snnathajl! vasava de nija dhama.

Let it make the pain of sin disappear, let it make the desire of the mind fulfilled,

Let it take away all inauspiciousness, let it give its own abode to dwell.

130 Mohinlsvarupano garabo

1

akala kala SriavinasanJ re teno para na pam e ko ya,

Sivasarakha jem am  bhula padya re, tethl kona vaderum hoya? akala.

The incomprehensible appearance of Sriavinasa, it has no boundary,

In (comparison with) which Siva etc. have become inadequate, therefore who is 

greater than him?

2

eka same Snmahadevaji re avya Vaikumtha Visnunipasa, 

dariana kari Harinam Hara boliya re: 'eka caritrajova cita aia.' akala.
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Once Srimahadeva came to Vaikumtha, to Visnu,

Having had a dargana of Hari, Hara spoke: 'My mind hopes to see one o f your 

feats.'

3

vata mi£emi£e kadhi M alm vdra jire,'Prabhu! samudra mathavyo re vara,

tyam tamo Mohanirupa, kaho, kyama dharyum re? suraasura chajya £e prakara?

akala.

Maharudra opened the topic obliquely, ’Prabhu! At the time when the ocean was 

churned,

Why, tell me, did you take the form of Mohani? In what ways did you deceive the 

gods and demons?

4

e ja  iccha che mare bahu dinani re, mune dekhadone te svarnpa. -

evam vacana £ivajitanam sambhallre valata bolya Tribhovanabhupa; akala.

I have had this very wish for many days, please show me this time form.1 - 

Hearing these words o f Siva, Tribhovanabhupa spoke in return;

5

'sambhalo, Samkara! vata vivekanlre, te che Mohinfmayanum amga, 

te mrakhyam iccha rakhe rakhata re, te to dhyanadhlraja kare bhamga. ' akala.

'Listen, Samkara! This is a matter of discrimination, this is the body of the maya of 

MohinI,

Perhaps you have a desire to see it, but it breaks m editation and patience 

(levelheadedness).'

6

tyare Umadhave Madhavane kahyum re, 'na, na, hum nahim cahim lagara,
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janum chum mate kadapi nahi bhulum re, dekha§o, mune hom§a apara. ' akala.

Then Umadhava said to Madhava, 'No, no, (I will remain the same) I am not 

infatuated for a short time,

For I realise that I never make a mistake, show me, I have an endless urge.'

7

evum kahyum §ive tyare hasya Hari re, 'bhalum, dekha§I§um ko l dina.' 

ema paraspara beu jana bolta re, trijum rupa dhaiyum Mohana. akala.

Thus Siva spoke, then Hari laughed, 'Alright, I'll show you some day.'

Thus the two people spoke to one another, Mohana took a third form.

8

eka anupama puspanl vatika re, tenimadhye dlthi eka nara, 

sumdara sola varasani sumdari re, fyama svarupatano bhamdara. akala.

There was a unique garden of flowers, in it a woman was seen,

She was a beautiful sixteen-year old beauty, the treasure-house o f true forms o f 

women.

9

campakavaranum tana ne capala ghanire, samudrika laksana puma, 

gunagabhlra gongarve bhari re, kare mahamuninam mana curna. akala.

Her body was the colour of a campaka flower, very agile, with all auspicious 

marks,

With all deep qualities, the fair woman was full in pride, she crushed to dust the 

mind of the great muni.

10

jarakasi korano sumdara sahldo re, jeno jhino kasumbala ramga, 

anupama rite odhyo Alabelle re, jemam bhase gorum sahu amga. akala.
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Her beautiful sari had a gold-embroidered border, whose colour was of tender 

saffron,

Alabell had put it on in a unique way, in which her whole body shone pale.

11

veni Iambi 6i£a Sesasarikhadire, phenamani jane Si&aphula!

semtho simdure puryo che sohamano re, upara damani dipe amula. akala.

The long plait on her head was like the serpent &esa, the flower in her hair was like 

the serpent's hood!

Sindur filled her beautiful pairing, above it shone a priceless chain.

12

motijaditra manohara cotanum re, mrgamadani till cittacora, 

sumdara bhala vtfala birajatu re, madamatinum jobanajora. akala.

Her charming pearl-stud, clinging tilak of musk was mind-stealing,

Her broad forehead looked beautiful, the power o f youth is inflamed with lust.

13

bhrukutikamanasamana chabiladire, ratnalam locana rasakupa

dirgha aniyalam capajathi mana haryum re, che kataksa katannum rupa. akala.

Her eyebrows are like beautiful bows, her eyes are jewelled wells of rasa,

Thier long comers steal one's mind with their darting movements, her sidelong 

glances have the form of daggers.

14

valijhumana jhum e jhumakhe re, vesaramukta che lambum sumdhala. 

aruna adharani upara sunidara lalakatum re jotam jo g i cale tatkaja. akala.

Her nose-ring hangs on a pendant from its ring, the pearl of the nose-ring is a long 

elephant's trunk,
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On her red lowerlip is a beautiful glow, seeing it the yogi is infatuated.

15 

mamda madhuramadhurum hasya kare rejhalake dadamabljaga damta, 

kumdanarekha be damtamam dipatire, calakaramam core camta. akala.

She smiles gently and very sweetly, her teeth shine like pomegranate seeds,

Two lines o f gold shine in her teeth, the lovely lady steals minds in her splendour.

16 

earn cibuka madhye che harum tabakalum re, bljum gale, trijuin adabhala. 

trana bimdunl Sobha & kahum re? trajudum trilokJmanajaJa. akala.

There is a green mole in the middle of her lovely chin, another on her cheek, a third 

on her forehead;

What can I say of the beauty of the three drops? This tattoo is the snare of the mind 

of Trilold.

17 

jhula jugala manijaditra kanakatanam re, kamaphula pamdadiono jhuma, 

cotalo gophano gorlno ghaniakato re, ghano ghugharlkero ghacuma. akala.

The pair of jewel-studded earrings hang down, there are flowers on her ears and 

clusters o f leaves,

The hair ornament of the lovely woman is jingling, there is much crowding (i.e. 

many rows) o f little bells.

18

koti surajagati vadane ovariye re, sumdara mukhadum svarupanidhana, 

alakani lata jhukirahi gumdape re, madhurummadhururn karatigana. aka!a.

Her face wards off the evil eye from crores of suns and moons, the beautiful face, 

the receptacle of the true form,
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The lock of a curl hangs on her temples, she sings sweetly.

19

ramga tambola comtyo mukhe cola§o re, mrganenlno vamko moda, 

jarakasi buttanl che kali kaniculd re, kasakasati paheii kari koda. akala.

The colour of betel has stained to her mouth deeply, the head o f the doe-eyed 

woman is lowered,

Her black bodice is of gold-embroidered stitching, she has worn it tightly.

20

tuSI tanamaniyam kamthe hemaharnsadi re, madaliyam ariso cinamala, 

campakall camdanahara coserano re, muktaphalamala viSala. akala.

On her throat she has a tulsi necklace and a gold necklace, ornaments o f looking 

glass and gold beads,

Campa buds, a necklace o f gold circles having four strings, a necklace of great 

pearls.

21

kamkana sahita kanaka kara cudalo re, managatha Java te bajotham satha, 

vamka vimti bajubamdha berakha re, challaaraslrahl sahi hatha, akala.

Bangles of gold on the hand with bracelets, a barley-bead ring, with armlets,

A curved ring, a bracelet, a wristlet, she wore a ring with bells and mirrors on her 

hand.

22

siinghasamana katie katimekhalare, paye nepurano jhanakara,

samkalam kallam kanibl anavata vlmchiya re, nahi nakha§ikha Sobhano para, akala.

On her waist like a panther's was a belt, on her feet was the tinkling of anklets,
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Ankle-chains, gold anklets, silver anklets, foot ornaments, toe-rings, there was no 

end to her beauty from head to toe.

23

Alabell amkha arnjl anupama bam re, puspabara kamthe, gajra pana,

bhale gulala bamdo mahavara pame re, m em di maradi hathellmam jana. akala.

The lovely lady had put in kajal in her incomparable eyes, a flower necklace on her 

neck, a flower bracelet on her hand,

On her forehead a pink bindi, on her heel lakh, having rubbed hernia on her palms.

24

kridakamduka kara kusumano kamanl re grahl Ilia kare ten1 samga, 

jhale uchale pumthe pbare premada re, tene m iie nacave che amga. akala.

The lovely woman had (in) her hand a toy ball of flowers and played the Ula with 

him,

The beautiful woman catches and throws she follows, she makes her body dance on 

this pretext.

25

mamda sugamdhi samlra glta vahe re, §a&i udiyo, ravipamyo asta, 

te same Sivajie dlthf e sumdarl re, calya Harithl chodavlne hasta. akala.

A  gentle, fragrant, cool breeze blows, the moon rose, the sun sets,

Siva saw this beautiful woman in front of him, he took his hand away from Hari 

and went (towards her).

26

Mohanljotam mohya Mahadevajlre, puchyum nahi Prabhune j e  che e kona, 

bhullgaya Suddhabudha 6 an rani re, lagyam nenakataksa mohabana. akala.

Seeing Mohanl, Mahadeva was deluded, he did not ask Prabhu who she was,
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He forgot the consciousness of his body, arrows of love, her sidelong glances 

struck him.

27

samajhya nahim je  mem kahi te e mohanl re evo vyapyo che amga Anamga, 

puspana bagamam petho bale karire, lajja m uki dodya karva samga. akala.

He did not understand that I said that this is Mohanl, for Anamga had pervaded his 

whole body,

In a garden of flowers he entered with force, forgetting his modesty, he ran for 

union.

28

evamam vayu vayo tyam vege kari re, udyum vastra, dithum sahu §arira, 

tyare to atura ati malava thaya re rupa jotam rahinahim dhira. akala.

Meanwhile, when the wind blew then it was strong, it lifted her clothes, her entire 

body was seen,

Then he became excessively eager to meet her, seeing her beauty he lost his control.

29

dodatam amganum ambara rahyum kyahum re, nathi topana §ariranum bhana, 

ema vikala vrehavihvala thai gay a re, lagyum Mohani malavanum tana, akala.

While running the garment on his body fell off, there was no consciousness in his 

body,

He became so bewildered and confused by separation, he was obsessed with 

meeting Mohani.

30

jora kare to y e  juvatijhalaya nahim re, kahade hadi to ye  ave na hatha, 

pasa dekhe pana sparSa thato nathi re, bahu Sramita thaya strini satha. akala.
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He uses force, however the young woman can't be caught, he rushes but he doesn't 

get her hand (in agreement),

He sees from nearby, but there is no contact, the woman tired him out.

31

evamam avlgalghata vrksanire, tevamam avyo vajipavana, 

vinatanam vastra gayam sahu nlsari re, atilajja pami stnjana. akala.

Then as a clump of trees was reached, so the wind came again.

All clothes of modesty fell off, the woman became very embarrassed.

32

vama tyare vrksaothe ubhlrahlre, Samkara samipe avya bharava batha,

bhava£um bhetatam rupa pragata karyum re, mukha joyum  to Vaikumthanatha!

akala.

Then the woman stood in the shelter of a nee, Samkara approached to embrace her, 

As he embraced her with feeling [??], the form was made clear, he saw the face of 

V aikumthanatha 1

33

Madhava jan i Umapati lajiya re, Hari bolya haslne vacana:

'Mohanlrupa joyum  Mahadevaji re?' sum §ive karyum nlcum vadana. akala. 

Knowing it was Madhava, Umapati was ashamed, Hari laughed and said:

'Did Mahadeva see the form of Mohanl?' Hearing this, Siva lowered his head.

34

valati to jnaiia am Bhoje bhalyum re, 'Prabhu! maya tamari apara, 

akala gad tamari te to tamo laho re, baki kol na pame para.' akala.

Then returning to his senses, Bhola said, 'Prabhu! Your maya is limitless,

You take your incomprehensible way, no one else reaches the other side.
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35

garabo e gay a, £ikhe ne sambhaje re tene maya na pide ko vara,

Vallabhl vaisnavajana Daya^amkare re gaya ja$a Jagadi&ana sara. akala.

Who sings this garabo, learns and listens, maya never afflicts him at any time 

DayaSamkara, a Vallabhite Vaisnava sang the fame of the essence of JagadiSa.

131 Vrajamahima4

1

VrajanI §obha apara,jaum baliharijo! che Imdrapun avasa, Sobha sari jo !

The beauty of Vraja is unsurpassed, I am going there, I am blessed! Imdrapurl is a 

dwelling place, it's beauty is good!

2

gheraghera amamda apara, utsava thayejo, Gopiopimanamamhya gunalagayejo. 

In everyhouse there is endless joy, a festival takes place, the Gopis look wonderful 

and sing his merits in their minds.

3

Damodara DInadayaJa prakatya jyare jo, tyam rahyum na baki kamya,jaum balihare

jo !

When Damodara Dlnadayala appears, then nothing else matters. I'm going there, O 

yes!

4 The first ten verses only.
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4

Imdrapurlni mamhya nace ganika jo, kare GopI theI thel kara! vaje manika jo! 

Courtesans dance in Imdrapurl, the Gopis make the noises o f bells! Their jewels 

sound!

5

Imdrapurlni mamhya rsio bese ho, Harinam karava dar§ana muni mathapese jo.

The rsis are settled in Imdrapurl, the munis enter monasteries to have a sight of 

Hari.

6

Imdrapurlni mamhya guniyala gaye jo, gana kare che Gopa, sukhl bahu thaye jo.

In Imdrapurl, the virtuous sing, the Gopas sing, everyone becomes very happy.

7

Imdrapurlni mamhya vlna vage jo, murallna thaye nada, bhramana bhage jo.

In Imdrapurl, the veenas sound, the sound of the flute rises, delusions fly away.

8

Imdrapurlni mamhya nautama narljo, Gopika sajl Srmgara bethl a tm  jo.

In Imdrapurl, the women are beautiful, the Gopikas wearing their ornaments sit on 

the balconies.

9

Imdrapurlni mainhya Brahmana bhanata jo, kari vedarcauccara guna Hari ganatajo. 

In Imdrapurl the Brahmins recite, they pronounces the rks of the Veda, counting the 

qualities of Hari.
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10

Imdrapurini mamhya che simhasana jo , Vrajamam teno che vilasa Syamasukhasana 

jo.

In Imdrapuri is the throne, in Vraj it has beauty, the seat of happiness of Syama

1315 purvani prita 
pada: raga: dhanaSrl

1

maro neha lagyo re sakhi! §amaliya sathe! 

maro neha lagyo re e Pataliya sathe!

O friend, I am in love with Samaliya!

0  friend, I am in love with Pataliya!

2

sambhari ave mane prita puravani, e anubhava aja jagyo re Samafiya sathe, sakhi!

1 rem em ber love of previous (births), this experience today has awoken with 

Samamliya!

3

manano manyo, amtarano icchyo vara maliyo che mukham agyo re, e Samaliya 

sathe, sakhi!

I have met the bridegroom agreeable to my mind, desired by my heart, asked for by 

my mouth, with Samaliya.

^ S een .l  above.
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4

Dayana. Prltamanl samge niSadina ramatam a bhavano te bhaya aja bhagyo re, e 

Samaliya sathe, sakhi!

Playing day and night in the company of Daya's Beloved, today this fear o f the 

world has broken, with Samaliya.

138 kyama bhariye re jajajamananam nira? 
pada: raga: vasamta

R

kyama bhariye re? kyama bhariye jahjam ananum  nira? Namdakumvara kede  

padyo! kyama.

Why do we go for water? Why do we go for the water o f the River Jamana? 

Namdakumvara turns up on the road!

1

hum to otham lai aghirahum, samo ave,

samo ave re - samo ave Namdajino Lala. Namdakumvara. kyama.

1 shall conceal myself and remain at a distance, he approaches,

He approaches, he approaches, Namda's Lala.

2

ham re Vhalo paki mare picakario, avi vage - avi vage re ~

avi vage re - avi vage - mara tanadamam tira! Namdakumvara. kyama.

Oh yes, Vhalo squirts me, it hits me, it hits me,

It hits me, it hits me, an arrow on my body!
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3

ke mune rolicaligulalamam, vanasadyam -

vanasadyam — re vanasadyam maram coll ne cira! Namdakumvara. kyama.

Or he throws me in red powder, he has spoiled,

He has spoiled, he has spoiled my bodice and silk garment!

4

havam haraya te dina Holitana, e haraya -

e haraya - re e haraya Namdajino re Lala! Namdakumvara. kyama.

Now he has won this day of Holl, he has won,

He has won - he has won, Namdajfs Lala!

5

ke mune Dasadayana Svam i malya tene didham -

tene didham -re tene didham mune dharanadhira. Namdakumvara. kyama.

The servant Daya's Lord met me and he gave me,

He gave me, he gave me, certainty and patience.

140 sauthl para 
pada: raga: kalyana

R

sevani Srikrsna rasika Radhikapati, Radhikapati Govimda, Gopikapati. sevani. 

Serve Srikrsna, Radhikapati, Radhikapati Govimda, Gopikapati.

1

mahavakya 'tattvamasi', marmi tetana munimdra, 

lina jehamam svarupa, tethipara ad. sevani.
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The chief o f the munis knows the inner meaning of the great expression, 'tat tvam 

as?,

That in which the svarupa is absorbed is much greater than that. [??]

2

BrahmaVisnuBhavaanamta amta na lake acimtya, 

arthasadhane na sadhya, yog i na turn yati. sevani.

Brahma Visnu Bhava and Anamta do not know this unthinkable truth,

To achieve this purpose, you [need] not be a sadhu, nor a yo g i nor a yati.

3

atmarama purnakama, dhamadhama vamagrama, 

freyasadma, nania $yama adbhutakrti. sevani.

The one who delights in himself, who has his desire fulfilled, who in every place, in 

[?? j village,

The seat of merit, called Syama, having a wonderful form.

4

svayarnbhu svatamtra, grahi Sake na koimamtratamtra - 

prapta, Buddha prema, ananya bhakti, dina mad. sevani.

Self-bom, independent, whom no mamtra or tamtra can capture - 

Obtained by pure love, exclusive devotion, humble mind.

5

lalitachabi, tribhamgi Lala, Madanamohana, adkrpala, 

jehane nirakhi trpti Dayane nathi thati. sevani

Elegant beauty, Tribhamgi Lala, Madanamohana, exceedingly compassionate, 

Having seen whom, Daya cannot be satisfied.
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141 eka varyo Gopljanavallabha!

R

eka varyo Gopljanavallabha, nahim svami bljo.

I chose Gopljanavallabha alone, there is no other lord.

1

nahim svaml bljo re, mare nahim svami bijo. 

avara koinum kama na mare, rljho ke khijo!

Krsna kare te pramana, karaja vanaso ke sijo! 

prana jaya pana anya krtimam mana rakhe bhimjo. eka.

There is no other Lord, I have no other Lord,

1 have no love for another, be pleased or be angry!

What Krsna does is the measure, whether he spoils his duty or does it well; 

Even if my life goes let me not drench my mind in any other form.

2

sukhiduhkhijema game tema rakhe, ena guna gaum, 

vinamulano gharano gulama vece tyam vecaum, 

e ja  gamyo, ethlmana manyum, bijo nava cahum, 

ena ati avatara, hum koino dasa na kahevaum. eka.

Let him keep me as happy or sad as he pleases, I shall sing his praises, 

Where he sells me as a slave of a worthless house, there I shall be sold,

I liked only him, my mind agreed with him, I don't love anyone else,

This ultimate avatara of his, I shall not be called anyone's slave.
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Krsnavina Sira avara name to chedanano damda,

Namdakumvaravana nama jape to jihva karum gatakhamda, 

avara devanl a$a karye agha bhaje, vailBrahmamda 

anya amaradarfane dode paga to padum plmda. eka.

If  without Krsna, my head bows to another, the punishment is o f removal,

I f  my tongue chants a name other that Namdakumvara, I shall cut my tongue into a 

hundred pieces,

W hen (one) puts hope in another god, one worships sin, but [if] the world 

Runs on its feet at the dargana o f other gods, then I shall make pimdas [i.e. die].

4

hum catakajala Svati SnjI, hum jakha, Hari vari, 

hum harlla, kathlHari, drdhavata dharl te dhari, 

ananya pativrata jene nahim te kahie vyabhicart,

£rigurudeva! nabhavajo, kahe Dayo, sada teka marl. eka.

I am a cataka, Sriji is the svati water, I am the fish, Hari is the water,

I am the Harlla,6 Hari is the stick, I keep it firmly with me.

W e do not call a faithful wife a loose woman,

Srigurudeva! Dayo says support me, always be my prop [refrain].

142 prema 
pada

R

j e k o l  premaam&a avatare premarasa ten a uramam thare.

6The harila bird catches a piece o f  wood at its birth then keeps it with it all its life.
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If a particle of love is bom on earth, the sentiment of love is fixed in his breast. 

1

simhanakerum dudha hoya te simhanasutane jare, 

kanakapatra pakhe sahu dhatu phodlne nfsare. premarasa.

The milk of the lioness is digested only by a lion-cub,

It splits all metals apart from a golden vessel, and flows away.

2

sakkarakhoranum sakara jivana, kharana prana ja  hare,

ksara sindhunum machaladum jema mitha jalamam mare. premarasa.

Sugar is the life o f a sweet-toothed person, it takes the very life of a donkey, 

Just as a fish of the salt sea dies in sweet water.

3

somavell rasapana guddha je  brahmana hoya te kare, 

vagalavam£ine vamana karave, vedavani ucare. premarasa.

The juice o f the soma plant is pure if a Brahmin drinks it,

It causes vomiting to those of mixed caste, this is the word of the Vedas.

4

uttama vastu adhikaravina male, tadapi artha na sare, 

matsyabhogl bagalo muktaphala dekhi camcu na bhare. premarasa.

The very best thing, if obtained wrongly, will have no effect,

The fish-eating crane, seeing a pearl, does not fill its beak.

5

ema kotlsadhane premavina Purusottama pumthe na phare,

Dayaprltama £rigovardhanadharavara premabhaktie vare. premarasa.
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Thus in a crore of ways, Purusottama does not chase after people who are without 

love.

Day a's Beloved, Govardhanadharavara, chooses with loving devotion.

143 Vrmdavanamam 
pada: garabl

1

Srivrmdavana sukhakari re! samarye nase sahu p i da! 

jyam  Sriradhagiridharire sada kare che rasakrida!

Srivrmdavana gives pleasure! When it is remembered, all afflictions flee!

Where Sriradha and Srigiridhari always perform games of rasal

2

jyam  rasamaya Girigovardhana re, rasamaya SriyamunaranI, 

svarupa vrksa ne velo re, prthvirasamaya lo jam.

Where is wonderful Mount Govardhana, and wonderful Queen Yamuna,

Know that the trees and creepers are true forms, the earth is pleasing.

3

rasarupa Camdrama acalita re, rasamaya che divasareni, 

rasarupa sarva samagrl re Yugalarupane sukhadenl.

The lovely moon is still, the day and night are pleasing,

The whole collection is lovely, giving pleasure to the form of the Couple.

4

jyam  khatartu sada vase che re je  mana icche te thaye, 

che sarva samaya Harisvadhma re, divasa rata pana thaijaye,

Where the six seasons always live, what the mind desires happens,
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All times are under Hari's control, even day and night happen [at his will].

5

jyam  praveSa nahi kolparano re, nava cale koM m aya,

GopIpana te sahu Govimda re! jema kami svarupa ne chaya,

Where there is no entry of the other, no maya operates,

But the Gopls are all there and Govimda like some true form and shadows.

6

jyam  purusa eka Purusottama re, baki sarave Vrajanari, 

temam Lalitamukhya sakhi che re madhya beunl adhikan.

Where the one man is Purusottama, the rest are all Vraja women,

Among them are the female friends with Lalita at then head, and, in the middle, the 

powerful o f the pair [Radlia].

7

jyam  JugalakiSora rame che re navarasalila nitya navi, 

anubhavmum amtara jane re, Sake varnavikema kavi?

Where the young Couple plays, there are always new Was of the nine rasas,

The heart o f the experienced knows this, how can a poet describe it?

8

jhaninigad nava pahomce re, premarasa premine ja jare, 

jyama dudha simhanikerum re simhanasuta hoya to ja thare.

The way of the one who follows knowledge does not reach there, the rasa o f love is 

digested only by the loving,

As a lioness' milk is (suitable) for a lioness' cub, so it settles only there.
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9

e prema parama amamdarasa re! rakhe visayarasasama ane, 

emam Sukamuni ne Siva chakya re! te $um kamijana jane?

This love is the supreme rasa of joy! equal to the rasa of sense objects (sexual 

pleasure?),

In it 6ukamuni and Siva were wrong! What do desirous people know of this?

10

jene kamane moha pamadyo re te Prabhu kamava§a kema thaye?

Srlkrsnarasakrlda gatam re kamaroga urathijaye.

How can one who has been made to experience infatuation for desire become 

overcome by desire for Prabhu?

Singing the play of the rasa of Krsna, the fever of love goes from his breast.

11

mahaadhamano uddhara karava re bhutala Ilia karlNathe, 

jema ghrta visa javaravalane re te ja amrta osadha sathe.

Natha performed his lila on the earth to give uddhara to the great and the lowly,

As ghee is a poison to a person with fever, this is nectar with a healing herb.

12

hoya jlvanlavali buddhi re, mate e £iksa bhakhi, 

samajhlanubhavatam nirmafa re tha£o Srlbhagavata sakhi,

The soul has contrary wisdom, therefore he spoke this lesson,

H aving understood it, experiencing it purely, you will becom e the female 

companion of Sribhagavata.

13

e bhave Harirasa gatam re sunatam Hari Vhala tha£e,
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bhajo Dasadayana Piitama re, sahu sukha sheje thalja£e.

Singing and hearing this rasa of Hari with this emotion, Hari will become Vhala, 

Praise the Beloved of the servant Daya, all happiness will happen spontaneously.

145 Rasiye vajadi ramgavasali! 
pada: raga: bllavala

R

Rasiye vajadi ramgavamsall! pamsall marlprol! 

vikala karim une Vhalame vamkl drstere jol! Rasiye.

Rasiya played his lovely flute! He pierced my heart!

Vhalama made me confused, he looked with a sidelong glance!

1

sakhi Panaghata upara hum padi, m an kaya re kampe!

bheda na samajhe ko bhamini! lei leihrdiya§um campe/ Rasiye.

Friend, I met him on the water ghat, my body trembles!

Lovely woman, he doesn't understand any division, taking, taking, he presses me to 

his heart!

2

kolkahe, 'akhetara to adyum!' kolkahe, 'kale re karadl!' 

eka sakhisamajhlgal - 'Lalalhere re maradl!' Rasiye.

Some say, 'Witchcraft touched her!', others say,’Yesterday she was bitten!'

One friend understood, 'Waves of pleasure of Lala overpowered her!'

3

tene kahyum , 'sarako sahu! eka mamtra hum pase,
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sambhalavum ena Sravanamam, vikha utarija§e,' Rasiye.

She said, 'Go away, all of you! I have a mantra,

I'll whisper it in your ear, the poison will go,1

4

tene kahyum mara kanamam, hum chum Syamanisamgi, 

ni£ce hum tene melavum,1 - suni uthi umamgl Rasiye.

She said in my ear, 'I am the friend of &yama,

I'll certainly arrange for you to meet him.' Hearing this, he was delighted.

5

sarve vakhani te triya/vikhadum tern vaiyum!1

Dayana Pritama tene mefavya! marum vrehaduhkha tajyum! Rasiye.

These three words are everything, 'He neutralised the poison!'

She was made to meet Daya's Beloved, my sorrow at separation was removed!

146 premasamtosa 
pada: garabl

R

mara Vhala re! lago cho vhala!

Piyu, Pranajlvana, Namdana Lala! 

blja vhala te kahevana thala! mara.

My Vhala, you are dear,

Piyu, Pranajlvana, Namdana Lala!

Other dear ones are to be called useless!
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1

Vhala! vhalasankhum nathl kam l mithum,

amrta pana evum nava dlthum,

heta svarathanum te to ajithum! mara.

Vhala there is nothing as sweet as the dear one,

1 have not seen even nectar like this,

Selfish love is impure.

2

mithi vastu saghaliprema tale, 

tene bhogavya pachl samtosa vaje, 

premarasa pltam trsna na tale. mara.

All sweet tilings are beneath love,

After enjoying it, satisfaction arises,

Drinking the rasa of love, thirst is not quenched.

3

jhanadike tame va£a na thao. 

moksadike dehe alaga thao,

Vhala! vhalathakl tame bamdhao! mara.

Do not fall under the power of learning etc., 

Keep apart in your body from liberation etc., 

Vhala! you bind me with love!

4

pntaritamani pamdita turn jane? 

anubhavathi ajanya avaguna ane, 

ene je  jane te nitya mane! mara.

What do pandits know of the ways of love?
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Ignorant of its experience, they belittle it,

Those who know it, enjoy it constantly.

5

mukha dlthe marl amkha thare, 

te manadum dhiraja nava dhare, 

dubi jala machaladi tarase mare! mara.

When I see his face, my eyes settle there, 

my mind does not keep patience,

A fish in water drowned, it dies of thirst!

6

tana thako, koi mana rakhe thako,

Natha! sukhf karava nitya citta tako, 

nitya nlrakhum, pana trpti nahi arnko! mara.

Let my body tire but do not let my mind tire,

Natha! Turn your mind to always making me happy, 

I look constantly, but my desire has no limits!

7

marum mana rahejo tamaium lagyum! 

marum tanamana rahejo tama pasa magum,

- Dayapritamaji! dejo e magum! mara.

Keep my mind attached to you,

Keep my body and mind near you, I implore you, 

Beloved o f Daya, grant my request!
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147 jao, jao, jutlia! 
pada: raga: khata

R

jao ji!  jao ji!  JTvana! jutha cho, mem janya, kale gum bolya? ne gum kidhum re? jao. 

Go, Go, Jivana, you are false, I realised this, what did you say yesterday? and what 

did you do?

1

akhi ratanl ujagarlrakhi! marum tanamana gidane samtapyum re? 

dajhaya upara luna devane mune a dargana glda apyum re? jao.

All night you kept me sleepless! Why do you torture my body and mind?

Why did you give me this dargana to allow salt on the bum?

2

aja pale marum nama na lego Jao, mana mane tyam mahalo re! 

m ote re prabhate mare dvara glda ubha? jao, go gorambho thalo re?jao.

Today you don't take my name at any moment [i.e. you'll ignore me], go, whenever 

you like and stroll about,

So why are you standing at my door at the break o f dawn? Go, what is this empty 

siege?

3

vanajavina jokhama glda joie? calo, ubha na rahego man pase re!

Dayana Prltamavhala! manamam vicaro - juthum  khaya te mithanf age re! jao.

Why want risk without venture? come on, don't stand around near me!

Daya's Beloved, think on this in your mind, who eats leftovers, he is in hope of 

sweetness.
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148 tamaro! 
pada

R

'tamaro! tamaro Pyarl! mana mane te kahonf!

nathf cukyo, pana a cukyo chum, mune damda game te doni! tamaro!

'(I am) yours, yours, my beloved woman, my mind accepts what you say!

1 haven't done wrong, but I have done wrong, give me any punishment you like!

1

gunegara jam  mujane be bhujapa&e bamdho re! 

tethladhika karo to muja para nenabana be samdho re!

Knowing I am a wrongdoer, tie me with the fetters of your arms,

If you will do more than that, then do it with two arrows from your eyes!

2

nasijaUa jano to mujane urakkille cadavo re!

kaho to Dhljapatlja karuni, Sivapimdlhatha dharavo re! tamaro!

If I run away, know this, then put me in the fortress of your heart,

If you say that then I shall convince you, I'll put my hand on a Siva lingam.

3

kaho to adhara sama khaum, Pyarl! §Ida karo samtapa re? 

saco chaum, saco chaum, juthum  bolum to be bapa re! tamaro!

If you say so then I take an oath with my lips, beloved woman, why do you torture 

me?

I am tine, I am true. If I speak falsely then I have two fathers.
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4

- etna sum hast bolyam &yama, 'avadum kyam bhanl avya re?'

-beta dharl haida£um lldha, mamdiramam padharavya re, tamaro!

Hearing this &yama laughed and sa id ,' Where have you learnt so much?'

Bearing love, she took him to her heart, she welcomed him in her house.

5

premasahita paryamke podhyam, umamgyo ratirasa bbarlre, 

e jugalarupatam lila para ja y  a Dayo balihari re! tamaro!

With love, they lay down on a bed, the rasa of sex rose fully,

H ie lila o f the form of the Couple becomes the ultimate, Dayo is blessed!

149 ghumghatadamamthi 
pada: raga: ramakall

R

jala jatam aja ghumghatadamam Mohananum mukba dlthum re! 

amrtarasa pana ethaki phlkko bai! evum lagyum che mune mlthum re! jala.

Today when I was going for water in my veil, I saw Mohana's face!

Nectar is bland compared to it, sister! It seemed so sweet to me!

1

enepana kamlnathi re ajanyum, mune mana karl samajhavlre, 

campIhrde karibeta janavyum mane samam te nene nacavf re! jala.

Nothing is unknown to him, he deceived my mind,

He pressed me to his heart and declared his love, he made his eyes dance in front of 

me.
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2

6um kahum sukhaduhkha te ja  samanum? Sara snehatanam ura vagyam re! 

manamam ave tema mukhe kema kahevum pel a durijana daityaSa lagya re! jala. 

What can I say of all that sorrow and happiness? Arrows o f love struck my breast! 

How can my mouth say what comes in my mind? Those w icked people seemed 

monstrous!

3

Rasiyo rupalo catura ko evo nathl avara - mem ni£ce bhalyum re.

dhanya bhagye jene Dayana Prltama samga managamatum sukha mahalyum re! jala.

There is no one else as beautiful or as clever as Rasiyo - 1 certainly saw that.

The one who has enjoyed happiness to his heart's content in the company of Daya's 

beloved is very fortunate!

155 mune maya lagadi 
pada: raga: bihaga

R

ho Mohana re mune maya lagadi! mana mohyum Girivaradhari Lala!

Mohana's love has s tu ck  me, Girivaradhari Lala has bewitched my mind!

1

mohanl moralle citta corl lldhum marum, mune sutljagadl mune.

The flute of love has has stolen my mind, it wakes me when I am sleeping.

2

alabell amkhanl anle prana proya, kidhlghayala ghadl! mune.

The points of his lovely eyes have pierced my soul, they have made deep wounds!
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3

kalaja kadhilldhum kamanagara! nehanena dekhadl. mune.

The bewitching one has taken away my heart, he showed eyes o f love.

4

vaida Vhalaji! mara rogano turn che, kone dekhadiun nadf? mune 

Vhalaji, you are the doctor of my illness, whom shall I show my pulse?

5

dhaml dhikhum chum tara virahanl age! Pritama! padani tadhl! mune.

I covered the fire of separation from you, Pritama! you put on the cold ashes.

6

manamadhukara maro mukto che nahim tara rUpanl vadl! mune.

The bee o f my mind, the garden of your beauty, does not leave me alone.

7

Dayapntama! mlthum boll, marnda has!Mohanaphamdamam padl! mune.

Daya's Beloved! Having spoken sweetly, laughing gently, he threw he down into a 

love affair (of love).

156 abolada 
pada: raga: ramakall

R

garajasavadina thaJemara Vhala! garajasavadlna thale! 

garanagatakara grahiye mara Vhala! garajasavadl na thale!
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My Vhala, do not be selfish,

Take the hand of the one who has come for refuge, do not be selfish!

1

tain a mate laja tajl lokomam gavani, Vhalam te veridam kldham, 

tenum sahyabhadum sabalum apyum re! vanavamke abolada lidha! mara.

For your sake I have abandoned shame and am censured among people, I made 

loved ones enemies,

1 paid a high price for this, they ignored me though I was innocent!

2

sagam re sambamdhl mune perapera pfde} sabala samtapepiyudo maro,

- te duhkhadum hum na ganuin jo  hoya mitamelavo tamaro. mara.

Relations and family afflict me in all ways, my beloved hurts me greatly,

- 1 do not reckon this as sorrow if there is a meeting of the eyes with you.

3

je  tama mate mem sahukol mukyum te ja tame mune mukJ! 

te agana adhlko mare amge! vhalaveladi suki! mara.

I, who have put everyone aside for your sake, am put aside by you!

This burning pain is too much for my body, it dried up the creeper of love!

4

te kamto ura amtara salake che, dekhlmune cltavo cho adum!

Dayana Pritama! hum kamipera jivum?pel!Sokyaladinum heta gadhum! mara. 

This thorns give a piercing pain in my breast, seeing me you ignore me ,

Beloved of Daya! How am I to live? The love of that co-wife is strong
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157 matanl phariyada 
pada: raga: kalimgado

R

ramka marl Radhane dago ene dldho re! ramka.

He cheated my poor Radha!

1

phamdamam namkhlne enephamsi re didhi, 

paradhmt pere dhiravine jiva Ifdho re! ramka.

Having engaged in an affair, he strangled her,

She trusted him, then he took her life as if he were a hunter.

2

mamda haslne Vhale vamka viloki, 

prana Pyarijfno potane va£a kidho re. ramka. 

Gently smiling, Vhala looked crookedly 

He took control for himself of the soul of Pyarl.

3

duhkhe dadham kahiye, enum pana Radha locana - 

- ban a bhavobhava kalajadum vimdho re! ramka.

Let us say, we are burnt in sorrow, but the arrows of Radha's eyes 

Also pierced his heart in many births.

4

Dayana Pritama! eva to eva rahejo re, 

kapata karlne ene premarasa pldho re! ramka. 

Beloved of Daya, remain always so,
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Having played some trick, he drank the rasa of love.

159 Mohanane etalum kahejo! 
pada

R

Madhuvrata! kahejo re Mohanane etalum: 'sunyum te divasano harakha na maya, 

bhagya motum kanya pamya Kamsanikimkari, puma paunyavina evum kone nava 

thaya. Madhuvrata!

0  bee, say this much to Mohana: We heard that the joy o f that day cannot be 

contained,

The maid servant of Kamsa has been very lucky, this couldn't happen to anyone 

without full merits.

1

re Mathuranam vast bahu Kubajana sagam, kimkannum kula motum kahevaya, 

paranya pahelam Dhobie paheravlpaheramani\ DarajiMafiphulya te sambamdhi ena 

thaya. Madhuvrata!

Mathura has many relatives of the inhabitant Kubja , the family o f the servant can 

be called great,

Before their wedding, the washerman presented her with her wedding gift, the tailor 

and the gardener looked pleased, they became her relations.

2

benum mana sanyum  tyam to vedavidhi thal re, sasariye padharya re 

Sumdarafyama,

UddhavajI anavariyuin thal punithe re gaya, RasiyojI njhya jo l  rupanum dhama. 

Madhuvrata!
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The m ind o f both was m ortgaged then the rites o f the V eda took place, 

SumdaraSyama entered his in-laws’ place,

UddhavajI, acting as companion of the groom, went behind him, Rasiyo rejoiced 

seeing the abode of beauty.

3

e §um? Vhale re amane na lakhlkamkotarl! re bhalum eka gama vasyano vahevara, 

DayaPrabhune karavo ghate amare camdalo} te moklavaneprana karya che taiyara!' 

Madhuvrata!

W hat is this? Vhala did not write us an invitation! Is this conduct o f a (co-)village 

dweller to be called good?

We w ant to make a suitable wedding gift for Daya's Lord, we have made 

preparations to send our lives!

162 Vraja vhalum re!

R

Vraja vhalum re! vaikumtha nahi avurn,

mane na game caturbhuja thavum,

tyam Srinamdakunivara kyamthilavum? vraja vhalum re!

O, Vraja is dear! I am not coming to Vaikumtha,

I do not want to become a god,

How can I bring Namdakumvara there? 0 ,  Vraja is dear!

1

jo le Lalitatribhamgl mare Giridhan,

samge joTe Snradhe pyarl,

te vina nava ainkha thare mai'l vraja vhalum re!
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What I want is Giridhari Lalitatribhamgl,

1 want him in the company of his beloved Sriradha,

Without them, my eyes are not satisfied.

2

tyam Srijamuna Girivara che nahi, 

mune asakti che ghani e beni,

te vina maro prana prasanna rahe nahi. vraja vhalum re!

The Srijamuna and Girivara are not there,

I have a great desire for them both,

Without them my soul is not content.

3

tyam Snvrmdavanarasa nathi,

Vrajavanita samga vilasa nathi,

Visnu venu vayano abhyasa nathi. vraja vhalum re!

The rasa of Srinndavana is not there,

The play with the ladies of Vraja is not there,

The flute-practice of Visnu is not there.

4

jyam  vrksevrkse venuna dhari,

patrepatre che Hari bhujacari,

eka Vrajaraja comukti vari. vraja vhalum re!

Where, on every tree there is bearing of a flute,

On every leaf there is four-armed Hari,

One particle of Vraja's dust is better than fourfold liberation.
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5

jyam  vasavane Siva sakhirupa thayam 

Haju aja Vrajarajane tarasata rahya,

Uddhavasarakha te trna Krsna thaya. vraja vhalum re!

In order to live there Siva took on the form of a female companion,

He is still thirsting for the dust of Vraja

Like Uddhava, a blade of grass, he became a Krsna [OR: Uddhava became a blade 

of black grass ??].

6

sukha svarganum Krsna vina kadavum,

mane na game Brahmasadana adavum

dhika sukha! jenepam ipachum  padavum? vraja vhalum re!

The joy of heaven is ugly without Krsna,

I do not lilce the strange palace of Brahman.

What sort of happiness is it, from which one must return?

7

£um kaivni Srijl! hum sayujya pami?

ekatamam tamo na raho Svaml!

mare dasapanamam rahe £i khami? vraja vhaluin re!

Srlji! What shall I do with total merging with god?

In unity you do not remain, Svanu!

What is wrong with my remaining in servitude?

8

Vrajajana Vaikumthasukha jo i valyam,

na gamyum tyare Brahmanamdamam bhalyam,

ghera svarupanamda sukha atige gajyani. vraja vhalum re!
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The people of Vraja saw the joys of Vaikumtha and returned,

They did not enjoy being mixed in the bliss of Brahman,

They took great pleasure in the joy of svarupas at home.

9

gurubale Gokulavasi tha£um,

§nvallabha$arane nitya ja&um,

Dayapntama sevirasaja§a gagum. vraja vhalum re!

By the power of the Guru, I shall become a dweller in Gokula,

I shall ever take refuge with Srlvallabha,

Serving Daya's Beloved, I shall sing the glory o f his rasa.

163 marum dhanakatum dhora 
pada:raga: kedaro

R

marum dhanakatum dhora dhanake che sahu nagramam, simakhetarakhalum kam l 

na muke,

na javum  jaya tyam , na khavum khaya te, rakhadavum nitya temam na cuke, 

marum.

My cow wanders about all over the town, no one puts it in a field or a barnyard,

It goes where it shouldn't, it eats what it shouldn't, it doesn't wander where it should 

roam.

1

vaji lavum ghera negatum mamdum gajyum, lilum nlrum cha pana te na sumdhe, 

kohyalam radam, ghasa, kyahum kusaka, mara khafne pana te ja  thumge. marum.
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I turn it back for home and it goes slowly and unwillingly, but it won't go to 

greenery and water,

Rotten ears of com, hay, bran - even suffering blows, it eats only these dry foods.

3 '

hedalo hoderado moro manyo nahim, thayum harayum, havam hum to haryo! 

vaia mare nathl tadapi marum kahavyum, mate rahum chum bhayabhita cimtano 

maryo. marum .

The bullock pays no attention to the blow, it has become difficult, now I am 

defeated!

I have no control although it is known as mine, therefore I remain stricken with 

worry and afraid.

4

hem Guru! Gopaja! mem  arapyum e apane, va£a karlrakho nija pasa magum, 

sadhupanum tfkhavi Vnrtdavana carajo, klega mara tale, paya lagum. marum .

0  Guru, Gopala! I entrust this to you, having taken it under control, I ask you to 

keep it with you,

It wants to learn saintliness, graze it in Vrmdavana, it removes my affliction, I touch 

your feet.

5

he rsikega! e kle§a muja manatana apa talo, karo Buddha sacuni, 

samaranasevana bane ahirnitia apanum, acala anamda mane eha jacum. marum.

0  Rsikesa! Remove this affliction of my mind, make it pure and true,

Let it perfom the service of remembering you day and night, let it experience 

unmoving bliss, I ask this.
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6

manamati bagadatam sarva karru bagadiyum, daravum bahu Nathajl! Daya ano, 

Janadayana Pritama Srigovaradhanadbarana! karuna drste juo, nijano jano . marum. 

Ruining the mind, everything has been ruined, you make Daya very afraid, Natha, 

Daya's Beloved, &rigovardhanadhara, look with a compassionate glance, know 

your own person.

164 ni£cayana mahelamam vase maro Vhalamo! 
pada

R

ni§cayana mahelamam vase maro Vhalamo, vase Vrajaladllo re! 

je  re jaye te jham khlpam e j l  re!

bhula bhame te blja sadanamam 6odhe re, Hari na male eke thame re!

My Vhalamo lives in the palace of certainty, Vrajaladilo lives there,

Those who go there see him!

The misguided wander about, they seek him in another palace, they won't meet Hari 

anywhere.

1

satsamgade§amam bhaktinagara che re, premanlpola puchi jo jo  re! 

virahatapapoliane mall maholepesajo re, sevasldl cadi bhela thajo re!

In the country o f satsahga is the city o f bhakti, try asking at the gate o f premal 

Meet those who stay in the quarter of the pain of viraha, go into the street, go up the 

stairs of seva and assemble there.

2

dinatapatramam manamani mukine bheta Bhagavamtajme karajo re!
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humbhavapumbhava nochavara karmere Srigiridharavara tamo varajo re!

Put a jewel of the mind in the cup or humbleness and make it a gift for Bhagavamta! 

Throw away egoism and choose Srigiridharavara!

3

e re mamdananum mula Hariiccha re, krpa vina siddha na thaye re! 

$rivallabha£aranathakl sahu pade sahelum re, daivljanaprati Dayo gaye re!

The desire for Hari is the root of a beginning, without his compassion it won't be 

fulfilled!

With refuge in Vallabha everything happens easily, Dayo sings for daivi people! 

170 pragata malye sukha thaya!

R

pragata malye sukha thaya, Srlgiridhara pragata malye sukha thaya! 

amtaryaml akhilamam che tethl kaho, konum duhkha ja y  a? SrTgiridhara.

W hen he is manifest, happiness arises, when Sriiridhara is manifest, happiness 

arises.

The antaryamin is in the world, so tell me, how does that remove sorrow?

1

tela vina sphuta tila puryethi dipaka kema pragataya?

pragata pavaka vina kastane bhetye £1 pere 6Ita 6amaya? &rigiridhara

How is the lamp lit by filling it with broken sesame without sesame oil?

How can cold be appeased by rubbing sticks together without fire being present?

2

prthvi cataye trsa tale nahi, amtarajala Sruti gaya,
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dlvasalipasanaspargathi ko  kahe jvala janal? Srigiridhara

By eating the earth, thirst is not removed, the sruti sings in the inner water,

Who says that fire is produced from touching a stone or a match?

3

sura bhipetamam paya, temam ghita, tethl pusti na pame gaya,

dohlmathl makhana tavye sarpibhaksana sukhadaya. Srigiridhara

There is m ilk in the cow’s stomach, and ghee in that, but the cow is not nourished

by it,

When butter from yoghurt is melted, eating ghee gives pleasure.

4

vyapakathl vato nava thaye, te vina jiva akalaya, 

rasiyajanamanaramjana Natavara! Dayapritama! Vrajaraya! Siigiridhara 

These things don't happen from pervading (by his just being there nothing happens, 

I want personal experience), without him the soul is uneasy,

Delighter o f rasika people, Natavara! Daya's Beloved! Vrajaraya! Srlgiridhara!

175 Vaisnava nathi thayo turn re! 
pada

R

vaisnava nathi thayo turn re harijana nathi thayo turn re 

Sida gumanamam ghume?

You have not become a Vaisnava, you have not become a person of Hari, why are 

you puffed up with pride?
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1

harijananejolhaiyum na harakhe, drave na hariguna gatam 

kama dama catakl nathi chatakl, krodhe locana ratam

Seeing a person o f Hari, your heart does not rejoice, it does not melt while (he is) 

singing the merits o f Hari,

The charm o f lust and money has not slipped away, your eyes are red with anger,

2

tuja samge kol vaisnava thaye, to turn vaisnava saco 

tara samgano ramga na lage, tyarn lagl turn kaco

If  anyone becomes a Vaisnava in your company, then you are a true Vaisnava,

As long as there is no pleasure in your company, then you are a half-baked devotee.

3

paraduhkha dekhl hrde na daje, paraninda nathi darato 

vhala nathi Vitthalatium sacum, hathe turn hum hum karato

Seeing other people's sorrow, your heart does not bum, you do not fear speaking ill 

of others,

You have not true love for Vitthala, you are obstinate in your egoism.

4

paropakareprita na tujane, svartha chutyo che nahim

kahenl tevl rahenl na male, kyam lakhyum ema kahenl

You have no love for benevolence, your self-interest has not gone away.

Your actions do not match your words, asking for written authority?'

5

bhajana rudha nathi mana ni&ce, nathi harino viSvasa 

jagatatanl a&a che jyam  lagljagata guru, turn dasa
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Your mind is not settled, fixed on the bhajana, you have not faith in Hari,

So long as you have hope in the world, the world is your gum, you are a slave.

6

manatano guru mana kareia, to sacl vastu jadate

daya duhkha ke sukha mana, pana sacum kahevum pada£e

If you make your mind the gum of the mind, then you will get the real truth,

Daya (says): Consider it happy or sad, but you must speak the tmth.

184 eka vinamti 
pada: raga: saramga

R

mare amtasamaya Alabela! mujane mukaSo ma! 

mara Madanamohanajl! chela! avasara cuka&o ma! mare!

0  Alabela, it is the time of my death, do not leave me!

0  my Madamohanaji Chela, do not miss the chance!

1

Hari! hum jevotevo tamaro! mujane muka§o ma!

£rigurusompyo sambamdha vicaro, avasara cuka§o ma! mare!

0  Hari! I am yours in any way at all! do not leave me!

Think of the relationship entrusted by Srigum, do not miss the chance!

2

mara dosakosa sambharlmujane muka&o ma!

Saranagatavatsala Giridhari! avasara cuka£o ma! mare!

Having remembered my treasury of faults do not leave me!
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Giridhari, loving to those who have come to you for refuge, do not miss the chance!

3

Hari! mare dharma nathikoi sadhana, mujane muka&o ma! 

nathi satsamga, smarana, aradhana, avasara cukago ma! mare!

Hari! I do not have any means in religion, do not leave me!

Nor in congregation, remembering or prayer, do not miss the chance!

4

&ripati! Sarvatma! Sarvottama! mujane mukaSo ma! 

mara Pranajivana! Purusottama! avasara cuka&o ma! mare!

Sripati! Sarvatma! Sarvottama! do not leave me!

My Pranajivana! Purusottama! do not miss the time!

5

samartha karunasimdhu £riji! Dayane muka£o ma! 

mare otha nathi ko i biji! avasara cuka§o ma! mare!

Powerful ocean of compassion, Sriji! do not leave Daya,

I have no other support, do not miss the time!

185 manajimusapharane 
pada: raga: kaphi

R

manaji! musaphara re! calo nija de£a bhani! 

mulaka ghana joya re! musaphari thai cheghani!

O mind! O traveller! go to your own country!

You saw many countries! There were many journeys!
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1

Svapura javano pamtha avyo che, rakhe bhulata bhai! 

pharme maraga malavo che nahfm, evi to che avalai, 

samajhme calo sudha re! na jaSo dabake jam anl manajl!

The path for going to your own city has come, friend, (guard) lest you mistake it! 

This path will not be found again, such is its difficulty,

Having understood this, go straight, do not go left or right.

2

vaccephamsia vata maravane betha che becara, 

mate, valava rakho betraneka tyare teno nahim bhara, 

malyo che eka bhedu re! batavlgati sahu tetani. manajl!

Two or four obstacles are settled to kill in the middle of the path,

Therefore, keep two or three spies, then there is no burden in that,

A spy has been got! All paths of this have been shown.

3

mala vahoro to vahoro Sethana namano, thaya na kyahum atakava, 

apano karatam jokhama ave ne phave danino dava, 

etla saru re! na thavum vahoratana dhani. manajl!

If you buy goods then buy in the name of a merchant, there is no prevention,

Doing this on our name, we have a risk and the scheme of the road-tax collector 

[Krsna] prevails,

Therefore, do not be the master of the purchase.

4

jojo, jagatathaki javum che, karajo sambhaline kama,

Dasadayane ema game che - havani jaie potane dhama,
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sujhe che havam evum re! avadha thai che apanl! manajl!

See, go from the world, having taken care of your work, do it,

The servant Daya likes this - now let us go to our own home,

Now this suggests itself to me, our end has come!

206 vediyo vaiyakaranlya

R

Sum jane vyakarani? vastune Sum jane vyakarani?

mukha paryamta bharyum ghrta tadapi svada na jane barani. vastune.

W hat does the grammarian know? W hat does the grammarian know about the 

essence?

A jar filled up to the top with ghee even then does not know its taste.

1

sumdara rite Saka vagharyum, bhoga na pame bharani, 

amtaramamhe agni vase pana anarnda pame na aranl. vastune.

Vegetables are spiced in a beautiful way but the cooking pot can't taste it,

Fire lives within it, but the kindling stick does not obtain joy.

2

nija nabhimam kasturlpana harsa na pame haranl,

Dayo kahe, dhana datayum ghanum, jyama dhanavamta kahave nirdhanf. vastune. 

There is musk in its own navel, but the deer does not experience delight,

Dayo says, he buries much wealth, and so the rich man is called poor.
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